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2015 is the year that the United Nations has declared as the International Year of Light.
Light-based technologies change our economies and lifestyles. They become vital in
our daily lives. Also the winners of the latest Nobel Prizes focus on photonics.
The Nobel Prize for physics had been awarded to Isamu Akasaki, Hiroshi Amano
and Shuji Nakamura who developed the blue LED. Stefan Hell, Eric Betzig and
William Moerner won the Nobel Prize for chemistry for super-resolved fluorescence
microscopy with a resolution far beyond Abbe’s diffraction limit of about half the
wavelength (200 nanometers). Pushing optical microscopy into the nanodimension
with certain fluorescentmolecules, microscopy “turned” into nanoscopy. A resolution
below 10nm has been achieved in fluorescence nanoscopy using visible light.
But microscopes and nanoscopes are not just analytical tools. They can also op-
erate as highly precise nanomaching tools with features sizes below 100 nanometers
even when operating in the near infrared (NIR). Non-linear optics, in particular multi-
photon effects, made that possible.
The PhD student and later Nobel Prize Winner Maria Göppert predicted multi-
photon effects in the late twenties of the last century. It took about 30 years until the
first laser was built to prove her hypothesis by the generation of second harmonic
generation (SHG) and two-photon fluorescence in 1961. Again 30 years later the first
two-photon laser microscope was built utilizing a femtosecond dye laser. One decade
later, multiphoton tomographs became medical devices and the first stimulated
emission depletion (STED) microscope was realized. Both systems were based on
titanium:sapphire femtosecond laser technology.
With the new millennium, femtosecond NIR laser systems became novel micro-
machining tools in material production and in refractive eye surgery.
And within the last 10 years, femtosecond NIR laser technology “turned” micro-
machining into nanomachining. These novel nonlinear photonic nanoprocessing
tools are based on two-photon and STED-lithography as well as on multiphoton
ionization and plasma formation. In-bulk nanoprocessing became feasible when
using non-ultraviolet (UV) laser radiation.
This book refers to the latest developments in laser-produced sub-100 nanometer
features, typically with femtosecond NIR laser systems. 15 research groups consisting
of engineers and natural scientists describe the basics of femtosecond laser –material
interaction and the interior of the novel nanotools. Technical and biomedical applica-
tions such as STED-lithography to develop protein nanoanchors, production of ultra-
thin resists, biochemical sensors and scaffolds, laser-induced periodic nanostructures
for friction control in titanium and steel as well as virus-free optical reprogramming
of cells are demonstrated.
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The invention of lasers in 1960 marked the birth of an entirely new era of optical
science and technology. The combination of a laser beam and an optical microscope
offers a way to confine a laser beam to a region smaller than the wavelength of the
beam. For a visible wavelength beam, the size of this small region can be down to
200–300nm, determined by Abbe’s diffraction law. Scanning this focused spot across
a sample under illumination leads to the invention of laser scanning microscopy
such as confocal microscopy which gives an optical sectioning property for three-
dimensional (3D) imaging. Due to the strong confinement of the light beam, the
intensity in the focal region can be used to induce the localized physical or chemical
processes in a sample under illumination, which provides a powerful way to fabricate
sub-wavelength structures in the sample.
The integration of ultrafast laser beams with an optical microscope was a mile-
stone in optical microscopy as it allows for nonlinear excitation in the focal region.
Nonlinear excitation such as two-photon excitation removes the necessity of using a
confocal pinhole for 3D imaging. In the context of optically induced fabrication, two-
photon excitation is a flexible tool for 3D micro-fabrication. Because of the threshold
effect associated with the laser–material interaction, the 3D fabrication by a femto-
second laser beam usually results in a 3D structure with a feature size smaller than
the diffraction limit.
The core of the stimulated emission depletion microscopy method, invented by
the 2014 Nobel Laureate, Stefan Hell, is the use of two laser beams rather than one. In
this case, the first laser beam is the induction of fluorescence while the second one
is to terminate it. With an appropriate spatial overlapping arrangement of the two
beams, one can break the diffraction limited resolution barrier, leading to nanoscopy.
Inspired by this idea, over the last 5 years, many research groups have embarked
on laser-induced fabrication by coupling two laser beams, one for photoinduction
and the other for photo-inhibition, into a microscope. It is now possible to generate
3D nanostructures with a feature size down to 9 nm.
The current book timely presents the progress in laser-induced micro- and nano-
fabrication. It will be a useful reference for scientists and students who wish to get
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Tutorial
Laser in material nanoprocessing
1 Introduction
The American engineer and physicist Dr. Theodore “Ted” Harold Maiman invented
the first working laser on May 16, 1960. The journal Physical Review Letters rejected
his manuscript but Nature finally published the paper on August 6 the same year [1].
He received a US patent for his invention on Nov 14, 1967 [2].
The first laserwas a ruby laser emitting in the red spectral region at 694.3 nm. This
novel artificial light source, which provided intense coherent radiation, opened up
completely new technologies and applications such as the introduction of nonlinear
optics. The theoretical basis of two-photon technology was provided by the PhD stu-
dent Maria Göppert in 1929 [3], but at that “pre-laser” time, there was no light source
to prove her hypothesis of two-quantum transitions. In 1961, shortly after Maiman’s
invention, second harmonic generation (SHG) and two-photon excited fluorescence
were demonstrated [4, 5]. Nonlinear optics was born. The simultaneous absorption of
multiple photons resulted in multiphoton ionization, optical breakdown, and plasma
formation.
Also in 1961, the first laser radiation effects on eyes were studied using live rabbits
[6–8]. Somewhat later a ruby laser was employed to destroy a retinal eye tumor in hu-
mans. Goldman reported on the pathology of the effect of laser beams on skin [9, 10].
Laser medicine began.
In 1962, Brech and Cross achieved a ruby laser induced microemission of mate-
rials and introduced laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) [11]. In the same
year, the LIBS instrument was commercialized as Laser Microprobe by the US com-
pany Jarrell-Ash. An advanced laser microscope, LMA 1 (laser micro analyzer), was
developed by VEB Carl Zeiss Jena in 1964. One year later, Birnbaum observed laser-
induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) in semiconductors, also termed ripples,
with a periodicity close to the exposure wavelength [12].
At that time, several other laser types had been invented. The first semiconductor
laser was realized in 1961, the HeNe laser in 1962, the CO2 laser (10.6 μm), the Nd:YAG
laser (1064 nm), and the dye laser in 1964. The laser printer was invented in 1973. One
year later, the barcode scanner was introduced.
A major step was the invention of the excimer laser. Now a powerful ultra-
violet (UV) laser source with a wavelength of 308 nm and shorter became available.
Nanoprocessing, meaning the fabrication of feature sizes below 100nm, was now
realistic. Twomajor applications of the excimer laser in the field ofmaterial processing
© 2015 A. Ostendorf and K. König, published by De Gruyter.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 License.
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today are photolithography for the integrated circuit (IC) industry and the shaping of
the human cornea for the treatment of shortsightedness, a technique called LASIK.
In addition to the availability of short wavelength laser sources, a further im-
portant technological step for the realization of material nanoprocessing occurred.
In particular, bulk nanoprocessing became possible with the generation of ultrashort
laser pulses. As shown in this book, even the use of longwavelength infrared radiation
enables nanoprocessing when femtosecond lasers are employed.
“Conventional” lasers such as the ruby and excimer laser typically operate with
nanosecond or even longer pulses. For the first time, pulses in the picosecond-range
were generated by passive mode-locking of a ruby laser in 1965 [13].
The first femtosecond laser was realized in 1976 using dye lasers [14]. In 1981, the
first sub-100 fs laser pulse was generated [15]. Using a mode-locked femtosecond dye
laser, the first two-photon femtosecond laser scanning microscope was introduced in
1990 [16]. At that time, the solid state mode-locked Titanium:sapphire lasers with a
spectral bandwidth of more than 200nm began to replace the femtosecond dye laser
systems [17].
Using ultrashort laser pulses can cause the ablation of the surface as well as
in bulk areas of many kinds of materials, leading to very precise machining results
with minimal damage to the micro-environment and even nano-environment. This
includes even the nanomachining of delicate materials with high heat conductivities
or comparatively lowmelting temperatures, such as metals, as well as optically trans-
parent non-organic and organic materials such as cells and tissues. This book focuses
mainly on the use of long wavelength ultrashort laser pulses for nanoprocessing.
2 Laser-material interactions
Most laser-material interactions are based on linear or nonlinear absorption. Excep-
tions are reflection, scattering, diffraction, and other forms of changes of the photon
direction. In fact, these changes are employed in optical coherence tomography (OCT),
SHG microscopy, and optical trapping, where the change of momentum results in
optical forces. Depending on the interaction of photonswith atoms ormolecules of the
materials, light can be scattered elastically or inelastically. In elastic light scattering
processes, e.g. Rayleigh scattering, the scattered light exhibits the same wavelength
as the incident light, whereas in inelastic scattering, e.g. in Raman scattering, the
frequency of the scattered light is shifted towards a higher or lower value.
One-photon absorption takes place along the beam path depending on the spec-
tral absorption behavior. Selective absorption of the spectrum is the origin of the color
of many optical materials. If a crystal appears red, this can be attributed to the ab-
sorption of the complementary colors blue and green. All materials absorb UV light
due to absorption by bound electrons. Typically, the UV laser beam has a low light
penetration depth of somemicrometers. Luminescence can be observed inmany types
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of materials along with absorption. Luminescence, which is a spontaneous emission
process, occurs if a material is transferred prior to the emission to an excited state.
Luminescence light can be emitted in all directions, its frequency is usually different
from the excitation frequency. Depending on whether a spin change of the electronic
state is involved, luminescence can occur either as fluorescence or phosphorescence,
the latter accompanied by a change of the total spin.
In contrast to linear or single-photon absorption, multiphoton absorption de-
pends strongly on the applied light intensity. For many transparent materials, the
intensity of the visible or near infrared laser beam has to be on the order of GW/cm2
(109 W/cm2) in order to achieve multiphoton absorption. Therefore, nonlinear ab-
sorption is induced most efficiently only in the center of a small laser spot of a tightly
focused laser beam. This allows for sub-100nm processing even when the laser spot
size is about half a micrometer.
Typically, small laser spots are required in single-photon and multiphoton nano-
processing. According to Ernst Abbe’s famous diffraction formula (Fig. 1), the spot
size d of a “perfect” laser beam such as a Gaussian beam depends on the wavelength
and numerical aperture (NA) of the focusing optics. NA is defined as the product of
the refractive index of the environment, such as 1.00 for air, times the sinus of half the
incident beamangle after transmission through the optics. Thismeans that the typical
minimum spot size d for non-UV radiation is about 200nm.
d = λ
2 ⋅ NA
For a spatial profile of a laser beamwith different TE-modes, the minimum spot size d
can be calculated according to
d = 2 ⋅M2 ⋅ λ
π ⋅ NA .
Different methods can therefore be applied in order to achieve a small laser spot size:
A laser system with good spatial beam quality can be chosen (M2 close to 1.0; M2 is
defined as the beam parameter product divided by the corresponding product for a
diffraction-limited Gaussian beam, with the beam parameter product as the product
of focal radius and far field divergence angle), but also a short wavelength λ or a
high NA which can be as high as 1.5, when using special immersion oil objectives.
High NA values imply a short working distance.
Recent developments in the field of laser sources have led to lasers with excellent
beam quality, also in the UV spectral range. Besides spatial optimization, also tempo-
ralmeasures can be taken to influence the intensity of laser radiation and the duration
of the interaction between laser andmaterial. Using pulsed lasers, the peak power can
reach multiple orders of magnitude higher values, than the average power.
An illustrative overview is provided in Fig. 2, where state-of-the-art laser systems
are classified according to their pulse peak power and pulse duration.
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Fig. 1: Photograph of a sculpture with
Abbe’s famous formula in the city of Jena,
where Ernst Abbe worked as university
professor and later as director of the
ZEISS factory.
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Fig. 2: Lasers for micro- and nanoprocess-
ing classified according to their temporal
pulse length and peak power.
3 UV laser nanoprocessing
According to conventional (linear) optics and Abbe’s law, there are some established
methods for shifting the diffraction limit to smaller structure sizes. A mature technol-
ogy is optical lithographyusingUV laser radiation, i.e.makinguse of the linear scaling
of the resolution limit with the exposure wavelength. Optical lithography is the stan-
dard manufacturing technology in the semiconductor industry and has been further
developed during the last five decades to allowminimum structure sizes far below the
micrometer range. This technology has beendriven by the demandof higher transistor
and integration density of microprocessors and storage components. Figure 3 depicts
thedevelopment ofmicroprocessors during the last 40years. GordonMoore, oneof the





















































Fig. 3: “Moores’ Law” was predicted by
the co-founder of Intel®, Gordon Moore,
in 1965 and slightly corrected in 1975.
The graph shows its validity until today.
18 months the complexity of integrated circuits will be doubled) and his forecast has
turned out to be pretty correct so far.
The common technology of optical lithography is based on the transfer of a mask
pattern by anoptical systemonto a semiconductor substrate. Silicon substrates coated
by a thin resinmaterial aremostly employed inmicroelectronics. The resin ismodified
by UV radiation and acts as a resist material for etching processes, after it has been
developed. The performance of optical lithography can be impressively demonstrated
by the latest generation of nanoprocessors, where minimum structure sizes of 22 nm
on wafer diameters of 300mm are realized (Fig. 4). Additional optical and chemical
effects have been explored in order to achieve such small structures when applying
an ArF excimer laser at 193 nm. Figure 5 shows the different processing steps in the
semiconductor industry.
The surfacewhich is going to be structured, is initially coated by a radiation sensi-
tive thin resin (photoresist). Different photoresists, based on either polymers or epoxy
resins, canbeused. In order to enhance the photochemical reaction, additional photo-
sensitivemolecules aremixed into the resin. In negative tone resist materials the solu-
bility for the developer is decreased on illuminationwith UV-radiation.Weak π -bonds
between the resist molecules are transferred into strong intermolecular σ -bonds. In
contrast, in positive tone materials, the solubility is increased. In this case the re-
sist material has been solidified during thermal pretreatment. The UV-radiation then
breaks the bonds and, as a consequence, increases solubility in the subsequent devel-
opment process. Positive resists are usually made up of three components: (i) a resin
which is readily soluble in an alkaline developer (often novolak); (ii) a photoactive
component (often diazonaphthoquinone, in short: DNQ),which ensures that the resin
in theunexposed state is insoluble; and (iii) the solvent (often esters fromalcohols and
carboxylic acids), which makes the resin flowable.
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Fig. 4: 3D field effect transistors with 32 nm structure sizes (a) and 22 nm structure sizes (b) man-
ufactured by double pattern UV immersion lithography. Source: Intel Inc. (left Sandy Bridge, right
Ivy Bridge).
Fig. 5: Processing steps in
optical lithography using
negative and positive resists.
The exposure is typically realized by mask projection, while the mask is composed of
a chrome-on-glass setup. The choice of positive or negative tone lithography is deter-
mined by the type of structure. The larger the area of the mask covered by chrome,
the smaller the scattering will be in the beam guiding system. If only small single
structures (e.g. micro-vias) have to be processed, positive tone materials are prefer-
ably used. On the contrary, if only single structures have to be generated, negative
tone resists offer some advantages. After the essential processing step (etching for
geometrical structures, doping for the generation of different semiconductor prop-
erties, coating of thin layer structures), the remaining photoresist material is finally
stripped off.
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Fig. 6: Different illumination techniques in photolithography. From left to right: contact exposure,
proximity illumination, projection patterning, and optimized projection patterning.
In addition to the resin properties and related chemical processes, the exposure setup
is of crucial importance for the result. Ideal structures are obtained only at a controlled
and uniform illumination. Basically, three exposure variations (Fig. 6) can be distin-
guished: contact exposure, proximity exposure, and projection exposure.
In the case of contact exposure, themask is “pressed” by vacuumdirectly onto the
coated wafers covering the entire wafer surface. During exposure, the structures are
transferred to the photoresist by a scale of 1 : 1. Since both the chromium pattern on
the mask substrate and the photoresist layer are very thin, near field diffraction of the
light canoccur on the edges of the chromepatterns. The contrast between exposedand
unexposed areas is very high using this method. The problem with this form of expo-
sure is the need to push the bottom of the mask with the chromium into the soft resist
structure. This problem can be overcome by proximity exposure, in which the mask
is placed at a small distance above the wafer surface. However, this decreases the res-
olution and contrast, since diffracted light can penetrate the gap between wafer and
mask. The more complex and expensive mask projection is used for larger quantities
and smaller structures. The lower the structure size, themore complex the production
of 1 : 1 masks is. Even the slightest error in mask production is accurately transferred.
In mask projection the masks are transferred for example on a scale of 5 : 1. This re-
duces mask production, costs significantly. Such illumination tools often operate in
the step-and-repeat mode, i.e. not the entire wafer is uniformly illuminated but only a
small field,which then, gradually strung together, covers the entirewafer. Tominimize
chromatic aberrations andabsorption effects, small,modernmaskprojectors are often
designed based on reflective optics. When using a UV laser with a narrow linewidth
as an illumination device, perfectly crafted lenses can be used. Today, modern mask
projection with an ArF laser at 193 nm is often used.
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4 Femtosecond laser technology
Alternative to the use of UV laser radiation, very short pulses are able to effectively
reduce structure sizes by their unique interaction with materials. The short interac-
tion time in conjunction with extremely high intensities in the focal area, can induce
nonlinear absorption for example. The general method for generating ultrashort laser
pulses with pulse duration in the ps- to fs-range, is mode-locking. Pulses in the ps-
range were generated for the first time by passive mode-locking of a ruby laser shortly
after its discovery [13].
Mode-locking can be effectively realized for laser media with a relatively broad
laser transition bandwidth and thus, for lasers with a broad amplification profile,
in which numerous longitudinal modes can oscillate simultaneously. Assuming that
2N + 1 modes oscillate with the same amplitude E0 and a constant phase relation
between themodes, the resultant field amplitudeEtot(t) can be expressed as a function




e2πi[(𝜈0+nΔ𝜈k, k+1)t+nϕ ] ,
with the central mode frequency 𝜈0 and the phase difference ϕ , while the frequency
distance between two neighboring longitudinal modes Δ𝜈n, n+1 is given by
Δ𝜈n, n+1 = c2L
since the resonator length L must be an integer multiple of half the wavelength. It
is assumed that at t = 0 all modes fulfil the phase condition. Due to their different
frequencies, they leave the phase condition immediately after this point in time. How-
ever, constant phase relation occurs at periodic time intervals, where the frequency
distance is an integer of the inverse cycle time of the resonator. At these points in time,
all modes are at their field maximum, so that the superposition of the 2N + 1 modes
reaches its highest theoretical value (2N + 1)E0. In the case of uncorrelated modes,
this value would never be reached.
The resultant total irradiance Itot(t) is given by:
Itot(t) = I0
󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨
sin [(2N + 1) ⋅ (2π Δ𝜈n, n+1t + ϕ )/2]
sin [(2π Δ𝜈n, n+1t + ϕ )/2]
󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨
2
The superposition of the single modes with a constant phase difference leads to laser











The peak intensity Ip of the single pulses is given by:
Ip = (2N + 1)
2I0 .
Thus, the peak intensity is (2N + 1) times the sumof the single intensitieswhen the os-
cillating modes are statistically coupled. In order to achieve phase coupling between
the oscillating modes, different methods can be applied within the laser resonator.
They are subdivided into active and passive mode-locking techniques.
Active mode-locking
Active mode-locking implies that the resonator is equipped with a modulator close
to one of the resonator mirrors. The modulator is triggered by an external signal in
such away that a sinusoidal modulation of the losses or the optical path in the optical
resonator takes place with a frequency d𝜈. The frequency d𝜈 is equal to the frequency
difference Δ𝜈n, n+1 of the longitudinal modes. Initially, this lossmodulation represents
an amplitude modulation AM with the frequency d𝜈 of the mode which starts to os-
cillate first at a maximum amplification at the frequency 𝜈0. This modulation then
induces the neighboring modes with the frequencies 𝜈0 ± d𝜈, which experience an
amplitude modulation as well. This process continues until all longitudinal modes
within the amplification bandwidth of the laser are coupled and synchronized. The
induction of the side bands automatically results in the constant phase relation.
When observing this phenomenon in the time domain instead of the frequency
domain, the modulation frequency d𝜈would correspond to the time period T = 2L/c,
which in turn corresponds to a full cycle inside the resonator. Thus, from a temporal
point of view, the electromagnetic waves passing inside the resonator keep coming
across the same modulation cycle. This means that all parts of the wave are atten-
uated, except for the part which passes the modulator just in the exact moment in
which the loss is just about 0. Therefore, short-pulsed radiation concentrates in the
time regions with minimum modulation losses. A similar situation arises when mod-
ulation of the refractive index takes place instead of attenuation. By changing the
refractive index, the optical path is modified. Active mode-locking can be used not
only in pulsed lasers, but also in cw-lasers [18]. Generally, electro-optic and acousto-
optic modulators can be used in both cases.
Passive mode-locking
Passive mode-locking is based on the same principle as active mode-locking, that is a
temporal modulation of the resonator losses. In contrast to active mode-locking, the
laser system itself determines the point in time at which the losses are at their mini-
mum [19]. The loss modulation takes place either by means of an intensity dependent
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absorption caused by a saturable absorber [20] or the use of the Kerr effect [21]. Due
to the fact that many modes oscillate simultaneously in an oscillator with a broad
amplification bandwidth, the intensity initially shows a statistic temporal behaviour.
Such time dependent intensity automatically causes a temporal loss modulation in
the absorber. This gradually leads to an arrangement with a constant phase relation
between the individual longitudinal modes.
In passivemode-locking using saturable absorbers,mode-locking starts fromnor-
mal noise fluctuations in the laser cavity. Once a noise spike exceeds the threshold of
saturating an absorber, the losses decrease, and gain increases in the round trip. The
thus initiated spike begins to grow, and becomes shorter, until a stable pulse width is
obtained. The advantage of this setup is that the reflected front edge of the pulse and
the approaching back edge of the pulse interfere inside the absorber, which results in
saturation at lower intensities. For the generation of ultrashort laser pulses in solid-
state lasers currently Kerr lens mode-locking is usually applied. This method uses the
nonlinear Kerr effect, i.e. the dependency of the refractive index on incident intensity
n = n0 + n2 ⋅ I .
If a laser beam with high intensity and Gaussian profile passes a Kerr medium, the
refractive index is not spatially constant due to the intensity profile. According to
the high intensities close to the center of the laser beam, the refractive index and,
accordingly, the optical path is higher than in the outer regions. Consequently, the
Kerr medium acts as a gradient index lens (Kerr lens). For Kerr lens mode-locking, an
aperture is installed in the focal point of theKerr lens. The focusedpulsedbeampasses
through while most of the low intensity radiation (Fig. 7) is blocked. This intracavity
aperture enables the mode-locked pulses with high intensities to pass through and
blocks the modes with statistical phase relation and low intensity level until they get
the right phase relation by accident.
Fig. 7: Principle of Kerr lens mode-locking. The figure on the left represents the low intensity regime.
The figure on the right becomes valid for high intensities.
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5 Multiphoton effects
Multiphoton effects were predicted by the young PhD student and later Nobel Prize
winner for physics, Maria Goeppert in 1929 [3]. Her theory was proven in 1961.
Figure 8 demonstrates the principles of two-photon excited fluorescence, two-
photon photochemistry, and multiphoton ionization.
Two-photon fluorescence applies typically two NIR photons at twice the wave-
length normally required to excite the visible fluorescence. Because two-photon ab-
sorption spectra are broad, the excitation with a fs laser beam at a certain wavelength
in the range of 700 to 1200nm results in the excitation of a variety of fluorophores.
Note that a 10 fs laser beam covers a wavelength range of about 100nm.
Fig. 8: Two-photon excited fluorescence, two-photon photochemistry, and multiphoton ionization.
Two-photon fluorescence is mainly employed in the laser microscopes of cell biolo-
gists and neurobiologists. Non-amplified 100-fs NIR laser resonators at a high repeti-
tion frequency of 80MHz with mean in situ powers of 1–50mW and transient GW/cm2
light intensities at the sample, are typically employed.
Note that, in principle, two-photon effects can be generated even with highly fo-
cused cw-laser beams such as those used as optical traps with powers of some hun-
dred milliwatts [22]. However, the use of femtosecond laser pulses is by far more effi-
cient due to the high “transient” peak power and a typical low beam dwell time of
some microseconds per pixel for fluorescence photon collection, in laser scanning
microscopes.
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With special long-working distance objectives, a long-wavelength NIR excitation,
and clearing agents, deep-tissue imaging of several millimeters has been performed
in the brains of live mice.
Two-photon and three-photon chemistry have been realized based on photooxi-
dation processes from the long-lived triplet state to induce photodynamic reactions in
biological tissues and cells. For photolithography, conventional photoresists such as
SU-8 can be easily employed and “photoactivated” by intense visible and NIR laser
beams.
When using high intensities such as TW/cm2, four or more photons can be ab-
sorbed simultaneously, resulting in the generation of free electrons from thematerial.
Multiphoton ionization occurs. When a certain density of free electrons is exceeded,
plasma is generated. When using a liquid microenvironment, plasma-filled cavita-
tion-bubbles can be observed. Furthermore, shock waves are generated. Destructive
effects based on cavitation bubble dynamics and shock wave generation are termed
photodisruptive effects. Photodisruptive effects scale with pulse energy. In order to
avoid collateral effects, the lowest pulse energy possible should be employed for nano-
processing.
6 Laser-matter interactions for ultrashort laser pulses
Laser ablation is the removal of material from a substrate by direct absorption of laser
energy. The onset of ablation occurs above a threshold fluence, which depends on the
absorptionmechanism, particularmaterial properties, surface structure,morphology,
the presence of defects inside the material, and on laser parameters such as wave-
length and pulse duration. Typical threshold fluences for metals are between 1 and
10 J/cm2, for inorganic insulators between 0.5 and 2 J/cm2 and for organic materi-
als between 0.1 and 1 J/cm2. The threshold may decrease with multiple pulses due
to accumulations of defects. Above the ablation threshold, the thickness or volume of
material removed per pulse, typically shows a logarithmic increase with fluence.
A variety of mechanisms for material removal may be involved in laser ablation
processes, depending on the particular material system and laser processing param-
eters such as wavelength, fluence, and pulse length. At low fluences, photothermal
mechanisms for ablation include material evaporation and sublimation. For multi-
component systems, themore volatile speciesmay be depletedmore rapidly by chang-
ing the chemical composition of the remaining material. With higher fluence, hetero-
geneous nucleation of vapor bubbles leads to normal boiling. If material heating is
sufficiently rapid for thematerial to approach its thermodynamic critical temperature,
rapid homogeneousnucleation and expansion of vapor bubbles lead to explosive boil-
ing (phase explosion) removing solid and liquid material fragments.
When the excitation time is shorter than the thermalization time in the material,
non-thermal, photochemical ablationmechanisms canoccur. For instance,withultra-
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short pulses, direct ionization and the formation of a dense electron-hole plasma can
lead to athermal phase transformations, direct bond-breaking and explosive disinte-
gration of the lattice through electronic repulsion (Coulomb explosion).
In certain non-metals such as polymers andbiologicalmaterialswith relative long
thermalization times, photochemical ablation can still occur with short-wavelength
nanosecond lasers, producing well-defined ablation regions with small heat affected
zones. In all cases, material removal is accompanied by a highly directed plume
ejected from the irradiated zone. The dense vapor plume may contain solid and
liquid clusters of material. Furthermore, the ionization of vapor during high laser
intensity irradiationmay lead to the generation of plasma due to the growing electron
density. At this stage, the high-density plasma plume strongly absorbs the laser
energy by free carrier absorption and attenuates the laser energy reaching the target.
The plasma plume expansion could also lead to the generation of shockwaves. In
addition, the laser-matter interactions are associated with mechanical stress due to
thermal expansion or the propagation of shockwaves, which can cause another kind
of ablation by spallation if the amplitude exceeds the binding strength of the lattice
within the target.
7 Biomedical applications of nanoprocessing
Femtosecond NIR lasers have been employed as a medical treatment on millions of
short-sighted people to optically generate the required tissue flap of several milli-
meters in diameter for LASIK procedures [23]. These femtosecond laser systems
replace current micromechanical tools for flap generation, so-called microkeratomes.
Furthermore, fs lasers are employed in ophthalmology to process the ocular lens.
Relatively high pulse energies and focusing optics with a relatively low NA are
employed, which enables micromachining but not nanomachining.
Medical femtosecond laser systems, such as multiphoton tomographs, have been
employed for diagnostic purposes, such as early diagnosis of the skin cancer malig-
nant melanoma [24]. The lateral resolution of these innovative high-resolution medi-
cal imaging tools is about 300nm and the axial resolution is about 1–2 μm. Therefore,
this medical imaging device is not a “real” nanotechnology device even if it is possi-
ble to image sub-100nm single elastin fibers deep in the skin, single intratissue ZnO
sunscreen particles, and tattoo nanoparticles.
The same submicron resolution applies to two-photon microscopes as the major
imaging tool of cell biologists studying living cells and the brains of live transgenic
mice.
Femtosecond laser nanoprocessing in living cells is feasible. Cutting and drilling
with feature sizes below 100 nanometers were first demonstrated by König et al. in
1999 [25]. The group was able to nanodissect a single chromosome within a live PTK
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cell without collateral effects. The cell survived and divided. The authors called this
procedure nanosurgery.
Targeted transfection has become amajor application of nanoprocessing of living
cells, where a single foreign DNA plasmid is introduced to a cell by transient opening
of the cell’s membrane, called optoporation [26]. Typically, the membrane is closed
within 5 seconds due to self-repair processes.
One of the chapters of this book reports for the first time on the use of femtosecond
laser transfection to introduce a cocktail of 4 plasmids into live skin cells with the pur-
pose to realize virus-free optical reprogramming [27]. Interestingly, an extremely low
mean power of somemilliwatts is sufficient to realize drilling, cutting, and ablation of
biological targets when using very ultrashort NIR picojoule laser pulses of 10 femto-
second pulse width and 85MHz repetition frequency. The journal Nature Photonics
termed this novel nanoprocessing technique “low-power nanosurgery” [28].
8 Technical applications
Similar to biological applications, high intensity laser pulses can be used to structure
surfaces with nanometer accuracy or to use nonlinear absorption in order to induce
modifications inside the bulk of a work piece. The latter is limited to materials which
are transparent for the fundamental wavelength.
In surface patterning, a laser beam is scanned over a surface in a defined scheme
while modifying the surface. Depending on the pulse energy, the focusing conditions
and the type of material, the energy melts or ablates the material. For very high in-
tensities, the material is sublimated directly from the solid phase. If the energy of a
femtosecond laser pulse is just above themelting threshold, hydrodynamic forces can
generate melt pool dynamics, which result in nanojets, i.e. very small metal peaks on
the surface which exhibit quite high reproducibility. Reducing the energy by a small
amount will result in polarization ripples. These kinds of regular structures have been
observed in different types of materials. Their orientation is highly dependent on the
orientation of the electric field vector of the incident light. Their origin is still debated
by different research groups and so far, consistent models are only available for some
cases. Amore detailed description of the formation of low-spatial frequency and high-
spatial frequency laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) will be presented
in this book. A commercial application is the use of ripple formation to change the
light absorption on silicon surfaces. If ripples are generated by multi-pulse exposure
in SF6 atmosphere on silicon surfaces, the reactive gas supports efficient etching. The
resulting cone-like structures allow multiple reflection and absorption processes on
the surfaces, increasing the total absorbance in a large spectral window. Further ap-
plications of highly oriented ripples are inmicrofluidic channels in order to control the
fluid flow on channel or chamber surfaces. Higher laser pulse energies allow ablation
of the material, directly generating holes, grooves or cuts. Another commercial appli-
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cation of ultrashort laser cutting can be found in dicing of ultrathin semiconductor
wafers.
Transparent media can be modified, by depositing the energy in the bulk of the
material. Glass materials can be modified, for example by nonlinear absorption. Low
energy femtosecond pulses, which are tightly focused below the surface, cause ma-
terial changes in the vicinity of the focal point, resulting in local modifications of the
refractive index. If lines arewritten by placing pulses next to each other, 3Dwaveguide
structures are generated. Another often noted technique is the production of fiber
Bragg gratings (FBG) in optical fibers, which are used in fiber lasers, optical telecom-
munication systems, and sensor applications. The standard fabrication techniques
for FBG are based on the exposure to cw or long pulsed UV laser sources to induce a
periodic variation of the refractive index in the fiber core. Therefore, the core is doped
with germanium or hydrogen loading.
Fig. 9: Principle of FBG generation via laser-induced
volume modification of transparent materials.
Another highly interesting field of investigation is the focusing of ultrashort laser
pulses inside transparent polymers, inorganic crystals, and glasses, leading to lo-
cal modifications of the properties of the irradiated sample without co-doping of
photosensitive materials. Figure 9 shows the principle of FBG generation in fibers.
Photosensitization is difficult in rare earth doped fibers, which are used in fiber lasers
with FBGs as internal high reflective mirrors. The main application field here is direct
writing of waveguide structures, based on a controlled change of the refractive index
in laser-modified zones. The presence of ultrashort pulsed lasers has expanded the
field of material processing in 3D laser micro- and nanofabrication.
To provide crack-free laser writing of permanent structures with positive refrac-
tive index changes for waveguiding applications, laser irradiation should be applied
gently in an accumulative manner avoiding conditions of material failure. Several
accumulationmechanisms are responsible for gentle modification of transparent ma-
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terials towards waveguiding properties. At high repetition rates, the energy absorbed
at the focal volume from each pulse, has no time to diffuse out before the subsequent
pulse arrives, forming a point source of heat. The process of heat accumulation upon
waveguide writing can be controlled by several means, including variations of pulse
energy, pulse repetition rate, scanning speed, and focusing conditions.
Under intermediate irradiation conditions between the nonthermal and thermal
regimes of modification of transparent materials, an intriguing phenomenon of self-
assembled volumenanograting formationbecomespossible. This has attracted strong
interest for studies of fundamental physical mechanisms as well as for potential ap-
plications. Different research groups all over the world have demonstrated that self-
organized volume nanogratings (NG) can be produced in a controlledmanner, erased,
and rewritten in fused silica glass. They are formed as a result of the accumulative
action of several thousand linearly polarized laser pulses focused inside the material
bulk and the NG layers, which are always perpendicular to the light polarization vec-
tor. It is intriguing that only three materials, fused silica, sapphire, and TeO2, allow
the inscription of the NG structures in their bulk. Nevertheless, the mechanism of
NG formation is still debated and intrinsically unclear.
The generation of plasma standing waves excited by the polarized light, nano-
plasm self-organization, or defect formations, are discussed as possible mechanisms.
Many important applications of these amazing structures have been proposed for the
development of various integrated optical and microfluidic devices and rewritable
3D optical memory storage. The grating period, usually in the range of 100 to 300nm,
decreases with laser exposure time at a fixed pulse energy, whilst increasing with
pulse energy for a fixed number of applied laser pulses. NG exhibit extremely large
temperature stability up to 1150 °C. The high degree of control of the structural pa-
rameters allows the fabrication of integrated highly precise phase elements, such as
quarter- and half-wave plates.
In specific types of glass, amodificationof thematerial is generated after illumina-
tion. This physical-chemicalmodification allows subsequent selective etching byKOH
or HF. When writing a line or a certain volume, the material can then be removed by
etching.Microchannelswith extremeaspect ratios (up to 100) canbeproduced inglass
or sapphire using selective laser-induced etching (SLE). Microvalves andmicropumps
have also been produced. The same technique has been extended to fabricate free-
space optics, such as micromirrors and micro-optical lenses in glass materials.
9 Summary and outlook
UVnanosecond lasers are themajor nanoprocessing tools in today’s Integrated Circuit
industry. Future extreme ultraviolet technology will employ radiation at a wavelength
of 13 nm. However, ultrashort laser pulses in the femtosecond range can also real-
ize nanoprocessing, even when operating at higher wavelengths. Feature sizes one
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order of magnitude smaller than the laser wavelength or less, are feasible. Further-
more, 3Dnanomachining can easily be performed, such as 3D two-photon lithography
and STED lithography for rapid prototyping. In-bulk nanomachining in transparent
materials can be performed in contrast to standard UV nanoprocessing. Deep sub-
diffraction optical two-beam lithography with 9 nm feature size and 52 nm two-line
resolution has been reported based on two-photon polymerization and single-photon
inhibition [29].
All-diode-based, low-cost, compact turn-key femtosecond lasers will become
availablewithin the next years. This will significantly change themarket for industrial
nanomachining and non-linear imaging.
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1 Nanoprocessing using near-infrared sub-15
femtosecond laser microscopes
Abstract: Tightly focused 85MHz repetition rate sub-15 femtosecond pulsed laser light
of a central wavelength at 800nm facilitates submicron and nanoscale processing of
a large variety of materials. Three-dimensional polymer structures were generated by
two-photon lithography and applied as cell culture substrates. Conically shaped cap-
illaries with sub-100nm edges were produced in SU-8 for electrospray ionization. In-
dium tin oxide (ITO) nanowires resulted from recrystallization on sub-ablation thresh-
old exposure and subsequent etching in hydrochloric acid. Nanowires on glass were
applied as gas sensors, whereas free-standing nanowires acted as resonators with res-
onance frequencies in themegahertz range. Laser-induced periodic surface structures
(LIPSS)were generated on crystalline silicon surfaces and in thin ITOfilms at periodic-
ities below200nm.Periodic nanocuts producedon-chip increased the effective area of
ITOmulti-electrode arrays. ITO thin-film electrodes for liquid crystal (LC) applications
were patterned by sub-15 fs LIPSS in order to facilitate LC alignment. The properties of
the structures and the performance of the devices were investigated using the finite-
element method.
1.1 Laser microscopes – universal tools for imaging,
manipulation, material characterization, and micro- and
nanoprocessing
Laser microscopes have existed for more than 50 years. In 1962, just two years after
the invention of the laser, Bessis et al. reported on the use of a ruby laser microscope
applied to expose cell organelles [1]. In the same year, Brech and Cross achieved a
microemission of materials and introduced laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS) [2]. Moreover, the LIBS instrument was commercialized by the company Jarrell-
Ash. An advanced laser microscope LMA 1 was developed by VEB Carl Zeiss Jena in
1964 and presented in 1965 at the Leipzig Spring Fair.
In contrast,most of the applications of today’smicroscopes focus onnon-destruc-
tive 3D imaging of materials and biological specimens. The first laser scanning imag-
ing microscope, a further development of a Minsky confocal microscope, was built by
Davidovits and Egger in 1969 using a 5mW helium-neon laser [3]. Conventional laser
microscopes such as confocal laser scanning microscopes employ ultraviolet (UV)
and visible (VIS) laser radiation. Laser microscopes have also been used as optical
manipulation tools such as laser tweezers [4, 5].
© 2015 K. König et al., published by De Gruyter.
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UV laser microscopes have been widely employed as microsurgery tools using
excimer lasers, nitrogen lasers and solid state lasers. Excimer laser operation micro-
scopes have been used for refractive eye surgery (“LASIK”) on millions of patients.
However, disadvantages of UV microscopes are the limitation to 2D micromachining
(no “in-bulk” processing) due to low light penetrationdepth aswell as the intense one-
photon absorption resulting in phototoxic effects when studying living specimens.
An alternative method is the usage of tightly focused near-infrared (NIR) femto-
second laser radiationwhich can inducemultiphoton effects in the focal volume.Most
materials such as polymers, glass as well as biological cells and tissues have low ab-
sorption and scattering coefficients and appear nearly transparent when using NIR
laser radiation in the spectral range of 700–1100nm; i.e. the “optical window”. Non-
linear absorptionoccurs at high transient light intensitieswithin the range ofGW/cm2,
which can be achieved with low mean power lasers (kW peak power) through a tight
focus using high numerical aperture (NA) objectives. Two-photon effects occur in a
0.1 femtoliter volume corresponding to a focal spot of 0.3 μm (radial) and0.7 μm (axial)
in diameter. Higher-order multiphoton effects such as plasma formation occur within
an even smaller volume. The spatially confinedmultiphoton effectsmake surface pro-
cessing and in-bulk 3D laser nanoprocessing possible. Figure 1.1 illustrates the two-
and multiphoton excitation scheme with various deactivation pathways exploited for
imaging and material processing.
Multiphoton effects were predicted by the PhD student and later Nobel Prize win-
ner Maria Göppert more than 80 years ago in Göttingen, Germany [6]. However, as
no intense light sources existed at that time, it took 30 years for Kaiser and Garrett to
prove her theory using lasers [7]. A further three decades were required for Denk et al.
to apply this technology to cell biologyanddevelop thefirst two-photon laser scanning
microscope in 1990using femtoseconddye lasers [8]. Ten years later, JenLab’s certified
multiphoton tomographs made the transition from the lab to the clinical bedside. In
vivo histology became a reality with the use of titanium:sapphire femtosecond laser-
basedmultiphoton tomographs [9]. These recently certified clinical imaging tools can
provide rapid, scar-free and label-free optical biopsies with superior subcellular sub-
micron resolution based on two-photon fluorescence, second harmonic generation
(SHG), and Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) [10, 11]. Applications
include early skin cancer detection, the testing of sunscreen nanoparticles and anti-
ageing cosmetics, guidance during brain tumor surgery, as well as the evaluation of
skin problems experienced by astronauts during space lab work [12].
In addition to non-destructive multiphoton imaging with microscopes and tomo-
graphs, femtosecond laser microscope devices have also been employed for 3Dmicro-
and nanolithography. Two-photon lithography was demonstrated by Maruo et al.
as early as 1997 [13]. In 1999 Cumpston et al. performed two-photon polymerization
with photoinitiators of high two-photon absorption cross section [14]. Kawata et al.
fabricated microdevices at a minimum feature size of 120 nm [15], and Straub et al.
produced photonic crystal devices [16] as well as other sophisticated 3D structures
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[17]. The first sub-100nm features by two-photon lithography were manufactured
by Juodkazis et al., who fashioned 30nm thick rod structures in 2005 [18]. Later
on, 20 nm rods in SCR500 [19] and woodpile structures with 60nm features were
generated [20].
Interestingly, femtosecond lasermicroscopes also produce laser-induced periodic
surface structures (LIPSS) with a very low sub-wavelength lateral period termed ‘high
spatial frequency LIPSS’ (HSFL). LIPSS were discovered by Birnbaum in 1965 using
millisecond-pulsed ruby laser light [21]. However, such structures have always been
periodic within the range of the wavelength (low spatial frequency LIPSS, LSFL). Only
the application of ultrashort laser pulses results in sub-wavelength LIPSS. The first
sub-100nmHSFL generatedwith NIR femtosecond laser pulses (shorter than the laser
wavelength by a factor of ten) were observed by the group of König. They observed
periodicities as low as 70 nm on crystalline silicon using a 90MHz Ti:sapphire res-
onator [22].
If the NIR laser intensity is significantly increased, typically to the range of
TW/cm2, four or more photons may be absorbed simultaneously. Such non-resonant
absorption can induce multiphoton ionization, optical breakdown and plasma for-
mation. The destructive multiphoton effects are used for micro- and nanomachining
without significant thermal side effects. For example, NIR femtosecond lasers at high
peak power are employed in operationmicroscopes to create a tissue flap in hundreds
of thousands of shortsighted people during refractive eye surgery (Femtosecond
LASIK) [23–25]. Typically, amplified laser systems at a kHz repetition frequency
and a sub-μJ pulse energy are used. Nowadays, modern cataract surgery also ap-
plies femtosecond lasers. Commercial femtosecond laser surgery microscopes are
provided by companies such as IntraLase, ZEISS, and Alcon. However, even low-
energy NIR laser pulses at high repetition frequency from laser oscillators can be
used for plasma-mediated material processing when using high-NA focusing optics.
Therefore, femtosecond laser scanning microscopes can be used both as nano- and
microprocessing multiphoton tools.
In 1999, König and coworkers realized the first femtosecond laser nanoprocess-
ing microscope [26]. Intracellular nanosurgery within living cells was performed with
80MHz laser pulses of 1 nJ pulse energy. Subsequently, intratissue nanoprocessing
was realized in plants [27, 28] and in ocular tissue [25] using nJ femtosecond NIR
laser microscopes. Nanodissection of chromosomes was reported in 2001 [29]. DNA
nanosurgery as precise as 40nm was realized in combination with nanoparticles as
‘light antennas’ [30]. Onemajor application of these novel nanotools in life sciences is
targeted transfection [31, 32], as well as the optical injection of substances into living
cells by the generation of transient nanopores in the cellular membrane [33]. In ad-
dition to a variety of lab microscopes, a first commercial femtosecond laser nanopro-
cessing microscope FemtOgene (JenLab GmbH, Germany) was realized.
Femtosecond NIR laser microscopes have developed into nonlinear analytical
tools in cell biology, medicine and material investigation, as well as a micro- and
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Fig. 1.1: Multiphoton effects in femtosecond laser microscopes include two-photon fluorescence and
SHG for nonlinear imaging, ionization, and plasma formation for direct nanoprocessing as well as
non-linear photochemical reactions for two-photon or three-photon lithography.
nanoprocessing tool based on 3D lithography, LIPSS formation, laser-induced ma-
terial modification, and multiphoton-mediated plasma formation. In contrast to UV
microscopes, they can be used in bulk nanomachining.
1.2 Sub-20 femtosecond laser scanning microscopes
A variety of commercial laser producers provide lasers with a pulse width τ shorter
than 20 femtoseconds. The nanoprocessing efficiency can be enhanced by a shorter
pulse width, as two-photon excitation follows a P2/τ function, the three-photon effect
a P3/τ2 relation. Therefore, the threshold for material ablation can be overcome with
low-power laser systems if extremely short laser pulses are used. Importantly, two-
photon 3D nanolithography and imaging can be performed with sub-mWmean laser
powers when using a MHz femtosecond laser oscillator. Hole drilling and cutting are
possible in a variety of materials with 1mW mean power. This opens up possibilities
for novel nanomachining tools using ultracompact femtosecond laser sources in the
near future. In order to avoid pulse broadening in the optical system due to group
velocity dispersion effects, chirped mirror technology is employed to maintain the
ultrashort laser pulse width nearly within the focal plane of the microscope.
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Figure 1.2 demonstrates the nanoprocessing microscope with a 10 fs laser, a step-
motor driven stage, a galvo-scanning x/y-unit, and piezo-driven z-focusing optics.
After transmission through the microscope including the 40× objective (NA 1.3), the
in-situ pulsewidth is in the picosecond range. However, when employing a dispersion
pre-compensation chirped mirror unit, a pulse width of 12 fs can be achieved on the
target. At a central wavelength of 800nm, a pulse width of 12 fs, and a laser spot di-
ameter of 0.61λ /NA = 375nm with an exposure area of 0.11 μm2, respectively, 1mW
mean power is equivalent to 1 kW transient power, 11.8 pJ pulse energy, 0.9 TW/cm2
peak intensity, and 10.8mJ/cm2 fluence per pulse [34]. The maximum scanning area
was 512 × 512 pixels covering 450 × 450 μm2.
Fig. 1.2: Scheme of a 12-fs laser scanning microscope for nonlinear imaging, lithography, and direct
nanoprocessing. The 80 MHz laser pulses feature an M-shaped broadband spectrum. An in-situ
pulse width of 12 fs can be achieved with chirped mirrors for pre-compensation as demonstrated
with a second-order interferometric scanning autocorrelator using a nonlinear photodiode at the
focus.
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Using galvoscanners, nanoprocessing was performed in three exposure modes:
(i) scanning of a region of interest (ROI) for ablation and photoresist exposure; (ii) sin-
gle point illumination for hole drilling; and (iii) cutting and photoresist illumination
in which the galvoscanners performed a line scan. A CCD camera attached to the
side port enabled on-site monitoring of the target during nanoprocessing, and a
photomultiplier (PMT) was employed to detect two-photon fluorescence, SHG, and
plasma luminescence.
1.3 Two-photon lithography with broadband pulses
Two-photon 3D nanolithography was performed in a variety of photoresists which
could all be excited with the 120 nm broad spectrum of the 10 fs laser. They were
spin-coated on 170 μm cover slips, baked and laser-exposed. The post-exposure
bake and wet chemistry was performed in a class 100 cleanroom. Figure 1.3 shows
examples of two-photon lithography in the well-established negative photoresist SU-
8 (MicroChem Corp.). In some of the structures the aspect ratio exceeded 50 : 1 [35].
Stablemicrostructureswere generated in anupright orientationwith awidth of 95 nm.
Figure 1.3 (a, b) shows vertical walls of 8 × 6.5μm2, which were produced within 6 s
(0.7mm/s line speed using 0.3mW). Figure 1.3 (c, d) presents a 3D cell container
of 20 μm in length featuring nanotopographical features on walls and bottom. The
bottom pattern consists of straight lines of 175 nm in lateral diameter which were built








Fig. 1.3: Multiphoton lithography of 3D structures in SU-8 photoresist. (a) Assembly of stable verti-
cal walls. (b) At the minimum thickness of 95 nm substantial distortions are observed. (c) Cell cage
with bottom pattern of straight lines of 175 nm in lateral diameter. (d) Magnified section of the cell
cage floor. (e) Array of cell containers hosting PC-3 cells with GFP-fluorescent nuclei and dsRed-
fluorescent cytoplasm. The inset illustrates the bottom topography.
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generated environment exerted an influence on cell aggregation compared to adjacent
planar glass surface regions. PC-3 cells accumulated in a 3×3 array of cages with their
floor patterned by orthogonal sets of 850 nm thick lines; see Fig. 1.3 (e) [36].
1.4 Generation of ITO-nanowires and nanoresonators
Laser processing of transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) is one of the most popular
applications of laser micro- and nanostructuring, since it often turns out to be more
convenient and economical in comparison to chemical processes. This is particularly
the case for applications of TCOs in smartphone touchscreens and displays as well
as in solar cells. Thanks to the development of pulsed lasers, maskless patterning by
ablation of indium tin oxide (ITO), the most widely used TCO layer material, became
technically feasible, with less thermal defects such as edge walls and cracks in the
layer and substrate. Many studies were performed with Nd:YLF, Nd:YAG, and excimer
lasers in the 90s, all with kHz repetition rates and ns pulse lengths [37–40]. Ablation
processes with ns-pulses are dominated by thermal vaporization, whereby thermal
effects propagate over a long distance in the film. Later, achieving better optoelectrical
properties by laser annealing of ITO became an issue [41–44]. With pulse lengths
below the electron–phonon interaction time (∼ 10 ps), structuring becomes more ef-
ficient and thermal effects are minimized [45–47].
We performed submicron laser structuring of ITO in the form of both ablation and
annealing. Using intensities above and below the ablation threshold, nanostructures
were generated in 150 nm thick polycrystalline ITO layers sputter-deposited on glass;
see Fig. 1.4 (a, b). At a mean power of 23mW, cuts of sub-20 nm width were produced
at periodicities of 50–250 nm. In contrast, at mean powers of less than 20mW no di-
rect material ablation was observed. However, due to laser-induced changes in the
crystallographicmorphology, post-processingby etching in 37%HCl resulted innano-
structures, as illuminated regions were more resistant against HCl and hence per-
sisted, whereas the rest of the ITO layer was removed. In particular, sub-100nm ITO
nanowires were generated by line scanning [35, 48]. In order to provide fully operable
structures, laser processing was combined with a standard microsystem technology
process for connecting the wires electrically with metallic pads.
Nanowires are simple and useful elements for many applications. They can be
physicallymodeled to simulate their behavior.Weused our laser-generatednanowires
on glass substrates to realize gas sensorswith lowpower self-heating capabilitywhich
can detect oxidizing gases in the ppm and even down to the ppb range [48]. With the
help of a transparent sacrificial layer which can be etched selectively with respect
to ITO, we were able to realize free hanging nanowires as shown in Fig. 1.4 (c). ITO
nanowires can also be employed as resonators able to detect very small mass changes
(e.g. of biological objects) as a change in the resonance frequency.
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The free-standing wires were fabricated on glass substrates by layer illumination
through the substrate.We used aluminumnitride (AlN) as nonconductive transparent
sacrificial layer (SL) beneath the ITO layer. It can be sputtered with very low surface
roughness and etched selectively. The substrates were alkali-free 150 μm Schott glass
wafers. After a standard cleaning process with acetone and isopropanol in an ultra-
sonic bath, we sputtered a 500nm AlN layer. Afterwards a 100nm thick conductive
ITO layer was reactively sputtered from a metallic In/Sn target with a mass fraction
of 90 : 10 in an oxygen plasma. Standard lithography was used to define dog-bone-
shaped ITOmicrostructures, the gold pads andwire positions whichwe opened in the
SL by etching the AlN in phosphoric acid at 85 °C. Afterwards, we deposited all of the
gold pads and wires in a lift-off process by DC-sputtering in argon plasma. Finally, the
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Fig. 1.4: (a) SEM image of laser-fabricated ITO line patterns after HCl etching. The wire widths
decrease with increasing scanning speed. (b) SEM image of a 60 nm ITO wire. (c) SEM micrograph
of a fabricated 300 nm nanoresonator with a length of 40 μm suspended between two side and two
bottom gold electrodes. (d) Simulated displacement by the fundamental resonance mode (f0) of
a 10 μm resonator with 100 nm width and 100 nm thickness. (e) Simulation results of resonance
frequencies of a 100 nm x 100 nm resonator with lengths of 10, 25, and 50 μm for the first four
modes. The lowest frequency of the 50 μm resonator is 146 kHz.
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On the chips we generated an ITO bridge between two gold pads on top of AlN as
sacrificial layer. Its position can easily be found in the laser microscope so that we
were able to write a nanowire with the desired parameters within this field [48]. This
step also defines the lateral dimension of the nanowire after etching. The chip was
then etched in phosphoric acid and in hydrochloric acid to release a free-standing
element on the chip.
COMSOL simulations were performed to find out the eigenfrequencies of the
resonator and the appropriate design dimensions of the sensor. Fig. 1.4 (d) shows a
simulation for a nanoresonator with a length of 10 μm and a square cross section
with 100nm edges. A fundamental eigenfrequency of 3.6MHz was calculated with
a thermal time constant of about 20 μs. The resonance detection can be done by an
impedance measurement due to the change of resistance in the nanowire and/or by
using the change of capacitance between nearby electrodes and the nanowire. Due to
their very small dimensions the power consumption is in the μW range. These features
are very attractive, e.g. in gas sensor applications or for small mass change detection.
1.5 Generation of sub-wavelength LIPSS
LIPSS, frequently simply termed “ripples”, with periodicity in the micrometer range
were first discovered on exposure of semiconductor surfaces to millisecond-pulsed
ruby laser light [21] and have since been intensely investigated. Such ripples with
a lateral period close to the wavelength (LSFL) are generally explained in an over-
simplified model by interference between a surface scattered wave with the incident
laser beam,which results in a periodic dissipation pattern [49]. A thorough theoretical
treatment was provided by Sipe and coworkers, who applied Maxwell’s equations to
rough surfaces [50]. Typically, LSFL are produced with nanosecond UV and VIS lasers
at fluences close to the ablation threshold.
In contrast, femtosecond lasers facilitate the generation of subwavelength-period
ripples (HSFL). For instance, ripples of period 50–100nm were observed on diamond
surfaces with 380-fs UV laser pulses at 248 nm for near-threshold irradiance [51]. On
titanium nitride films [52] and on gallium arsenide surfaces [53], 170-nm LIPSS were
induced by 130-fs Ti:sapphire lasers at 800nm, whereas under the same conditions
sapphire surfaces revealed a periodicity of 260 nm [53]. Sub-wavelength LIPSS on crys-
talline silicon were examined most intensely. The ripple period observed was 200nm
in ultrahigh vacuum [54], 130 nm in air [55], 100 nm [56] and 130–150nm in water
[57, 58], and 70–100nm in oil [22]. Most studies referred to LIPSS oriented perpen-
dicular to the laser polarization, but alignment of ripples parallel to the electric field
also occurred [54, 59, 60]. Bothparallel andperpendicular sub-wavelengthLIPSSwere
observed on lithium niobate surfaces subsequent to multipulse 800nm sub-15 fs irra-
diation [61].
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Figure 1.5 (a) shows a scanning electron microscope image of nanoripples gen-
erated at a period of 152 ± 5nm on a heavily boron-doped Si(100) surface using our
experimental setup. The pattern is part of a 120 μm×120 μm size area exposed to 8mW
for 15min. This corresponds to a pulse fluence of 90mJ/cm2, a pulse peak intensity of
7 TW/cm2 and a total number of 6 × 105 pulses acting per site. Laser processing was
performed with the silicon surface immersed in water. Thereafter, silicon oxide debris
was removed by hydrofluoric acid etching (3% HF for 3min.). Ripple crests feature
a typical width of 20–40nm and a height of 70 nm [57]. Figure 1.5 (b) presents laser-
induced nanocuts of period 100 ± 2nm in a 150 nm thick ITO film sputtered on glass.
The cuts are typically 20 nm in width and penetrate the entire film [48]. Isolated sub-
20 nm cuts were generated approaching the ablation threshold extremely closely.
An extension of the Sipe model involving transient changes of optical proper-
ties was proposed as a mechanism of nanoripple formation [59]. Generation of sub-
wavelength LIPSS was also attributed to SHG [62] and self-organization following a
laser-induced surface instability [63]. However, in recent years explanations in terms
of micro- and nanoplasmonics have been increasingly favored. Interference of bulk
plasmawaves in the laser-induced transientmicroplasmawith incident laser lightwas
suggested for periodic in-bulkmodifications [64]. Surface nanoripples were explained
by accumulation of transiently excited in-bulk plasma nanobubbles, which on multi-
pulse exposure turn into periodic plasma planes and finally extend to the surface [65].
Nanoripples perpendicular to the laser polarization were attributed to longitudinal
surface plasmons. Periodic field enhancement at defect sites located in the amplitude
maxima of propagating transient surface and interface plasma waves provided such
an interpretation [66]. As shown recently by a Drude-like surface plasmon polariton
model, standing surface plasma waves of the electron-hole plasma generated tran-
siently in the tight focus of a high-numerical aperture objective may also result in a
periodic pattern of dissipation and ablation [58].
Plasmon excitation in a dense electron-hole plasma transiently excited in a sili-
con surface by an ultrashort laser pulse was studied in detail with the finite-element
method (FEM). The simulation was performed in a 2D focusing geometry using the
software COMSOLMultiphysics. The calculations were run with the optical (RF) mod-
ule using a transient solver. Light propagation in the continuously changing material
and generation of photocarriers were simulated at full coupling of their partial differ-
ential equationswith nanometer-sizedmesh in time periods of one sixteenth of a light
cycle. The concentration of photoexcited electrons was governed by a partial differen-
tial equation which included linear and two-photon absorption, electron diffusion as
well as recombination in line with references [58] and [67]. Through a cylindrical aper-
ture of half-angle 60° centered on the silicon surface with radius 15 μm a p-polarized
harmonic pulse of amplitude 2 × 109 V/m and average wavelength 800nm featuring
a Gaussian intensity profile of 12 fs full width at half maximum was launched and
propagated towards the diffraction limited focal spot. Figure 1.5 (c) shows the magni-
tude of the electric field 5.9 fs after the pulse peak hit the surface. The corresponding
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concentration of excited electrons is plotted in Fig. 1.5 (d). During the earlier stages of
pulse propagation in the focal region a carrier concentration well beyond the critical
concentration of 5× 1021 cm−3, which marks the onset of metallic behavior, was built
up within a 20 nm thick surface layer. The electric field distribution reveals excitation
of a longitudinal surface plasma wave with two maxima at a distance of 130 nm in
fair agreement with the period of nanoripples observed experimentally. As shortly
afterwards themagnitude of the electric fields diverges at these places, lattice destabi-
lization and ablation are expected to follow. In order to confirm the plasmonic nature
of excitation, the FEMcalculationwas also performedwith s-polarized light. However,
under these conditions plasma waves were not excited.
Fig. 1.5: (a) Nanoripples of period 152 nm on a heavily p-doped Si(100) surface, and (b) nanocuts of
period 100 nm in a 150 nm ITO film. (c) Finite-element simulation of transient electron-hole plasma
generation and plasma wave excitation at a silicon surface by a p-polarized 12-fs pulse of central
wavelength 800 nm. In the diffraction-limited focal spot a standing plasma wave with two intensity
maxima at a distance of 130 nm is excited. Note the strong localization of the plasma wave at the
surface 5.9 fs after the arrival of the pulse peak. (d) At the silicon surface the calculated concen-
tration of electrons excited by the front end of the laser pulse exceeds the critical concentration.
Hence, the surface transiently features a metallic character.
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1.6 On-chip laser nanoprocessing
An electrolyte measurement cell sealed by a glass cup was assembled with ITO-based
multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) of various radii; – Fig. 1.6 (a) – fabricated on glass sub-
strates and covered by an SU-8 passivation layer. The electrical interconnections were
made of gold, and the chips were connected to a board with SMD technology; see
Fig. 1.6 (e). Laser nanocutting of the ITO film was performed homogeneously on the
sealed chip [35, 48]. The 20 nm wide cuts at a period of 100–140nm [Fig. 1.6 (b, c)]
increased the effective electrode area, which is in contact with the electrolyte solution.
Impedance spectroscopy revealed a decrease in the electrode impedance, as the cell
was immersed with the counter and the reference electrode (diameter 70 μm) in an
isotonic saline solution; see Fig. 1.6 (d). COMSOL simulations (not shown) demon-
strated that nanostructuring increased the effective electrode surface by more than
a factor of four. However, the high aspect ratio (15 : 2) of the nanocuts prevented pen-
etration of the electric field. Therefore, the reduction of impedance, which improves
the signal-to-noise ratio [68], must be attributed to an increase in surface roughness



































Fig. 1.6: (a) SEM image of a⌀ 70 μm ITO electrode fabricated on glass substrate, passivated with
SU-8 photoresist; (b) SEM micrograph of the processed area with 73.5 % of the whole surface of the
electrode modified by nanocuts perpendicular to the laser beam polarization (arrow); (c) TEM image
of the nanocuts with sub-20 nm width; (d) impedance diagrams of the electrode before and after
laser processing; (e) photograph of a fabricated cell connected with SMD technique and passivated
with resin with a glass cup on top.
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1.7 Femtosecond laser-generated liquid crystal filters
Starting with small segment-type displays for calculators and watches in the early
seventies, liquid crystal devices have found widespread application in measurement
instruments, digital cameras, video projectors, car navigation systems and mobile
phones [69]. High-resolution active-matrix displays exceeding 25 cm in size are used
in portable computers and television sets. Most liquid crystal devices are operated in
the twisted-nematic mode, in which the orientation of the liquid crystal molecules
is twisted by 90° due to alignment layers on glass slides on both sides of the liquid
crystal cell. The liquid crystal molecules can be redirected by low voltages with low
power consumption and high optical contrast [70]. Figure 1.7 (a) illustrates such an
arrangement schematically. The voltage is applied by transparent thin-film ITO elec-
trodes. The alignment layers are usuallymade of polyimide because of its stability and
favorable electrical characteristics. They maintain an in-plane orientation of the liq-
uid crystal molecules in their immediate vicinity typically due to directional rubbing
by a cloth with short fibers, which establishes nanometer-sized grooves and results
in polymer reorientation [71]. Unfortunately, the rubbing process suffers from a gen-
eral lack of controllability. For instance, unevenness causes alignment defects, which
deteriorate the optical properties of the liquid crystal cell. Non-rubbing alignment
procedures include stretching of polymer films [72], columnar growth of silicon oxide
by oblique deposition [73] as well as photolithographic submicrometer patterning of
photoresist followed by reactive ion etching into silicon dioxide [74]. Photoalignment
of liquid crystal molecules by polarized laser light, which persisted after exposure,
was demonstrated in an azobenzene-mixed polyimide [75]. However, it is desirable to
align the liquid crystalmoleculeswithout adding a specific alignment layer. A nematic
liquid crystal cell with walls of fused silica patterned by femtosecond laser-induced
nanoripples allowed switching with an extinction ratio of 21 dB, but it was operated
with four copper electrodes a distance of 100 μm away from the cell walls [76].
Here,wedemonstrate a novel concept andmajor steps of an approach to construct
a nematic liquid crystal cell with micrometer-sized pixels, which does not require
an alignment layer but incorporates nanostructured ITO electrodes on 3mm × 3mm
glass substrates of 0.17mm thickness in direct contact to the liquid crystal. The cell is
assembled as depicted in Fig. 1.7 (a). The scanning electron microscope images (Figs.
1.7 (b–d)) show such a laser-structured ITO thin-film electrode of thickness 150 nm,
which features 30 μm × 30 μm large areas patterned by approximately 20 nm wide
nanocuts of period 120–140nm which allow for liquid crystal alignment. The laser
scan was performed within 16 s at a mean focal power of 21mW. In order to ensure
electrical isolation the patterned area was bounded by submicrometer-wide laser cuts
carried out at higher irradiance. Spacers were generated in UV-sensitive ma-N 2400
negative photoresist (micro resist technology GmbH, Berlin) by multiphoton litho-
graphy in order tomaintain a vertical distance of about 2 μmbetween the two opposite
cell electrodes. They appear as dark hollow squares in Figs. 1.7 (b, c). The spacers were
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polymerized with a focal power of 5mW at a scan speed of 40 μm/s. After careful
alignment of the electrodes with a dedicated microscopic mounting setup and their
electrical connection to a DC power supply by thin copper leads, the cell is filled by a
small droplet of the nematic liquid crystal MDA-98-1602 (Merck) with ordinary refrac-
tive index no = 1.51 and extraordinary refractive index ne = 1.78. Using visible cw
laser light or incoherent illumination it will be operated in the twisted-nematic mode
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Fig. 1.7: Twisted nematic liquid crystal cell with laser-nanostructured ITO thin film electrodes.
(a) Sketch of the liquid crystal cell setup with biased (left) and unbiased pixels (right). (b) Scanning
electron microscope image of an electrode with square-shaped nanopatterned areas. Straight
long laser cuts mark the edge of the electrode. The distance to the counterelectrode is adjusted
by hollow square polymer spacers. (c) Magnified section with laser-structured areas (light grey) and
spacers (dark). (d) Periodic laser-induced nanocuts ensure alignment of the liquid crystal molecules
at the electrode surfaces.
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1.8 Micro/nanojets for electrospray ionization
Electrospray ionization (ESI) is an electrohydrodynamic process in which a strong
electric field converts a liquid into tiny charged droplets. Figure 1.8 (a) illustrates this
process. An electrically conductive liquid passes through a capillary tube. A high elec-
tric field of about 106 V/m isneededbetween the capillary tip and the counter electrode
to induce charge separation in the liquid. Deformation of the meniscus into a Tay-
lor cone results from the interaction of Coulomb repulsion and surface tension [77].
Starting from a threshold voltage Vth [78], a jet of liquid is emitted from the Taylor
cone, which transforms into charged droplets. The size of the droplets produced by
the atomization depends primarily on the flow rate and the properties of the liquid as
well as on the capillary geometry and on the applied voltage




where Rc is the capillary radius, 𝛾 the surface tension, d the electrode gap, ε0 the
dielectric constant and θ the contact angle. The most important emission mode is the
cone-jet mode, which is characterized by a stable spray and a nearly monodisperse
distribution of droplets [79, 80]. According to the Charge ResidueModel, the Rayleigh-
limit of the charge carrier density is reached in the droplet evaporation process.
Beyond this limit the electrostatic forces can overcome the surface tension in the
droplets, causing them to collapse into smaller droplets. This chain reaction can end
up with single ions which can even be emitted from droplets as in the ion emission
model [78]; see Fig. 1.8 (a).
The most important application of electrospray is the ionization of macromole-
cules for mass spectrometric analysis. This gentle ionization method is particularly
important for biomolecules, since prior to the introduction of ESI it was not possible
to transform fragilemacromolecules into ionswithout destroying them. ESI allows the
ionization of biomolecules at atmospheric pressure and room temperature with little
or no fragmentation [81]. This can be used for detecting traces of explosives, drugs or
toxic materials. ESI can also be used for the realization of electric propulsion and in
colloid microthrusters (CMT) [80, 82] to generate thrusts in the μN- to mN-range with
a resolution of sub-μN. For this purpose, the ESI system must be complemented by
an additional acceleration electrode and a counter electrode. Multiple capillaries are
arranged into an array in order to achieve significant thrusts.
The electric field strength is a key parameter for generating and influencing the
electrospray process. Applying newer technologies to reduce the size of the capillary
and its radius could reduce Vth considerably from 5 kV down to 1 kV and even lower
[83]. Here, we report onmanufacturing conically shaped capillarieswith a sub-100nm
capillary edge to implement a very high field strength at the tip of the capillary. We
used Si (100) wafers as substrate with a 300nm silicon nitride passivation layer de-
posited on both sides by a plasma CVD process. Using standard lithography and an
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anisotropic wet etching process we realized cavities with 1900 μm edges from one
side in silicon leaving a membrane with a thickness of 30–50 μm. A connecting path
to these cavities is opened as holes with 5 μm radii by a dry etching process. After
dicing the wafer in 7mm chips, each chip is ready to be processed individually in a
spin coating step and by the laser system.
A commercial SU-8 2000 fromMicroChem Corp. with a thickness of about 100 μm
was used to cover the holes and obtain a homogeneous layer. The chip was mounted
on the microscope with the SU-8 side toward the objective. A cover glass and a thin
film of water protected the SU-8 from the immersion oil and provided a convenient se-
quence of refractive indexes through the layers. The pre-etched holes were centrically
aligned to the laser spot. Completed conical nozzles are shown in Fig. 1.8 (b).
(a)
(b)























































Fig. 1.8: (a) Schematic diagram of the modular concept of an electrospray nozzle; (b) SEM image
of three different conic nozzles with tip thicknesses of about 100–150 nm made of SU-8 with two-
photon lithography; (c) diagram of the simulated E-field depending on the wall thickness of the tip;
(d) FEM-simulated E-field with 100 V at the tip of a nozzle of 15 μm height and with a permittivity of
80 of the fluid; (e) microscopic image of an ethylene glycol jet out of a cylindrical SU-8 micro-nozzle
in air.
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COMSOL Multiphysics was used to model the electric field distribution between the
emitter and the counter electrode. A study was made to determine how the nozzle
geometry affects the field strength at the tip of the emitter; see Fig. 1.8 (c). Because
of the rotational symmetry of the problem, the simulation could be simplified to a
2D geometry; see Fig. 1.8 (d). The emitter length, the emitter radius and the angles of
the conewere varied aswell as thewall thickness at the tip down toward 100nm. After
setting the emitter length to 15 μm, the hole radius to 5 μm, and the emitter-extractor
distance to 1000 μmwe found an optimum value of 60° for the cone angle. The results
indicate that the conical outside of the capillary doubles the electric field strength in
comparison to a cylindrical shape. By adding an extra conical shape to the inside of
the capillary, a further 35% increase of the electric fieldwas obtained.With a constant
tip wall thickness of 200nm, an applied voltage of 100V, and awater/ethanolmixture
with a permittivity of 74 we simulated a high electric field of more than 1 × 106 V/m at
the tip which can easily start the emission process. Fig. 1.8 (e) shows an actual spray
of ethylene glycol with a cylindrical cone structure.
1.9 Outlook
Multiphoton effects inducedbyVIS orNIR femtoseond laser pulses canbe employed to
perform sub-100nm processing of biological and non-biological materials. Lowmean
powers of less than 10mW are sufficient to perform 3D nanoprocessing in a variety of
materials when employing 10-fs NIR 85-MHz high-NA laser microscopes. Sub-100nm
features without collateral thermal or mechanical effects can be generated at pico-
joule pulse energies. A very interesting feature of this technology is the ability to in-
duce morphological crystallographic changes in some materials (e.g. ITO), rendering
the illuminated areas resistant against subsequent attack of chemical etchants. Thus,
nanostructures such as nanowires can be generated directly, without the need of a
more complicated lithographic process requiring the deposition, illumination, devel-
opment, and removal of a photoresist layer on top of the material plus a subsequent
highly anisotropic etching step. Using sub-mW mean powers, two-photon 3D nano-
lithography and two-photon imaging can be performed. The 3D capability is unique
to this approach and cannot be reached even with the most advanced, extremely ex-
pensive lithography systems ofmicroelectronics reaching down to feature sizes below
40nm in planar structural arrangements.
These results may influence the future production of small, low cost femtosecond
lasers for biophotonics and material processing. Ultracompact chiller-free femto-
second laser resonatorsmay be directly attached to amicroscope. Ultrafast fiber lasers
may become the most important femtosecond laser sources due to their low cost,
versatility, liability, and the less complex architecture. When using microscopes with
a sub-20 fs source, the broad laser emission spectrum may facilitate the excitation
of multiple fluorophores and photoresists without the need of wavelength tuning.
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It is also an ideal source for optical coherence microscopy (OCM), optical coherence
tomography (OCT), and multiphoton tomography (MPT).
In the future, femtosecond laser nanoprocessing will influence ophthalmic sur-
gery significantly. Furthermore, 3D nanolithography opens up the possibility of gen-
erating complex non-planar 3D nanostructures and nanoelectromechanical systems
(e.g. conical jets, lenses, resonators) with applications in many areas, including opti-
cal data communication, fluidic systems for microthrusters in space technology, and
trace detection of hazardous materials. The laser-induced fabrication of nanowires is
extremely attractive for biological and chemical analysis and for gaining new physi-
cal insight into the quantum behavior of such structures. All these capabilities taken
together may impact the field of optical storage, rapid prototyping in particular for
tissue implants (cardiovascuar stents, intraocular lenses, catheters, teeth material,
and prosthetics), optical communication, and nanomachining. With novel commer-
cial low cost femtosecond lasers, material processing and medical diagnostics will be
revolutionized in the years to come.
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2 Nanophotonic applications of fs-laser radiation
induced nanostructures and their theoretical
description
Abstract: We present the analysis of the optical properties of two different fs-laser-
induced nanostructures which possess great potential for near-field applications
due to their sub-100nm features. The first structures are standing gold nanojets
generated by irradiation of thin gold films with single pulses of fs-laser radiation.
Due to their upright standing orientation, the characteristic extinction resonances
of these nanojets are studied by grazing incidence infrared spectroscopy with p-
polarized radiation. The resonance wavelength strongly depends on the lateral extent
of the nanojet and can be tailored by adjusting the focusing numerical aperture
and the applied pulse energy. The observed correlation between the lateral extent
of the nanojet and the resonance wavelength is described by the monopole model
of a linear antenna. The second type of structures under investigation are fs-laser-
induced sub-wavelength ripples on silicon. Ripple structures of different geometrical
shape are generated and coated with a thin gold film. Here, the metallic cover layer
allows for the excitation of surface plasmons. Based on the generated surface pro-
files, the corresponding plasmonic resonances are simulated. Angle-resolved UV-VIS
spectroscopy measurements are performed and the resulting plasmonic dispersion
relation of these structures is compared to the calculated resonance conditions. The
plasmonic resonances and additional experiments of the surface structures reveal
insights into the localized or propagation nature of the plasmonic modes excited on
generated surface profiles.
2.1 Introduction
The field of nanophotonics or nano-optics comprises the study of light on a nanome-
ter, i.e. a subwavelength scale. In particular plasmonics, or in other words, optics with
metallic nanostructures in the visible but also in the near and mid-IR spectral range,
has been studied extensively during the last few decades [1–3]. Since nanostructures
are able to affect light and control it on a nanometer scale, they have given rise to
a variety of applications: e.g. surface enhanced spectroscopy [4], plasmonic sensors
[5, 6], solar cells [7], superlenses [8], plasmonic beam shaping and collimation [9],
chiral metamaterials [10, 11], and medical applications [12–14].
A key point of plasmonics with nanostructures is that nanostructures can be used
as nanoantennas which can couple the energy of free space radiation to a confined
© 2015 M. Reininghaus et al., published by De Gruyter.
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region of subwavelength size. In these so-called “hot spots”, electromagnetic fields
can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude as compared to free space radiation
[15]. As the strength of molecular vibrational signals characterized by Raman- and
IR-spectroscopy strongly depends on the local field amplitude, near-field enhancing
nanostructures can be used to increase the sensitivity for an analyte. These surface-
sensitive techniques are then called Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)
[16, 17], or Surface Enhanced Infrared Absorption Spectroscopy (SEIRAS) [18]. In the
case of metallic nanoantennas, the local field enhancement is especially high if the
localized surface plasmons are excited resonantly. Whereby the resonance condition
and thus the field enhancement depend on the geometry and arrangement of nano-
structures, their environment, as well as the wavelength and incident angle of the ex-
citing light. Thus, a precise tailoring of these nanostructures or nanostructure arrays
is required in order to control their properties andmatch them to specific applications.
In this contribution, we present the generation, optical properties and potential ap-
plications of fs-laser radiation generated nanostructures, which can be varied in size
and geometry and show tiny subwavelength features down to 20 nm.
The first structures are so-called “nanojets” or “standing antennas”, which are
referred to as “gold nanoantennas” since their long axis is oriented perpendicularly to
the substrate surface. Nanojets of different lengths and geometries, and thus different
resonance conditions, can be produced with single fs-laser pulses [19]. An array of
such nanojets is shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), with the inset showing an enlarged exemplary
single nanojet. The width of a nanojet (several tens of nanometers), and its length
(from a few hundred nanometers up to a fewmicrometers), determine the high aspect
ratio of the structure. Furthermore, the tip size of these nanojets is around 20nm
in diameter. An excitation with grazing incident light leads to highly confined and
enhanced fields at the nanojets’ tip. Importantly, due to the upright orientation of the
nanojets, the volume in which the high fields emerge can easily be accessed. This is
advantageous when compared to antennas oriented alongside the substrate surface.
For the latter, high fields partly extend into the substrate and are therefore inappropri-
ate for near-field based analytical applications [20]. Fs-laser pulse generated nanojets
are highly reproducible and enable patterning of arbitrary antenna arrangements over
large areas with high spatial accuracy and high processing speed. Therefore, a collec-
tive excitation of a tailored nanojet array becomes possible, which can also increase
the near-field enhancement. These advantages make nanojet arrays particularly suit-
able for sensor applications and surface-enhanced spectroscopy.
The second structure is ripples on silicon. Under the applied experimental condi-
tions, these periodic surface structures are oriented perpendicularly to the polariza-
tion of the incident laser radiation and can be generated with periodicities slightly
smaller than the wavelength of the incident laser radiation. Figure 2.1 (b) shows a typ-
ical cross-section of a sinusoidal 2D ripple field generated on a silicon surface. When
these ripples are coated with a thin gold film, the surface structures are conserved
and the metallic properties of the thin gold film permit an angle-dependent light-
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plasmon coupling. Furthermore, a variation of process parameters results in shallow
or deeper ripples showing more or less pronounced subwavelength features. Conse-
quently, these different features and geometries lead to a change in the optical re-
sponse, enabling a tailoring of the optical properties of these structures for various
applications. Deep ripple structures lead to more localized plasmonic modes with
large near-fields in the sub-100nm grooves and enable possible applications for plas-
monic sensors and surface-enhanced spectroscopy. Periodic nanostructures can also
be used for beam shaping [21] and plasmonic collimation [9, 22]. In particular, the
shallow ripples, which enable propagating modes, could be generated on a laser-
facet in order to decrease beam divergence [22, 23]. Generally, the ripple structures are
capable of launching as well as out-coupling surface plasmon polaritons (SPP). This
enables applications such as nanoscale detectors, SEIRA substrates, or plasmonic
collimators. Fs-laser radiation is a promising tool for the production of inexpensive
large-area plasmonic devices.
Besides their use for analytical applications, near-fields can also be applied to per-
formmaterial modification in very tightly localized areas, as demonstrated for nanos-
tructuring by the enhanced local field in the vicinity of a probe tip [24–27]. The use of
nanostructures for the localized deposition of laser energy complements approaches
to generate material modifications on the submicrometer scale [28–31].
Fig. 2.1: (a) SEM image of gold nanojets generated by single ultrashort laser pulses. (b) SEM image
shows cross-section of an extended ripple field on a silicon substrate generated by multiple ultra-
short laser pulses.
2.2 Theoretical description of nanostructure generation
with an ultrashort laser pulse
It has been demonstrated in a number of publications [32–35] that ordered arrays of
hollow bumps, jet, and nanobarrier-like structures can be directly written onto metal
films of different thicknesses by means of focusing an ultrashort laser pulse onto a
material’s surface at the fluence peak close to thematerial modification threshold; see
Figs. 2.1 (a) and 2.2 (a). However, while experimental applications of material nano-
structuring have made significant progress, especially in bio-technologies [36], the
mechanisms of surface restructuring after short laser pulse excitation are still contro-
versially discussed. In the particular case of thin metal films, possible mechanisms
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discussed in the literature include Marangoni convection [32], peeling and expansion
of the film due to the pressure of evaporating material [34], as well as thermo-elastic
and plastic deformations of the film [37]. Significant efforts were also made in [33, 35]
to elucidate the mechanism responsible for nanostructuring, where a combination of
the mechanisms mentioned above was proposed.
Due to its complexity and significant difficulties of implementation, the experi-
mental analysis of nanofeature formationmechanisms is commonly limited to aposte-
riori observations of the final, laser generated structures. However, they do not reveal
the complete kinetics of the process. An a priori theoreticalmodeling of the nanostruc-
turing processes, on the other hand, is also not a straightforward task. The essential
difficulty here is dictated by the necessity of describing several transient concurrent
processes occurring onwide time and spatial scales in a single computational cell. Not
surprisingly, under the extreme conditions reached in the solid during ultrashort laser
pulse exposure, the applicability of the continuummethods, such as the two tempera-
ture model (TTM) [38] is questionable [39–42]. An attractive alternative to continuum
computational methods is provided by the combined atomistic-continuum MD-TTM
method (molecular dynamics (MD) coupled with TTM). This method can account for
both the kinetics of fast non-equilibrium phase transition processes at the atomic
scale with MD, and the effect of free carrier dynamics in the continuumwith TTM [43].
Fig. 2.2: (a) Nanobarrier generated on the surface of a gold film [33]. (b) Schematic of the compu-
tational cell used for super large scale modeling of the formation dynamics [44]. (c) A 0.5 nm thin
slice of the atomic configuration of the MD domain in the YZ plane. The atoms are colored according
to the central symmetry parameter (CSP), which quantitatively shows the matter of state. The
parameter distinguishes between the crystalline (CSP < 0.11, blue) and liquid (CSP > 0.11, red)
state of the gold film.
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Recently, with the help of the MD-TTM model implemented in the optimized multi-
processing algorithm, the super large-scale simulation of the short laser pulse surface
nanostructuring process was performed on an experimental scale [44, 45]. For a direct
comparison of the theoretical model and the experimental results, we applied the ex-
perimental symmetry in the direction of the pulse elongation (Fig. 2.2 (a)). To simulate
the generation of a nanobarrier kind of structure on a 60nm thin gold film (Fig. 2.2 (a),
vertical line) by a 30 fs flat-top laser pulse [33], we selected the computational cell,
as schematically shown in Fig. 2.2 (b). The MD cell consists of 1.5 × 108 atoms with
dimensions of 10×5000×60nm along the x, y, and z axes. In the y direction, the gold
film ends with nonreflective boundaries (NRB) [44, 46]. In the x direction we applied
periodic boundary (PB) conditions, and free boundaries (FB) were implemented at
the top, where the material was irradiated with the laser pulse. At the bottom, the
gold sample interacts with an immobile silica substrate on the xy plane. The direct
comparison of model and experiment is also reinforced by the implementation of a
realistic interatomic potential optimized for gold by Zhakhovskii [47]. The model also
accounts for the complexity of the dependences of the free carrier system parameters,
as well as for the thermoreflectance model by Hopkins [48]. The complete model and
computational setup description is given elsewhere [44].
The incident fluence of 275mJ/cm2 (corresponding to the absorbed value of
30.2mJ/cm2) is taken slightly higher than in the experiments 125–250mJ/cm2. The on-
set of a spallation process leading to the generation of nanodropletswas also observed
in the experiments [49–51]. The resulting nanobarrier-like structure obtained in our
simulation can be seen in Fig. 2.2 (c) at the time of 1.8 ns. By considering howpressure,
lift-off velocity, and the electron/lattice temperatures evolve over time, we can recon-
struct the physical mechanisms involved in nanostructure formation. The relaxation
of compressive stresses generated under confinement conditions [50] is identified as
the main driving force responsible for accelerating a transiently melted region of the
film, which results in nanostructure formation. On the other hand, fast electron heat
conduction in 3D provides the ultrafast cooling of the molten material and enables
rapid solidification of the surface features generated by the hydrodynamic motion
of liquid material. Modeling on an experimental scale reveals the full complexity
of the dynamics of thermo-physical quantities due to competing laser-induced pro-
cesses involved in the mechanism of nanostructuring [45]. The characteristic time
of nanostructure formation (∼ 10 ns), size of the structures (∼ 1 μm), lift-off velocity
(∼ 100m/s) during the formationprocess [44] andfinally thenanocrystalline character
of the generated structure [49] obtained from our simulations were found to be in
very good agreement with experimental results [32, 33, 35, 36]. To conclude, it is
necessary to mention that for other experimental conditions other mechanisms like
Marangoni convection, ablation processes, or laser beam interferencewith the surface
plasmons [52] may play a significant role in nanostructuring.
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2.3 Tailored resonances of upright gold nanoantennas
The following section deals with upright, infrared active gold antennas generated by
single femtosecond laser pulses. We present two different approaches to tune the res-
onance wavelength of these nanojets in a graduated manner. An accurate adjustment
of the resonance wavelength is essential to receive a maximized near-field enhanced
signal in sensor applications and to enhance the sensitivity of infrared analysis and
specificity. The tuning steps presented here allow for the adjustment of the resonance
wavelength in the range of several micrometers down to several hundreds of nano-
meters.
2.3.1 Tailoring infrared resonances of upright gold nanoantennas
Throughout this study, a Ti:Sapphire CPA (chirped pulse amplification) laser system
(Coherent, Libra) was used to generate tailored surface structures for near-field appli-
cations. To generate spiky nanojets on thin gold films, a variety of differentmicroscope
objectives with numerical apertures (NA) from 0.4 to 0.15 were used to focus the ultra-
short pulsed laser radiation with a central wavelength of λ = 800nm and a pulse
duration of τ = 500 fs. The resulting focus diameter of 1.5 to 4 μm of the spatial Gaus-
sian beam profile and the pulse energy of the single laser pulses determine the size of
the generated nanojets; see Fig. 2.3 (a). Depending on the focal diameter, the applied
pulse energies range from approximately 12 to 57 nJ and were adjusted by a combina-
tion of a λ /2-waveplate and a linear polarizing beam splitter.
A silicon substrate was coated with a 50 nm thin gold film by magnetron sputter-
ing and mounted on an x, y translation stage. Separation of adjacent nanojets was
controlled by the feed rate of a translation stage and the repetition rate of the pulsed
laser radiation. To avoid any incubation effects on the formation dynamics of two
neighboring structures, the distance between adjacent single pulses should be larger
than twice the focal diameter of the laser beam.
Thenanojet lengthwas calculated fromSEM images recordedunder a tilting angle
of 45°. Besides the lengths of the nanojets, the SEM images of the nanojets reveal
a high aspect ratio larger than 10 : 1 and tip radii of less than 20nm. Both features
are essential for potential near-field applications. On the one hand, the high aspect
ratio results in a spectral separation of the resonant frequencies of the long and short
axes of the nanojet. For electromagnetic excitation of the nanojets in the near-infrared
wavelength regime,weonly have to consider the long axis of thenanojet. Additionally,
the resonance properties can be approximated by a linear antenna. On the other hand,
the spiky tip of the nanojets causes high near-field enhancement factors crucial for
sensor applications.
We now present two methods which allow a gradual adjustment of the nanojet
length l and the corresponding resonance wavelength λ0. The length of the nanojets
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can be varied by several micrometers with the coarse tuning step and by several hun-
dred nanometers with the fine tuning step.
The coarse tuning step consists of applying different numerical apertures to focus
the single ultrashort laser pulses onto the surface of the thin gold film. The selection of
the numerical aperture determines the lateral extent of the irradiated spot on the gold
surface, and hence the extent of the induced melt pool. Larger melt pools comprise
an extended volume of gold which can potentially be ejected to form the nanojet. This
tuning step can thereby be used to form nanojets with a length of up to three micro-
meters. As the size of the irradiated surface increases, properties such asmorphology,
crystallinity, grain sizes and imperfections of the thin gold film constitute limiting fac-
tors of the fragile stress-based formation dynamics. Due to decreasing reproducibility
with increasing size, we confine our experiments to nanojet lengths of 0.42 to 1.61 μm,
resulting in characteristic resonance wavelengths of 2.46 to 6.51 μm; see Fig. 2.3 (a).
Thefine tuning stepallows for anadjustment of thenanojet resonancewavelength
in the range of several hundreds of nanometers. It is based on the exact control of
gold volume ejected from the melt pool. The ejected volume can be accurately con-
trolled by adjusting the pulse energy under constant focusing conditions. To generate
a nanojet of 0.73 μm in length and a corresponding resonance wavelength of 3.33 μm,
we applied a focal diameter of 1.5 μm and a pulse energy of 12.3 nJ; see Fig. 2.3 (b).
A further increase in the pulse energy leads to an additional ejection of gold from the
melt pool. The additionally ejected gold forms a gold sphere, which can be ablated.
Fig. 2.3: Two approaches to tune the resonance wavelength of the nanojets. (a) A coarse tuning step
is based on applying different numerical apertures to tune the resonance wavelength in the range
of several μm. (b) The adjustment of the pulse energy allows for the fine tuning of the resonance
wavelength by several hundreds of nanometers.
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In consequence, the effective mass of gold remaining available to form the nanojet is
reduced, the nanojet length decreased and the corresponding resonance wavelength
shifted to smaller wavelengths.
A reproducible formation process is necessary to generate a field of approximately
300 identical nanojets (Fig. 2.1 (a)), which can be characterized by means of Fourier
transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to determine the resonance wavelength
of the corresponding nanojets; see Fig. 2.3 (a). Because of their orientation, the
reflectance spectra of the upright nanojets are recorded under a grazing incidence
angle of 83°. Additionally, the polarization of the incident electromagnetic field is
oriented almost parallel to the long axis of the nanojets to obtain an optimized,
enhanced resonance signal.
2.3.2 Correlation of resonance wavelength and nanojet length
We applied a monopole model to theoretically describe the correlation of nanojet
length and the observed resonance wavelength [53, 54]. For this purpose, we define
the nanojet length l as the vertical extent from the base of the bump-like structure to
the tip of the nanojet, as depicted in Fig. 2.4 (a). When the nanojet is irradiated with p-
polarized light under grazing incidence, the electromagnetic field causes a separation
of opposite charges within the nanojet as shown in Fig. 2.4 (b). Due to the metallic
nature of the substrate, a distribution of the free charge carrier arises, which nullifies
all tangential field vectors at the surface of the conductor. In this case, the resulting
electric field distribution can be described by introducing a mirror plane and image
charges as depicted in Fig. 2.4 (c). The resulting effective dipole antenna exhibits a
vertical extent that is twice the length of the original nanojet length l. With respect
to the resonance wavelength of a dipole, the expected dependence of the resonance





Figure 2.4 (d) shows a compilation of different nanojets generated with various focus-
ing optics and pulse energies. The resulting nanojet lengths extracted from the SEM
images are plotted versus the experimentally determined resonancewavelengths so as
to validate the assumedmodel represented by the solid line. Apart from a slight trend
to redshift, the observed resonance wavelengthsmatch the theoretically expected res-
onance wavelengths of the λ0/4-model.
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Fig. 2.4: (a) Schematic of a spiky nanojet and the definition of the nanojet length l. (b) Illumina-
tion of the nanojet with an electromagnetic wave, polarized almost parallel to the long axis of the
nanojet causes the illustrated charge distribution. (c) As the nanojet is generated on a conductive
substrate, the charge distribution shown in (b) can be described by introducing image charges
resulting in a resonance wavelength that equals four times the nanojet length l. (d) Comparison of
experimental data and theoretical model. The experimentally observed dependence of the nanojet
length and the corresponding resonance wavelength validates the assumptions of the λ0/4-model.
2.4 Plasmonic excitation of ripple structures generated
by fs-laser radiation
In the following section, we evaluate how well ripple structures generated by ultra-
short pulsed laser radiation can be applied to excite propagating surface plasmons.
The controlled excitation of these optical surfacemodes is a central aspect to generate
tailored functional surfaces for plasmonic applications such as biosensors [5] or the
integrated collimation of laser diodes [55].
To enable the plasmonic excitation, we generated extended areas of ripples and
coated these structures with a thin metallic film. Based on these structures, we cal-
culated excitation conditions for different plasmonic resonances. In a second step,
we present two possible pathways for experimental validation of the calculated reso-
nances. On the one hand, we estimate the plasmonic dispersion relation of the gen-
erated structures and assign the character of the occurring resonances to located and
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propagatingplasmonicmodes. On the other hand,we generate different ripple geome-
tries toprove the localizedor propagatingnature of the identifiedplasmonic excitation
as a function of the geometrical shape of the ripple structures.
2.4.1 Generation of ripple structures
Alongside beads, spikes and others, ripple structures belong to laser-induced periodic
surface structures (LIPSS). They were discovered in the mid-1960s, and since then
various types of ripple structures have been observed on almost every laser irradi-
ated material [56]. Even for a distinct type of ripple, so-called low spatial frequency
LIPSS (LSFL), scientists still do not agree upon the underlying physics of the formation
process. These ripples are generated at near ablation threshold conditions when a
substrate is irradiated with multiple linearly polarized fs-laser pulses. Their period
is slightly smaller than the wavelength of the applied laser radiation. The minor devi-
ation is explained by an efficiency factor, which accounts for inhomogeneous absorp-
tion of the incident laser radiation due to surface roughness [57]. In accordance with
the latter publication, a widely accepted approach to describe the formation of LSFL
is based on the interference of electromagnetic surface waves or so-called surface
plasmonswith the incident laser radiation [58]. Tomeet the coupling conditions of the
incident light with surface plasmons, an initial surface roughness amplitude of 8 nm
or impurities is necessary [59]. For every following pulse the nascent impurities or
defects generated by the previous pulse or pulses ensure fulfillment of the resonance
conditions.
To explain the decreasing period of the observed structures with increasing num-
ber of pulses per area, so-called feedback mechanisms have been developed. The dif-
ferent approaches assume angle-dependent effects [60], dependencies on optically
generated free carrier concentrations [61], or inherent regulating mechanisms. The
latter approach describes the change of the ripple period as a consequence of the rip-
ple structures deepening during the ongoing ablation process. This deepening shifts
the resonance conditions to lower frequencies. To continue to match the resonance
conditions for the constant excitation wavelength, the ripple period readjusts itself to
maintain the resonant excitation of surface plasmons [62].
As was shown previously, the applied fluence and the number of pulses per area
are themost crucial parameters tomanipulate the period of the ripple structureswhile
thewavelength of the incident ultrashort pulsed laser radiation is kept constant. Since
our goal is to characterize possible plasmon resonances on extended ripple fields, we
also have to take profile, groove depth and the progressive evolution of the generated
ripple structures on a large area into account.
In order to structure ripple fields of cm2 in size, the pulsed laser radiation is fo-
cused by the use of a 50mm plano-convex lens onto a native silicon surface, resulting
in a focus diameter of 2w0 = 13 μm. The polarization and the pulse energy of the
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ultrashort pulsed laser radiation are adjusted by a combination of a λ /2-waveplate
and a linear polarizing beam splitter. To increase the intensity and, in consequence,
the non-linear absorption of the ultrashort pulsed laser radiation, we apply the short-
est possible pulse duration of the laser system of τ = 100 fs.
In accordance with previous analysis, the single pulse ablation threshold of the
native silicon target is experimentally determined to be 265mJ/cm2 [63]. With respect
to this ablation threshold, all investigated structures are generated at sub-threshold
fluences. In detail, the investigated process window includes peak fluences of 75 to
220mJ/cm2, corresponding to pulse energies of 100 to 265 nJ, respectively. The pulse-
to-pulse stability of more than 99.7% enables an advantageously precise control of
the deposited energy density, which is essential to generate large, homogeneously
extended ripple fields.
The silicon sample is mounted on an x, y translation stage and the repetition rate
is kept at a constant value of f = 1 kHz. Thus, the pulse overlap in the direction of the
translation is varied only by adjusting the speed of the samplemovement. Thenumber
of pulses per area N is defined by the adjacent pulses within the same line in combi-
nation with the corresponding pulses of the neighboring lines. To reduce the number
of possible parameter sets, we use a symmetric meander shaped scan strategy. In this
context, ‘symmetric’ denotes an identical pulse overlap between adjacent pulses in
the same line and pulses of neighboring lines. Besides the pulse energy, the polariza-
tion and the number of pulses per area basically determine the structural properties
of the local ripple structures, whereas the scan strategy is of crucial importance with
regard to the progressive evolution of coherent ripple structures on large fields up to
several cm2. In all experiments we carried out, the scan strategy did not affect the
geometry of the locally generated structures, but the progressive evolution of ripple
structures. In general, the progressive evolution of ripple structures is most favorable
when the feed direction of the sample is oriented perpendicularly to the polarization
of the laser radiation. In this case, the grooves of the ripple structures are oriented
parallel to the feed direction of the sample, and the laser radiation progressively gen-
erates ripple structures along their grooves.
In the aforementioned process window, we observe three types of ripple struc-
tures. The smallest observed periodic structure occurs at a peak fluence of 176mJ/cm2
and 208pulses per area. It is 10 to 20 nm inheight and shows au-shaped cross-section;
see Fig. 2.5 (a). Apart from the reduced length of this structure, the shape is compa-
rable to a directly structured line consisting of a groove that is bordered by a wall
of redeposited material on each side. The distance between the two walls is in the
region of 100nm and the period of neighboring grooves is 700nm. With respect to
potential applications, this structure can be progressively propagated. At a peak flu-
ence of 200mJ/cm2 and 52 pulses per area, the latter structure co-exists, but is locally
superimposed by holes with a depth of 50 to 100nm. These holes are arranged in 1 μm
thin lines oriented parallel to the polarization. Within these lines the holes possess a
periodicity slightly smaller than 700nm. Because of the random transition between
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the first and this second structure, the latter structure is not applicable for large ex-
tended ripple fields; see Fig. 2.5 (b). An increase in the number of pulses per area leads
to another significant deepening of the holes. The resulting ripple structures of this
third regime appear to be approximately 300nm; see Fig. 2.5 (c), and very uniform
periodic gratings with a lateral extent of several centimeters can be achieved for these
ripple structures [20, 64]. Compared to the 50–100nm flat ripple structures, these
structures occur with a more plateau-like profile (Fig. 2.6 (a)) and narrow grooves in
the sub-100nm regime. In particular, these narrow and 300nm deep grooves cause
high near-field intensities when irradiated by a laser pulse [65], which is essential for
potential sensor applications. Besides the ripple profile, the period of the ripple struc-
tures shifts to a smaller value of 620 nm, which is consistent with the aforementioned
feedback mechanisms [61, 62].
Fig. 2.5: Different types of ripple structures generated by ultrashort pulsed laser radiation. The
schematics on the left illustrate the observed formation of ripples depending on the applied flu-
ence F and the number of pulses per area N. The center column shows AFM images of the generated
ripple structures and the corresponding profile on the right. (a) At fluences of 88 mJ/cm2 and
208 pulses per area, u-shaped structures with a height of 20 nm are observed. (b) At higher flu-
ences and 52 pulses per area, the evolution of 50 to 100 nm deep grooves is observed. (c) Compared
to (b), the groove depth significantly increases from 50 nm to 300 nm by slightly increasing the
number of pulses per area. Additionally, a reduced ripple period reveals the presence of a feedback
mechanism as proposed in [61, 62, 66, 67].
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2.4.2 Simulation of plasmon resonances
In the following section we calculated possible plasmonic resonances based on the
profile of the generated ripple structures. The applied numerical simulation has been
developed and extended by various authors over the last 30 years and enables the
theoretical description of resonances of periodic metal gratings [68, 69].
Central to this numerical approach, the coordinate system is transformed into a
nonorthogonal system determined by the periodic morphology of the irradiated sur-
face. Subsequently, the Maxwell equations are formulated in the corresponding coor-
dinates and the electromagnetic field distributions or plasmonic resonances are cal-
culated in Fourier space. For the excitation of plasmons, free charge carriers at the
metal/dielectric interface are necessary. Therefore, we cover the surface of the laser
generated ripple structures with a thin gold film of 550 nm thickness. SEM (Fig. 2.6 (a)
and (b)) and AFM measurements demonstrate how the morphology was successfully
transferred from the rippled silicon surface to the sputter deposited thin gold film.
This is of great importance, as in particular the groove depth, general profile, period
and groove width impact the resonances of the plasmonic excitation substantially.
Next, we calculate the spectral reflectivity or plasmonic resonances of a sinusoidal
grating profile as a function of the groove depth. In the context of plasmonic excita-
tion, reduced reflectivity corresponds to an enhanced coupling of the incident light
to the plasmonic modes. This is the case whenever the in-plane momentum of the
diffracted orders of the incident light matches the momentum of the plasmons at the
metal/dielectric interface [70]. Figure 2.6 (c) shows the plasmonic resonances calcu-
lated for a constant wavelength of 800nm and an incident angle close to zero degrees.
The vertical dashed lines represent the pseudocritical edges, where a diffraction order
becomes evanescent. In total, three plasmonic resonances between 740 and 840nm
occur, which will be discussed in detail.
For a ripple depth of a few nanometers, no plasmonic resonance is observed.
At ripple depths of 10 to 100nm, two significant plasmonic resonances are observed
which are attributed to the diffraction order of the first two Bragg planes m = ±1
at 755 and 780nm, respectively. These two modes show no significant wavelength
dependence. For ripple depths between 70 and 120 nm, the energy transfer of inci-
dent light to the surface plasmons is reduced. A further increase in the depth of the
ripple structures up to 300nm leads to a third plasmonic mode. This mode shifts to
longer wavelengths with increasing depths, which is in accordance with the differ-
ent feedback mechanisms mentioned above. Under the assumption of the plasmonic
feedbackmechanismpredictedbyHuang [62], the plasmonic resonances shift to lower
frequencies or longer wavelengths as a consequence of the deepening of the ripple
structure. As a consequence of the lower resonance frequencies, the period of the
ripple structure has to be reduced in order to maintain the resonance conditions for a
constant excitation wavelength. For this reason, the calculated plasmon resonances
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validate the theoretically predicted change in the ripple period and the experimental
observations presented in Fig. 2.5.
The reflectance of 40 and 300nmdeep ripples is shown inFig. 2.6 (d) to emphasize
the drop of reflectivity due to plasmonic excitation at a certain resonance wavelength.
To evaluate the applicability of these structures for sensors or optical collimators, we
investigate the optical properties of these ripple structures.
Fig. 2.6: (a) Schematic of the gold coated ripple sample produced to investigate the plasmon reso-
nances and plasmon propagation at the gold/air interface. (b) Ripples on silicon partially covered
with a 500 nm thin goldfilm. The sample demonstrates the successful transfer of the rippled surface
strucures from the silicon surface onto the surface of the evaporated thin gold film. (c) Calculated
plasmon resonances of an extended, sinusoidal ripple field in dependence on the groove depth and
the excitation wavelength. (d) Two selected groove depths are extracted from (c) to emphasize the
occurrence of the pseudocritical edge at 740 nm (vertical dashed line in (c)), and the three possible
plasmon resonances for a grating with a groove depth of 40 (solid line) or 300 nm (dashed line),
respectively.
2.4.3 Optical properties of ripple structures
To validate the assumption of a plasmonic excitation of ripple structured surfaces
and to evaluate the localized or propagating nature of the excited modes, we perform
angle-resolved reflectivitymeasurements as a function of the incidentwavelength and
determine the plasmonic dispersion relation. Due to the spot diameter of 5mm of the
spectrometer utilized, the sampleswe applied consist of progressively extended ripple
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fields with an edge length of 1 cm. The ripple structures under investigation possess a
period of 640nm, a groove depth of 300nmand aprofile comparable to the one shown
in Fig. 2.5 (c). Due to the calculations (Fig. 2.6 (b)), we expect the plasmonic resonance
to appear around 800nm. Figure 2.7 (a) shows the angle-resolved reflectivity from 10°
to 60° in 10° steps. In the wavelength interval of interest from 700 to 1300nm, two
distinct reflectivity dips or resonances are observed when the polarization of the inci-
dent radiation of the applied thermal light source is oriented perpendicularly to the
ripple structures (transverse magnetic (TM)). The surface plasmon (SP2) resonance
occurring at a smaller wavelength of approximately 800nm reveals an angle depen-
dency, while the wavelength of the other resonance at 1200nm (SP1) is not affected by
the angle of incidence. As expected for plasmonic origin of the observed resonances,
the recorded spectrum of the reflectivity excited by a transverse electric (TE) plane
wave shows no resonances; see Fig. 2.7 (b). In this case, the incident electric field is
oriented completely parallel to the ripple structures and, therefore is not affected by
theperiodical ripple structures. On the contrary, the TE-polarized radiation is reflected
as if itwere reflectedby aplanar surface. For comparison,weplot the angle-dependent
SP2 resonancewith the theoretically expected angle dependency of an SPP of a planar
surface [71], which obeys





εd + ε 󸀠m
(2.2)
Here, θ and λ denote the polar angle and the wavelength of the incident electromag-
netic wave respectively. The influence of the grating is represented by the period of the
grating d and the integer multiples of the grating wave vector in reciprocal space m.
The specificmaterial properties are accounted for by the refractive index in air nd = 1,
the dielectric constants εd ≈ 1 in air, and the real part of the dielectric constant of
the gold film ε 󸀠m ≈ −15 [72]. For incident angles of 15° to 40°, the experimentally
determined resonance wavelength is in agreement with the SPP resonance. In con-
trast, for smaller incident angles the resonance wavelength approximates a constant
value of 810 nm and the deviation between experimental data and the theoretical
expectation increases. This observation implies the pronounced localized character
of the excited plasmons due to a flat plasmonic band structure. To illustrate the latter
interpretation, additional reflectivity measurements with an accuracy of 2° were per-
formed. The resulting dispersion relation includes the seven selected measurements
seen in Fig. 2.7 (a), highlighted as colored lines. The two observed resonances at 390
and 260 THz correspond to a resonance wavelength of 810 and 1160nm, respectively.
The absence of a nonzero slope in the plasmonic band structure for the SP1 mode and
a vanishing small dispersion of the SP2 mode support the assumption of localized
plasmonic modes.
The experimental proof of the propagating nature of plasmonic modes is implied
by the optical observation of a plasmonic energy transfer between spatially separated
structures. Therefore, we generate one sample with 50 nm and another with 300nm
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Fig. 2.7: (a) Angle- and wavelength-dependent reflectivity measurements of ripple structures
(sample presented in Fig. 2.6) with TM-polarized radiation. (b) For a TE-polarized plane wave the
observed resonances vanishes, which confirms the assumption of the plasmonic origin of the
resonances observed in (a). (c) The angle-dependent position of the plasmon resonance around
800 nm is extracted from (a) and compared to the theoretically predicted angle-dependent plasmon
resonance described by equation (2.2). (d) Experimentally determined dispersion relation of an
extended ripple field. Colored lines represent the selected spectra illustrated in (a).
deep ripple structures (Fig. 2.5 (b) and (c)). On each sample two smaller fields with
identical ripple structures are separated by an unmodified area. A coaxial microscope
setup (Fig. 2.8 (a)) is utilized to excite one of the ripple fields and to observe the plas-
monic energy transfer to the separated non-irradiated ripple field. Figure 2.8 (b) shows
the corresponding light microscope image, in which the laser generated ripple struc-
tures occur as dark structures, while the light area shows the unmodified area which
separates the opposing ripple structures by approximately 50 μm. Consistent with the
vanishing propagating nature of the SP2 mode of the 300nm deep ripple structures
described above, the plasmonic energy transfer between the generated ripple fields is
only observed for the 50 nm flat ripple structures. As shown in Fig. 2.8 (c), the ripple
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Fig. 2.8: (a) Schematic of the coaxial microscope setup applied to visualize the propagation of sur-
face plasmons. (b) Microscope image of the ripple structures (appear as dark structures) separated
by approximately 50 μm of unstructured surface (light area). (c) 50 nm flat ripple structures are
irradiated by TM-polarized laser radiation under plasmon resonance conditions. Therefore, energy
can propagate to the non-irradiated, neighboring ripple field at a distance of 50 μm. At this field the
surface plasmons are scattered and can be detected as luminescent spots. (d) Illumination of the
same ripple structures under TE-polarized laser radiation.
structures on the right are irradiated by focused laser radiation with a wavelength
of 800nm. The applied pulse energy of less than 10 nJ and a focus diameter of 2 μm
result in a fluence below the ablation threshold. The excitation of surface plasmons
enables energy transfer from the irradiated ripples on the right to the ripple field on
the left. Since thephoton-plasmoncoupling conditions are identical for excitation and
scattering, the transferred energy is reemitted at the ripple structures on the left and
canbedetectedasbright spots (markedasSPP). To validate theplasmonic origin of the
detected emission and to exclude any undesirable irradiation which may result from
reflections, the setup includes a λ /2-waveplate which allows switching between TM
and TE oriented excitation, respectively. As can be seen from the direct comparison
of Fig. 2.8 (c) and Fig. 2.8 (d), the successful energy transfer is only present for the
valid resonance conditions of TM-polarized excitation. The effective excitation of SPPs
is observed for almost normal incidence. Based on the ripple period of 720 nm and
the aforementioned values of the refractive index, this agrees with the theoretically
expected incident angle of 4.4°, calculated using equation (2.2). In conclusion, the
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experimental results imply an energy transfer by propagating surface plasmons on
flat laser-generated ripple structures and reveal their potential for optical couplers or
optical beam shaping.
2.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented theoretical and experimental aspects of femto-
second laser-generated nanostructures for near-field applications. In the theoretical
section we introduced a simulation for laser materials processing in consideration of
molecular dynamics and the two temperature model on wide time and spatial scales.
The resulting time scales and feature sizes of the formation process of the applied
simulation are in good agreement with experimental results and support the valid
description of the stress-based formation of metallic nanostructures with respect to
free carrier dynamics as well as nonequilibrium phase transformations at atomic
scales.
Experimentally, we applied single ultrashort pulses to generate upright gold
nanojets. These nanojets exhibit a large aspect ratio of 10 : 1 and tip radii of approx-
imately 20 nm. Due to their geometrical dimensions, these nanojets induce highly
localized electromagnetic fields and have great potential for analytical applications
based on near-field enhancement in the near-infrared wavelength regime. As the
adjustment of the resonance frequency is of crucial importance for such applications,
we presented two possible ways of tailoring the nanojet length and the corresponding
resonance wavelength in a gradual manner.
In addition to nanojets, we generated extended ripple fields on silicon and coated
the occurring ripple structures with a thin gold film; subsequently, surface plas-
mons were excited at the gold/air interface. Two different experimental approaches
are presented to distinguish between propagating and localized plasmonic modes.
The small features of the observed deep ripple structures reveal high electromag-
netic near-fields, which make them promising for sensor applications. On the other
hand, the 50 nm flat ripple structures preferentially tend to exhibit propagating
plasmonicmodes whichmatch the requirements of applications such as optical beam
shaping.
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3 Temporally shaped femtosecond laser pulses
for creation of functional sub-100 nm structures
in dielectrics
Abstract: Material processing of dielectrics by temporally shaped femtosecond laser
pulseswill bepresented in this chapter. Structureswith feature sizes in the sub-100 nm
range are created and the motivation for their application in optical devices is given.
The properties of our processing method are discussed with respect to the ionization
effects of the light-matter interaction and the implemented tailoredpulse shapes to ad-
dress these individually. Experimental results of structures created in dielectric solids
are shown. Electron densities in a water jet were studied numerically and by spectral
interferometry to confirm a model for light-matter interaction. The application and
characterization of fabricated patternswith regard to the implementation of an optical
filter element were studied by numerical simulations and experimental methods.
3.1 Application and processing of dielectric materials
for optical devices
A large variety of optical elements are made from dielectric materials. For example,
lenses and prisms for free space optics, as well as optical fibers and of course thin-
film coatings or optical MEMS (Microelectromechanical systems) – are all based on
the distinctive properties of dielectrics [1]. Themain advantage is their low absorption
over awide spectral range, whichmakes them applicable inmost cases from the UV to
the near-IR. Processing technologies to produce, deposit or structure these materials
are well-established and low cost when compared to other optical materials, such as
III/V semiconductors. Optical properties and other important parameters can be var-
ied by choosing the appropriate group of dielectric materials. Fluorides, such asMgF2
and CaF2, are highly transparent far into the UV range and have very low refractive
indices, but are often hygroscopic and show low mechanical stability. Nitrides, like
Si3N4 or AlN, are more stable and have a higher refractive index of around n = 2,
but become absorbent for UV wavelengths. The most common group of dielectrics in
optical applications are oxides, which can have low refractive indices around n = 1.5,
such as SiO2, or are located in a medium range below n = 2, like Al2O3, but also
reach higher indices, like ZrO2, Nb2O5, or TiO2. Generally, oxides are mechanically
and chemically stable and canhence be appliedwhen long-termdurability is required.
For our investigation on processing of dielectrics by temporally shaped fs-laser pulses
© 2015 N. Götte et al., published by De Gruyter.
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we focused only on amorphous or polycrystalline oxides, as these feature most bene-
ficial properties.
The optical properties of a dielectric material are mainly defined by the bandgap
energy, which ranges at least from Egap = 5 eV to 10 eV, and a Fermi level well below
the lowest energy of the conduction band. Due to the high bandgap energies, light in
the near-IR, visible or even UV range is not absorbed, as the energy of single photons
is not sufficient. Since the conduction band is not occupied by electrons, thematerials
are also electrically insulating, which actually defines the term “dielectric” [2].
Optical elements with nanostructures
The interaction of waves with a structure shows the strongest effects if the feature
size of the structure is of the same order as the wavelength or below. For the optical
spectral range between λ = 200nmand 2000nm, structureswith sub-μmdimensions
or nanostructures are hence required. Feature sizes between approx. λ /4 and a few λ
lead to superposition of waves. This effect can be enhanced if a periodic pattern of the
structure is implemented, resulting in constructive, destructive, or resonant behav-
ior, respectively. Patterns with 1D periodicity are, for example, diffraction gratings or
multi-stacks of thin-films. By extending the periodic properties to 2D or 3D, photonic
crystals are obtainedwhich can be described analogous to the behavior of electrons in
a crystalline structure [3]. Photonic crystal devices are commonly fabricated in semi-
conductormaterials, which have excellent properties but limit their use to the near-IR.
Similar structures have been reported in dielectrics with promising results [4] andwill
be the subject of the first test of our material processing method using fs-laser pulses.
When nanostructures with feature sizes far below the target wavelength are con-
sidered, rather different interaction effects will occur. First, scattering of light can be
observed and tailored by appropriate structures [1]. A second approach is the genera-
tion of artificial refractive indexmaterials by use of the spatial averaging properties of
the incidentwave [5]. Finally, the near field of optical waves can be accessed, analyzed
andmanipulated, leading to an entirely new type of optics [6]. These effects aremainly
observable for feature sizes between λ /100 and λ /10, shifting structures even for ap-
plications in the near-IR range to the sub-100nm range. Thus, creating such structures
by temporally shaped fs-laser pulses is a promising method for future applications.
Fabrication of nanostructures in dielectric materials
Creationof nanostructures indielectricmaterials canbe rather challenging for various
reasons. The most conventional methods are based on serial lithography by exposure
of a resist material (e.g. PMMA) to an electron beam or direct ion milling of the
dielectric with the help of a focusedGa+ ion beam. Bothmethods arewell-established,
commercially available and applicable for feature sizes as small as a few tens of
nanometers [7, 8]. In the case of electron beam lithography, further processing steps
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are required to transfer the pattern to the dielectric material. The main disadvantage
of these methods, when dielectrics are considered, is the accumulation of charges
at the sample surface. As the beams interact with the material, charged particles of
the beam and secondary charged particles appear due to inelastic scattering. For a
conducting sample theydischarge via the sample stagewhich is electrically grounded.
As dielectric materials are by definition insulating, no charge transfer can take place
and surface charging occurs, which deteriorates the incident focused beam and
makes high-quality patterning unfeasible. A common workaround when structuring
dielectric materials is to coat the surface with a thin conductive layer, for example
sputtering or evaporating Pt or Auwith a thickness of 10 nm.Aside from the additional
processing steps of deposition and removal, the surface roughness of these thinmetal
films is likely to reduce the achievable pattern quality if feature sizes in the sub-100 nm
range are desired. Another option is to implement active charge compensation, by
either installing a source of inversely charged particles that are exposed to the sample
surface during lithography, or by increasing the pressure in the vacuum chamber
and exploiting charge transport and compensation by residual gas molecules. Both
methods require additional complex components in the lithography system and add
other undesired effects. Furthermore, the lithography processes discussed require
high vacuum conditions to provide sufficient free mean path lengths for the particle
beams. This can become problematic if samples with pores or closed cavities are
considered as well as for samples which contain outgassing materials.
Optical lithography can overcome the problems of charging and does not depend
on vacuum conditions. Serial laser beam exposure of a photoresist, however, cannot
reach resolutions in the sub-100nm range due to the diffraction limit. Making use of
stimulated emission depletion however has the potential to overcome this barrier [9].
In commercial photo-lithography, mask projection is employed for mass production
and feature sizes of a few tens of nanometers are state of the art [10]. The use of deep
UV, vacuum UV or even extreme UV light and the extremely high complexity of the
relatedprocessingmake this approacheconomicallynot justifiable for smaller batches
or research however. In recent years nanoimprint technology has become more and
more competitive for reproduction of nanostructures and may be a good option for
the applications discussed. However, as a master template for the imprint needs to be
fabricated, the demand for a primary structuring method remains.
Our approach of using temporally shaped fs-laser pulses (λ = 800nm) for sub-
100nm material processing combines the advantages of optical lithography with
direct structuring techniques and the resolution of focused charged particle beams.
Since photons are used, no charging effects occur and no vacuum conditions are
required. By employing nonlinear optical ionization effects and addressing them indi-
vidually by tailored pulse shapes, material ablation far below the diffraction limit has
been achieved [11]. Complex patterns of nanostructures are generatedwith the help of
a piezo stage, scanning the sample in relation to the laser focus. Lateral dimensions
and depth of the structures can be controlled by adjusting the exposure dose.
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Different experiments have shown that laser-induced damage thresholds are
strongly dependent on the laser pulse duration [12–14] and its temporal shape [11],
respectively. An exemplary pulse selection is shown in Fig. 3.3. This can be attributed
to the influence of the pulse characteristics on the ionization processes and temporal
evolution of free electron density [15, 16], as will be discussed in Section 3.2. Further-
more, it has been demonstrated that direct structuring of dielectric materials with
temporally shaped femtosecond laser pulses [11, 17, 18] and double pulses generates
reproducible structures with dimensions down to one order of magnitude below
the diffraction limit (sub-100nm structures; compare Fig. 3.1). Femtosecond pulse












Fig. 3.1: Exemplary sub-100 nm hole in fused silica generated via a single double pulse with an inter-
pulse delay of 3.0 ps and a total pulse energy of E = 122 nJ. The surface diameter of d = 65 nm was
measured via atomic force microscopy (resolution 1 pixel/nm) [22] (unpublished).
3.2 Laser material processing of dielectrics via short and
ultrashort laser pulses
As mentioned before, most advantages of the conventional primary structuring pro-
cesses are combined in the alternative approach with fs-laser. For goal-oriented ma-
terial processing comprehensive knowledge of the material, in this case the dielectric
and its interaction with the laser, is necessary. The following section will therefore
give a short summary of the current state of research.
3.2.1 Fundamentals: light-matter interaction of dielectrics and pulse shaping
Transparent dielectricmaterials, e.g. glasses, becomehighly absorbing on application
of ultrashort laser pulses with sufficient intensities [23, 24]. As soon as the laser pulse
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exceeds a certain intensity it is able to generate small numbers of free electrons. In
turn, the plasma thus produced is highly absorbing for the later parts of the laser
pulse [11, 25]. The first step is accomplished by multiphoton ionization¹ (MPI), which
is related to the wide bandgap of the dielectric in relation to the photon energy. It is
well known that the probability of MPI is proportional to In, where I is the intensity
of the laser pulse, and n the number of photons required to overcome the bandgap.
These first few electrons can be considered as seed-electrons for avalanche ionization
(AI). AI is a two-step process, where an electron in the conduction band gains kinetic
energy by free carrier absorption (inverseBremsstrahlung) and impact ionizes another
electron from the valance band (compare Fig. 3.2). Please note that in laser material
processing the expressions “ionization” and“free electrons” are commonly equivalent










ionization free carrier absorption impact ionization
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-
Fig. 3.2: Generation of a high density of free electrons in dielectrics. Left: Six photons are simul-
taneously absorbed by the electron from the highly intense laser pulse to overcome the bandgap.
Right: The combination of free carrier absorption and impact ionization is known as Avalanche
ionization. An existing electron in the conduction band can absorb single photons to increase its
energy. Since the electron has sufficient energy it can impact ionize a valence band electron.
The relevance of the different ionization channels is strongly related to the temporal
shape of the ultrashort laser pulses, as will be discussed in detail later. But first we
want to expandon thepulse shapes typically employed, by giving thebasicmathemat-
ical description and examples. An overview of the four basic classes of pulse shapes
typically applied is given in in Fig. 3.3.
1 In general, strong field ionization contains MPI and tunnel ionization. Due to the relatively low
intensities in the experiments tunnel ionization only contributes in a minor fashion and can be ne-
glected.
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Fig. 3.3: All pulses are simulated with the same total pulse energy and are intensity normalized to
the bandwidth-limited pulse (BWL) with a FWHM pulse duration of τ = 35 fs (a). BWL pulse with a
FWHM pulse duration of τ = 35 fs (a), double pulses (each pulse τ = 35 fs) with an inter-pulse delay
of Δτ = 1 ps and an intensity ratio of 1 : 1 (b). BWL pulse subjected to a second order dispersion
(GDD) of ϕ2 = ±1.5 ⋅ 10
4 fs2 (c) and BWL pulse subjected to a third order dispersion (TOD) of
ϕ3 = +6 ⋅ 10
5 fs3 (d) leading to a pulse duration of τ ≈ 1 ps, respectively.
A more detailed representation – comprising pulse shaping technique via spectral
phase modulation – can be found for example in the following references: [17, 26, 27].
(a) Bandwidth-limited ultrashort laser pulses
The first class of pulses are ultrashort bandwidth-limited pulses (BWL) with Gaussian
temporal pulse envelope (Fig. 3.3 (a)) and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) pulse
duration of τ = 35 fs. Since MPI requires a highly intense laser pulse and no initial
free electrons, it has the highest efficiency for the generation of a high free electron
density for pulses shorter than approx. 50 fs. In contrast, due to the shortness of the
pulse, there is no time for AI to establish and AI can therefore be neglected. The BWL
pulse has the lowest energy threshold for material ablation and the according pulse




⋅ exp [− ln(4) ( t
τ
)2]
With an amplitude E0 of the pulse and τ is the unmodulated pulse duration. The
instantaneous frequency is constant throughout the unmodulated pulse and the spec-
tral phases are constant (in contrast to parabolic and cubic phase for GDD and TOD;
see below).
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(b) Chirped laser pulses by group delay dispersion (GDD)
The second class is represented by linearly chirped pulses with varying instantaneous
frequency ω (t) (Fig. 3.3 (c)). Their spectrum and the symmetric, Gaussian temporal
pulse envelope are identical to those of BWLpulses, but in comparison the peak inten-
sity is reduced due to temporal broadening of the pulse (energy conservation). Group
delay dispersion (GDD) is introduced by applying a parabolic spectral phase function
φ (ω ) = ϕ22 ⋅ ω2 to the spectrum Ẽ(ω ) (Ẽmod(ω ) = Ẽ(ω ) ⋅ e−iφ (ω )); ϕ2 is the so-called
chirp parameter. A positive value of ϕ2 leads to an up-chirped pulse characterized
by a linear increase of the instantaneous frequency in time, whereas a negative value
of ϕ2 implies a decrease of the instantaneous frequency, known as down-chirp. The
modulated FWHM pulse duration for a chirped Gaussian pulse is
τGDD = √τ2 + 16 ⋅ [ln(2)]2 (ϕ2τ )
2.
Wherein τ denotes the unmodulated pulse duration and ϕ2 the chirp parameter. The
higherϕ2 the more pronounced is the temporal broadening. When the pulse duration
exceeds 50 fs the avalanche ionization can no longer be neglected for free electron
generation.
(c) Temporally asymmetric shaped laser pulses by third order dispersion (TOD)
The third class of pulses is characterized by an elongated pulse duration and an
asymmetric pulse envelope. The instantaneous frequency – and therefore the photon
energy provided by the pulse – is constant over the course of the whole pulse. Third
order dispersion (TOD) is introduced by applying a cubic spectral phase function
φ (ω ) = ϕ36 ⋅ ω3 to the spectrum Ẽ(ω ), and ϕ3 is the dispersion parameter of third
order. This leads to a modulated pulse shape, which is characterized by an intense
initial pulse followed by a sequence of pulses with decaying amplitudes. The sign
of ϕ3 controls the temporal direction of the pulse shape: positive values of ϕ3 lead to
a series of post-pulses, whereas negative values of ϕ3 result in a series of pre-pulses
(Fig. 3.3 (d)).
SinceTODpulses are asymmetrically broadened in time, the temporal FWHMisno
longer a suitable property to describe pulse duration. Therefore, we use the statistical
pulse duration² 2σ = τ/√2 ln 2 [26] to describe thepulse duration. Since the statistical
pulse duration 2σ delivers shorter values for an unmodulated Gaussian pulse com-
pared to the FWHM, we define the modulated pulse duration by τmod = √8 ⋅ ln(2) ⋅ σ
2 The statistical definition of the pulse duration derived with the help of the second moment of the
intensity distribution uses twice the standard deviation σ to characterize pulse duration.
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to obtain a quantitative measure of pulse duration
τTOD = √τ2 + 16 ⋅ [ln(2)]3 (ϕ3τ2 )
2,
[27] which agrees with the FWHM of the unmodulated pulse.
(d) Bandwidth-limited double pulses with 1 : 1 ratio
The last class of laser pulse shapes that was applied in our studies for material pro-
cessing are BWL, Gaussian-shaped double pulses with varying inter-pulse delay and
an intensity ratio of 1 : 1 (Fig. 3.3 (b)). The generation with a polarization pulse shaper
of such pulse shapes is described in detail in [28].
3.3 Experimental results in dielectrics
3.3.1 Fused silica SiO2
The results obtained from our earlier experiments [11, 29] are summarized in Fig. 3.4.
Systematic studies with phase-shaped laser pulses based on TOD leading to asym-
metric temporally shaped laser pulses revealed a change in the damage threshold
depending on whether the direct (positiveϕ3) pulse shape or the time inverted profile
(negative ϕ3) was used; see Fig. 3.4 (a). Theoretical simulations based on a multiple
rate equation (MRE) model described in [15] show that it is the timing of an intense
photo-ionizing sub-pulse which can turn on AI or not. The observed nanoscale struc-
tures are an order ofmagnitude below the diffraction limit and remarkably stable with
respect to variations in laser fluence (Fig. 3.4 (c)). Applying pure second order disper-
sion at the threshold, sub-diffraction structures are also created; however, no sub-
structure which was stable with respect to laser fluence variations was observed [27].
In Fig. 3.5, the morphologies observed for BWL pulses and TOD shaped pulses
are summarized. Our original data were analyzed mainly via SEM (scanning electron
microscopy) and AFM (atomic force microscopy). Recently, we turned to FIB (focused
ionbeam) characterization in combinationwith SEM in addition. Themaximumdepth
of the generated structures may be limited by the shape of the high aspect ratio tip
used. The shape of the high aspect ratio tip is also responsible for the asymmetry in
the profile seen in Fig. 3.5 (b). At threshold, the structures are a few 10nm in depth.
The intriguing observation in Fig. 3.5 is that the observed substructure for un-
shaped pulses occurs only for high intensities and is embedded in a large area defined
by the inner structure, whereas for the TOD shaped pulses, this substructure starts to
appear already at threshold. On first glance, the substructure might be attributed to
filamentation processes as observed in bulk fused silica under similar excitation con-
ditions [30], as well as on surfaces of dielectrics [31, 32] and reviewed in [33]. However,










































Fig. 3.4: (a) SEM micrographs of a measurement pattern on fused silica: For an applied energy E
and focal position, a triplet of applied laser pulses is highlighted by the ellipse. Negative, zero,
and positive TODs were used where the corresponding normalized temporal intensity profiles are
sketched in black for different TODs. Left: low TOD (ϕ3 = ±2.5 ⋅ 10
4 fs3, statistic pulse duration of
2σ = 50 fs, E = 77 nJ) results in negligible differences between created structures. Middle: high
positive TOD (ϕ3 =+ 6 ⋅ 10
5 fs3, statistic pulse duration of 2σ = 960 fs, E = 71 nJ) results in a
change of structure size and threshold energy. Right: the threshold energy for ablation with high
negative TOD (ϕ3 = −6 ⋅ 10
5 fs3) is reached with E = 110 nJ. Here, the unshaped pulse is suppressed
in order not to mask structures with TOD. (b) Transient free electron density ntotal (solid lines) as
calculated with help of the MRE, together with the density of electrons provided by photoionization
nPI (dashed lines), and the corresponding transient intensities (dashed-dotted lines) of the pulse
with positive TOD (index +) and negative TOD (index −), respectively. (c) Inner diameters (compare
Fig. 3.5) of ablation structures as a function of pulse energy for unshaped pulses (circles). For
(+) shaped pulses (triangles pointing right) and for (−) shaped pulses (triangles pointing left), the
diameter of the substructure is displayed. Without changing the focus spot diameter, substructures
below 300 nm are obtained over a large energy range, thus providing a large process window for the
creation of nanostructures. The smallest structures are about 100 nm in diameter.
as filamentation usually needs propagation to occur, the lack of observed propaga-
tion structures, especially for the TOD shaped pulses, may rule out filamentation as
the only explanation. Note that no plasma in air was observed at the applied laser
energies, i.e. the used pulse energies for TOD are well below (factor of approx. 10)
the critical power for self-focusing and filamentation processes. In order to investi-
gate to what extent the seed and heat model explaining the differences in observed
ablation threshold for temporally asymmetric pulse shapes may be extended to ex-
plain the spatial observations, we started simulations. The motivation stems from the
simple picture that an initial part of the temporal pulse structure may create a free
electron density well below the damage threshold via MPI in a spatially very confined
region, and the remaining pulse also initializes AI to reach the critical energy in a
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Fig. 3.5: (a) SEM micrographs for selected structures of Fig. 3.4 (c). od = outer diameter, id = inner
diameter, and sub = diameter of substructure. For unshaped pulses at threshold for material
processing (40 nJ) (1); at intermediate energy (140 nJ) (2); and at high energy (240 nJ) (3). Structures
for high positive TOD (ϕ3 = +6 ⋅ 10
5 fs3) at threshold (4); at intermediate energy (120 nJ) (5);
and at high energy (150 nJ) (6). At threshold, the substructure merges into the inner structure. For
unshaped pulses, the substructure occurs only for high intensities and is embedded in a large area
defined by the inner structure. (b) AFM image of structure (a) (6). The distance BB defines the outer
diameter od, and AA defines the inner diameter id. Note the high aspect ratio of the 800 nm deep
structure. As a general trend, the depth of the structures increased approximately linearly from the
threshold up to 50 nJ above threshold in a range from several 10 s to several 100 nm for positive and
negative phase masks. (c) Typical AFM structures for the unshaped laser pulse. In the energy range
up to 140 nJ, a shallow crater is observed (1), whereas in the energy range from 150 to 250 nJ, the
additional small substructure appears (2).
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very restricted area. In those simulations, we solve rate equations for a Gaussian spa-
tial beam profile taking MPI, AI, and trapping into account as a function of various
temporal profiles. So far we did not get a conclusive picture from these simulations:
in the calculations, the threshold of material ablation was set by reaching a certain
electron density. This criterion allowed description of the threshold for material ab-
lation correctly for various temporal profiles, the structure diameter (inner structure)
as a function of fluencewas sometimes overestimated and sometimes underestimated
compared to themeasured ones, however. The substructure behaviorwas never repro-
duced in this approach. Currently we are extending this approach to take propagation
effects into account. Dedicated double pulse experiments up to 10 ps are currently
beingperformed inour labswith thehelpof our latest pulse shaping setup [28] in order
to study early stage material modifications (Fig. 3.1). An extension of the experiments
to materials with different orders of MPI process also appears to be a promising route
for a better understanding.
3.3.2 Experimental realization for fused silica
In our experiments, we combine femtosecond pulse shaping techniques [19] (which
can nowadays reach zeptosecond precision) [28] with a microscope setup for material
processing [11, 34]. Linearly polarized laser pulses with 35 fs FWHM pulse duration
and a central wavelength of 790 nm are provided by an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser
system.After passing a calibratedhomebuilt spectral phasemodulator [35], thepulses
are focused via a Zeiss LD Epiplan 50×/0.5 NA objective to a spot diameter of 1.4 μm
(1/e2 value of intensity profile). The dispersion of the objective was constantly com-
pensated prior to the experiments. The pulse shaper is properly operated in a parame-
ter regime far away from space time coupling effects [36], as verified also via quantum
optical measurements with the same setup [37, 38]. Shaped pulses are characterized
in the interaction region via second order cross correlation. The sample is translated
by a 3-axis piezo stage to a new position for each shot (a single laser pulse). A typical
measurement pattern consists of an array of points where we vary the pulse shapes,
energy, and focal z-position. After laser processing, the samples are analyzed via SEM
and AFM.
3.3.3 Spectral interferometry: motivation and setup
Usually the influence of the temporal duration of laser pulses on the laser material
processing is investigated via different post mortem techniques, such as AFM, SEM,
or optical microscopy. However, this has the disadvantage that between the excitation
of the electrons and the final material ablation a large number of processes take place
which can’t bedirectly observed thisway. That iswhywechose an in situmeasurement
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approach to directly observe the excitation of water in real time with femtosecond
resolution from the initial excitation up to 6.5 ps later. Water can be treated as an
amorphous semiconductor with a reported energy bandgap ranging from 6.5 eV [39]
to 8.3 eV and 12.4 eV [40] sharing the main ionization processes like solid dielectrics.
In our experiments, the laser pulses interact with a free flowing water jet, which
ensures a new and fresh area of the sample for each laser pulse at repetition rate of
1 kHz.
Due to the fact that the optical breakdown process³ is a general one, our findings
canwell be expanded to the behavior of solid dielectrics. In either case, the first step in
the ablation process is the optical breakdown in which a high density of free electrons
(around 1020–1022 cm−3) is generated by the abovementioned nonlinear ionization
processes. The free electrons absorb energy from the laser pulse, transfer it to the
ions, atoms, and molecules and, on a significantly longer time scale (several ps to
ns), ablation can take place. The final features of the ablation process are strongly
dependent on the primary processes involved in the laser-matter interaction.
We set up a common-path spectral interferometer to investigate the free electron
density in real time of the transient plasma produced by temporally asymmetric
shaped ultrashort laser pulses in a thin water jet [25]. Spectral [41–44] and spatial
[45, 46] interferometry techniques are well establishedmethods [47] to investigate the
early time dynamics of laser excited dielectrics. In spectral interferometry a pair of
probe and reference pulses, usually created in a Michelson line interferometer, is sent
to an imaging spectrometer and frequency domain interference is produced. From the
spectral interference data the phase shift – a reduction of the temporal separation
of the probe pulse pair – and the transmission coefficient of the probe pulse can,
for example, be obtained by inverse Fourier transformation [41]. Both quantities are
directly dependent on the real and imaginary part of the complex refractive index of
the excited sample, as seen by the probe pulse.
Inspired by [48], wemade use of a common-path interferometer in which a pair of
frequency doubled 400nm reference and probe pulses (τSHG = 50 fs) are generated as
ordinary and extraordinary beams when the light propagates through a birefringent
crystal (Fig. 3.6). The time delay between the pulses is defined by the thickness of the
crystal. A second, thinner birefringent crystal, oriented 90 degrees with respect to the
first one, is used to decrease the delay between the interfering pulses just before enter-
ing an analyzing spectrometer. This common-path approach leads to a much higher
stability than in conventional interferometers.
3 Optical breakdown describes the case when a transparent dielectric becomes highly absorbent due
to high free electron density.
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Fig. 3.6: From left to right: A time delayed pulse is frequency-doubled to 400 nm (blue pulses) and
passes through a birefringent crystal (α-BBO 1). This creates a pair of orthogonally polarized pulses
with a temporal separation of 6.5 ps. The reference and probe pulses propagate through the interac-
tion area, together with the pump pulse (red pulse) in between, probing the changes in the optical
properties. A second birefringent crystal (α-BBO 2) decreases the temporal separation between
the blue pulses to 0.2 ps. After passing through a polarizer (P), the frequency-domain interference
pattern is recorded in a spectrometer, containing the optical properties of the excited sample. An
example (raw-data) for a pump pulse energy dependent scan is shown below.
An800nmshapedpumppulse is adjusted in such away that it creates the free carriers
within the thin water jet inside the 6.5 ps time window between the reference and
probe pulse (Fig. 3.6). The resulting phase difference and contrast of the interference
fringes contains direct information about the optical properties of the plasma. This
common-path setup for the probe pulses was hitherto not used in combination with
spectral interference.Wedemonstrated that it is a powerful tool to investigate the early
and medium time dynamics of ultrafast processes [25].
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3.3.4 Spectral interferometry: results on water jet
Our experimental realization of the spectral interferometry gives access to two main
parameters of the resulting spectra: the phase shift ΔΦ contains information about
the real part of the refractive index of the water jet and the optical density, OD, about
the free electronplasmaabsorption. From the combineddata, the electrondensity and
electron collision time τc can be evaluated by the well-known Drude formalism [49].
However, this is only directly possible as long as the sample is excited homogenously
along the propagation direction of the laser pulse [46, 50], which can be assumed for
low pump pulse intensities; compare Fig. 3.8 (b). Within this range the phase shift is
directly proportional to electron density.
Below the results of two investigations are presented. The first section deals with
the dependence of ΔΦ and OD on the peak intensity of a BWL pump pulse. Sub-
sequently, the effect of positive and negative temporal asymmetrically shaped TOD
pulses is investigated.
Pleasenote that hereweonlypresent thepumppulse energydependent excitation
ofwater right after theBWLor TODpumppulsehaspassed through thewater jet. Time-
sensitive measurements over the whole 6.5 ps time window have been performed as
well and are extensively discussed in [25].
Bandwidth-limited femtosecond pulses
Figure 3.7 presents the dependence of the absolute phase shift and the optical density
on the peak pump laser intensity. For low intensities, the dependence follows a power
law indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 3.7, with an exponent of 5.1 ± 0.2 for the phase
shift and 5.2±0.2 for the optical density. This hints at a five-photon ionization process
in the range of 0.1–0.8 rad, as also expected from the bandgap of 6.5 eV mentioned in
the introduction section.With increasing pump intensity, the absolute phase shift also
increases, but the assumption of a longitudinal homogeneous distribution is not valid
anymore and the deviation from the straight line is evident.
The phase shift reaches a maximum at pump peak intensity of 4.8 ⋅ 1012 Wcm−2
and starts to decrease for higher values. This behavior was also observed for solid
dielectrics [23, 46] and attributed to a strong inhomogeneous distribution of free elec-
tron density in longitudinal direction (in contrast to the assumption of homogenous
excitation made above). This can be substantiated by the observation of visible local-
ized plasma sparks in the water at 9.6 ⋅ 1012 Wcm−2. Also, previous studies reported
an average threshold intensity of 6.6 ⋅ 1012 Wcm−2, for which the longitudinal distri-
bution of high density free electron plasma is of the order of 1 μm [50], and thus much
smaller than the sample thickness of our water jet.
The optical density shows roughly the same dependence on the pump laser inten-
sity as the phase shift. The Drude collision time can be extracted from the two curves;
the value wasmeasured to be τc = (1.6±0.3) fs [25] for the intensity range indicated in

































Fig. 3.7: Measured absolute phase shift and optical density OD as a function of the peak pump laser
intensity for 35 fs BWL pulses together with a fit taking a 5-photon ionization process into account
(solid lines). On the right scale the calculated free electron density, assuming a homogeneous
distribution (realistic only for low laser intensities) is also shown. The light gray window represents
the intensity in which an electron collision time of (1.6 ± 0.3) fs was determined. In this intensity
regime, both the OD and the phase shift follow the power law I5.
Fig. 3.7,where the assumption of a homogeneous distribution is reasonable. This value
is in good agreement with values presented in the literature, ranging from 1.2 [50] to
1.7 fs [51].
Third order dispersion shaped pulses
Temporally asymmetric laser pulses and their temporal inverted counterparts show
quite different effects to bandwidth-limited pulses of the same pulse energy. Themea-
sured dependence of phase shift on pump pulse energy can be seen in Fig. 3.8. The
threshold value for TOD shaped pulses is higher than for the BWL pulse due to the
decreased peak laser intensity (compare Fig. 3.3 in Section 3.3). It can also be seen
that for identical pump pulse energy the absolute phase shift induced by positive TOD
shaped pulses is higher than that corresponding to the negative TOD.
Furthermore, the maximum phase shift produced by positive TOD is considerably
higher than for negative TOD or BWL pulses. Seeing that the trend of phase shift con-
tinuously falls in each case after themaximumhas been reached, even the bandwidth-
limited pulse with its high peak intensity is at no pulse energy as effective as the
positive TOD pulse. This is a strong indication that temporally shaped pulses can be
used to optimize the transfer of laser pulse energy into the transparent dielectric and
merits further investigation.
In addition to the abovementioned experiments, a basic rate equation model
was employed to simulate laser excitation and optical properties in the range of
homogeneous excitation [25]. By applying thedifferent pulse shapes (namelyBWLand±6 ⋅ 105 fs3 TOD) we were able to extract, the multiphoton and avalanche ionization
coefficients of water for the first time. The simulated and measured curves showed a
very good agreement, as seen in Fig. 3.8 (b).
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Fig. 3.8: Dependence of the absolute phase shift on the pulse laser energy for BWL 35 fs pulses
and ±6 ⋅ 105 fs3 third order dispersion shaped pulses in linear representation. Positive cubic
pulses produce a higher phase shift than negative ones for the same total energy (tilt of triangles
indicates sign of dispersion) (a). Excerpt of (a) in double logarithmic representation from region
of homogeneous excitation. Black dashed lines show simulation based on a generic rate equation
model (b).
The interaction of highly intense laser pulses with large bandgap dielectric materials
was shown, and how the selectivemanipulation of the temporal intensity distribution
can control ionization processes. With this powerful tool, it was demonstrated that
the creation of sustainable material modification of fused silica one order below the
diffraction limit is possible.
Below a useful application of this tool and its advantages compared to conven-
tional methods in the creation of photonic structures is presented.
3.4 Fabrication of a photonic crystal based filter device
by temporally shaped fs-laser pulses
As a demonstration of the potential that material processing by temporally shaped fs-
laser pulses bears for optical applications, the fabrication of a typical device structure
is investigated. The structure consists of a dielectric thin-filmwith a 2D photonic crys-
tal pattern, employing the excitation of Fano resonances for a narrow-band spectral
filter element.
Fano resonances are observed when a resonant state is superposed to a continu-
ous state [52, 53]. In an optical implementation, a thin-filmwithhigher refractive index
than the surrounding medium acts as a slab waveguide. Waves with normal incident
to the layer cannot couple to a waveguidemode due to their orthogonal properties. By
structuring the slab waveguide with a periodic pattern, the incident wave can couple
resonantly to a waveguidemode if thematching conditions are fulfilled [54]. Since the
coupling takes place in both directions, the mode is not truly guided by the slab, but
is considered a leakymode. Thus the resonantmode couples out of the slab again and
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superposes with free-spacemodes of directly transmitted or reflectedwaves. Fano res-
onances often show asymmetric spectral behavior, stemming from the phase change
in the resonance of the coupled leaky mode. Spectral position, width, strength, and
shape of the Fano resonance can be tailored by designing the slab waveguide and pe-
riodic structure accordingly. In our device we implement a 2D photonic crystal pattern
with a square lattice and circular base elements to obtain a polarization-independent
narrow-band filter. The advantage of such an element is the very compact design,
which consists of only one structured dielectric layer on a substrate material. Compa-
rable filter elements are based on a Fabry-Pérot configuration, consisting of numerous
layers surrounding a cavity. Additionally, polarization dependency can be introduced
to a Fano filter by designing the periodic structure with a broken symmetry. All these
properties are beneficial for application in e.g.MEMSdevices or on the tip of an optical
fiber [55, 56].
Impact of fs-laser pulse processing on the implementation of photonic crystals
The fabrication of a Fano filter structure using conventional technologies is based
mainly on three processing steps. First, a single layer or multiple thin-films are de-
posited and form the slab waveguide. Subsequently, the photonic crystal pattern is
generated by lithography and transferred to the slab waveguide via anisotropic dry
etching.
If ablation by temporally shaped fs-laser pulses is employed for the fabrication of
Fano resonant structures, several constraints have to be considered and investigated.
Due to the relation of the ionization processes to the bandgap energy, a clear material
dependency exists. In the first approach structures are therefore solely created in a
single material. For our experiments we chose SiO2, which was already studied in our
previous investigation on the fs-laser induced ablation process (compare Section 3.3).
Since we receive a periodic pattern in a low-index material by this method, a high-
index layer has to be coated on top to obtain the required slab waveguide. During
the deposition of this layer the high-index material also partly fills the ablated hole
structures, leading to a periodic modulation of the waveguide core as well. Another
important parameterwhich affects the performance of the Fano filters is the shape and
profile of the laser-generated base elements. Characterization of ablated structures
generated by TOD fs-laser pulses shows a funnel shape in the top section with a small
rim at the surface. The deeper section of the hole forms a narrow and parallel channel
which can exhibit rather high aspect ratios (Fig. 3.10 (a)). A final remarkmust bemade
on the refractive indices of the available materials. Since SiO2 is used as a substrate
and high-index thin-films are restricted to indices below n = 2.3, only a low index
contrast of approx. Δn = 0.8 can be exploited. This is a further challenge when de-
signing the Fano filter. Air-bridged elements, which could increase the index contrast,
are not implemented due to the commonly observed bending problems based on high
mechanical stresses.
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Material processingof a thin-filmon topof the substratematerial is verypromising
for further investigations. This would not only provide a method to fabricate Fano
filters and similar devices directly in the target material, but could also be used for
generation of structured hard masks for further etching steps. If the ablation process
in thin-films can be controlled to be sufficiently material dependent, selective struc-
turing of one material without damaging other materials becomes possible.
Theoretical model calculations of realistic filter devices
Fundamental investigations into the particular properties of photonic crystal struc-
tures generated by fs-laser pulse processing and optimized design parameters for
Fano filter devices were obtained by numerical simulations. We utilize the 3D finite-
difference time-domain method (FDTD) [57], which provides the distribution and
propagation of fields in the time domain and spectral properties by applying a
harmonic inversion. Three main base models were implemented in order to address
the complexity of different problems efficiently. (1) The principle characteristics of
photonic crystal structures can be calculated using a unit cell of the periodic pattern
and applying periodic boundary conditions. If the device and source can be assumed
to be uniform, thismodel delivers very good results with reasonable numerical efforts.
(2) Finite samples and sources with defined profiles can be simulated using a slice,
one or only a few unit cells thick, of the real device as model domain. For the other
spatial directions the structure is defined with the true parameters and periodic
boundary conditions are implemented only in the direction of the slice thickness.
(3) Full information on the behavior of devices with certain 3D shapes and source
properties, such as exact spot profiles, were investigated by applying a true 3D model
of the full structure. This approach clearly delivers the best results, but is restricted
by its very high demand on computing capacities.
First numerical calculations were performed to analyze the possible parameter
regime for Fano resonances in material systems with low refractive index contrast.
Various parameters were tested, such as refractive index combinations, layer thick-
nesses, hole depth and diameter, as well as lattice geometries. Fano resonances with
different strengths and spectral widths can be excited for symmetric slab waveguides
with a low indexmaterial on top and for asymmetric configurations with a direct core-
to-air interface on top. These results were used as a basis for further implementations
of Fano filters.
Models concerning a deposited layer on top of a previously structured photonic
crystal array were investigated next. The variation of the pre-existing hole structures
and the amount of high-index layer material reaching into it showed that for this
technological approach good quality Fano resonances are still obtainable.
Finally, the particular shape of the ablated structures – the funnel-like entrance,
the narrow channel with high aspect ratio in the lower part and the rim forming at
the surface – were defined by considering the characterization of the actual results
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of fs-laser pulse ablation (Fig. 3.9 (a)). It was demonstrated that the rim and funnel-
like shape in the top section does not affect the potential to excite Fano resonances
or even limit their quality (Fig. 3.9 (b)). The high aspect ratio of the narrow channel
becomes rather beneficial as this section is only partly filled with the high index-layer
material and stays void below. This results in a reduced effective index of the substrate
material, increasing the index contrast to the waveguide core considerably.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.9: Simulation model of a photonic crystal structure with realistic structure profile, including
the rim formation and funnel-like top section (a). Numerical result of a filter spectrum which has
been obtained from the simulation model (a) and exhibits a strong Fano resonance at 1.78 μm
wavelength (b).
In summary, numerical calculations indicate that photonic crystal structures in low-
index dielectric materials can be designed to exhibit strong Fano resonances. The
fabrication of such devices by temporally shaped fs-laser pulses proves to be feasible,
as neither the deposition of the high-index layer on the hole arrays nor the actual hole
profiles render a serious problem in the design process. The high aspect ratio of the
structures created by TOD pulses even improves the performance of photonic crystal
devices due to a lowered effective index of the substrate material.
Investigation of the reduction and avoidance of rim formation
One current drawback of the ablated structures is the formation of a rim around the
hole created at the surface. This property may be an obstacle if a very high quality
of densely placed array structures is desired, as the rim areas can overlap and influ-
ence the optical performance or even the ablation process at neighboring positions
(Fig. 3.10 (b)). We therefore propose different strategies to either avoid, reduce, or re-
move the rim.
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Our first approach is to remove the rim after structuring the sample by either dry
or wet chemical etching processes. The idea is to make use of different etch rates in
the rim area and substrate. Although both originally consist of the same material, the
ablation process may damage the material in the rim to weaken its etch resistivity.
Additionally, elevated or isolated small features often show faster etching due to the
surface/volume ratio and tip effects. In the experiments, however, the removal of the
rim was always accompanied by severe damage to the generated hole structure, mak-
ing this method unfeasible.
In the next tests we deposited a thin layer of a material with the same or similar
bandgap energy on top of the substrate prior to fs-laser pulse processing. If the light
matter interaction is not influenced by the additional layer, the rim forms on top of this
extra layer. Afterwards, selective etching can be used to remove the top “sacrificial”
coating and a clean hole array is obtained. Results of this investigation still exhibited
the undesired degradation of the fabricated structures, although the occurrence of
etching defects is clearly reduced.
The third method investigated is based on an additional top layer which reduces
or avoids the formation of a rim. In previous experiments different substrate mate-
rials revealed different behavior regarding the rim. For Al2O3 for example, the rim
is barely noticeable, whereas for SiO2 a strong formation is observable. Experiments
with various top-layer materials and thicknesses were therefore carried out, showing
that a reduction of rim formation can be obtained if appropriate combinations of layer
material, thickness and pulse energy are applied.
3.5 Characterization of ablation channels by focused ion
beam milling
The experimental results of fs-laser pulse structuring have previously been charac-
terized by two techniques: SEM and AFM. Both methods are very capable of provid-
ing high resolution surface information but struggle to give information about the
depth and shape of the generated holes. Even with a high aspect ratio tip, the AFM
measurements of sub-100nm structures are still limited to a depth of several tens of
nanometers.
A very powerful technique to gain insight into the inner volume of samples is
the preparation by focused ion meam milling (FIB) (Fig. 3.10 (a)). Typically, an ion
optical system with liquid Ga+ metal source is attached to an electron optical system.
In this two beam configuration alignment and processing of samples can be carried
out by direct inspection and images acquired during and after the preparation. The
highly accelerated ions are focused on the sample surface and can sputter thematerial
directly with resolutions as low as to the nanometer range. If the ion current or accel-
eration voltage is reduced, the sputtering process turns from deep milling towards
high quality polishing. A gas injection system, which locally emits gas precursors in
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(a)
300 nm 2 μm
(b)
Fig. 3.10: SEM micrograph of an FIB cross-section showing the top section of a hole structure ab-
lated by temporally shaped (TOD) fs-laser pulses in SiO2 (a). Top view of a photonic crystal array
fabricated using the fs-laser structuring method presented. The formation of the rim around each
hole element at the sample surface can be clearly observed (b).
the focus region, offers the option of ion beam induced deposition of materials or gas
enhanced ion milling for higher yield and quality [7].
For the preparation of fs-laser pulse generated hole structures, the high local res-
olution and precise alignment, the quality of polished surfaces, and the possibility
of utilizing different detectors of the SEM system are the main advantages. On the
other hand, surface charging has again to be addressed, e.g. by coating a thin conduc-
tive layer on top of the sample. Also the geometric fidelity of the measured structure
parameters needs to be verified accurately, since deviations during processing, such
as a tilt in the final polishing step, may affect the visible projection of the structure.
It has to be mentioned of course, that FIB preparation by milling and polishing is a
destructive process and cannot be reverted. Depending on the technique applied, the
process can also be rather time consuming, limiting the number of samples to inspect.
Three different approaches were used in our investigation.
(1) Preparation of cross-sections by ion beam milling and subsequent surface pol-
ishing. First a protective layer is deposited locally with the gas injection system.
A rough gap ismilled in the vicinity of the target structure to provide visible access
to the depth profile of the hole. Low current polishing is applied until the center of
the target structure is reached. This method is comparably fast and offers insight
into most geometric parameters, like depth, width and shape.
(2) Milling and polishing from both sides results in a thin lamella structure of less
than 100nm thickness. The procedure is analogous to the preparation of cross-
sections, but provides a sample with better contrast, as scattering is reduced and
back-scattered and secondary electrons can be detected with good selectivity. Ad-
ditionally, the lamella can be transferred to a copper grid by a lift-out process step
and investigated in a TEM or STEM to obtain information on the morphology.
(3) Full 3D information of the target structure by FIB tomography. The procedure is
similar to the preparation of cross-sections, but after polishing for approx. 10 nm
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the process is interrupted and an SEM image acquired. Polishing and image ac-
quisition are repeatedly carried out in a loop, starting in front of the target struc-
ture and ending after fully removing it. The single images each represent a slice
of the structure and a stack of all slices can be compiled by software to recon-
struct a 3D model of the ablation channel. However, this preparation technique
destroys the investigated structure completely and is by far the most time con-
suming approach.
3.6 Summary
We demonstrated a sustainable method which made use of temporally shaped femto-
second laser pulses to create structures down to the sub-100nm scale in dielectrics.
Our investigations showed that the approach is suitable for creation of optical ele-
ments for the visible wavelength range by direct laser writing. Due to the diffraction
limit and charging effects in dielectric materials, it is difficult to reach structures in
the sub-100nm range by conventional production methods.
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4 Design and fabrication of near- to far-field
transformers by sub-100 nm two-photon
polymerization
Abstract: In recent years, technological progress in nanotechnology has pushed struc-
ture sizes to its limits. As an example, in the semiconductor industry, structures well
below 100nm are routinely produced. The characterization of such structures is a de-
manding and very important task. Classical microscopy methods do not allow direct
imaging in this regime because of the Abbe diffraction limit. Nevertheless, charac-
terization of sub-wavelength structures in the far-field is possible using interferomet-
ric Fourier transform scatterometry (IFTS) combined with numerical simulation in a
feedback loop. Here, we show that the resolution of this method can be considerably
enhanced by use of additional plasmonic nanoantennae structures which transform
scattering near-field information into the optical far-field. These structures were real-
ized using different photofabrication approaches.
4.1 Introduction
An electromagnetic near-field around metallic nanostructures is associated with the
excitation of localized surface plasmons. The realization of plasmonic near-field to
far-field transformers in the optical region between 400 and 800nm requires struc-
tures of sub-wavelength dimensionswith a pronounced optical near-field and a strong
light scattering ability. When the size of the objects is smaller than the optical wave-
length λ , the structures start to scatter the localized plasmonic excitations into the
far-field. The enhanced information, now available in the far-field, enables detection
of structural feature sizes of sub-wavelength critical dimensionswith opticalmethods.
The principle idea of this sub-wavelength far-field characterization of groove and grat-
ing structures, providing nanometric resolution, is shown in Fig. 4.1 (a). Additional
light scattering from optical near-fields, carrying information about sub-wavelength
structural features, into the far-field is accomplished by rod-like nanoantennae.
Fabrication and far-field characterization of sub-wavelength grating structures
are presented in this work. Measurements of the scattered light with and without rod
nanoantennae from gold-covered samples have been performed and compared with
numerical results. Sensitivities to structural dimension of 50 nm have been obtained,
using light with a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The fabrication approach for both the sub-
wavelength grating structures and the near-to-far-field (NTFF) transformation nano-
antennae is based on high-resolution two-photon polymerization (2PP). Repeatable
realization of line and dot structures with dimensions down to 50 nm is presented.
© 2015 C. Reinhardt et al., published by De Gruyter.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 License.
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Fig. 4.1: Principle idea of near-field to far-field transforming plasmonic structures (a). Schematics
structures with added plasmonic features as a plasmonic grating (c) or scattering near-field nano-
antennae (b).
4.2 Fabrication approaches for near- to far-field
transformation optics
For a demonstration of enhanced optical imaging below the diffraction limit, high-
resolution grating structures (see Fig. 4.1 (b & c)), consisting of periodic sequences
of lines of different widths have been fabricated with and without NTFF structures.
These structures are described in detail in Section 4.3. Examples of test structureswith
minimum line widths down to 230 nm fabricated in a positive tone photo resist S1805
by microscopic projection photolithography (MPP) [1] are shown in Fig. 4.2.
The NTFF transforming structures consist of nanoantennas with dimensions of
less than 100–300nm. In order to achieve highflexibility in the realization of the struc-
tures and high resolutions down to the sub-100nm range for both the fabrication of
grating NTFF structures, the process of two-photon polymerization (2PP) was applied.
Especially for the creation of high aspect ratio NTFF structures, the potential of real
3D structuring using 2PP was exploited.
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Fig. 4.2: Structures under consideration for near-field to far-field transformation of plasmonic
structures. Upper left: grating structure with sub-wavelength ridge widths of 350 nm fabricated by
MPP. Upper right: grating with polymer pillars between the grating ridges as NTFF structures. Bottom
left: image of the complete 100 μm × 100 μm structure. Bottom right: achievable line width of 230 to
250 nm by MPP.
4.2.1 Two-photon fabrication
Growing interest in downscaling optical components, photonic and plasmonic de-
vices, as well as metamaterial structures together with the demand for their integra-
tion has pushed the development of micro- and nanofabrication methods [2, 3]. One
method for the generation of 3D structures in rapid prototyping is UV stereolithog-
raphy, developed in 1986 by Hull [4]. This technology, although flexible and cost-
efficient, is limited in resolution to several micrometers and in fabrication speed [5].
To overcome these limitations, nonlinear light-matter interactions can be used in true
3D structuring. The method of nonlinear laser structuring has been demonstrated
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to be a promising candidate regarding flexibility, cost efficiency, and the ability to
generate arbitrary complex 3D structures.
The process of nonlinear laser writing, as used in this study, is based on two-
photon absorption (TPA). TPAwas theoretically investigated byGöppert-Mayer in 1930
and 1931 [6, 7]. Kaiser and Garret demonstrated it experimentally in 1961 after the in-
vention of the laser by two-photon excitation of CaF2:Eu2+ [8]. These investigations of
nonlinear optical and especially two-photon processes became possible with the ad-
vent of the laser. But only since the development of commercially available ultrashort
pulsed titanium:sapphire lasers in the 1990s have two-photon absorption processes
been routinely applied in microscopy and microfabrication.
The potential of TPA for 3D laser structuring was suggested in 1992 by Wu et al.
with the idea for applications in microelectronics [9]. 3D microstructures with a res-
olution down to 500nm have already been demonstrated. Three-dimensional micro-
fabrication was later introduced by Maruo et al. in 1997, using a standard polymer
SCR-500 [10]. The potential for subwavelength resolution has been pointed out. Since
laser radiation can be focused directly into the material volume and is only absorbed
in the focal region of the beam, the process speed can be much faster compared to
conventional 3D stereolithography, and the fabricated structures can have a much
higher complexity. The term two-photon polymerization (2PP), which has been given
to this technology,was introduced in 2003,when this techniquewas applied to radical
polymerization of a new class of organic-inorganic hybrid materials [11]. This method
was used independently one year later in 2004 byDeubel [12] and Serbin [13] to realize
3D photonic crystals. Today, TPA is also used with polymer systems which can be
cationically polymerized (such as the epoxy-based SU8 polymer), or which undergo
chemical bond cleavage, like the commercial photoresists used in microelectronics.
A detailed overview of this technology up to 2004 is given in [14]. The developments
of 2PP technology within the last 10 years are reviewed in [15].
In the following section, the focus is on radical polymerization. The radicals
that lead to polymerization are formed in the triplet state of certain photoinitiator
molecules upon single- or multiphoton excitation. Typical radical photoinitiators
undergo intersystemcrossing from the excited singlet to the triplet state ona time scale
of the order of 100 ps [16], whereas a direct decay of the excited state to the ground
state would lead to fluorescence. In 2PP, the photoinitiator in a (pre-)polymer resin is
excited by the simultaneous absorption of two photons. The absorption probability
thus depends on the square of the laser intensity. As a consequence, ultrafast laser
systems have commonly been used to provide high peak intensities at low average
power. The ultrashort laser pulses are focused through a microscope objective such
that the photons are confined in space and time. The laser power in 2PP applications
is set to a level that the intensity of the light is only high enough in a small region of the
focal volume of the beam. In most implementations of 2PP, TPA initiates crosslinking
of polymer molecules. By moving the laser focus through the volume of the resin,
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arbitrary complex, computer generated three dimensional (3D) polymeric [17–22] and
high resolution 2D plasmonic structures can be created [23–26].
Due to the optical nonlinearity of TPA, an intensity threshold exists for 2PP. 2PP
can thus create volume elements (voxels) which are considerably smaller than the
wavelength of the laser beam, e.g. 800nm for titanium:sapphire lasers. Although in-
trinsically capable of producing arbitrary narrow line widths and heights, the 2PP
process has encountered a persistent limit of about 100nm due to potential instabili-
ties of the laser beam power, the positioning systems used, and radical diffusion [15].
Different strategies have been followed to overcome this limit. The first approach was
based on radical quenchers to avoid the diffusion of radicals out of the focal volume
where the laser intensity is above the 2PP threshold [27]. A further step was the use
of more efficient photoinitiators which lead to local crosslinking of the polymer faster
than the created radicals can diffuse into the surrounding material regions [28]. With
these two strategies, lateral widths of laser-written polymer lines on glass substrate
surfaces of 100nm and 80nm respectively were obtained. Recently, processes based
on the principle of stimulated emission depletion (STED) of fluorophore molecules
have been applied [29–31]. Here, the widths of laser-written lines on glass surfaces
have been reduced by efficient de-excitation of the excited photoinitiator molecules
using a second laser beam with ring-shaped intensity distribution and either simi-
lar [29] or different [30, 31] wavelengths. Feature sizes of 40 nm [29] and 65 nm [31],
respectively, have been demonstrated.
In the bulk volume, however, this approach has also been limited thus far to
100nm lateral line width realized in photonic crystals [31]. A drawback of this tech-
nological approach is its sensitivity to misalignments. The smallest reliable 3D line
widths of 65 nm in photonic crystals [32] and of 45 nm for supported single lines
[33] to date were obtained using either highly efficient specialized photoinitiators or
ultrashort pulse durations down to 10 fs respectively. To this date, there is no common
simple recipe for the reliable generation of 3D structures with dimensional features in
the sub-100nmrange.One reason for this is thedecreasing stability of thepolymerized
structures.
Two approaches have been taken to overcome the persistent limitations for the
production of sub-100nm structures inside the resin volume and on dielectric (glass)
surfaces: the use of additional crosslinkingmolecules to increase the stability of fabri-
cated 3D structures in zirconium-based inorganic-organic hybrid polymer, and careful
investigation of the actually achievable resolution in the commercially available small
molecule acrylate resin E-Shell 300 using the 2PP technique without further special-
ized ingredients.
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4.2.2 3D two-photon polymerization with additional crosslinker
The influence of the crosslinker dipentaerythritol penta-methacrylate (DPMA) on the
achievable dimensions of supported isolated polymer lines was investigated in the
experiments.
4.2.2.1 Materials
A zirconium-based inorganic-organic hybrid polymer (Zr-Hypo) was used as basis
material for the investigations. The material has been demonstrated to exhibit only
minor volume shrinkage, which is favorable for high resolution structuring [34].
Synthesis of the zirconium-based inorganic-organic hybrid polymer was carried
out by a sol-gel-process [35]. The commonly available radical photoinitiator 4,4󸀠-
bis(dimethylamino)benzophenone (Bis) was used for initiation of the polymerization












Fig. 4.3: Synthesis of zirconium-based inorganic-organic hybrid polymer.
Methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MAPTMS, Sigma-Aldrich) was hydrolyzed with
0.1M hydrochloric acid (HCl, Sigma-Aldrich). Methacrylic acid and zirconium iso-
propoxide were mixed separately in a molar ratio of 4 : 1 and stirred for 30min.
The chelated zirconium isopropoxide was subsequently added to the hydrolyzed
silane precursor, and a small amount of water added. Themolecular ratio of MAPTMS
to ZPO was set to 5 : 1 (20%). The mixture was stirred for another 30min. At the
end, 0.5wt% of the photoinitiator was added. Before structuring, the pre-polymer
was drop-casted onto a microscope cover glass slide with a thickness of 150 μm and
heated for 1 h to 100 °C. A mixture of 50 vol% isopropanol (Iso, Sigma Aldrich) and
50 vol% 4-methyl-2-pentanone (methyl isobutylketone, MIBK, Sigma Aldrich) was
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used to develop the realized structures, i.e. to dissolve the non-polymerized portion
of the material. The samples were immersed in this mixture for 1 h. Line widths in
woodpile crystal structures of 320 nmhave been demonstrated with this material [34].
The performance of this material was compared to the same material with an
addition of 15% crosslinker DPMA for the realization of sub-100nm structures. The
simple change in the synthesis protocol is shown in Fig. 4.4. The amount of DPMAwas
added to the basis material described above just before addition of the photoinitiator,












Fig. 4.4: Synthesis of DPMA-amplified Zr-Hypo.
2PP of these twomaterials was initiated using the Ti:Sapphire based high-peak power
femtosecond laser oscillator Femtosource scientific XL500 (Femtolasers) with a repe-
tition rate of 5MHz, a central wavelength of 800nm, and a pulse width smaller than
50 fs. The laser pulses were spatially focused into the bulk volume of the photosen-
sitive material by a microscope objective lens. A 100× immersion oil microscope ob-
jective with a numerical aperture of 1.4 was used to obtain the best focus. The laser
beam was focused from the back of the cover glass plate. In order to generate the test
structures, the focus was scanned through the polymer volume bymoving the sample
with a computer controlled positioning system (Physik Instrumente PI, 3x M-126.DG
for x-, y-, and z-axes). The scanning speed of the laser beam was kept at 1mm/s. The
laser beam focusing in this configuration is fixed.
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For the development of the realized structures, i.e. to dissolve the non-polymer-
ized portion of the material, a mixture of 50 vol% isopropanol (Iso, Sigma Aldrich)
with 50 vol% 4-methyl-2-pentanone (methyl isobutylketone, MIBK, Sigma Aldrich)
was used. The samples were immersed in this mixture for 1 h.
4.2.2.2 Experimental results
The writing speed was fixed at 1mm/s. The applied average laser power varied within
the range of 0.1–10mW. The line widths and heights were measured depending on
the applied average laser power using high resolution SEM images. The line widths
and heights measured for the two materials Zr-Hypo and DPMA-Zr-Hypo are shown
in Fig. 4.5. Note that the applied average laser power in the case of the non-amplified
Zr-Hypo has to be multiplied by a factor of 10. At first glance it is obvious that there
is an abrupt cut-off for the achievable widths and heights towards low laser powers
in all cases. This cut-off is due to the stability of the materials. Below a certain laser
power, and thus a certain achieved polymerized material strength, the structures do
not withstand the development process. The structures are destroyed by the evapo-
rating solvent mixture. Further, it can be seen that the smallest lines can indeed be
achievedwith amplifiedDPMA-Zr-Hypo for aminimumapplicable average laser power
of 0.5mW,whereas the smallest lineswere realized for the Zr-Hypo for an average laser
power of 1mW.
The results and the achieved minimum line widths and heights for Zr-Hypo and
DPMA-Zr-Hypo are summarized in Fig. 4.6. In the non-amplifiedmaterial, the smallest
reproducible line width achieved was around 150nm. Smaller polymerized structures
have principally been observed in the online process observation, but were washed
away during development.
The reproducible smallest line width achieved in the amplified polymer contain-
ing 15%DPMAwasmeasured to be 82.5 nm according to the SEM images. It should be
noted that the structures had been isotropically covered with a gold layer of at least
10 nm thickby sputtering in a gasdischargewith abackgroundgaspressure of 10mbar
for SEM inspection [36]. Under these conditions the achievedminimum linewidth can
be estimated to be smaller than 62 nm. In further experiments, free-standing polymer
structures with high aspect ratios of 10 : 1 were also obtained. The smallest diameter
of a rod-like nanoantenna has been measured to be 40nm.
4.2.3 2D two-photon polymerization of E-Shell 300 on dielectric surfaces
2PP has also been investigated with materials which are cheap and easily available
commercially. One of those materials is E-Shell 300, which is commonly used for
3D printing and hearing aid fabrication. The material has a high flexural strength
up to 88.4MPa and is suitable for the fabrication of structures with dimensions
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Fig. 4.5: Supported line widths (left)
and heights (right) achieved for the
two polymers Zr-Hypo (diamonds)
and DPMA-Zr-Hypo (circles).
Fig. 4.6: Summary of the structuring of Zr-Hypo and amplified DPMA-Zr-Hypo. Lines of less than
82.5 nm in width were reproducibly fabricated under the influence of an additional crosslinker.
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below 100nm. The photoinitiator used in the commercial product is Irgacure 127, at a
concentration of 5wt%. Initial experiments have shown that thematerial can directly
be structured by 2PP using frequency doubled ytterbium:potassium-gadolinium-
tungstate laser radiation with 200 fs pulse duration. A laser power variation was
performed to quantify thematerial properties and the structural sizes obtainable with
2PP. The exposure time for the fabrication of single voxels was fixed to 20ms. A typical
result is shown in Fig. 4.7. In the first test of the material variable voxel sizes ranging
from 200nm down to 50 nm were obtained.
Fig. 4.7: 2PP with E-Shell 300: fabrication of voxels for material characterization. Upper left: large
array of pillar structures. Upper right: power variation for a fixed exposure time of 20 ms. Minimum
voxel diameters of 53 nm have been measured. A grating structure with 100 nm line width and
350 nm period is shown bottom left. By careful slow scanning and low laser powers of 1 mW, line
widths of 58 down to as low as 50 nm respectively (bottom right) were obtained.
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Line structures have also been fabricated with the same material. Gratings consisting
of polymer lines with diameters of 100nm and below have been realized, as demon-
strated in Fig. 4.7. The writing speed was set to 10 μm/s and the laser power adjusted
to 2mW.
By carefully adjusting the laser focus with respect to the substrate surface, line
widths of 58 nm down to 50nm were obtained for applied laser powers of 1mW, and
slow scanning speeds of 5 μm/s and 7 μm/s respectively. At these dimensions, even
very small fluctuations in the laser beam power and the positioning stages have huge
influences on the structuring results. These fluctuations are slightly visible in the im-
ages in Fig. 4.7. They have no influence on structures with a critical dimension greater
than 100nm however.
Fig. 4.8: Grating and NTFF structures fabricated by high-resolution 2PP. Upper left: overview image
of an exemplary 20 μm × 20 μm grating with nanorod antennae. Upper right: magnified image
showing the regularity of the structure. Bottom left: side view, period of NTFF nanoantennae is
500 nm. Bottom right: front view, line width is 95 nm, line height is 70 nm. The diameter of the NTFF
structures is 110 nm and height 150 nm.
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Gratings with and without NTFF nanoantennae have been realized from E-Shell 300.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.8. The period of the grating was chosen to be 450nm.
A line width of 95 nm and a height of 70 nm for the grating ridges were obtained for a
scanning speedof 7 μm/s anda laser power of 2mWin front of the focusingmicroscope
objective. The NTFF nanoantennae with 500nm period are cylindrical pillars with a
rounded top of 110 nm diameter and a height of 150 nm.
4.3 Fourier scatterometry on gratings with designed
near-field structures
The characterization of sub-lambda structures with a fast non-destructive optical
method is a common metrology task.
One of the most widely used techniques for these tasks is the scatterometry
method [37]. Scatterometry is a method for analysis of the diffraction spectrum from
a periodic arrangement of nanostructures. It is used to reconstruct the unknown
structure parameters by comparison of measured and simulated spectra, which is
why it belongs to the field of so-called model-based metrology methods [38].
There have been various attempts to improve scatterometric sensitivity, mainly
by increasing the illumination wavelength range used, variation of the incidence an-
gle or a high numerical aperture illumination, as well as combinations with other
measurement methods, such as for example white light interferometry [38]. While
all of these methods increase the sensitivity of the measurements by increasing the
information content of the measurement itself, a different approach was taken in the
work presented. The simulation branch needed for all scatterometric measurements
can itself be exploited to design an optimized scatterometric sensitivity inherent to the
structure. While this may not be generally applicable due to practical constraints, it is
conceivable for alignment, testing or calibration targets.
While we have already shown some promising results based on simulations [39],
we now want to verify these results with experimental data. We apply the so-called
Fourier scatterometry method [38] to detect the backscattered light of polymer test
line gratings fabricated as described in Section 4.2. We then analyze the influence of
added near-field structures on sensitivity to line width. In contrast to the simulation
study mentioned, we used a brightfield illumination with a broad range of incident
directions containingmuchmore information. In addition tonewadapted simulations
we show a first experimental implementation and verification of the result obtained
previously.
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4.3.1 Simulation method
Simulations of the Fourier scatterometry technique are performedwith our simulation
tool, MicroSim [40]. It is based on the rigorous coupled wave analysis method [41] for
diffraction from arbitrary three-dimensional structures and includes some improved
convergence methods [42].
The extended illumination pupil is modeled by planar waves emerging from a
quadratic grid, which is sampled with equidistant points corresponding to the dif-
ferent incident angles. Due to the symmetry of the structure studied, only one-quarter
of the pupil was simulated. This quarter was sampled by a 99×99 grid. The points are
defined by their NA coordinates, NAx and NAy. For each of these points, the diffracted
spectrum from the sample is calculated. This high sampling is needed due to the very
fine features which can be found in the pupil images caused by higher diffraction
orders of the illuminated gratings. A wavelength of 617 nm was assumed.
Finally, the calculated fields for every incidence angle were coherently super-
posed to obtain the resulting pupil images. The analyzed periodic grating was mod-
eled with a staircase approximation. The width of the lines (CD) was varied and the
sensitivity towards those changes was obtained from the difference in the correspond-
ing pupil images. These sensitivities were compared to the ones calculated after the
introduction of near-field structures (nanorods) between the lines of the gratings.
4.3.2 Experimental setup
We built a Fourier scatterometry setup which will be explained in the following sec-
tion. It was completely redesigned and based on a setup used in previous works [39]
We start with the illumination path. A red LEDwith awavelength of 617 nm is used
as light source. We use a microscope objective (10×) to magnify and depict the end of
the polished fiber on the back focal plane of the microscope objective used to illu-
minate the sample. A polarizer allows selection of s or p polarized illumination. The
image of the fiber covers the complete aperture of the backfocal plane of the objective,
producing a homogenous intensity distribution. We use amicroscope objective with a
NA of 0.95 (250×magnification); this means that the sample is illuminated with plane
waves covering the angles from 0 to 72°. The backscattered light from the analysed
sample is again collected by the same objective, as our microscope works in reflection
mode. A beamsplitter is used to image the backfocal plane of the objective and the
image plane of the sample at the same time. The backfocal plane is imaged with the
help of a Bertrand lens on a CCD camera, while the image plane is imaged with help
of a matched tube lens. Both lenses are specially designed and aberration -corrected
for the microscope objective used.
Besides the illumination and imaging path of the Fourier scatterometry micro-
scope, a reference arm for a Linnik type setup is also included in the setup. It includes
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Fig. 4.9: CAD design of the setup (top) and scheme of the experimental setup showing the different
beam paths (bottom).
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a matched objective with identical NA as the imaging objective and allows imaging
of the interfering backfocal planes of both objectives. This type of measurement is
detailed in [39] but will not be used in this setup. The reference path is blocked with
an absorbing plate. The CAD construction of the setup as well as the schematic setup
showing the detailed light paths can be found in Fig. 4.9.
A typical measurement consists of searching the grating to be analyzed on the
sample using classical imaging microscopy and focusing directly on top of the struc-
ture and then recording the pupil plane images for both polarizations (s and p). Using
structures which only vary in width and comparing the images allows extraction of
the sensitivity of the signal towards changes of the line width.
4.4 Experimental results
First the structures are characterizedwith an electronmicroscope to get an impression
of the different structure parameters. The images are shown in Section 4.2. This data
is used for the modelling of the structure to be used by the simulations. We define the
sensitivity towards a parameter as the change in the pupil plane intensity compared
to the absolute changes of the parameter.
The analyzed structures consist of polymer test line gratings fabricated as de-
scribed in Section 4.2. The period of the lines is 1800nm, while the height is 500nm.
There are gratings with different line widths (250 and 350 nm). The complete grating
is covered with a 20 nm layer of gold.
Pupil images for these structures were taken for both s- and p-polarization. The
resulting images and the difference in pupil plane intensity can be found in Fig. 4.10
together with the results of the same measurements and simulations with added
nanorods between the lines. In the case with rods, the linewidths are 380nm and
420nm,meaning that the difference is smaller than for the lines without the rods (250
to 350 nm). The rod itself has a radius of approx. 175 nm and a height of 500nm. Again
the structures are covered with 20 nm of gold.
Differences betweenmeasured and simulated pupil images can have different rea-
sons. The most important is the simplified simulation model which had to be used
due to the very large calculation times. The grating was modelled with perfectly steep
walls; neither roundingsnor line edge roughnesswas taken into account. The SEMpic-
tures andmicroscope pictures show that this is a very rough assumption. Additionally,
till now we have not taken any aberrations of the optical elements used in the setup
into account. The LED light source is modelled as perfectly homogenous and with a
very narrow band of only 1 nm wavelength range, while realistically 20 nm should be
assumed. Eachwavelengthwould need one simulation and the global simulation time
for that would increase drastically. Additionally, the agreement between simulation
andexperiment isworse in the case of addednanorods. This could indicate that amore
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Fig. 4.10: Resulting pupil images
(simulated and measured) for s-
and p-polarization for gratings with
and without nanorods between the
lines, as well as the corresponding
differences when the CD of the
gratings is varied. For the lines
without nanorods the compared
CD values are 250 and 350 nm. For
the lines with nanorods the values
are 380 and 420 nm. The radius of
the rods is 175 nm. The difference
in intensity is a direct indication of
the sensitivity towards the change
in line width (CD).
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sophisticated modelling of the nanorods is needed, which would lead to significantly
increased computation time.
The measured and simulated results show comparable absolute differences in
pupil intensity for the gratings bothwith andwithout rods. It must be noted, however,
that the line widths analyzed do not agree for both cases. In the case of the lines
without rods, the linewidth differs from approx. 250 to 350 nm, a difference of 100nm.
While the widths for the lines with rods are much closer; 380 compared to 420 nm, a
difference of only 40nm. The results show almost identical differences in intensity.
For that the system is much more sensitive for the case of a grating with rods. This
proves the improved sensitivity obtained by adding scattering near-field structures.
4.5 Conclusions
Based on the assumption of higher scatterometric sensitivity of structures with added
near- to far-field transformers designedbyprevious simulation-based studies,wehave
now provided a first experimental verification for measuring critical dimensions of
gratings with resolutions as low as 50 nm. 2PP methods have been developed, im-
proved, and successfully applied for the fabrication of sub-wavelength structures. The
experimental results supported by corresponding rigorous simulations show the ex-
pected sensitivity gain in the scatterometric signatures.
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5 Ultrashort pulse-induced periodic nanostructures
in bulk glass: from fundamentals to applications in
high-resolution microscopy
Abstract: We investigated sub-wavelength structures, so-called nanogratings, in-
duced by ultrashort laser pulses in the bulk of transparent materials. By using small
angle x-ray scattering and focused ion beam milling we were able to show that
nanogratings consist of sheet-like cavities with dimensions of (280 × 25 × 380) nm3
and (30 × 25 × 75) nm3. Their size remains constant with an increasing number
of laser pulses while the number of sheets increases. This is in agreement with
the continuously decreasing period obtained by diffraction measurements and SEM
images. Furthermore, nanogratings were inscribed on different types of glass, such as
ULE™ or borosilicate glasses. Different nanograting features, such as sheet thickness
and periodicity, were obtained in borosilicate.
Theoretical studies reveal that wavelength-scale plasma structures form during the
interaction of laser light with glass. Their competition leads to the formation of peri-
odic plasma patterns, which show the same orientation and period as nanogratings
in glass (at low pulse numbers).
Finally, nanograting-based waveplates have been successfully implemented in single
shot optical sectioning analysis using the polarized-illumination-coded structured
illumination microscopy (picoSIM) method.
5.1 Introduction
The ultrashort pulse laser has been established as a universal tool formicromachining
of transparent materials and fabrication of various photonic devices in recent years
[1, 2]. Due to the short pulse duration in the femtosecond regime, high intensities in
the focal region (typically in the range of 1013 W/cm2) trigger nonlinear absorption
mechanisms which allow precise deposition of the pulse energy. This enables local
modification of transparent materials within the bulk volume. Fused silica in partic-
ular has turned out to be a versatile platform. Here, three kinds of modifications can
be induced. Low laser pulse energies lead to an isotropic refractive index increase in
the focal volume which, by translating the sample during irradiation, can serve as a
waveguide and hence allow the fabrication of complex photonic networks [3, 4]. In
contrast, high laser pulse energies provoke an expanding plasma wave leaving a void
with typical diameters of several hundreds of nanometers surrounded by a shell of
densified material [5, 49].
© 2015 F. Zimmermann et al., published by De Gruyter.
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In 1999, Kazansky et al. [6] reported on anisotropic light scattering in Ge-doped
silica glass when using an intermediate regime of pulse energies. Sudrie et al. also ob-
served birefringent material modifications in the bulk of fused silica [7]. It turned out
that self-assembled nanogratings with a sub-wavelength periodicity cause this local
birefringence [8]. Further studies discovered that the orientation of the grating planes
is always perpendicular to the laser polarization, while the degree of birefringence
can be tuned by setting the laser parameters adequately [9, 10]. Moreover, on com-
bination with the direct writing technique using a high precision translation stage,
the three spatial degrees of freedom (x, y, z), and the possibility of locally tailoring the
birefringence enable the fabrication of various photonic functionalities. These range
fromwave plates for generating almost arbitrary polarization states [10, 11], computer
generatedholograms [12] up tomicroscopic applications [13]. The latterwill be covered
in Section 5.4.
Although a number of theories have been put forward to explain the formation of
nanogratings [8, 9], there is still no completemodel capable of describing all effects as-
sociatedwith the self-organizationprocess. The following section covers experimental
investigations to gain new insights into the formation and evolution of nanogratings,
and subsequently Section 5.3 addresses theoretical aspects.
5.2 Experimental analysis of nanograting formation and evolution
5.2.1 Formation of ultrashort pulse-induced nanogratings
In order to explore the formation and evolution of nanogratings in the bulk of fused
silica, the relevant process parameters first need to be identified. Nanogratings were
therefore inscribed into the bulk of fused silica using a femtosecond oscillator (Ampli-
tude t-pulse 500) at a wavelength of 515 nm (frequency doubled oscillator output) and
pulse duration of 450 fs. Figure 5.1 (a) depicts the inscription process and Fig. 5.1 (b) is
an exemplary SEM micrograph of nanogratings after polishing and etching.
As mentioned in the introductory section, pulse energy plays a major role in
the observation of birefringent material modifications. However, since the formation
of the self-assembled nanogratings requires the action of several hundreds of laser
pulses [31], the pulse overlap in terms of the number of laser pulses incident on one
laser spot (N) has to be set correspondingly. This canbe expressed asN = 2ω0R/v,with
ω0 denoting the beam waist radius, v the speed of the sample movement, and R the
laser repetition rate. The latter strongly influences the formation itself, as Fig. 5.1 (c)
shows.
The formation of nanogratings occurs in a well-defined parameter window (green
area). No modification was observed at small average powers (e.g. pulse energies of
40 nJ and 100 kHz repetition rate). In contrast, large repetition rates (> 1MHz) lead to
heat accumulation of successive pulses, resulting in melting and the destruction of
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Fig. 5.1: (a) Principle of the
nanograting inscription.
(b) Exemplary SEM image of
nanogratings after polishing
and etching. (c) Parameter
window for the inscription of
nanogratings; from [31].
nanostructures. This upper threshold is determined by the average power delivered,
thus the usable pulse energy is inversely proportional to the repetition rate (dashed
graph in Fig. 5.1 (c)). Consequently, the available parameter region shrinks at higher
repetition rates. However, nanostructures up to 9.4MHz could even be observed, al-
lowing for fast inscription of local birefringence.
In order to gain a better understanding of the self-organization process we in-
vestigated the influence of the number of laser pulses applied. Figure 5.2 (a) shows
different nanostructures obtained by varying the speed of the sample movement for
fixed repetition rate (2.3MHz) and pulse energy (50 nJ). Isolated modifications which
are already aligned perpendicular to the laser polarization can be observed after a
number of of laser pulses. However, the nanostructures exhibit no visible periodicity
and contain a high fraction of non-modified regions in the trace of the focus. Periodic
structures emergewith ongoing illuminationwhile the vacancies between the isolated
modifications start to vanish. A homogeneous grating shows up after several hundred
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laser pulses while the period continuously decreases with an increasing number of
applied pulses. Saturation of the period can be observed at high numbers of laser
pulses. As Fig. 5.2 (b) indicates, the grating period scales approximately half of the
wavelength of the inscribing laser in the glass (λ /2n).
Fig. 5.2: (a) Evolution of nanogratings with increasing number of laser pulses; from [31]. (b) Minimal
nanograting period in dependence of the inscribing laser wavelength; from [50]. SEM micrographs
of nanogratings inscribed with 515 and 1550 nm are shown as inset.
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5.2.2 Characterization of nanogratings
Laser-induced nanogratings can be typically characterized bymeasuring the induced
birefringence. However, such measurements do not provide structural information.
Thus, most studies explore the formation of nanogratings by polishing and sub-
sequent etching of nanograting samples (see also Fig. 5.2). However, this leads to
blurring and erasing of fine structure details. In contrast, diffraction of light provides
a noninvasive and simple approach to mapping the formation and evolution of
nanogratings. In this case, short wavelengths are required due to the fine periods.
An ultrashort laser source (Smart Light 50, Raydiance) emitting pulses at 1550 nm
wavelength (pulse duration of 800 fs) was used for the inscription of nanogratings.
The long wavelength and correspondingly large grating period facilitate the inspec-
tion by diffraction. The pulse energy was 900nJ and a microscope objective with a
numerical aperture of 0.35 (beam waist ω0 = 1.4 μm) served to focus the pulses in
shallow material depths. The inscribed nanogratings were subsequently analyzed by
diffraction of visible light (wavelength 473 nm). Figure 5.3 shows the corresponding
nanograting period measured by diffraction as well as by SEM after polishing and
Fig. 5.3: Periods of nanogratings measured by diffraction and SEM, respectively. The inset shows an
example of the first order diffraction of nanogratings inscribed with 50 and 104 laser pulses per spot
respectively.
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etching. The periods obtained by both methods agree very well and decrease with an
increasing number of incident pulses. At the same time, the corresponding error bars,
which indicate the standard deviation of the measured period in the SEM images and
the width of the diffraction peak, respectively, shrinks. This is also noticeable by the
first order diffraction peak in the inset of Fig. 5.3, which is much more pronounced in
the case of large pulse numbers. In SEM images, a trend from isolated nanomodifica-
tions after fewpulses to a homogeneous grating after several hundred incident pulses,
analogue to Fig. 5.2 (a), laser wavelength of 515 nm, can be observed. Interestingly, at
large numbers of incident pulses (≳ 5000), periods smaller than the predicted value
from the nanoplasmonic model (λ /2n) [9] (see also Section 5.3) are measured, as has
also been reported by other groups [33].
5.2.3 Underlying structure of nanogratings
Using small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) also facilitates non-invasive exploration of
the fine and sensitive structural features of nanogratings. As this technique maps the
local density contrast, porous structures embeddedwithin an isotropicmaterial back-
ground can be treated equivalently to suspended nanoparticles which are typically
investigated by SAXS [36].
The SAXS measurements of nanogratings were performed at the cSAXS beamline
of the Swiss Light Source (PSI Villigen, CH). Figure 5.4 (a) depicts the measurement
setup. The nanograting sample was illuminated with an 11.2 keV x-ray beam while
the central transmitted beam was blocked. The scattered light was recorded by a pix-
elated direct converting detector (Pilatus 2M). Due to the experimental setup used
and the high beam brilliance, maximum feature sizes up to 400nm could be directly
measured. Details of themeasurements can be found in [37]. After standard image cor-
rections were applied and the background from the pristine material was subtracted,
the recorded two-dimensional scattering signal was integrated along the main axes
(x, y) to observe the scattered intensity I(q) (q-scattering vector). This was analyzed
in terms of a unified scattering intensity model [38, 39], revealing feature sizes of the
underlying scattering ensemble. As a useful quantity the so called Porod invariant,
P = ∫ I(q)q2 dq = ϕ (1 − ϕ ) was determined. For a diluted system, as empty pores
in an isotropic glass matrix, P only depends on the volume filling fraction ϕ . For a
porous material with a filling fraction of ϕ ≪ 1, the Porod invariant reflects the total
pore volume and hence corresponds to the total scattering strength within the probed
volume. Thus, P serves as a crucial quantity for the evolution of the total pore volume
of nanogratings [35, 40]. Since this analysis can be performed for different azimuthal
orientations relative to the laser polarization, the directions x and z (see Fig. 5.4 (a))
can be studied independently. By rotating the nanograting sample within the setup
with respect to the z-axis, feature sizes along the remaining direction (y) could be
measured.
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Fig. 5.4: (a) Sketch of the SAXS setup. (b) Results of the SAXS measurements. (c) FIB-SEM images
of nanogratings inscribed with a pulse energy of 200 nJ: after 500 (upper) and 10 (lower) pulses per
spot in the x-z plane, where x is the laser polarization direction, and z the direction of the inscribing
laser; from [37].
The evaluation of the SAXS data revealed that two distinct populations with dif-
ferent diameters exist. First, a small population with diameters of ( z = 30, x = 25,
y = 75) nm, anda larger onewith typical feature sizes of ( z = 280, x = 25, y = 380) nm
were measured [37]. Remarkably, for different numbers of applied pulses as well as
for various laser pulse energies, the feature sizes remain constant. For comparison,
SEM images of nanogratings prepared by FIB slicing [41] were acquired. This allows
for etch-free excavation of nanometric features making them accessible for the SEM.
Figure 5.4 (c) shows two FIB-SEM images of nanogratings (inscribed with 200nJ pulse
energy and 500 (upper) or 10 (lower) pulses per spot) in the x-z plane. The images de-
pict nanometric hollow pores with pronounced elongation along the inscribing laser
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direction. Typical feature sizesmatch the diametersmeasured by SAXS. Moreover, the
periodic arrangement of sheets is clearly visible in the FIB-SEM images.
In the SAXS data, a certain correlation of scattering features shows up as modu-
lation of the total scattering intensity. These diffraction peaks directly correspond to
the period of the grating which is shown in the upper graph of Fig. 5.4 (b). The period
decreases with an increasing number of applied pulses. This trend agrees well with
the period evolution measured by diffraction in the visible range (see Section 5.2.2).
The reduction of the grating period is accompanied by an increase in total scattering
volume which is mapped by the Porod Invariant (see Fig. 5.4 (b), bottom). This indi-
cates a rising number of scattering features within the probed volume, i.e. nanometric
pores and cracks with ongoing illumination.
The results give an explanation for various aspects of nanogratings. The large
index contrast betweenhollow sheets and the surrounding glass accounts for the large
birefringence despite the small size of the nanograting constituents. Moreover, the
grating planes typically obtained in etched samples appear due to small linked pores.
In contrast, the material in between is devoid of nanometric pores and hence more
resilient. This gives rise to the extremely anisotropic etching behavior which has been
reported by other groups [42].
5.2.4 Nanogratings in different glasses
Since the discovery of nanogratings, fused silica has been the main platform to study
the principal effects [9, 17]. In contrast, only a few reports exist of nanogratings in
the bulk of other transparent materials, e.g., crystals [43] or doped glasses [44]. Hence
we investigated the formation of nanogratings in various types of glass, such as the
borosilicate glass BK7 (Schott) and Borofloat 33 (Schott) as well as ULE (Corning),
which is a silica glass with a high fraction of TiO2 to provide a low thermal expansion
coefficient. We studied the influence of the pulse duration since it is a crucial param-
eter for nanograting formation in fused silica [42]. Thus a tunable ultrashort pulse
oscillator (Femtosource XL 500, Femtolasers GmbH) emitting pulses at a wavelength
of 800nm and a pulse energy of 500nJ was used to inscribe nanogratings. By tuning
the position of the compressor prisms, the pulse duration was varied from 50 fs up to
450 fs proven by FROG (Grenouille, Swamp Optics) measurements. An aspheric lens
with a focal length of 4.51mm (Thorlabs C230 TME-B) served to focus 400nJ pulses in
shallow material depths (150 μm). A sample translation velocity of 10mm/min and a
pulse repetition rate of 100 kHz resulting in an exposure of 800 pulses per irradiated
focal spot were used for the experiments.
Figure 5.5 (a) shows themeasured retardation at a wavelength of 633 nm resulting
from the nanogratings in the different types of glass. The error bars account for the
standarddeviations of themeasurements of different lines inscribedwith identical pa-
rameters. An increasing birefringencewith rising pulse duration ismeasured for fused
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silica, corresponding to the studies by Poumellec et al. [45] and Hnatovsky et al. [42].
In contrast, ULE shows only a weak pulse duration dependence. For pulse durations≳ 150 fs, nanogratings in ULE and fused silica exhibit almost the same retardation.
However, significantly smaller values are measured for the borosilicate glasses (BK7,
Borofloat 33). Both glasses show their maximum retardation for pulse durations from
130–200 fs, which is approximately 10% of that of fused silica and ULE, while for
larger pulse durations the retardation is about 50 times smaller than in fused silica.
The SEM images of nanogratings in ULE (pulse energy 200nJ, pulse duration 120 fs)
Fig. 5.5: (a) Measured optical retardation for nanogratings in different glasses dependent on the
pulse duration (pulse energy of 400 nJ). (b)/(c) SEM images of nanogratings in ULE (pulse energy
200 nJ, pulse duration 120 fs) and Borofloat (pulse energy 400 nJ, pulse duration 400 fs); from [55].
The samples were gold coated before inspection in the SEM to prevent charge accumulation.
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and Borofloat (pulse energy 400nJ, pulse duration 400 fs) after polishing and etching
give an explanation for this behavior; see Fig. 5.5 (b).
ULE shows distinct grating planes with a mean distance of about 250 nm which
agrees well to the predicted period λ /2n (n = 1.48) and the results obtained in fused
silica. Remarkably, the observed period in Borofloat is only about 60 nm. In addition,
the grating planes are not fully established, indicating a reduced number of nano-
structures while the width of the grating planes is significantly smaller. Both issues
influence the filling fraction between grating planes and surrounding material and
hence lead to a reduced optical birefringence.
A closer look at the nanometric structure of nanogratings in borosilicate is
provided in [46]. While the grating planes consist of empty sheets with diameters of
10 nm, their number is strongly reduced in contrast to fused silicananogratings. This is
attributed to the thermo-mechanical properties of borosilicate. The low viscosity and
weak contraction during fast cooling leads to pronounced reflow of glass melt during
the re-solidification process [47, 48]. Thus the formation of nanopores and larger
cracks is prevented. Correspondingly, the SEM image after polishing and etching
illustrates the fissured nanograting structure; see Fig. 5.5 (b).
5.3 Theoretical aspects of nanograting formation in the bulk of
transparent materials
A first model for nanograting formation was proposed with the initial observation of
the grating structure in 2003 [8]. The so-called plasma interference theory describes
the inherent periodicity in terms of an imprinted density modulation due to the inter-
ference of the laser field with the laser-induced plasmawave. However, the prediction
of a strong pulse energy dependence of the nanograting period could not hold with
the experimental observations as well as the threshold for the nanograting formation.
Another approach was made by Taylor et al. in 2008 [9]. This nanoplasmonic model
explains the formation starting from defects which lead, due to the absorption of fo-
cusedultrashort laser pulses, to inhomogeneousplasma spots. These growdue tofield
enhancement and finally arrange periodically via quasi-metallic waveguiding, which
leads to the imprinting of a grating period corresponding to λ /2n (n – refractive index,
λ – laser wavelength). In contrast, for example, the experimentally observed continu-
ous decreasing period with an increasing number of laser pulses (see Fig. 5.3) cannot
be explained by thismodel.Moreover, Beresna et al. report on longitudinal periodicity
of nanogratings explainedby interference of short-living exciton-polaritons [14],while
the formation of the transverse period remains open.
Most previous modelling efforts concerning laser energy deposition in dielectrics
have concentrated on the temporal and spatial evolutionof laser pulses,while treating
thematerial as homogeneous [15–18]. However, as far as nonlinear self-organization is
concerned, a certain seed is required to start the process. Therefore, we take a different
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approach and investigate the interaction of laser light with nanometer-sized inhomo-
geneities [19]. In order to understand the potential of purely optical self-organization
processes we limit our scope to continuous illumination, which can be viewed both as
a limiting case of single-pulse excitation and as an extrapolation of multiple pulses.
5.3.1 Theoretical model
For our model, we use a nonlinear finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) approach,
which has previously been applied to the modelling of ionization and void formation
in silica [18, 20]. Maxwell’s equations
𝜕𝜕t D⃗ = 1μ0∇ × B⃗ − ⃗J (5.1)𝜕𝜕t B⃗ = −∇ × E⃗, (5.2)
with D⃗ = εE⃗ + P⃗ are solved using the standard FDTD algorithm [21, 22]. The response
of the unexcited medium is included in the background permittivity ε = n2ε0, using a
linear refractive index n = 1.45. The remaining contributions to thematerial response
are included via the current density ⃗J = ⃗Jd + ⃗Jmpi, where ⃗Jmpi is used to model the
energy loss due to multiphoton ionization, while ⃗Jd describes the optical response of
the newly generated conduction band electrons based on a Drude model




We assume the electron collision frequency to have a constant value 𝜈e = 1014 s−1
within the range of reported values [17, 23, 24]. The conduction band carrier density ρ
is described with a rate equation taking multiphoton ionization and recombination
into account 𝜕𝜕t ρ = (ρ0 − ρ) 𝜈mpi − ρτrec . (5.4)
In thismodel, the free carrier density reaches saturation at a value of ρ0 = 2×1028 m−3
[20]. The electron recombination time is τrec = 150 × 10−15s [25]. For an excitation
wavelength of λ = 800nm, and a fused silica target with a band gap ofWion = 9 eV,
6 photons are needed to promote an electron to the conduction band, resulting in an
ionization rate
𝜈mpi = σ6 I6ρ0 (5.5)
with a cross-section of σ6 = 2 × 10−65 m9 W−6 s−1 [26]. An expression for ⃗Jmpi can
be derived by equating the energy gain of electrons 𝜕
𝜕tW = Wion𝜈mpi(ρ0 − ρ ) due to
multiphoton ionization to the energy loss of the electric field ⃗Jmpi E⃗, yielding
⃗Jmpi = σ6ρ0WionI
5E⃗(ρ0 − ρ ). (5.6)
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Additional attention has to be paid to the modelling of inhomogeneities. According to
the literature, voids in conventional silica take up a mere 3% of the material volume
[27], and have an average size of d = 0.6nm [28], resulting in a mean spacing below
20nm.Weconsider such typical inhomogeneities aswell as stronger inhomogeneities,
which allow for the exploration of self-organization in single-shot simulations.
5.3.2 Numerical results
In order to understand the initial stages of the ionization process, we first consider a
single sub-wavelength sphere, in which plasma generation can occur due to a non-
vanishing ionization cross-section. Plasma generated inside the sphere according to
equation (5.4) causes a decrease of the dielectric constant according to equation (5.3).
The fields can be calculated in a quasi-static approximation [29, 30]. Due to scatter-
ing on the nanoplasma, the intensity inside the sphere is increased, leading to posi-
tive feedback between the local electric field and the carrier density. Eventually, the
plasma reaches the resonant density, where εplasma(ρMie,ωsource) = −2εbackground. Now
carrier densities increase almost exponentially even until the maximum carrier den-
sity ρ = ρ0 is reached and saturation sets in. Pronounced intensity maxima now lie
at the poles of the nanoplasma. If ionization in the surrounding medium is taken into
account, this field enhancement leads to the formation of an ionized region growing
into the direction of the electric field. Since scattering is now mostly caused by the
inducednanoplasma, thefinal structure is invariant concerning shape, size and chem-
ical nature of the seed inhomogeneity. This has been verified both for regions with an
enhanced ionization cross-section as well as for voids with different diameters using
the full FDTD model from Section 5.3.1 [19].
As the structure size leaves the sub-wavelength domain, the plasma acts as a
nanoantenna causing strong back-reflection (Fig. 5.6 (a)). Further ionization is stim-
ulated along the negative propagation direction (Fig. 5.6 (b)), and a new structure is
formed in front of the old one, inhibiting further growth in the direction of polar-
ization. In this way, a periodic plasma chain with wavelength dimensions growing
backwards against the propagation direction is formed (Fig. 5.6 (c)).
We now turn to the study of randomly distributed inhomogeneities in a three-
dimensional volume. Now a large number of plasma structures compete in the growth
process, resulting in an onset of self-organization. In order to explore such effects, we
allow for stronger ionization-enhancement inside the inhomogeneities.
In such systems the structures also expand into the third direction not covered by
our previous two-dimensional simulations until they merge with their neighbors to
form extended plasma planes oriented perpendicularly to the polarization direction
(Fig. 5.7 (a)). Ionization is suppressed directly adjacent to each plasma plane and en-
hanced at a distance of approximately λn . This effect leads to an interaction between
separate structures. As a result, order emerges during growth and a periodic pattern
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Fig. 5.6: Carrier density (2D FDTD) around a single void (σ6 = 0, n = 1.0, d = 7 nm) embedded in
fused silica at the coordinate origin for several stages of structure growth. (a) Plasma growth in the
direction of polarization. (b) Saturation of growth and initiation of a second structure. (c) Periodic
plasma structure formed by subsequent growth. Illumination is a cw plane wave with amplitude
E0 = 1.7 × 10
10 V m−1 incident from the left.
is formed (Fig. 5.7 (b)). The resulting plasma structures exhibit strong similarities to
experimentally observed volume nanogratings [31]. However,most publications focus
on high pulse numbers and report on thin planes with a period of λ2n . Our model
only reproduces the limit of low pulse numbers, where larger periods around λn [32]
and thicker grating planes [9] have been observed. Our results further reproduce the
increasing self-organization towards the back of nanogratings [9] and their large size
in propagation direction. Both observations can be explained by the near-field-driven
growth of plasma structures, which continues well out of the focal region.
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Fig. 5.7: Carrier density (3D FDTD) within an inhomogeneous volume (inhomogeneities have an
enhanced ionization cross-section σ6,inh = 40 × σ6 and occupy a percentage of pinh = 0.01 of
the material volume) illuminated with a beam (maximum field strength in the homogeneous case
E0 = 1.9 × 10
10 V m−1, NA = 0.8) focused in the y-direction, polarized in the x-direction and
propagating in the z-direction. The linear focus is located at z = 0 (see overlay of lines of equal
field strength |E|2 in panel (c)). The sketch shows the focusing geometry and orientation of periodic
structures.
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5.4 Application of nanograting-based devices
for high resolution microscopy
Tailoring the local birefringence by inscribing nanogratings enables many new appli-
cations. Here, we outline some possible practical applications of nanograting-based
devices in the field of high resolution microscopy.
5.4.1 Polarized-illumination-coded structured illumination microscopy (picoSIM)
Conventional wide-field microscopy, although a great technique for biological and
material imaging, is significantly restricted in its performance. Sample features in the
focal plane are illuminated uniformly along with out-of-focus features. This leads to
contributions from these non-focal planes to the image of the focal plane, resulting in
poor image quality, thanks to a blurring effect and low signal-to-noise ratio. Optical
sectioning methods like structured illumination microscopy (SIM) aim to eliminate
these out-of-focus contributions and exclusively retain the focal plane information,
besides providing resolution enhancement in all directions [51]. However, the need
to move the grating electronically or mechanically in order to acquire at least three
images with a different grating position for each sample slice limits the acquisition
speed.
Polarized-illumination-coded SIM (picoSIM) is a modified version of classical op-
tical sectioning SIM which performs optical sectioning in a single exposure, yielding
high temporal and spatial resolution [13]. The speed of this technique is limited by the
acquisition rate of the camera. picoSIM requires the illumination of the sample with a
polarization-coded grating pattern, unlike the intensity grating pattern employed in
classical SIM. In this polarization-coded illumination pattern, the orientation of the
polarization vector for each grating line changes periodically, producing a uniform in-
tensity distribution with linearly varying polarization. This polarized grating pattern
is only present in the focal plane and its contrast vanishes in the out-of-focus region.
Therefore, only the polarization in the focal plane is selectively modulated, while the
out-of-focus regions remain unmodulated.
A tailored nanograting is inscribed in order to realize this pattern, where the
nanopores are arranged in such a fashion that the polarization vector of the pores
rotates by a certain angle periodically. By adjusting the strength of the birefringence
this device acts like a quarter-wave plates (when illuminated with circularly polarized
light) with varying orientation. This results in a variable polarization distribution in
the grating as described above (see also Fig. 5.8 (a)). In the conventional picoSIM sys-
tem [13], the ±1 diffraction orders are respectively left- and right-circularly polarized
using two λ /4 waveplates so that they interfere in the focal plane to form the required
polarization pattern. A clear separation of orders is crucial to block the unwanted
zero diffraction order, which is difficult to achieve with incoherent light. However,
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the use of the nanograting instead of the diffraction grating not only reduces the
complexity of the setup, but also enables the use of incoherent illumination, as the
zero diffraction order is suppressed by design and extends the application of picoSIM
to reflective samples like metallic surfaces.
As shown in the schematics in Fig. 5.8 (a), the grating is illuminated using a
circularly-polarized red LED source and is imaged onto the sample using an objective
and tube lens combination. The emission light from the sample retains the polar-
ization to (at least) a certain degree. The detection sub-unit has two identical arms
at a 45° angle to each other. The light from the sample is first split by a 50 : 50 non-
polarizing beam splitter into two halves, and then further split into two orthogonal
polarization components in each arm by a polarizing beam splitter and mirror com-
bination. As a result, we simultaneously obtain four images with grating positions
corresponding to 0°, 90° and 45°, 135° from the two arms respectively, which can now
be reconstructed to produce an optically sectioned image with suppressed out-of-
focus blur.
This proof-of-concept setup has demonstrated that picoSIM in combination with
nanogratings can perform efficient optical sectioning in material samples in a single
shot.When comparedwith the wide-field image (Fig. 5.8 (b)), the reconstructed image
of a ceramic chip sample (Fig. 5.8 (c)) has suppressed out-of-focus blur and improved
lateral resolution with a single exposure of 1ms. This method can also be successfully
applied to fluorescence microscopy of biological samples and can be used to image
fast cellular or mechanical processes.
5.4.2 Quasi-Bessel beams with large depth-of-focus
Another interesting application for nanogratings being investigated is to generate very
narrow beams with large depth-of-focus for light sheet microscopy, secondary har-
monic generation, Raman spectroscopy etc. Such a beam would ideally be longitu-
dinally polarized in free space with a sub-diffraction size which is uniform along the
optical axis – similar to the non-diffractive behavior exhibited by Bessel beams. These
contradictory requirements, along with the infinite energy required to propagate a
Bessel beam, make the design very complicated. However, a simple approach for a
longitudinally polarized, long-focus beam has been described in [52] and consists of
three optical elements, namely: a radial polarization converter, a binary-phase optical
element, and a high numerical aperture (NA) lens (Fig. 5.9 (a)).
The design of a radial polarization converter is rather straightforward, as de-
scribed in [53]. Although several methods of birefringence manipulation to create a
radial polarization converter have been tested, the use of sub-wavelength gratings has
emerged as the preferred fabrication method [11]. These converters can additionally
create a polarization vortex where the beam has an orbital angular momentumwhose
sign depends on the handedness of the incident circular polarization (producing
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both radially and azimuthally polarized beams). On the other hand, the design of the
binary-phase optical element is non-trivial and highly dependent on the NA of the
lenses used in the system. The binary element consists of a series of concentric rings
of optimized widths and relative phases alternating between 0 and π to introduce a
phase modulation in the beam such that the axial extent of intensity of the beam is
maximized.
Due to very precise control of polarization and ease of manufacturing, the nano-
grating is ideal for practically realizing both the radial polarization converter and
the binary-phase optical element. An image of the radial polarization converter is
shown in Fig. 5.9 (b), alongwith its Y cross-section in Fig. 5.9 (c). Ideally, this converter
should have a uniform intensity with a central dip showing the point of singularity,
when illuminated with circularly polarized light. This dip is visible in Fig. 5.9 (c). This
intensity variation in Fig. 5.9 (b) may be due to residual elliptical polarization of the
illumination or a mismatch between the retardation of the design and the experimen-
tal wavelength. For ease of alignment, the radial polarization converter and the binary
element were fabricated on a single substrate as shown in Fig. 5.9 (d). The minima of
the radial mean of this hybrid mask, shown in Fig. 5.9 (e), correspond to the rings of
the binary-phase element. This mask also shows similar effects of intensity variation
as seen in the radial polarization converter. The resultant Bessel beam from this hybrid
mask can now be recorded in a microscope setup with a high NA objective.
Although it is a promising start, the binary element design itself has certain draw-
backs and can benefit from further optimization. First, the proposed approach as-
sumes a Bessel-Gaussian input beam to yield an even longer focuswhich is not easy to
achieve experimentally. Moreover, the axial intensity of the beam shows a small dip,
which may be due to the incorrect compensation of phases or pixelation of the simu-
latedmask. Thedesign is alsohighly sensitive to thenumerical aperture of the imaging
system. Amore robust solution for the design of binary-phase optical elements can be
described using ‘maximally-flat filters’ [54]. Although this method involves rigorous
numerical calculation of the binary-phase element based on the power series expan-
sion of the axial intensity, it results in a much flatter and longer Bessel-like beam.
Henceforth, this schemewill be used to improve the binary-phase element design and
produce better quality long-focus beams.
◂ Fig. 5.9: (a) Generation of a narrow, long-focus Bessel beam using a radial polarization converter
and a binary-phase optical element [52], which can be fabricated based on nanogratings. Also
shown on the right is the simulated axial intensity distribution of the Bessel beam with a focal width
of 0.43λ and a length of 4λ . (b) and (c) Image and cross-section of the radial polarization convertor.
A dip in the center of (c) shows the point of singularity. (d) and (e) Image and radial mean of the
hybrid mask. The minima in (d) signify the effect of the binary phase element on the mask.
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5.5 Summary
To inscribe artificial form birefringence due to self-assembled nanogratings in bulk
glass is one of the key findings of ultrashort pulse processing of transparent materials
in recent years. By utilizing small angle x-ray scattering and focused ion beammilling
we were able to show that these nanogratings consist of sheet-like cavities with di-
mensions of (280 × 25 × 380) nm3 and (30 × 25 × 75) nm3. Due to the cumulative
action of numerous laser pulses, these cavities form and arrange in periodic grating
planes while their size remains constant. With an increasing number of pulses the
period continuously decreases, as diffraction measurements of nanograting samples
reveal. For high numbers of incident pulses smaller periods than the predicted value
of λ /2nwere measured. Furthermore we found that nanogratings can be inscribed in
various types of glass, such as ULE™ or borosilicate glass. However, the latter show
a small parameter window for the nanograting inscription, while the induced bire-
fringence is about one order of magnitude smaller than in fused silica. This is due to
the different thermomechanical properties of borosilicate leading to a smaller number
of induced voids, as well as the smaller width of these voids. Remarkably, the period
of nanogratings in borosilicate is strongly reduced and does not match the predicted
value of λ /2n at all.
Our theoretical studies of the interaction of laser light with media containing
small seed inhomogeneities show how ionization hotspots positioned at individual
inhomogeneity sites lead to the formation of wavelength-scale plasma structures
growing into the negative propagation direction. We were able to demonstrate that
the competition between these structures leads to periodic ionization patterns which
have the same orientation and period as nanogratings in glass at low pulse numbers.
We conclude that the assumption of growing and interacting nanoplasmas leads to
a good description of the self-organization processes taking place during the early
stages of bulk nanograting formation in glass.
Nanograting technology opens up a whole new range of promising applications,
e.g. in the field of high resolution microscopy. A proof-of-concept setup has experi-
mentally demonstrated the successful use of nanogratings for single shot optical sec-
tioning using the polarized-illumination-coded structured illumination microscopy
(picoSIM) method. The implementation of nanogratings leads to several advantages
for the picoSIMmethod such as simplification of the setup and use of incoherent light
for reflective microscopy. Using the combination of nanogratings and picoSIM, fast
processes like cellular dynamics and MEMS sensor movements can be studied. Fur-
thermore, devices fabricated using nanogratings like a radial polarization converter
and a binary-phase optical element can be combined in a singlemask to form a hybrid
mask to generate thin, long-focus beams. A prototype of this hybrid mask has been
fabricated and the preliminary test is in accordance with the theory. This hybrid mask
will now be used to produce a narrow Bessel-like beam and promises to improve the
scanning performance of light sheet microscopy and several other imaging methods.
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6 Nonlinear processing and multiphoton ablation
of self-assembled monolayers for application as
ultrathin resists and in biochemical sensors
6.1 Preface
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) addressed in this chapter are monomolecular or-
ganic coatings, which allow one to adjust a variety of surface properties of solid ma-
terials including bioaffinity and chemical resistance [1–3]. In view of these opportuni-
ties, such organic coatings are widely used as ultrathin resists and functional films in
micro- and nanofabrication [1–5]. Nonlinear laser processing has evolved as a power-
ful and versatile means for nanopatterning of SAMs [6, 7]. Generally, laser processing
is a maskless and flexible noncontact technique. Also, rapid processing over areas
ranging from square centimeters to square decimeters can be carried out on essen-
tially all kinds of support materials at high pressures and in liquids. In recent years
femtosecond (fs) lasers have been proven to provide specific perspectives in nonlinear
processing and sub-100nm patterning of organic monolayers [7]. In particular, finely
tuned photothermal reactions and multiphoton absorption processes introduce high
nonlinearities [8, 9]. In addition, the ultrathin nature of these coatings allows single
pulse processing, thus ensuring short processing times [7]. The molecular thickness
also ensures well-defined irradiation and burr-free patterning and avoids the forma-
tion of bubbles and particles [8, 9]. All these issues represent common problems in
ablative fs-laser processing [10, 11]. This chapter reviews recent progress in nonlinear
fs-laser processing of organic monolayers, i.e. results from references [7–9, 12–15].
Particular emphasis is placedonprospects of tunable fs-laser sources in resonant laser
processing of organicmonolayers and the application of such coatings as ultrathin re-
sists and functional platforms for fabrication of proteinmicro- andnanoarrays [12–15].
6.2 Introduction
6.2.1 Self-assembled monolayers
Self-assembled monolayers consist of densely packed elongated organic molecules
which are tethered on the surface of a material in tilted or vertical orientation [1–3].
The general chemical structure of SAMs is shown in Fig. 6.1 (a) [6, 7]. The thickness of
these coatings is in the range of 1–2 nm. The molecules exhibit three functional parts:
(1) The head group, which is bound to the surface and classifies the type of SAM.
© 2015 N. Hartmann et al., published by De Gruyter.
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Prominent examples are thiol-based SAMs on Au [1], silane-based SAMs on oxides
or surface-oxidized substrates [2, 4], and SAMs which are built on semiconducting
materials using olefinic precursors [3]. (2) The backbone, e.g. an aliphatic hydrocar-
bon chain or an aromatic system; and (3) the end group, e.g. standard functionalities
such as amine or carboxyl groups, polyethylene glycol (PEG) or more complicated
chemical and biochemical structures. The chemical reactivity and resistance of the
coatings can be adjusted to specific needs by varying these functional parts [1–3]. For
this reason, SAMs are widely used as ultrathin resists and functional platforms [1–5].
Aliphatic thiol-based SAMs, such as dodecanethiolate (DDT), hexadecanethiolate
(HDT) SAMs and octadecanethiolate (ODT) SAMs may act as ultrathin positive-tone
resists [1, 16, 17]. In contrast, thiol-based SAMs containing biphenyl groups, such
as biphenylthiolate (BPT) SAMs and nitrobiphenylthiolate (NBPT) SAMs represent
ultrathin negative-tone resists [17–19]. Similarly, the end groups are known to de-
termine the chemical and biochemical affinity of SAMs [1–5]. PEG-terminated SAMs,
for example, serve as protein-repellent coatings [20–22]. Precursor molecules such
as CH3O(CH2CH2O)6−9(CH2)3SiCl3 (PEGCl) and CH3O(CH2CH2O)6–9(CH2)3Si(OCH3)3
(PEGMeO) can be used to build up PEG-terminated SAMs [21-22]. The adsorption of
proteins, e.g. bovine serum albumine (BSA) and streptavidin (STV) is significantly
reduced on PEG-terminated surfaces [20]. Other end groups allow the coupling of
nanoparticles, biomolecules and other nanoscopic components to the surface [1–5].
Amine groups, for example, are known tobind citrate-stabilizedAunanoparticles [23].
Also, biotin groups selectively couple STV via formation of a biotin-streptavidin com-
plex [24]. Generally, the functionality of the SAMs strongly depends on the packing
density of the molecular entities, and hence on the quality and degree of order of the
monolayer [1–3]. The optimization of the preparation procedure is therefore a key step
in all applications [1–5].
Patterning techniques canbe exploited in order to fabricatemicro- andnanostruc-
tured SAMs, i.e. chemical templates, which expose domains of defined size, geometry
and chemical functionality [5]. A common approach considers patterning of a primary
monolayer and subsequent backfilling of the depleted areas with a secondary mono-
layer or other functional entities [5, 25]. Alternatively, post functionalization routines
and direct chemical patterning can be exploited [26–28].
Chemical templates allow the selective coupling of nanoscopic components at
predefined surface positions and build up functional surface architectures [5]. An ex-
ample of a laser-fabricated nanostructured chemical template is shown in Fig. 6.2 [6].
Dense line patterns have been fabricated via photothermal processing of octadecyl-
siloxane monolayers (ODS monolayers) using a microfocused continuous-wave laser
(CW-laser) operated at λ = 514nm [26, 27]. In photothermal processing, laser ir-
radiation induces a local temperature increase and initiates thermal reactions, e.g.
decomposition of the monolayer [6, 27]. Because of the temperature-dependent re-
action rate, highly activated processes introduce high nonlinearities, which allows
for sub-wavelength patterning [26, 27]. After laser processing, amination of the pat-
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Fig. 6.1: (a) Schematic presentation of the structure of self-assembled monolayers. (b) Schematic
presentation of fundamental processes during fs-laser processing of self-assembled monolayers.
Notations correspond to photon energy EP, the linear photodissociation threshold ED, the bandgap
EB, and plasmon energy EPl. Adapted and reproduced with permission from [6]. Copyright IOP
Publishing & Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft. CC BY-NC-SA. See also [7].
terns and self-assembly of citrate-stabilized Au nanoparticles is carried out [6, 27].
Single nanoparticle chains with an average width of 50 nm are formed on narrow
stripes, which corresponds to a value equal to λ /10 [27]. This example demonstrates
the prospects of nonlinear laser processing in nanofabrication of chemical surface
structures. As outlined below, fs-lasers offer particular perspectives in nonlinear pro-
cessing via multiple photon absorption and other processes [7].
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Fig. 6.2: Topographic image of Au nanoparticle structures on a laser fabricated chemical template
(left). Single nanoparticle chains are formed on narrow aminated stripes of a photothermally pat-
terned ODS monolayer. These structures exhibit a width of d ≈ 50 nm corresponding to λ /10 of the
laser light at λ = 514 nm. The schematic presentation displays the structure of the aminated stripes
with an Au nanoparticle on top (right). Adapted and reproduced with permission from [6]. Copyright
IOP Publishing & Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft. CC BY-NC-SA. See also [7].
6.2.2 Femtosecond laser processing
Laser processing represents a simple and versatile means for direct patterning of or-
ganicmonolayers [6, 7]. As far as lateral resolution is concerned, the optical diffraction
limit of course poses a significant constraint [29–31]. If highly focusing optics with a
numerical aperture (NA) close to one are used, the minimum structure size is about
equal to the wavelength λ of the laser light [29].
Nonlinear effects provide an opportunity to increase the lateral resolution of laser
techniques and fabricate structures with lateral dimensions in the sub-wavelength
range [11, 29–31]. In view of the complexity of photoexcited processes at surfaces
[32–34], a huge variety of nonlinearities can be exploited [6, 7]. Generally, direct
and indirect excitation mechanisms are distinguished [35]. Direct mechanisms refer
to an immediate excitation of the molecular entities within the organic monolayer.
This includes single or multiphoton excitation processes as well as field-induced
processes. Indirect mechanisms begin with excitation processes which are initiated
in the substrate. At first, laser light is absorbed in the substrate and generates
excited charge carriers, i.e. hot electrons. These electrons interact with the adsorbed
molecules within the monolayer via photochemical or photoelectrochemical path-
ways and initiate reactions. In contrast, in photothermal processes hot electrons
eventually scatter inelastically with the substrate lattice and excite phonons. Hence
a certain temperature rise is induced at the surface, which opens up thermal reaction
channels.
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All these laser-induced processes take place onmaterial-specific time, length and
energy scales, which vary over several orders of magnitude. For this reason, laser
patterning is a rich and complex process [29]. Hence, the proper choice of all laser pa-
rameters is a key requirement in order to selectively initiate the desired reactions and
avoid unwanted processes, e.g. laser ablation or modification of the substrate [6, 7].
Important energetic parameters are shown in Fig. 6.1 (b) [6, 7]: the photon energy
EP, the linear photodissociation threshold ED of themonolayer, and substrate-specific
parameters, such as the bandgap EB or plasmonic energy EPl. In order to ensure non-
linear laser processing, photon energies well below the photodissociation threshold
are chosen, that is EP < ED. Processing with fs-lasers provides particularly promising
perspectives [7–9]. On metals, for example, multiple electronic excitations or pho-
tothermal reactions can be initiated [8]. Note, fs-laser processing is commonly chosen
in order to avoid or minimize heat generation, however it can also be used in order to
finely tune energy deposition and heat generation. In addition, plasmonic materials
allow exploitation of near-field effects [36]. On dielectric and semiconducting materi-
als, multiphoton absorption processes can be initiated for EB > EP. All these processes
introduce strong nonlinearities and hence open up avenues for laser patterning with
sub-100nm resolution [7].
Resonant processing with tunable fs-lasers appears particularly promising [12,
13]. Excitation of surface plasmon resonances at EP = EPl, for example, provides a
means to optimize energy deposition and exploit near-field effects on nanostructured
metallic surfaces. Also, matching the photon energy and the bandgap in n-photon
absorption processes, n × EP = EB, may reduce the overall thermal impact.
Irrespective of the specific mechanism, the size of the fabricated structures in
nonlinear fs-laser processing strongly depends on the laser fluence F via [7–9]:
d = d1/e√ln (F/Fth), (6.1)
where Fth is a critical threshold of the considered process, e.g. the critical thresholds
FSAMth andF
S
th formonolayer decomposition or substrate ablation. Analysis of the exper-
imental data on the basis of equation (6.1) allows determination of the corresponding
critical threshold values FSAMth , F
S
th and the 1/e spot diameter d1/e.
6.3 Femtosecond laser patterning of self-assembled monolayers
As outlined above, fs-laser patterning of self-assembledmonolayers opens up avenues
for distinct applications. Depending on the targeted application, a specific strategy is
required in order to achieve the desired functionality. Figure 6.3 shows distinct strate-
gies which are detailed below. Alkanethiolate SAMs on thin Au films can be used as
ultrathin resists (Fig. 6.3 (a)) [8, 12, 13]. Laser processing removes the coating. Sub-
sequent wet-chemical etching in a ferri-ferrocyanide solution allows transfer of the
pattern into the underlying Au film [8, 12, 13, 37].
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Fig. 6.3: Schematic presentations of fs-laser patterning strategies: (a) patterning of alkanethiolate
SAMs on Au/glass platforms and subsequent pattern transfer into the Au film via wet-chemical
etching in a ferri-/ferrocyanide solution. (b) Patterning of PEG-terminated SAMs on quartz glass
followed by selective protein adsorption.
A strategy for fabrication of protein micro- and nanoarrays is based on laser process-
ing of PEG-terminated monolayers (Fig. 6.3 (b)) [15]. PEG-terminated monolayers are
protein-repellent coatings [20–22]. Laser processing initiates monolayer decomposi-
tion. This allows for local protein adsorption in predefined domains via unspecific
interactions [15]. In addition, a variety of chemical strategies can be used in order to
introduce functionalities for a specific protein binding [15, 24, 38].
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6.3.1 Self-assembled monolayers as ultrathin resists
Various studies have addressed the application of alkanethiolate monolayers such as
DDT, HDT or ODT on thin Au films as ultrathin positive-tone resists [8, 12, 13, 39–41].
Typically, the thickness of the Au films in these studies is in the range of 30–100nm.
Silicon wafers and glass plates are used as supports and patterning is commonly car-
ried out in air using standard fs-laser sources such asmicrofocused Ti:sapphire-lasers
at λ = 800nm and EP = 1.6 eV, respectively. At this photon energy alkanethiolate
SAMs are highly transparent, whereas Au exhibits a 1/e penetration depth of 14 nm
[8]. Considering a linear photodissociation threshold ED ≈ 5 eV, photochemical
processing with continuous light sources requires wavelengths in the deep ultraviolet
range, i.e. λ ≤ 250nm [42]. Hence, nonlinear fs-laser processing of alkanethiolate
monolayers at λ = 800nm via indirect mechanisms appears feasible (cf. Section 2.2).
Chang et al. carried out experiments with a microfocused Ti:sapphire-laser at λ =
800nm and τ = 220 fs [39]. Patterning was performed via multiple-pulse process-
ing with a highly focusing microscope objective at a numerical aperture of NA = 0.8,
yielding a nominal laser spot size of d1/e ≈ 1.6 μm. Line widths are in the range of few
microns. In addition, the authors demonstrated fabrication of submicron-sized struc-
tures via near-field optical lithography with a quartz pipette with an apex diameter of
200nm [40]. Using the fundamental and the second harmonic of a Ti:sapphire-laser,
λ = 790nm and 395 nm, multiple-pulse processing at τ = 130 fs yields line widths
in the range of 250–400nm. In contrast to far-field processing, scanning near-field
optical lithography is very slow and restricted to small areas. Kirkwood et al. reported
nonlinear processing in multiple-pulse experiments using a Ti:sapphire-laser at λ =
800nm and τ = 118 fs [41]. At a 1/e laser spot diameter of d1/e = 17.5μm, minimum
line widths of 4 μm are obtained. Mathieu et al. provided first single-pulse experi-
ments with a microfocused Ti:sapphire-laser at λ = 800nm, τ < 30 fs and d1/e =
1.8μm [8]. In contrast to multiple-pulse processing, single-pulse processing ensures
short processing times and allows for rapid large-area patterning. The authors re-
ported minimum structure sizes of 160 nm, i.e. structure sizes in the sub-wavelength
range < λ /5, indicative of a highly nonlinear process. An analysis of the data on the
basis of equation (6.1) yields a modification threshold of the monolayer of FSAMth =
0.53 J/cm2. Very similar values have been reported for ablation of thin Au films, i.e.
FSth = 0.55 J/cm2 [41]. Hence, selective monolayer processing appears to take place in
a very narrow parameter range. This limits the application of such fs-laser procedures
in the fabrication of flat chemical templates [5, 8]. Defined pattern transfer via etch-
ing, though, has been demonstrated up to fluences of 2.0 J/cm2 [8]. Some conflicting
results have been reported regarding the laser-induced chemical mechanism [8, 39–
41]. In principle, both photothermal and photochemical mechanisms appear possible
[8]. Chang et al. suggested that the process involves oxidation of the alkanethiolates to
alkanesulfonates [39]. This is the widely accepted mechanism during photooxidation
with continuous light sources in the ultraviolet wavelength range [1, 42]. Comparative
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experiments in air and in nitrogen by Kirkwood et al., however, revealed no difference
[41]. Also, as outlined above, the modification threshold for patterning of alkanethio-
latemonolayers on Au is very close to the ablation threshold for Au [8]. On the basis of
these experiments, substrate ablation has been suggested to be the dominant mech-
anism [41]. The study by Mathieu et al. clearly reveals two regions [8]. The authors
used atomic force microscopy (AFM) for characterization of laser-fabricated surface
structures prior to and after wet-chemical etching. In the inner region a fine tip struc-
ture indicative of substrate melting is observed [43]. In the outer region removal of the
monolayer is apparent [8]. These data suggest a mechanism based on photothermal
desorption and decomposition of the monolayer [8].
Most recently, Aumannet al. andMaragkaki et al. reported on sub-wavelengthpat-
terning of alkanethiolate SAMs using a sophisticated tunable fs-laser system [12, 13].
The system consists of a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier pumped by an fs-
laser operating at λ = 1030nm, a prism compressor, an autocorrelator, an autofocus
sensor, and amicroscope objective, NA = 0.55, for focusing. This setupprovidesGaus-
sian laser pulses with a selectable wavelength in the range of λ = 480–950nm and
a pulse length of τ < 35 fs. At a 1/e laser spot size of about 2 μm, structures with a
diameter d down to 400nm and below have been fabricated [12, 13]. Characterization
was carried out using AFM. Figure 6.4 shows an optical micrograph and AFM data of
structures created at λ = 645nm [12]. Widths are measured at half-depth and are not
corrected for tip size effects. Note, complete pattern transfer requires full removal of
theAufilm in the laser-depleted surface areas [8]. Because of the isotropic process, the
diameter of the laser-depleted areas increases during etching. Hence, the immersion
time has to be adjusted in order to achieve complete pattern transfer but minimize
widening of the structures [16]. Total widening at half-depth of fully depleted struc-
tures is about equal to the Au film thickness. At a film thickness of 30 nm, widening
corresponds to less than 10% of the smallest structure size in Fig. 6.4. Most notably,
further experiments reveal a wavelength-dependent modification threshold [12, 13].
Respective data at λ = 645nm, λ = 743nm and λ = 840nm yield FSAMth = 0.09 J/cm2,
FSAMth = 0.24 J/cm2, and FSAMth = 0.34 J/cm2, respectively and are shown in Fig. 6.5 [13].
Noteworthily, the linear optical properties of the underlying Au/glass substrates only
slightly change in this wavelength range [44]. In particular, the 1/e penetration depth
varies between 13 and 15 nm. On this account, the observations have been tentatively
attributed to nonlinear plasmonic effects because of the inherent nanoroughness of
the Au layer [12].
In addition to alkanethiolate SAMs, SAMs containing biphenyl groups have also
been investigated [14], and in contrast are known toact asnegative-tone resists [17–19].
Exposure to electrons and extreme ultraviolet radiation (EUV) results in dehydrogena-
tion and crosslinking of the molecules [17–19]. This increases the chemical resistance
of the processed monolayer during etching. The process is expected to follow an in-
direct mechanism, i.e. to be induced by hot electrons, which are excited in the sub-
strate [19]. Excitation energies above 5 eV are required for dehydrogenation [19, 45].
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Fig. 6.4: Data from laser patterning experiments on HDT SAMs on Au/glass supports: (a) optical
micrograph; (b) topographic AFM image; and (c) height profile. The Au film on top of the glass
substrates exhibits a thickness of 30 nm. Laser processing was carried out with single pulses at
λ = 645 nm, τ < 35 fs and d1/e = 1.8 μm and distinct fluences: (a) F = 0.04–3.93 J/cm
2 (left
to right); (b) and (c) F = 0.04–0.08 J/cm2 (left to right). Adapted and reproduced with permission
from [12]. Copyright 2013, Laser Institute of America, Orlando, Florida.
Such energies are accessible in fs-laser processing, e.g. via multiphoton absorption
processes or multiple electronic excitations [29]. This motivated recent experiments
by Schröter and coworkers [14]. The authors studied single-pulse fs-laser processing
of NBPT SAMs with a microfocused Ti:sapphire-laser at λ = 800nm and τ < 30 fs
and d1/e = 1μm. Minimum structure sizes of 300nm were achieved, indicative of a
highly nonlinear process. Noteworthy, though, NBPT SAMs do not act as a negative-
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Fig. 6.5: Data from laser patterning experiments on HDT SAMs on Au/glass supports. The Au film
on top of the glass substrates exhibits a thickness of 30 nm. Laser processing was carried out with
single pulses at τ < 35 fs. After laser processing the patterns are transferred into the Au film via
wet-chemical etching. The diagrams show the dependence of the diameter d on the fluence F at
distinct wavelengths λ as given in the diagrams. Full lines are fits on the basis of equation (6.1).
Critical modification thresholds FSAMth and 1/e laser spot diameters d1/e from these fits are given in
the diagrams. Adapted and reproduced with permission from [13]. Copyright 2014, SPIE.
tone resist. During wet-chemical etching the Au film is completely removed in the
irradiated areas, whereas the native SAM in the surrounding areas impedes etching.
These data suggest that fs-laser irradiation results in desorption and decomposition
rather than dehydrogenation and crosslinking. Pitting is observedwith longer etching
times and also observed at low fluences, i.e. in those areas where no decomposition
and desorption of the SAM takes place. Apparently, crosslinking between the biphenyl
groups is marginal, irrespective of the fluence and the etching time.
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Upon exposure of NBPT SAMs to electrons or EUV radiation chemical transfor-
mation of the nitro end groups into amine functionalities also takes place [18, 19].
This can be used for chemical patterning. In the study by Schröter et al. no chemical
transformation of the nitro group was observed. In particular, the authors report on
labeling experiments with citrate-stabilized Au nanoparticles [14]. Citrate-stabilized
Au nanoparticles are known to selectively bind to amine functionalities [23]. AFM
measurements, however, show that no selective adsorption of Au nanoparticles takes
place in laser-processed areas [14].
In general, crosslinking and chemical transformation of the nitro groups are ex-
pected to depend on the packing density and the degree of order of the BPT SAMs.
IR data suggest a well-ordered monolayer [14]. This is supported by the etching ex-
periments, which demonstrate the good performance of unprocessed NBPT SAMs as
positive-tone resists. Apparently, processing with standard fs-laser sources does not
induce these peculiar chemical transformations even though hot electrons with ex-
citation energies well above the threshold are generated [29, 45]. Photothermal reac-
tion pathways, for example, open up shortly after irradiation with fs-laser pulses [7].
This could well result in decomposition or desorption of the coating prior to or after
crosslinking and reduction of the nitro groups [14]. The work by Schröter et al. reveals
a modification threshold of FSAMth = 1.0 J/cm2. In contrast, crosslinking and end group
transformation of NBPT SAMs on EUV irradiation requires fluences ≫1.0 J/cm2 [19].
This suggests that fs-laser induced crosslinking and chemical patterning necessitates
adjustment of other laser parameters in order to initiate these processes and mini-
mize heat generation [14]. Here, processing with tunable fs-lasers appears particu-
larly promising [12, 13]. Processing with fs-lasers at wavelengths in the UV range, of
course, should allow triggering of crosslinking; see [19]. In addition, excitation of sur-
face plasmon resonances in the visible andnear-infraredwavelength range represents
a promising means of addressing near-field effects on nanostructured Au surfaces;
see [36].
6.3.2 Fabrication of micro- and nanostructured bioarrays
Fabrication of micro- and nanostructured chemical templates for directed adsorption
of biomolecules necessitates the proper choice of the SAM/substrate system as well
as optimization of the laser patterning procedure [15]. In addition, distinct analytical
methods and labeling techniques are required for detailed characterizationof biofunc-
tionalized micro- and nanosized domains.
Transparent substrates, such as glass or quartz, are preferred platforms for many
biomedical and biotechnical applications, most notably in biosensor applications
[2, 4]. Such platforms combine nicely with silane-based SAMs [2]. Only a few tech-
niques, however, allow direct nanopatterning of silane-based monolayers on glass or
quartz [5]. EUV lithography, of course, can be used. Investment and operating costs,
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however, are high. In addition, thewhole process flow, of course, is adapted to the geo-
metric constraints and specificmaterials considered inmicrochip fabrication. Dip pen
nanolithography and micro contact printing, in turn, are complicated because of the
intricate silane chemistry, and surface charging hampers electron beam lithography.
Femtosecond lasers represent an efficient and versatile means for processing quartz
and glass [11]. In order to selectively pattern silane-based SAMs on such substrates,
Hartmann et al. investigated fs-laser processing of alkylsiloxanemonolayers on quartz
glass platforms using a Ti:Sapphire laser at λ = 800nm, τ < 30 fs and d1/e = 1.8μm
[9]. Photochemical patterning of these coatings requires wavelengths in the UV range,
typically at λ < 200nm [46]. This corresponds to a linear photodissociation energy
of ED ≈ 6 eV. The bandgap of quartz glass is EB = 9 eV. In view of these energetic
constraints, nonlinear processing via multiphoton absorption processes at a photon
energy of EP = 1.6 eV has been addressed [9]. Moreover, selective patterning of the
monolayer has been anticipated well below the ablation threshold of the quartz
substrate.
AFM data from experiments in which ODS monolayers on quartz glass substrates
are patterned with single laser pulses are displayed in Fig. 6.6 [7, 9]. Laser processing
results in circular spots with fluence-dependent morphology and size. At high laser
fluences, two regions are distinguished (Fig. 6.6 (a)–(d)). In the inner region substrate
ablation takes place. Depths reach deep into the bulk (Fig. 6.6 (c)). In contrast, depths
in the outer region are below 2nm, suggesting selective decomposition of the SAM.
The outer and inner regions are also visible in the friction contrast image (Fig. 6.6 (b)).
The diameters of the regions where monolayer decomposition and substrate ablation
take place are referred to as dSAM and dS (Fig. 6.6 (d)).
At lower laser fluences, no substrate ablation takes place (Fig. 6.6 (e)–(h)). Mono-
layer decomposition, though, is observed down to very low fluences. In Fig. 6.7
the dependence of the diameters dSAM and dS on the laser fluence is shown. Using
equation (6.1) a data fit gives critical thresholds for monolayer decomposition of
FSAMth = 3.1 J/cm
2 and substrate ablation of FSth = 4.2 J/cm
2. Hence, selective processing
of the SAMs can be carried out in a large parameter window. Most notably, selective
patterningwith a lateral resolution in the sub-wavelength range below λ /3 is feasible.
The inset in Fig. 6.7, for example, shows a structure with a lateral dimension of
250 nm [7]. In these experiments a Schwarzschild objective with NA = 0.5 has been
used for focusing. Hence, the optical setup leaves enough room for further improve-
ments. In addition, resonant fs-laser processing may reduce the overall thermal
impact in direct proximity of the structures, thus increasing the lateral resolution.
This provides a method of fabricating chemical templates with sub-100nm sized
functional domains on transparent substrates. Such platforms could be used for
protein chips or other bioarrays. In addition, processing at higher fluences opens up
an avenue toward combined chemical/topographic structures, e.g. for microfluidic
applications.
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Fig. 6.6: AFM data from laser patterning experiments on ODS monolayers on quartz glass supports:
(a) and (e) topographic AFM images; (b) and (f) friction contrast images; (c) and (g) height profiles
across the structures; (d) and (h) schematic presentation of the structures. Laser processing was
carried out with single pulses at λ = 800 nm, τ < 30 fs and d1/e = 1.8 μm and distinct fluences:
(a)–(d) F = 4.2 J/cm2 and (e)–(h) F = 3.1 J/cm2. The notations dSAM and dS refer to the diameters
of the region where monolayer decomposition and substrate ablation are observed. Adapted and
reproduced with permission from [9]. Copyright 2008, AIP Publishing LLC.
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Fig. 6.7: Data from laser patterning experiments on ODS monolayers on quartz glass supports.
Laser processing was carried out with single pulses at λ = 800 nm and τ < 30 fs. The diagram
shows the dependence of the diameters d of the structures on the fluence F . dSAM and dS denote
the regions where monolayer decomposition and substrate ablation are observed, respectively. Full
lines are fits on the basis of equation (6.1). Critical modification thresholds FSAMth and F
S
th and the
1/e laser spot diameter d1/e from these fits are given in the diagram. The inset shows a structure
with a diameter of 250 nm demonstrating selective sub-wavelength patterning of the ODS SAMs
below λ /3. Adapted and reproduced with permission from [9]. Copyright 2008, AIP Publishing LLC.
In view of these opportunities, Schröter et al. addressed fs-laser processing of PEG-
terminated SAMs on quartz platforms in order to fabricate protein micro- and nano-
patterns (Fig. 6.3 (b)). Along this path distinct coating routines and analytical charac-
terizationmethods have been employed (Figs. 6.8–6.10) [15]. The fabrication of protein
micro- and nanopatterns at first requires the preparation of optimized protein-repel-
lent coatings in order to avoid unspecific protein adsorption in the background [20].
Generally, the preparation of silane-based SAMs sensitively depends on the particular
silane precursor [2]. For each precursor the coating routine and all experimental
parameters have to be optimized for proper performance of the coating. Figure 6.8
displays data from coating experiments on oxidized silicon substrates with two PEG
functionalized precursors with trichloro- and trimethoxysilane end groups, PEGCl
and PEGMeO [15]. Fluorescence microscopy, AFM, and contact angle goniometry
were used for characterization. Fluorescence microscopy represents a simple method
for investigation of the protein repellency of the coating. Labeled proteins with
fluorescence markers are required for detection. Alexa Fluor 555-labeld BSA was used
in the study by Schröter et al. After coating with PEG-terminated SAMs, the samples
are covered with a drop of protein solution and subsequently thoroughly cleaned.
Note, because of interference effects, the fluorescence intensity on thermally oxidized
silicon substrates with an oxide layer thickness of about 100nm is significantly
increased [15]. These substrates are therefore ideal platforms for sensitive fluores-
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cence microscopy studies. Figures 6.8 (a) and 6.8 (c) compare fluorescence images on
PEGMeO- and PEGCl-coated substrates. In order to allow for easy identification of
protein adsorption, the contrast of the fluorescence micrographs has been inverted.
Thus, dark spots in these micrographs point to fluorescent radiation from the labeled
proteins. A closer look reveals a nearly uniform size and intensity of these spots.
This observation is attributed to the adsorption of single proteins. A quantitative
analysis yields ≈2 × 104 proteins/mm2 on substrates coated with PEGMeO SAMs
versus ≈9 × 105 proteins/mm2 on substrates coated with PEGCl SAMs. These results
demonstrate the higher protein repellency of PEGMeO SAMs when compared with
PEGCl SAMs. Incompletemonolayers, of course, show lower protein repellency. Thus a
highpackingdensity is required for optimal functionality of these SAMs. Fundamental
studies, however, suggest that theprotein repellency of PEG-terminatedSAMs involves
the penetration of water in the monolayer [47]. Hence, either a rather relaxed lateral
packing density or some disorder or defects of the monolayer are required in order to
achieve optimal protein repellency. For this reason, the data in Fig. 6.8 provides no
information on the relative packing density and order of these SAMs [15].
Complementary AFM data on PEG-terminated SAMs on native silicon substrates
with an oxide layer thickness of 1–2 nm are shown in Fig. 6.8 (b) and (d). Prior to char-
acterization, the coatings in the center are removed via photothermal laser patterning
(see below) [15]. This allows for determination of the film thickness via height profiles
across these line structures. As evident, the thickness of both SAMs is about 1 nm. Fur-
ther characterization via water contact angle goniometry yields static water contact
angles of 38° and 33° for PEGCl and PEGMeO SAMs, respectively. These thicknesses
and contact angles are in good agreement with data reported in the literature [21, 22].
CW- and fs-laser processing has been carried out for the fabrication of protein
micro- and nanopatterns on PEG-terminated SAMs. Respective data are shown in
Fig. 6.9 [15]. In first experiments, Schröter et al. used a photothermal routine which
employs a microfocused CW-laser beam at λ = 532nm and d1/e = 2.8 μm and distinct
laser powers P and irradiation times τ [15]. This allows for fabrication of micro-
and nanosized protein-binding domains on surface-oxidized silicon wafers. During
laser processing the PEG-terminated SAM is decomposed, leaving a reactive substrate
surface behind. Proteins attach to such laser-depleted surface areas via unspecific
interactions. Detection of protein adsorption in domains with diameters ≥1 μm
can conveniently be carried out using fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 6.9 (a)). The
lateral resolution of standard fluorescence microscopy, however, is limited by optical
diffraction. Hence, for analysis of domains with diameters <1 μm other analytical
techniques are required. Scanning electron microscopy, for example, represents a
simple technique if labeled proteins with Au nanoclusters are employed (Fig. 6.9 (c)).
In addition, AFM offers a high lateral resolution (Fig. 6.9 (d)). These techniques
are used for characterization of protein domains with diameters down to 300nm
(Fig. 6.9 (e)).
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Fig. 6.8: PEG-terminated silane-based SAMs on surface-oxidized silicon substrates: (a)–(b) PEGMeO
SAMs and (c)–(d) PEGCl SAMs. (a) and (c) display inverted fluorescence micrographs of the SAMs
after wetting with Alexa Fluor 555-labled BSA solution and subsequent cleaning. In these experi-
ments thermally oxidized silicon substrates with an oxide layer of dOx = 100 nm are used. (b) and
(d) show topographic images and height profiles of PEGMeO and PEGCl SAMs on silicon substrates
with a native oxide layer of dOx = 1–2 nm. Photothermal laser patterning was carried out prior to
the measurements in order to remove the SAMs along a center line and determine the thickness
of the monolayers. Adapted and reproduced with permission from [15]. Copyright 2014, American
Chemical Society.
Photothermal processing with CW-lasers, of course, requires non-transparent sub-
strates [6]. Hence, this technique cannot be used for patterning of PEG-terminated
SAMs on quartz or glass substrates. The silane coating routine and the general
patterning strategy, however, is fully compatible with transparent platforms such
as quartz and glass [7, 9]. Schröter et al. used a microfocused Ti:sapphire-laser at
λ = 800nm, τ < 30 fs to pattern PEG-terminated SAMs. A water immersion objective
with NA = 0.75 provided a nominal spot diameter of d1/e ≈ 1μm. A fluorescence
microscopy image of micro- and nanosized protein patterns is shown in Fig. 6.9 (b).
Minimum structure sizes of 650 nm were fabricated in these experiments. The experi-
mental setup, however, was not optimized.
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Fig. 6.9: Data from laser patterning experiments of PEGMeO SAMs on (a) thermally oxidized silicon
substrates with an oxide layer of dOx = 100 nm; (b) quartz glass supports; and (c)–(e) silicon
substrates with a native oxide layer of dOx = 1–2 nm. In (a) and (c)–(e) a microfocused CW-laser
at λ = 532 nm and d1/e = 2.0 μm is used for patterning at distinct laser powers P and irradiation
times t. In (b) a microfocused fs-laser at λ = 800 nm, τ < 30 fs and a nominal laser spot diameter
of d1/e ≈ 1 μm is used for processing with single pulses. The images in (a)–(b) display fluorescence
micrographs of protein micro- and nanopatterns after wetting with Alexa Fluor 555-labeled BSA
solution and subsequent cleaning. In (c)–(e) data from respective experiments with nanogold-
labeled BSA are shown: (c) SEM image; (d) topographic AFM image; and (e) dependence of the
protein domain diameter d on the laser power P and irradiation time t. Adapted and reproduced
with permission from [15]. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
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Laser-fabricated domains on PEG-terminated substrates expose no specific binding
sites for protein coupling, i.e. protein adsorption takes place via nonspecific interac-
tions. Such interactionsmay result in protein denaturation and affect the biofunction-
ality of adsorbed proteins [48]. Furthermore, the fabrication ofmultiplexed protein ar-
rays is hampered [49–51]. This limits the range of applications of such protein patterns
[49–51]. Specific binding sites are required to couple intact proteins [24, 38]. Schröter
et al. exploited the biotin-streptavidin complex for specific coupling of proteins [15].
Figure 6.10 shows data from an analysis via fluorescence microscopy [15]. In these
experiments laser-fabricated PEG-terminated line patterns are coated with biotiny-
lated BSA. BSA blocks further protein adsorption [38, 48]. For this reason, subsequent
adsorption of Alexa Fluor 555-labeled BSA is strongly reduced (Fig. 6.10a). Only weak
adsorption via nonspecific interactions is observed. In contrast, STV exhibits specific
binding sites for biotin. Hence, significantly enhanced protein adsorption is observed
usingAlexa Fluor 555-labeled STV (Fig. 6.10 (b)). For comparison, relative signal inten-
sities S on the line pattern, relative noise levels N, i.e. the intensities in surrounding
surface areas, and the S/N ratios in Fig. 6.10 (a) and (b) are determined (Fig. 6.10 (c)).
The ratio of the relative signal intensities S after adsorption of Alexa Fluor 555-labeled
BSA and Alexa Fluor 555-labeled STV is ≈10. Also, the S/N ratio in Fig. 6.10 (b) is
higher by a factor of about 3, exploiting the high selectivity of the biotin-streptavidin
complex.
6.4 Summary
In conclusion, progress in nonlinear processing of self-assembled monolayers with
microfocused fs-laser sources is reviewed. Generally, the patterning results strongly
depend on the chemical and electronic structure of the monolayer/substrate inter-
face [7]. The proper choice of all laser parameters is a key requirement in order to
selectively initiatemonolayer decompositionor specific chemical transformations and
avoid substrate damage.
Results frompatterning experiments suggest that processing of thiol-basedmono-
layers onAu-coated supports such as glass or siliconusing standard Ti:sapphire lasers
at λ = 800nm and τ < 30 fs proceeds via indirect mechanisms, most likely via
photothermal pathways [8, 14].
Alkanethiolate SAMs, such as HDT SAMs, show great promise as ultrathin posi-
tive-tone resists in rapid fs-laser patterning of thin Au films. Selective processing of
the monolayer is limited to a narrow range of fluences. Defined pattern transfer into
the Au film, however, is feasible up to high fluences via wet-chemical etching in ferri-
ferrocyanide solution. Minimum structures at λ = 800nm and τ < 30 fs exhibit a
width of 160 nmcorresponding to sub-wavelength structure sizes of λ /5, indicative for
a highly nonlinear process [8]. Further experiments reveal a wavelength-dependent
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modification threshold, which could point to nonlinear plasmonic effects because of
the inherent nanoroughness of the Au layer [12, 13].
Femtosecond laser processing of SAMs containing biphenyl groups, i.e. NBPT
SAMs, at λ = 800nm and τ < 30 fs reveals no indications for crosslinking [14]. In
particular, these SAMs do not act as negative-tone resists. Furthermore, no chemical
transformation of the nitro end groups into amine groups is observed. Processing
with fs-lasers at wavelengths in the UV range is expected to trigger these chemical
processes. In addition, excitation of surface plasmon resonances in the visible and
near-infrared wavelength range represents a promising method.
Silane-based SAMs on transparent supports such as quartz or glass allow for ex-
ploitation of multiphoton absorption processes [9]. Femtosecond laser processing of
alkylsiloxane monolayers on quartz glass has been investigated at λ = 800nm and
τ < 30 fs [9]. Selective patterning of ODS monolayers can be carried out in a fairly
large fluence range. Sub-wavelength patterning down to λ /3 andbelow is also demon-
strated. This approach has been extended to PEG-terminated SAMs, i.e. to SAMs with
polyethylene glycol end groups, in order to build up protein arrays [15]. Considering
tighter focusing optics and shorter wavelength, sub-100nm patterning appears fea-
sible. In addition, resonant processing with tunable fs-lasers provides a promising
means of reducing the overall thermal impact in direct proximity of the structures and
pushing the lateral resolution into the sub-100nm range.
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7 Femtosecond laser-induced surface
nanostructures for tribological applications
Abstract: Laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) were generated on two
types of steel (100Cr6, X30CrMoN15-1) and two types of titanium (Ti, Ti6Al4V) surfaces
upon irradiation with multiple linear polarized femtosecond laser pulses in air
environment (pulse duration 30 fs, central wavelength 790nm, pulse repetition rate
1 kHz, Gaussian beam shape). The conditions (laser fluence, spatial spot overlap)were
optimized in a sample-scanning geometry for the processing of large surface areas
covered homogeneously by two different types of LIPSS – either near wavelength or
sub-100nm structures. The tribological performance of the nanostructured surfaces
was characterized under reciprocating sliding at 1Hz against a ball of hardened steel
using different lubricants and normal forces. After 1000 cycles the corresponding
wear tracks were characterized by optical and scanning electron microscopy. For
specific conditions, the wear was strongly reduced and the laser-generated nano-
structures endured the tribological treatment. Simultaneously, a significant reduction
of the friction coefficient was observed in the laser-irradiated LIPSS-covered areas,
indicating the benefit of laser surface structuring for tribological applications. The
spatially Gaussian shaped beam used for the laser processing was transformed via
beamshaping into a tophat distribution at the surface of the samples for optimization.
The tribological performance of the laser-induced nanostructures is discussed on the
basis of different physical and chemical mechanisms.
7.1 Introduction
Since the first observation of laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS), also
termed ripples, on semiconductors by Birnbaum [1], such structures have been found
on almost every material. The generation of LIPSS on laser irradiation is a universal
phenomenon [2], although their occurrence, structural size, and formation mecha-
nismdependon thematerial and irradiationparameters. LIPSShave attracted remark-
able interest over the past decades, as their generation is possible in a single-process
step. This provides a simple way of surface nanostructuring towards a control of opti-
cal, mechanical, or chemical surface properties [3].
© 2015 J. Bonse et al., published by De Gruyter.
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7.1.1 Femtosecond laser-induced periodic surface structures (fs-LIPSS)
Since the turn of the new millennium, a remarkable amount of research has been de-
voted to the formationmechanismsof LIPSS after irradiationbyultrashort laser pulses
(see [4–10] and references therein). Typically, two distinct types of LIPSS are observed
on irradiation of solids with linearly polarized fs-laser pulses. For strongly absorbing
materials (metals and semiconductors) so-called low-spatial-frequency LIPSS (LSFL)
are observed with a period ΛLSFL close to the irradiation wavelength λ and an orien-
tation perpendicular to the laser beam polarization [11–14]. It is generally accepted
that these LSFL are generated by interaction of the incident laser beamwith a surface
electromagnetic wave (SEW) generated at the rough surface [5, 14–16].
The second LIPSS type are the so-called high-spatial-frequency LIPSS (HSFL).With
periods ΛHSFL significantly smaller than the incident wavelength, these structures are
observed predominantly for laser pulse durations in the fs- to ps-range. Their origin is
still discussed controversially in the literature. Second harmonic generation [11, 17],
the involvement of specific types of plasmon modes [18–20] or self-organization [4]
have been proposed as possible formation mechanisms.
7.1.2 fs-LIPSS on metals
Several groups have already studied the generation of fs-LIPSS onmetals [3, 13, 21, 22].
Steel and titanium belong to the most relevant materials used in industrial applica-
tions involving tribological demands. Using Ti:sapphire laser pulses, on steel LSFL
were mostly reported with spatial periods in the range of 500–700nm [3, 22–25]. Tita-
nium and its alloys provide high corrosion and temperature resistance along with an
extraordinary strength-to-weight ratio,whichmakes it interesting formany industrial,
aeronautical or medical applications. Near-infrared fs-laser processing experiments
on titanium revealed both types of LIPSSwith LSFL periods between 400 and 800nm,
and HSFL periods of 65 to 95 nm only (for a literature survey refer to Table 1 in [26]).
7.1.3 Technical applications of LIPSS
Different technical applications of LIPSS have recently been proposed and studied,
such as surface colorization [21, 22], control of surface wetting behavior [27] or fric-
tion management [28–36]. However, the tribological methods and specific test condi-
tions vary strongly among the latter studies, thereby complicating a direct compar-
ison of the results. Mizuno et al. used an atomic force microscopic technique under
controlled atmospheric conditions. They reported a reduction of the friction coeffi-
cient of fs-LIPSS covered diamond-like-carbon (DLC) films for low normal loads in
the nN range [28]. Later, the same group used a ball-on-disk friction test for study-
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ing the influence of additional overlayers and hardcoatings, and by complementary
geometrical surface patterns [29, 30]. Pfeiffer and co-workers qualified the friction
andwear behavior of fs-LIPSS on super-hard tetrahedral amorphous carbon films [31].
Employing a pin-on-disk tribometer under unlubricated conditions, they also found
a significant reduction of the friction coefficient and the corresponding wear rate.
Eichstädt et al. used a tribometer with a linear reciprocating module in a ball-on-flat
configuration. This group presented results of an increased friction coefficient of fs-
LIPSS covered silicon for normal loads in the mN range [32]. Chen et al. demonstrated
the low friction characteristics of fs-LIPSS-covered microscale stripes on silicon car-
bide seals in air and water contact by using a ring-on-disk tribometer [33].
In the following chapter, the tribological characteristics of large area fs-LIPSS cov-
ered surfaces are systematically qualified. They are compared for four differentmetals
in two different lubricating oils under identical conditions. These results were already
partly reported in [34] and [36].
7.2 Experimental details
7.2.1 Materials
Commercial grade-1 titanium (Ti, 99.5% purity, DIN 3.7025) and grade-5 titanium al-
loy (Ti6Al4V, DIN 3.7165) were purchased from Schumacher Titan GmbH (Solingen,
Germany) as 25mm diameter rods. These rods were cut into circular slabs of 8mm
thickness and mechanically polished, resulting in mirror-like surface finish with an
average roughness Ra < 10nm. Cylindrical slabs of hardened 100Cr6 steel were sup-
plied by Optimol Instruments Prüftechnik GmbH (München, Germany) with 24mm
diameter, 8mm thickness (DIN 1.3505) and a polished surface (Ra ∼ 35nm). Sim-
ilar sized slabs were acquired from Energietechnik Essen GmbH (Essen, Germany),
made of a hardened, nitrogen enriched, high toughness bearing steel (X30CrMoN15-1,
DIN 1.4108) with a lapped surface (Ra ∼ 190nm).
7.2.2 Laser processing technology
A Ti:sapphire laser amplifier system (Femtolasers, Compact Pro) was used to generate
linearly polarized laser pulses of τ = 30 fs duration and λ = 790nm central wave-
length at a pulse repetition rate of f = 1 kHz. The laser pulse energiesEweremeasured
with a pyroelectric detector. The pulses were focused by a spherical dielectric mirror
(500mm focal length).
The samples were mounted on a motorized x-y-z linear translation stage and
placed normal to the incident laser beam a fewmillimeters in front of the geometrical
laser focus. At this sample position, a Gaussian-like beam profile was measured
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with a radius w0(1/e2) ∼ 140 μm. The corresponding peak fluence in front of the
sample surface was calculated via ϕ0 = 2E/(πw20) [37]. The sample was moved in
a meandering motion under the focused laser beam at a constant scan velocity vx
and with a line offset of Δy. This led to the processing of a square-shaped area of
5 × 5mm2. Under these conditions, the effective number of laser pulses per focused
laser spot diameter D = 2w0 (for a single laser processing pass) accounts in the x-
direction to Neff = (D × f )/vx [37]. In some cases, an additional pass with identical
processing parameters was performed at the same sample area. Subsequent to laser
processing in ambient air, the samples were cleaned in acetone for five minutes using
an ultrasonic bath and stored in a desiccator to avoid long-term chemical reactions
with the ambient air atmosphere.
7.2.3 Sample characterization
The laser-processed surface regions were characterized by optical microscopy (OM,
Nikon Eclipse L200), white light interference microscopy (WLIM, Zygo NewView
5020), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Carl Zeiss Gemini Supra 40).
Fig. 7.1: Scheme of the reciprocal
sliding tribological test (RSTT).
Reciprocal sliding tribological tests (RSTT) were performed in a home-made tribome-
ter by sliding the laser-processed samples at a normal force of FN = 1.0N against a
hardened andpolished steel ball (100Cr6, 10mmdiameter,Ra ∼ 6nm) as counterbody
(see the scheme in Fig. 7.1). The velocity between sample and ball is a sine function
with its maximum value in the middle of the stroke distance of 1mm total length.
During the movement, the frictional forces acting on the sample are recorded. From
this information and the known normal force, the friction coefficient can be quanti-
fied [38]. A 100Cr6 ball as counterbody is our “standard” in RSTT and allows compar-
ison with previous experiments.
The radius of the ball-sample contact was estimated using aHertzian deformation
model (HDM) of a sphere in contactwith a flat sample. At this normal force, the contact
radius lies between 30 and 40 μm for all materials tested, i.e., it is about 2–3 orders
of magnitude larger than the LIPSS periods. Moreover, for the given conditions, the
HDM predicts material (hardness) dependent sample-ball deformations between 200
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and 300nm, i.e., values of the order of the expected modulation depths of the LSFL
(see Section 7.3.1). In previous studies [39, 40] it was shown that RSTT experiments
with balls of 10mm diameter and normal forces between 0.1 and 1.0N are sensitive to
surface grooves with a depth of ∼ 160 nm andwidths down to 100nm only, i.e., groove
widths of less than 1/500 of the Hertzian diameter of the contact area [40]. In the
RSTT experiments, 1000 cycles were performed at a frequency of 1Hz in a synthetic
paraffin oil (free of additives) as well as in a fully formulated engine oil with additives
(Castrol VP-1). The range of uncertainty in the friction coefficient measurements is±0.02. After the tribological tests, the samples were cleaned in petroleum ether for
five minutes using an ultrasonic bath in order to remove the residual lubricants. Sub-
sequently, the corresponding wear tracks were inspected by OM and SEM.
7.3 Tribological performance of LIPSS
In a first step, suitable laser processing conditions were identified and optimized for
the generation of large surface areas (several tens of mm2) covered homogeneously
by LIPSS on all four metals (Ti, Ti6Al4V, 100Cr6, X30CrMoN15-1). As an example, Sec-
tion 7.3.1 presents the optimized processing conditions for the titanium alloy covered
by near-wavelength (LSFL) and sub-100nm LIPSS (HSFL), both generated with a spa-
tial Gaussian beam profile. In a second step, the tribological performance of the dif-
ferent types of LIPSS was systematically tested for all materials in the two different
lubricating oils – exemplified for LSFLandHSFL inSection 7.3.2. Theprocess optimiza-
tion is demonstrated in Section 7.3.3. Here, spatial beam shaping is used to transform
the Gaussian beam into a top hat distribution.
7.3.1 Large area surface processing of LIPSS
By choosing a peak fluence of ϕ0 = 0.11 J/cm2, a scan velocity of vx = 5mm/s (Neff ∼
56) and a line offset of Δy = 0.1mmat the given focusing conditions, a common set of
parameters was identifiedwhich allowed the generation of LSFL structures on all four
different metals with a single laser processing pass [34, 36]. As an example, Fig. 7.2 (a)
shows the WLIM topography of the central 1.40 × 1.05mm2 laser processed surface
area in a 3D view (left). The periodic pattern observed here is formed by the arrange-
ment of adjacent ablation lines. A cross-sectional surface lineprofile is givenbelow the
corresponding topography and reveals comb-like height variations of Δz = ±150nm.
Note that the spatial resolution of the WLIM is not sufficient here to resolve the LSFL.
Scanning electron microscopy confirmed the simultaneous existence of the LSFL at
the top and bottom of the surface topography [36]. As seen on the right hand side of
Fig. 7.2 (a), LSFL are formed with periodicities of (620 ± 80) nm and an orientation
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Fig. 7.2: White light interference microscopic topography (left) and scanning electron micrographs
(right) from the centre of the fs-laser processed Ti6Al4V titanium alloy surface area (τ = 30 fs,
λ = 800 nm, v = 1 kHz). The processing conditions in (a) were optimized for the generation of LSFL
(ϕ0 = 0.11 J/cm
2, Neff ∼ 56, one pass) and in (b) for the generation of HSFL (ϕ0 = 0.08 J/cm
2,
Neff ∼ 280, two passes). The red double arrows indicate the direction of laser beam polarization.
Note the different magnifications of the SEM images.
perpendicular to the polarization. Typical LSFLmodulation depths were estimated by
atomic force microscopy measurements to be (110 ± 20) nm.
On titanium surfaces (Ti, Ti6Al4V) HSFL were successfully generated with two
processing passes at a lowered peak fluence ofϕ0 = 0.08 J/cm2 with a decreased scan
velocity of vx = 1mm/s (Neff ∼ 280) and a reduced line offset of Δy = 0.05mm. The
corresponding WLIM topography (Fig. 7.2 (b), left) exhibits surface height variations
of Δz = ±15nm which are similar to those of the non-irradiated surface. However,
the high-resolution SEMmicrograph in the right part of the figure indicates HSFLwith
periodicities of (80±20) nmand an orientation parallel to the laser beampolarization.
Atomic force microscopy measurements revealed typical HSFL modulation depths of
(25 ± 10) nm.
It is instructive to evaluate the “photonic costs” (PC) for fs-laser nanostructuring
in order to compare them to those of alternative industrial techniques. An estimation
of the PC for the large area fs-laser fabrication of LIPSS using current state-of-the-
art processing technology yields a typical value of 0.1 €/cm2 for LSFL on metal sur-
faces [36].
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7.3.2 Tribological characterization of LIPSS
On all four metals, the tribological performance of the LIPSS was evaluated by RSTT
using paraffin oil (free of additives) and fully formulated engine oil as lubricants
[34, 36]. The friction coefficient and the resulting wear tracks were characterized for
sliding directions parallel and perpendicular to the ablation lines. No significant
differences were found for sliding both directions, indicating that the directional
effect due to the LIPSS is smaller than the uncertainty of the measurements. Hence,
below we only present data for the sliding direction parallel to the laser processing
lines.
The LIPSS (LSFL) covered steel samples (100Cr6, X30CrMoN15-1) generally
showed an almost constant friction coefficient ranging between 0.11 and 0.17 in both
lubricants (100Cr6: see [34]; X30CrMoN15-1: see [36]). These values were always very
similar to the behavior of the non-processed surfaces and are typical for the regime
between “mixed friction” (where both solid body friction and fluid friction appear;
including solid asperity interaction) and “boundary friction” (where a direct contact
between the sliding bodies is present) [41]. The wear tracks generated in engine oil
were somewhat smaller than those obtained in paraffin oil. On 100Cr6 steel the LIPSS
partly endured the RSTT [36].
The tribological performance of the two different LIPSS covered titanium materi-
als (Ti, Ti6Al4V) was very similar but disparate from that of the steel materials. These
findings are exemplified in detail for LSFL andHSFL in the following two sub-sections
for the titanium alloy Ti6Al4V, complemented by a summary of the tribological per-
formance of all four materials.
LSFL
Figure 7.3 contrasts the tribological performance of LSFL covered titanium alloy sur-
faces tested in paraffin oil [Fig. 7.3 (a), upper part] and in engine oil [Fig. 7.3 (b), lower
part]. For each lubricant, the friction coefficient is shown vs. the number of sliding
cycles (left). The corresponding wear tracks were imaged by OM (middle) and SEM
(right). Additionally, the results of a non-irradiated reference sample location are pro-
vided for comparison.
In paraffin oil (Fig. 7.3 (a)), the friction coefficient of the LSFL covered titanium
alloy surface and the reference area both exhibit large oscillations between 0.15 and
0.6. The inspection of the wear tracks by OM and SEM reveals severe damage in both
tribologically tested regions (LSFL: lower row, reference: upper row). The LSFL were
completely destroyed during the RSTT procedure.
In engine oil (Fig. 7.3 (b)), the friction coefficient of the reference area also shows
rather large variations between ∼0.3 and ∼0.5, associated with a damaged surface
region (see the OM and SEM images). Interestingly, on the LSFL covered surface, the
friction coefficient is reduced by a factor of more than two and lies in the range of 0.11
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Fig. 7.3: Friction coefficient vs. number of sliding cycles (left) and the corresponding wear tracks of
the LSFL covered Ti6Al4V titanium alloy surface tested in paraffin oil (a) and in engine oil (b). The
middle column provides low-resolution optical micrographs, while the right column indicates high-
resolution scanning electron micrographs. A reference measurement on the non-irradiated surface
is provided for comparison.
to 0.13, without any oscillations. The complementing high-resolution SEM images
reveal that the LSFL endured the tribological test (see lower right part of Fig. 7.3 (b)).
This very positive effect of the engine oil on the tribological performance of LSFL
covered titanium surfaces was first reported in [34]. As the main differences between
the two lubricants are the additives contained in the engine oil, the effect has been
attributed to the presence of the additives. These additives efficiently cover and bond
to the laser-generated surface structures and reduce friction and wear by forming a
gliding intermediate layer which protects the sample from a direct intermetallic con-
tact [36]. A chemical analysis of the additives contained in the engine oil used here
revealed the presence of the elements calcium (3538 ppm), zinc (883 ppm), and phos-
phorous (836 ppm). The beneficial tribological influence of the additives might addi-
tionally be promoted by laser-induced oxidation in the ambient atmosphere at the
highly reactive titanium surface. This laser-induced surface oxidation was indicated
in preliminary energy dispersive x-ray analyses (EDX). However, it must be underlined
that the positive tribological effect is observed only for the joint action of laser process-
ing (LSFL) and in thepresence of the engine oil additives. Simple laser-induced surface
hardening or oxidation effects can be ruled out here, as the effect was not observed in
paraffin oil (free of additives).
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HSFL
Analogous tribological tests were performed on titanium alloy surfaces covered by
sub-100nm laser-induced nanostructures (HSFL). The results are compiled in Fig. 7.4.
In both lubricants large friction coefficients were observed, oscillating between 0.15
and 0.6, along with significant damage of the surface within the wear tracks (see
the OM and SEM images). The HSFL do not improve the tribological performance (in
contrast to the LSFL with engine oil). Supposedly, this is related to the reduced laser
processing fluence which affects the superficial oxidation. Moreover, the HSFL mod-
ulation depth of a few tens of nanometers is significantly smaller than the elastic
deformation depth of ∼300nmestimated by theHDM for titanium. Hence, we assume
that the HSFL are less beneficial for the tribological performance (in both lubricants).
Fig. 7.4: Friction coefficient vs. number of sliding cycles (left) and the corresponding wear tracks of
the HSFL covered Ti6Al4V titanium alloy surface tested in paraffin oil (a) and in engine oil (b). The
middle column provides low-resolution optical micrographs, while the right column indicates high-
resolution scanning electron micrographs. A reference measurement on the non-irradiated surface
is provided for comparison.
Comparison of the materials
Table 7.1 summarizes the results of theRSTTperformed for all fourmaterials in paraffin
oil and engine oil. The third columnunites themeasurements of the friction coefficient
and indicates the upper and lower limits during the 1000 sliding cycles. The fourth col-
umn qualifies the wear behavior of the laser-nanostructured surfaces in comparison
to the non-irradiated reference surface.
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Tab. 7.1: Summary of the friction coefficient range and the wear behavior for the RSTT on four differ-
ent materials and in two different lubricants. The wear column compares the wear track appearance
with the corresponding reference track. Symbols and abbreviations: “−”: more wear; “0”, similar
wear; “+”: less wear; “++”: significantly less wear.





100Cr6 Paraffin oil LSFL: 0.13–0.17 0 [34]
HSFL not observed
Reference: 0.13–0.17 [34]
Engine oil LSFL: 0.13–0.17 0/+ [34]
HSFL not observed
Reference: 0.13–0.17 [34]
X30CrMoN15-1 Paraffin oil LSFL: 0.13–0.17 0 [36]
HSFL not observed
Reference: 0.13–0.17 [36]
Engine oil LSFL: 0.11–0.14 0/+ [36]
HSFL not observed
Reference: 0.11–0.14 [36]
Ti Paraffin oil LSFL: 0.12–0.65 − [36]
HSFL: 0.13–0.73 −
Reference: 0.12–0.55 [36]
Engine oil LSFL: 0.12–0.14 ++ [36], this work
HSFL: 0.15–0.75 −
Reference: 0.32–0.61 [36], this work
Ti6Al4V Paraffin oil LSFL: 0.14–0.6 − [34], this work
HSFL: 0.1–0.6 − This work
Reference: 0.16–0.6 [34], this work
Engine oil LSFL: 0.11–0.13 ++ [34], this work
HSFL: 0.15–0.6 − This work
Reference: 0.32–0.52 [34], this work
For both titaniummaterials (Ti and Ti6Al4V), the tribological performance of the sur-
faceswith LSFL is superior in engine oil as lubricant (compared to paraffinoil). Hence,
the alloying elements Al and V have no significant influence on the RSTT. They cannot
account for the beneficial tribological behavior.
Although the roughness of both steel materials (100Cr6 and X30CrMoN15-1) was
very different (factor 5) there is no significant impact on the tribological behavior in
engine oil when compared to the paraffin oil (see Tab. 7.1). The positive tribological
influence of the LSFL (as observed for the titaniummaterials) ismuch less pronounced
on steel surfaces.
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The same set of RSTT experiments (fourmetals, two lubricating oils) was repeated
at a reduced normal force of 0.5N, i.e., at the lower force limit of the home-made
tribometer. Those measurements confirmed the results obtained at 1.0N and are thus
not listed here.
7.3.3 Optimization by laser beam shaping
Using a spatially Gaussian laser beam in the ablative regime, the linewise sample
processing typically leads to a comb-like micrometer-sized surface structure which is
superimposed onto the LIPSS topography (seeWLIM topography shown in Fig. 7.2 (a)).
Thismicrostructure can easily provideheight variations of a fewhundrednanometers,
which may even exceed the typical LIPSS modulation depths.
One way to reduce the height variations due to linear laser scanning is via spatial
beam shaping, transforming the Gaussian laser beam into a top hat distribution. The
impact on the laser ablation result is illustrated in Fig. 7.5. When strongly absorbing
materials (such as metals) are processed by a Gaussian laser beam, in regions where
the ablation threshold (ϕth) is locally surpassed, the topography typically follows a
parabolic profile [42]. As a result, height variations are caused across the ablation
region (see Figs. 7.5 (a) and 7.2 (a)). This effect can be significantly reduced when using
a top hat beam (see Fig. 7.5 (b)).
Fig. 7.5: Scheme of the laser processing with dif-
ferent spatially shaped beams (fluence profile and
corresponding ablation topography). Gaussian laser
beam (a), top hat laser beam (b).
In order to realize the spatial beam shaping experimentally (see setup illustrated in
Fig. 7.6), the Ti:sapphire fs-laser pulses (800nm, 80 fs, 100Hz) were selected by an
electromechanical shutter before passing through a programmable spatial lightmodu-
lator (SLM) operated in reflection geometry (HOLOEYE PLUTO SLM, Berlin, Germany).
The phase modulated (shaped) laser beam was then redirected by a mirror (M) and
focused onto the sample surface by a spherical lens (L) with a focal length of 300mm.
A dielectric beam splitter (BS) and a CCD camera allowed the in situ monitoring of
the laser beam profile in the focal region (sample surface). Using an adaptive beam
shaping algorithm (Gerchberg-Saxton) [43, 44], the SLM was utilized to generate a
top hat profile in the sample processing plane (see the example of the shaped beam
profile in Fig. 7.6). The top hat-shaped beam profile is formed at the sample processing
plane under optimized conditions by superposition and constructive interference of
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the phase modulated partial waves. These waves are spatially selected and manipu-
lated by beam shaping. In contrast to amplitude modulation techniques, laser pulse
energy losses are reduced here. Upon meandering movement of the sample (motor-
ized) under the spatially shaped top hat laser beam at a constant scan velocity and
with an optimized line offset, square-shaped areas of 5 × 5mm2 covered homoge-
neously by LIPSS were again processed in a single pass in air environment.
Fig. 7.6: Scheme of the experimental setup for laser processing with a top hat-shaped fs-laser
beam. Abbreviations: SLM: spatial light modulator; M: mirror; L: lens; BS: beam splitter.
Figure 7.7 compares the WLIM surface topographies of a titanium surface processed
with a Gaussian laser beam (a) and with a spatially shaped top hat beam (b), both
with individually optimized processing conditions for the generation of LSFL. In both
cases, SEMwasused to confirm thehomogeneous coverage of the surface byLSFLwith
periods around 600nm. The laser treatment with a Gaussian beam shows periodic
arrangement of individual ablation lines separated by 100 μm with height variations
of ± 120 nm (see the cross-sectional line profile in the lower part of the Fig. 7.7 (a)).
The residual surface height variations are reduced by a factor of 2–3 for processing
with a spatially shaped top hat beam profile and account for less than ± 50 nm (see
Fig. 7.7 (b)).
The tribological performance of the two titaniumsamples already shown inFig. 7.7
was characterized by RSTT in engine oil. The results for the friction coefficient mea-
sured as function of the number of cycles are presented in Fig. 7.8 (a) for the sample
processed with the Gaussian beam and in Fig. 7.8 (b) for the top hat-shaped beam
treated specimen. In both cases, a reference measurement of the non-processed (pol-
ished) sample surface is added, which shows large friction coefficients between 0.3
and 0.6. In contrast, both fs-laser treated samples show very similar and almost con-
stant friction coefficient values around 0.13±0.01. However, direct comparison of the
results indicates that the residual micrometer sized ablation line structures are not
detrimental for the tribological performance here.
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(a) Gauss (b) Top-Hat
Fig. 7.7: WLIM topography of the LSFL covered Ti surface processed under optimized conditions by a
spatially Gaussian beam (a) and by a top hat laser beam (b).
(a) Gauss (b) Top-Hat
Fig. 7.8: Friction coefficient vs. number of sliding cycles of the LSFL covered Ti surfaces previously
characterized in Fig. 7.7 for a Gaussian (a) and a top hat laser beam (b). Both measurements were
performed in engine oil.
7.4 Summary
Different types of LIPSS were homogeneously processed on 5 × 5mm2 large surface
areas on four different metals (two types of steel & two types of titanium materials).
The respective surfaces were tribologically tested (reciprocal sliding against a 10mm-
100Cr6 ball: 1.0N normal force, 1mm stroke length, 1 Hz frequency, 1000 cycles) in
two different lubricants (additive-free paraffin oil, and fully formulated engine oil)
and thewear trackswere subsequently inspected. Under specific conditions (titanium
material, engine oil), the nanostructures (LSFL) endured the tribological test and pro-
vided significantly reduced friction coefficients and almost no wear when compared
to the non-irradiated (polished) surfaces. The effect in the nanostructured areas was
attributed to additives contained in the engine oil forming a gliding interlayer pre-
venting intermetallic contact, and might additionally be promoted by laser-induced
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superficial oxidation. The presence of individual ablation lines after processing with
a spatially Gaussian laser beam did not significantly affect the tribological perfor-
mance. Sub-100nm structures (HSFL) did not show a reduction of the friction coef-
ficient. On steel surfaces the positive tribological impact of the LSFL is much less
pronounced.
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Part II: Biomedical applications
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1 Optical reprogramming and optical
characterization of cells using femtosecond lasers
Abstract: Stem cell research attracts considerable attention in developmental biol-
ogy, nanobiotechnology, and medicine. Since Maksimow’s landmark hypothesis on
stem cells in 1909, hundreds of thousands of reports have been published in biol-
ogy, medicine and biotechnology regarding stem cells, evidence of their considerable
worth as a major research subject.
Artificial stem cells such as ‘induced pluripotent stem cells’ (iPS cells), which mor-
phologically and functionally resemble embryonic stem cells have been generated
through the reprogramming of somatic cells for research purposes. Typically, opti-
cal techniques such as light microscopy in combination with fluorescent markers are
applied, sometimes accompanied with fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), to
characterize and isolate both tissue-specific stem and iPS cells. To date, modern laser-
based techniques such as nonlinearmultiphotonmicroscopy and optical transfection
using femtosecond lasers are only used in a few laboratories. The application of inno-
vative femtosecond laser techniques in stem cell research shall be the subject of this
chapter. Of particular focus is the application of femtosecond laser microscopy (i) for
imaging and characterization of stem cells with high spatial sub-cellular resolution;
(ii) as a nanoscalpel for optical cleaning; and (iii) for transfection and optical repro-
gramming of cells.
1.1 Stem cells and iPS cells
Stem cells are now considered significantly potent in terms of their adaptability in the
generation of cells and tissues for the purpose of transplantation therapies. Stem cell
research also furthers the understanding of mammalian development, the onset of
diseases, and the development of pharmaceuticals.
Stem cells were first discovered within fully developed tissues or organs in the
adult body, and became known as either adult, somatic, or tissue-specific stem cells.
These uncommitted cells have been found to be capable of self-renewal and can
give rise to specialized cell lineage under defined conditions. Hematopoietic stemcells
can be isolated from peripheral and umbilical cord blood, and also within bone mar-
row [1]. A number of different tissues such as bone, skin, muscle, adipose, and carti-
lage, are all abundant sources ofmesenchymal stem cells [2–7]. Neural stem cells have
successfully been isolated from different parts of the brain. Stem cells have also been
found in human hair, the retina, teeth, skin, lungs, the liver [8, 9], and glands such as
the thyroid, salivary, and pancreas [10–12]. Regardless of their presence in numerous
© 2015 A. Uchugonova et al., published by De Gruyter.
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anatomical locations, adult stem cells are scarce in tissues, so their use is limited to
the application of replacement therapies.
Being ‘multipotent’, adult stem cells are capable of differentiating into specific
cells within isolated tissues. Under laboratory conditions, directed differentiation can
be achieved by stimulation with certain factors and cytokines. Successfully differen-
tiated cells can be evaluated by their morphology, function, and gene profiles.
Differentiation of cellsmay be induced by diverse biological, chemical, and physi-
cal factors, for example nano-/microstructuring of culture devices, mechanical stress,
vibration, temperature, light, pressure, and electrical fields [13–18]. It is also hypoth-
esized that laser-induced differentiation is possible, but not yet proven.
The discoverers of embryonic stem cells (ES cells) were awarded theNobel Prize in
2007. Embryonic stemcellswerefirst isolated in 1981 frommice [19, 20] andhumanem-
bryonic stem cells in 1998 [21] froman in vitro fertilized blastocyst. These stem cells are
“pluripotent”, and can generate differentiated cells from all three germ layers: meso-,
endo- and ectoderm. However, only the fertilized egg is known as a totipotent cell and
therefore able to generate all of the cells/tissues of the developing embryo. Since ES
cell research or even the use of ES cells for therapies consumes embryos, this approach
is ethically highly controversial. An additional problem of ES-based therapies is the
necessity for immunogenetic compatibility which limits the use of ES cells.
An alternative to ES cells are induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS), generated
by Yamanaka and Takahashi in 2006, who received the Nobel Prize in 2012 for this
achievement [22]. They demonstrated that the introduction of the transcription factors
Oct4, Sox2, c-Myc, and Klf4 stimulated fibroblasts into becoming iPS cells. This
breakthrough event has taken stem cell research to the next level, where generated
iPS cells can be unrestrictedly used to produce differentiated cells. Currently, iPS
cells have been generated from different somatic cells such as peripheral blood cells
[23, 24], hepatocytes, keratinocytes, oral mucosa, umbilical cord blood as well as
dental pulp cells from different species such as mice, rats, monkeys, pigs, dogs,
rabbits, and humans, although levels of generation efficiency vary.
Typically, retro/lenti viruses are used to deliver and facilitate the integration of
transcription factors into the host genome. In order to avoid the random integration
of genes and subsequent mutations induced by the virus, attempts in reprogramming
via proteins, mRNA, DNA, episomal plasmids, and various small molecules have also
been tested. The low efficiency and toxicity of the approaches implemented are still
the biggest concerns.
Here, we report on a new alternative to conventional reprogramming approaches:
optical reprogramming based on femtosecond lasers (Fig. 1.1).
Adult stem cells and ES/iPS cells have been tested on both human and animal
models for therapeutic purposes. Notably, tumorigenicity of ES/iPS cells has been
reported on transplantation [25, 26]. Controlling and monitoring the growth, prolif-
eration, and differentiation of stem cells before and on transplantation is of great im-
portance and would necessitate non-invasive imaging techniques. Multiphoton tech-
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niques allow the monitoring of cells in physiological conditions for longer periods
of time.
Furthermore, optical micro- and nanoprocessing techniques are of high interest if
they can be applied for selective destruction of undesired cells (optical cleaning), as
well as for virus-free transfection/reprogramming.
1.2 5D two-photon imaging and nanoprocessing microscopes
Multiphoton microscopy which uses nonlinear absorption to excite fluorophores has
become an indispensable tool in biological and medical research including stem
cells as a means of non-invasive imaging technology [27]. Multiphoton microscopy
currently employs near-infrared light (NIR) femtosecond lasers. The principle on
whichmultiphoton excitation is based is the simultaneous absorption of multiple low
energyNIR photons. Excitation only occurs in the focal region due to the high GW/cm2
light intensity which results in neither photobleaching nor damage in out-of-focus
regions. High-resolution optical sectioning can be performed at high penetration
depths due to the low scattering and absorption of near-infrared light in the range
of 670–1300nm, where most unstained cells/tissues appear transparent. Merging a
stack of subsequent images can produce a 3D image. Multicolor imaging can also be
realized due to the broad multiphoton absorption bands of multiple fluorophores.
Multiphotonmicroscopy has been used for in vivo stem cell tracking, particularly hair
follicle stem cells within the hair shaft [28]. Multiphoton microscopy in combination
with spectral (4D) and fluorescence lifetime (5D) imaging (FLIM), has been used
to study metabolic heterogeneity of mice as well as human stem cells while keeping
samples under physiologically sustainable conditionswithout any additional labeling
[29–32]. Natural fluorophores such as NADH, flavins/flavoproteins can be utilized
as contrast agents and labeling of therapeutically valuable cells can be avoided.
In addition to multiphoton fluorescence, multiphoton microscopy enables second
harmonic generation (SHG) imaging, whereby two photons interact simultaneously
with non-centrosymmetrical structures and generate coherent radiation at exactly
half of the excitation wavelength. In this case, photobleaching and photodamage
are avoided due to the absence of light absorption. Collagen-producing stem cells
have been monitored during differentiation without any external labeling [30]. The
organization and development of the extracellular matrix protein, i.e. collagen, can
be investigated within a 3D natural environment due to SHG formation. Artifacts
resulting from staining and fixation procedures can be avoided. Taking advantage of
the marker-free NIRmultiphoton microscopy technique, the stem cells can be imaged
over long periods of time without photo-destructive effects. However, certain laser
exposure parameters are important for the safe and non-destructive observation of
living specimens which are mainly defined through light intensity thresholds and the
wavelength of the NIR laser light [33–35].
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Furthermore, highly focused multiphoton absorption can also be used as a
nanoprocessing tool when increasing light intensity (4–5 photon absorption) which
ultimately results in the optical breakdown following the formation of plasma.
Both cuts with incisions and holes with diameters of less than 100nm were
achieved within white blood cells while using the same ultrashort femtosecond laser
pulses (Fig. 1.2).
Fig. 1.2: AFM images of white blood
cells after laser nanosurgery. Cuts with
incisions as well as holes with diame-
ters of sub-100 nm can be realized with
the ultrashort fs laser pulses.
In this chapter, the aim shall be to cover current applications of multiphoton mi-
croscopy in combination with FLIM (Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy),
which is used to characterize stemcells.Moreover, additional roles of femtosecondmi-
croscopes in optoporation, optical cleaning, and single cell isolation are reported on.
1.2.1 Setup of 5D femtosecond laser microscopes
Inmost laboratories, tunable solid state 80/90MHz titanium:sapphire lasers as “turn-
key” laser sources (670–1060nm; Chameleon from Coherent, USA,MaiTai from New-
port/Spectra Physics,USA), or laserswith afixedwavelengthof 800or 760nmareused
(Integral Pro from Femtolasers, Vitesse from Coherent). The laser is combined with
an x-y scanning module, which is used to scan the target with the aforementioned
highly focused laser beam. In addition, beam expander, attenuator, trigger supply,
shutter control unit, and highly sensitive photomultipliers for the detection of fluo-
rescence/SHG signals are applied. A CCD camera attached to the side port enables
on-line monitoring of the cells and the laser beam especially during optical cleaning
and transfection procedures.
In this chapter, we focus on an extremely ultrashort femtosecond laser (< 10 fs;
Femtolasers Produktions GmbH, Vienna, Austria) microscope (JenLab GmbH, Jena,
Germany; detaileddescription of the 12 fs lasermicroscope canbe found inChapter I.1)
equipped with a motorized stage and a piezosystem (MIPOS 5, Piezosystems Jena,
Germany) in order to change x, y focal plane and z, respectively (Fig. 1.3).
Themicroscopewasused in the two-photonfluorescence excitationmodeatmean
powers in the microwatt range for nondestructive imaging of stem cells of interest as
well as in themilliwatt range for nanoprocessing. Three exposuremodes are available:
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Fig. 1.3: Schematic overview of the 5D 12 fs microscope for nanoprocessing and two-photon
imaging.
(i) framemodeused for imaging; (ii) scanning of a region of interest (ROI),mostly used
for optical cleaning; and (iii) single point illumination used for transfection.
A 16-channel photomultiplier module (Becker & Hickl GmbH) with fast rise time
attached to the front port was employed for spectral and fluorescence lifetime imag-
ing (spectral-FLIM) in 5D (Fig. 1.4). Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)
was performed to obtain photon numbers as well as information on the arrival time
of fluorescence photons. The temporal resolution was 250 ps. The beam splitter HFT
KP 640 DCXRSP and the short pass filter KP 680SP were employed for two-photon
imaging. Additionally, a quasi-Bessel beam, enabling automation of this technique
for transfection, can be generated through the integration of an axicon lens into the
laser scanning microscope system (Section 1.2.2).
1.2.2 Bessel beam setup
The number of cells addressable by optical cell transfection is limited because every
single cell has to be individually targeted and the laser focus height adjusted to the
position of the cell membrane. Onemethod ofmaking the height adjustment unneces-
sary is to exploit extended focal geometries by generating a quasi-Bessel beam, where
the lateral intensity pattern is described by a Bessel function of the first kind, i.e. by
concentric rings, and the axial focus range is elongated compared to a Gaussian focal
volume [36]. We integrated an axicon lens into our laser scanning microscope system
to generate such a quasi-Bessel beam behind the microscope objective. A schematic
overview of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 1.3. To generate the quasi-Bessel
beam shape, the laser beam diameter was expanded 5× and subsequently focused by
an axicon lens (Thorlabs, opening angle 0.05°). A Fourier lens was placed behind the
axicon such that in combination with a further beam expander, the beam diameter
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Fig. 1.4: Spectral-FLIM image obtained from single transfected cells (bright green: GFP-cells). Non-
transfected cells imaged by autofluorescence. Optical sections can be acquired with spectral infor-
mation (above) and fluorescence lifetimes (below).
matched the entrance aperture of the objective (40×, 1.3 NA). All optical components
for the generation of the quasi-Bessel beam shapewere placed onto amotorized linear
translation stage to enable fast switching between Gaussian and Bessel beam shapes.
Fluorescent sub-resolution 50 nm spheres (Fluoresbrite, Polysciences Inc.) were used
to determine point spread functions (PSF) by evaluating fluorescence intensity pro-
files. The focal beam shape was directly characterized by optical drilling into cell nu-
clei samples, which were measured by atomic force microscope (AFM) afterwards.
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To illustrate the extent of the focal regions of Gaussian and Bessel shaped beams,
two-photon fluorescence of fluorescein solution was imaged at an angle of 90° from
the side with a CCD camera (Fig 1.5 (a)). The intensity profiles along the beam axis can
be derived from the images shown in Fig. 1.5 (b). The two-photon focal region of the
Bessel shaped beam is about 250 μm long for a laser power of 230mW behind the ob-
jective. The inset in (a) shows the region of themaximum intensity, which indicates an
intensity change of < 20% over ∼ 150 μm along the axis. Note that the intensity profile
of the Gaussian beam shape does not accurately represent the two-photon excitation
volume due to the limited camera resolution. The minimal PSF in radial direction of
the focal volumes with quasi-Bessel beam and Gaussian shape (0.66 μm and 0.50 μm,
respectively) are shown inFig. 1.5 (c). ThePSFswere determined from line profiles two-
photon images of a sub-resolution 50nmnanosphere and fittedwith Gaussians fitting
curves. From Fig. 1.5 (a) it is also apparent that the FWHM of the radial PSF is almost
constant over a range of several tens of μm (although an axial dependence exists).
To exemplify imaging by laser scanning imaging in the extended focal region, two-
photon fluorescence images from a single 50 nm nanosphere for different positions
along the beam axis (z axis) are shown in Fig. 1.5 (d) An example for the direct deter-
mination of the radial in situ beam extension is shown in Fig. 1.5 (e), which depicts
an AFM image of a fixed cell nucleus which was drilled by a quasi-Bessel shape beam
incident from below.
Fig. 1.5: Two-photon fluorescence of fluorescein excited by laser beams with Gaussian and Bessel
shaped focal regions. The laser pulses were incident from the left side. (b) Intensity profiles along
the beam direction. (c) PSF of a fluorescent 50 nm nanosphere. (d) Two-photon fluorescence images
of a single 50 nm nanosphere for different z positions along the beam axis. (e) AFM image of a cell
nucleus with a hole drilled by a quasi-Bessel shaped beam.
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1.3 Femtosecond laser transfection
High differentiation efficiency of stem cells and reprogramming of somatic cells can be
achieved via insertion of a combination of appropriate genes into the genome. Since
non-viral gene vectors (pDNA, siRNA) are repelled by the cell membrane, the delivery
of non-viral vectors is a key area of research. Different approaches have been applied
to permeate the cell membrane transiently, so as to assist penetration of the genes
into the cytoplasm and further into the nucleus. A variety of methods have been ap-
plied such as chemical (DEAE-dextran, calcium phosphate, and liposome-mediated
transfection), physical (electroporation, magnet-assisted transfection, DNA guns, ul-
trasound, and microinjection), as well as biological methods involving viruses [37].
However, the issue of cytotoxicity associated with chemical substances is problem-
atic. Electrical fields, ultrasoundwaves, DNA guns, andmicroinjectionsmay all cause
irreversible damage which terminates cell life. Transfection efficiency and gene ex-
pression following integration vary, depending on the transfectionmethods used. The
delivery of genes through viruses is one of themost efficientmethods.However viruses
canonly carry limitedDNAsequences and there are concerns regarding immunogenic-
ity and potential mutagenicity.
An alternativemethod, optical transfection, was demonstrated by several groups.
Both UV and visible lasers have been applied, allowing for the diffusion of extracel-
lular foreign genes into cytoplasm [38–41]. However, laser beams within these wave-
length ranges cause problems due to heating effects, DNA strand damage, and de-
structive photochemical UV effects [42, 43]. The first targeted femtosecond laser trans-
fection of adherent cells was demonstrated by Tirlapur and König [44]. Due to the
cell’s innate self-repair mechanism, transient pores in the cell membrane of the tar-
geted cell of interest can be created by highly focused femtosecond laser beams in the
NIR range. Genes or vectors can then enter the cell. Femtosecond laser transfection
provides a sterile and non-toxic transfection. Furthermore, a high post-transfection
efficiency was reported [45, 46]. Highly focused femtosecond laser radiation delivers
extremely high light intensities which are able to create micro- and nanoholes with-
out any collateral damage [47]. Femtosecond ablation occurs only within the high
focal volume; therefore it demands high expertise and precision. Bessel beams with
elongated focus can circumvent problems related to focusing. Concurrently, a single
cell approach is highly selective but very time consuming. Recently our group devel-
oped semi-automated software systems which yield transfection of up to 200 cells per
minute [48]. Figure 1.6 demonstrates Bessel-beam transfected cells.
A high cell flow femtosecond transfection system has also been realized. This
system allows for a significantly larger amount of non-adherent cells to be transfected
in cell suspensions [49].
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Fig. 1.6: Cell transfection with femtosecond laser pulses. The transfection was carried out with a
plasmid vector of pAcGFP1-MEM applied directly into the medium. A laser radiation exposure time of
100 ms was applied. The GFP expression was monitored in several cell generations (up to 1 week),
indicating the successful fs laser transfection. Cell proliferation and growth was also stable.
1.4 Optical reprogramming of murine cells
Here,wedescribe the application of femtosecond laser nanoprocessing for reprogram-
ming of murine cells. We aimed for direct reprogramming (also known as transdif-
ferentiation). Direct reprogramming means the transformation of a differentiated cell
into another cell type without generating pluripotent iPS cells. This reprogramming
method is a fast way to generate functional cell types without the risk of generating
potentially tumorigenic induced pluripotent stem cells.
Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were isolated from C57/BL6 mouse embryos
of gestational age E12.5 and cultured on gelatin-coated glass-bottom dishes with
grid lines for easier relocalization at later points in time. Reprogramming medium
was used according to Efe et al. [50]. A defined low glucose DMEM was used as
cardiomyogenicmedium. Single cells were selected and assigned to their grid location
and treated with laser pulses in order to permeabilize the cell membrane. A cocktail
of plasmids (TBX5, GATA4, andMef2C) was utilized to realize direct reprogramming of
genetically-engineered MEFs with an intrinsic GFP-gene coupled to the alpha-myosin
heavy-chain gene (αGFP-MEF). Therefore, these cells show GFP expression and green
fluorescence upon expression of α-myosin heavy-chain, which then indicates suc-
cessful reprogramming towards a cardiomyocyte like state. As control for each group
we used non-transfected αGFP-MEFs which were treated with the samemedia, as well
as cells that were transfected non-optically with the chemical reagent lipofectamine.
As demonstrated in Fig. 1.7, lipofectamine-transfected cells showed a weak green
fluorescence in all cells. However, laser-transfected cells resulted in a strongGFP emis-
sion of some laser-exposed cells as a result of targeted transfection and reprogram-
ming towards a cardiomyocyte-like state.
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Fig. 1.7: Direct reprogramming of murine cells. Reprogrammed αGFP-MEF cells treated with different
media (reprogramming medium I and II) and transfected with lipofectamine and laser.
1.5 Optical reprogramming of human cells
The artificial generation of human iPS cells with a similar differentiation potential to
human embryonic stem cells offers the possibility of using the patient’s own cells for
replacement therapies, thus minimizing problems associated with immune compati-
bility [51, 52].
The initial iPS generationwas realized through viral transduction of the four tran-
scriptional factors OCT4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc [53]. However, the use of viruses may
result in insertional mutations, caused by the random integration of genes and there-
fore this may limit the use in clinical applications due to the risk of cancer formation.
Recent studies have shown that iPS cells generated by means of retroviral viruses
generate teratomas [54]. Meanwhile non-viral, non-optical transfectionmethods such
as lipofectamine administration and electroporation have been applied to introduce
micro-RNA, episomal plasmids as well as minicircle DNA plasmids into the cell so
as to generate iPS cells. Typically, serial transfections (between three and twenty)
should be done to achieve the sustained expression of genes required for the iPS cell
generation. Therefore, the efficient transfection approach for reprogramming is one of
the key issues apart from culture conditions (medium, O2 tension, small molecules),
transgenes, and donor cells.
We demonstrate an optical method of realizing the non-viral delivery of repro-
gramming factors. Ultrashort femtosecond laser transfection is a contamination-free
non-contact method and enables a high post-transfection survivability [55]. The con-
trollable delivery of exogenous plasmids into cells can be realized, and in doing so
ultrashort femtosecond laser transfection is a potential method to reprogram cells.
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We demonstrated the delivery of a plasmid cocktail consisting of the transcrip-
tion factors Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, and Lin28 as well as a GFP plasmid (minicircle DNA,
[56]) into human dermal fibroblasts (hDF) using 12 fs laser pulses at 80MHz repeti-
tion rate. Cells were exposed to laser radiation by focusing the light onto the cell’s
membrane. After laser exposure, cells were placed in an incubator and checked daily
for the occurrence of GFP fluorescence. Figure 1.8 shows human dermal fibroblasts
generatedGFP-expressing, dome-shaped iPS cell-like colonieswith∼ 100 μmdiameter
from 5 days post-exposure following an optical transfection procedure.
200 μm
Fig. 1.8: Transfected cells expressed GFP and formed dome-shaped colonies on days 4–6 following
laser transfection.
1.6 Fluorescence lifetime imaging
Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) was introduced to the life sciences
20 years ago [57] and became an indispensable tool for the study of cellular metabolic
processes and protein-protein interactions [58–61].
Fluorescence lifetime is a signature of a molecule and refers to the time a fluo-
rophore spends in the excited state before returning to the ground state by emitting a
photon following excitation. The fluorescence lifetime depends strongly on themicro-
environment and binding sites of molecules, but is ultimately independent of the flu-
orophore concentration and the illumination intensity [62]. The fluorescence lifetime
may change as a result of the interaction with other molecules and therefore allows
for the study of the binding status of fluorophores. Multiphoton excitation is suit-
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able for the excitation of natural fluorophores (autofluorescence) with an absorption
band in the UV/blue range. Important metabolic coenzymes nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NADH) andflavin adeninedinucleotide (FAD),which are involved in cel-
lular respiration processes, possess autofluorescence. Two distinct lifetimes for NADH
and FAD can be measured in the picosecond and nanosecond ranges, depending on
whether the molecules are bound to protein or not. The ratio of bound to free NADH
or FAD is indicative of the metabolic state and can be used to discriminate between
healthy and diseased tissue [63].
Fluorescence lifetime studies based on autofluorescence have been used to assess
the metabolic state of stem cells prior to and post differentiation, without affecting
the integrity of the cell [32]. An increase in fluorescence lifetimes of NAD(P)H and
bound/free NAD(P)H ratios during stem cell differentiation into mature cells [32, 64]
was detected. Such metabolic changes indicate the reconfiguration of metabolic
states from glycolysis into oxidative phosphorylation during differentiation [31]. FLIM
has recently been utilized to differentiate mouse embryonic fibroblasts from iPS
originating from mouse embryonic fibroblasts and from non-proliferative (gamma-
irradiated) mouse embryonic fibroblasts [65]. Significant differences were detected
in fluorescence lifetime fingerprints between non-proliferative and high proliferative
mouse embryonic fibroblasts and iPS cells. Furthermore, increased lifetime values
were detected in spontaneous differentiating iPS colonies in comparison with non-
proliferative colonies [65].
We also used this non-invasive technique to analyze differences in the FLIM fin-
gerprints of pluripotentmouse embryonic stemcells (mESC). FLIMdata froma specific
mESC colony were compared with data from conventional immunocytochemistry for
the same colony to check for correlations.
Cells were seeded on gelatin coated (0.1% gelatin from porcine skin, Sigma) glass
bottom dishes with 500 μm grids (Ibidi) and incubated for 24 hours (37 °C, 5% CO2) to
adhere. FLIM measurements were then performed using TCSPC and NIR laser excita-
tion at 760nm. The cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde after the FLIMmeasure-
ment and immunocytochemical analyses were performed by conventional labelling
techniques using fluorescent antibodies. Cells were briefly blocked with serum, incu-
bated with the first antibody against surface markers (4 °C, overnight) and then incu-
bated with secondary antibody (room temperature, 30min). Thereafter intracellular
markers were stained: cells were fixed again, permeabilized with 0.05% TritonX-100,
blocked with serum, incubated with the first antibody against intracellular markers
(4 °C, overnight) and then incubated with a secondary antibody (room temperature,
30min). After each step, the cells were washed three times with phosphate buffered
saline (PBS). Finally, the cells were counterstained with DAPI and embedded with
ProLong Gold (Life Technologies). Fluorescence imaging of exactly the same colonies
which were analyzed by FLIM was performed with a confocal laser scanning micro-
scope (LSM 710, Zeiss, Germany).
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In our experiment, we observed heterogeneous pluripotent colonies with cells
expressing SSEA1 but not always OCT4. SSEA1 and OCT4 are both cellular markers for
pluripotency although not expressed synchronously in time. Their expression time-
lines also differ during reprogramming processes [66]. FLIM revealed that mESC cells
expressing SSEA1+ andOCT4+ have a larger full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) and a
shorter mean decay time than cells not expressing SSEA1− (Fig. 1.9). FLIM can be used
to discriminate between different cell populations, even between different pluripotent
populations.
Fig. 1.9: FLIM analyses of murine embryonic stem cells (mESC) and correlation with conventional
immunocytochemical staining analyses. Immunocytochemical labelling (left) and FLIM histogram
distributions with mean decay times (right) of mESCs with different marker expression profiles:
SSEA1+/OCT4+ cells and SSEA1−/OCT4+ cells.
1.7 Optical cleaning
Multiphoton microscopy utilizing femtosecond lasers is increasingly advancing to-
wards use as a nanosurgery tool. Femtosecond lasers make it possible to perform
nanosurgery within entire cells. Focused femtosecond laser pulses have been suc-
cessfully used to manipulate intracellular structures such as single dendrites and
cytoskeletons, microtubulus and intracellular mitochondria without causing collat-
eral damage to the cell [67]. Human chromosomes have been dissected with incisions
smaller than 100nm [68]. Precise membrane surgery (nano/micro-optoporation)
has become a useful application for cell transfection, as discussed in the previous
chapters. The use of extremely ultrashort laser pulses such as sub 20 fs particularly
enhances nanoprocessing and reduces collateral damage [69]. Femtosecond lasers
can also be used to perform optical cell sorting or cleaning by destroying unwanted
cells, causing no or only minimal damage to their surroundings. However, it must
be considered that two-photon absorption may provoke UV-like photochemical reac-
tions, including the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), andmay result inDNA
strand breaks and apoptosis.When high TW/cm2 intensities are applied, multiphoton
ionization results in free electrons and plasma formation which induces photodisrup-
tive effects such as shockwaves and destructive bubble formation [70]. This can cause
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immediate cell death. Only the choice of appropriate laser parameters enables safe
and precise damage without collateral photochemical or photomechanical effects.
Here, we report on optical cleaning with 12 fs laser pulses without any collateral
effect. The method has the potential to be used to control the purity of a stem cell
population by knocking out undesired cell types in stem cell cultures aiming for an
efficient and specific cell differentiation. Single non-differentiated cells within clearly
differentiated tissues can also be destroyed so as to avoid unregulated growth. Op-
tical cleaning can also be performed in cell clusters or 3D-iPS/ES cell colonies. Fig-
ure 1.10 demonstrates optical cleaning of cell clusters through the ablation of cells in
the ROI without any evidence for apoptosis in the neighboring cells, as examined by
Annexin V probe.
(a) (b) (c)
50 µm 50 µm 50 µm
Fig. 1.10: Optical cleaning. Cells within the ROI (4 frames) are destroyed by multiphoton-induced
plasma formation. No apoptotic cells were detected in the out-of-focus areas as examined by
Annexin V (a). Calcein indicates (green) living cells (b). Cells migrated into the laser exposed ROI
on the following day (c).
1.8 Conclusion and outlook
The application of femtosecond lasers has a huge potential in stem cell research and
tissue engineering for regenerative medicine. While most transfection techniques
(such as liposomal transfection) affect global populations, femtosecond laser induced
optoporation offers the advantage of being capable of selecting specific cells [71].
With the use of femtosecond lasers it will soon be possible to direct the cell fate while
monitoring in real time without any adverse effect on cellular viability.
Another more recent avenue is that of directly reprogrammed cells, i.e. cells
which are transduced from one cell type to another, obviating the pluripotent cell
stage [72–74]. Such a method permits attainment of valuable cell types from an oth-
erwise plentiful source. Mouse fibroblasts, for example, have been reprogrammed to
cardiomyocytes, a promisingmethodwith respect to therapies after cardiac infarction
[50]. The direct reprogramming of cells entails the use of various small molecules,
media regimes, and the delivery of transcription factors or genes to enable genome
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editing of the cell in order to reprogram it into another cell type. Considering that such
transcription factors and genes can be encoded by plasmid DNAs, optoporation facil-
itated by femtosecond lasers could take on a significant role in direct reprogramming
of cells.
It will probably be possible to engineer functional tissue using femtosecond ma-
nipulation soon. One could reprogram specific cell phenotypes in a spatio-temporal
manner and use FLIM/multiphoton/SHG microscopy to monitor tissue development.
Optical cleaning and laser microdissection could then be used to shape this tissue’s
development.
The acceptance of femtosecond lasers in the clinic will become more widespread
as soonasNIR femtosecond lasers become integrated into anendoscopy system. In the
future not only analysis and diagnosis but also direct manipulation of patient tissue
could be performed on internal organs. One scenario might be the manipulation of
diseased infracted heart tissue, first through laser micro-dissection and optical clean-
ing, and then in vivo transfection of tissue to program its regeneration. Achieving such
a transition would make today’s science fiction a reality in the future.
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2 Nanoscale biofunctionalization of polymer
surfaces by laser treatment for controlled cellular
differentiation
Abstract: In this chapter we will discuss how nanostructures can interact with stem
cells. After an introduction regarding the basic concepts of stem cells, their properties,
and their uses in themedical field, wewill then examine how stem cells can recognize
physical forces and how this can be reproduced in vitro using materials produced in
micro- and nanofabrication processes. Afterwards we will describe the principles and
applications of a novel direct laser ablation technique, multibeam interference, and
how patterns produced with such a method can be employed in stem cell research.
2.1 Nanostructuring and mesenchymal stem cells
2.1.1 Introduction to stem cells
The heterogeneity of human cells is extremely broad; nonetheless, all cells can
be roughly divided into two categories: differentiated cells which perform specific,
defined functions, and stem cells which represent the undifferentiated, unspecialized
progenitors whence all somatic cells originate. During intrauterine life stem cells
are responsible for the development of the human being from zygote to completely
formed fetus, whereas in the adult individual they control wound repair and the
general homeostasis of tissues, e.g. the regrowth of hair and nails [1–3].
2.1.1.1 Definition of stemness
Stem cells are generally characterized by two key features: their differentiation poten-
tial and their self-renewal ability [4, 5]. The broadness of somatic cell types which can
originate from stem cells is indicative of their potency. The more a stem cell is com-
mitted toward a defined fate, the less its potency (Fig. 2.1 (a)). Additionally, stem cells
must possess self-renewal capacity to keep their number constant. When stem cells
undergo cell division, the process can be either symmetric or asymmetric (Fig. 2.1 (b)).
The balance between symmetric and asymmetric division affects self-renewal and dif-
ferentiation of stem cells [6]. This complicated decision is regulated by an intricate
network of biochemical and physical stimuli present in the milieu in which such cells
are embedded: the stem cell niche [7].
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2.1.1.2 The stem cell niche
The stem cell niche is the microenvironment which supports stem cell survival and
self-renewal [8]. This niche can be composed of both cellular and non-cellular ele-
ments as extracellular matrix proteins or the basement membrane. Cell-cell and cell-
matrix interactions in combination with soluble cytokines and growth factors con-
tribute to the interplay between stem cells and their niche (Fig. 2.1 (c)). This tight sig-
naling and the physical support provided by the niche modulate processes such as
tissue regeneration and cellular turnover [9].
2.1.2 Mesenchymal stem cells
2.1.2.1 Introduction to MSCs
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) can be found in several anatomical locations, though
they are more abundant in bone marrow and adipose tissue [10, 11]. MSC prepara-
tions differ consistently depending on the site of origin, age, and sex of the donor
[12, 13]. Nonetheless, MSCs are characterized by some common features: (1) they dis-
play good adherence to tissue culture plastic, exhibit a fibroblast-likemorphology and
can form colonies in vitro. (2)MSCs are usually positive for the surface antigens STRO-1
and CD73, while they do not normally express the lymphoid marker CD45 and the
hematopoieticmarker CD34. (3)MSCs are believed to bemultipotent since they candif-
ferentiate into cell types deriving froma single embryonic layer, themesoderm [14–16].
2.1.2.2 Functions of MSCs
One of the crucial functions of MSCs is to maintain homeostasis in tissues of meso-
dermal derivation. In fact, it has been demonstrated that MSCs can give rise in vitro
to osteocytes, adipocytes, chondrocytes, fibroblasts, tenocytes, endothelial cells,
smooth muscle cells, myoblasts, and cardiomyocytes [17, 18]. Another important
function of MSCs is their immunomodulatory ability. Many studies have shown
that MSCs can regulate the immune effectors through secretion of cytokines and
direct interaction with immunocompetent cells. In detail, MSCs are able to dampen
both adaptive and innate responses, and hence shift the balance of immune system
activation toward an anti-inflammatory and immunotolerant state [19].
◂ Fig. 2.1: Schematic presentation of stem cell function. (a) The differentiation potential of a stem cell
determines its potency. (b) The balance between symmetric and asymmetric cell divisions regulates
stem cell self-renewal. (c) Schematic representation of a putative niche for stem cells comprising
cellular (stromal cells) and noncellular elements (extracellular matrix proteins).
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2.1.2.3 Clinical relevance of MSCs
MSCs can be used in clinical practice, e.g. their immunomodulatory properties could
be exploited to improve transplant engraftment or treat chronic inflammatory dis-
eases. Moreover, the ability of MSCs to differentiate into cells of mesodermal lineage
makes them theperfect candidate for tissue engineering applications.MSCshave been
used to repair cartilage or bone defects, either by applying the cells to the site of injury
directly or after culture on biomimetic scaffolds to facilitate regeneration and integra-
tion into the surrounding tissue [20]. Most efforts to improve MSC-based regenerative
therapies have focused on coordinating chemical and biological signals to achieve
controlled cellular differentiation. An increasing number of studies have recently in-
dicated that the effects of physical forces on cell dynamics might be the missing link
in achieving this aim [21].
2.1.3 Mechanobiology of MSCs
2.1.3.1 Mechanical stimuli in the stem cell niche
Mechanobiology is the area of cellular biology which focuses on how cells recognize
mechanical forces and then transduce them into abiological response [22]. Inside their
nicheMSCsare subjected to several types of physical stimuli: (1) shear stress generated
by the blood flow, which is particularly relevant for perivascular MSCs [23, 24]; (2) me-
chanical strain associated with the traction of muscles and bone [25, 26]; (3) substrate
stiffness, which has a deep impact on MSC behavior [27, 28]. Interestingly substrate
stiffness also has an effect on MSCmotility, since it has been shown that cells migrate
from softer to stiffer areas in a process called durotaxis [29]. (4) Surface topography.
In fact, the stem cell niche is a 3D microenvironment which includes structures of
different sizes, shapes, and spatial disposition [30]. Following the physical interaction
with their substrate, cells are able to first “sense” and distinguish diverse topographic
cues and then integrate them into a specific biological response [31].
2.1.3.2 The mechanotransducer machinery of the cell
Integrins are a family of receptor proteins found on the cellular membrane and re-
sponsible for themechanical anchorage of a cell to its substrate [32]. ECM proteins are
the main ligand of integrin receptors.The binding of an integrin to its ligand elicits
a complex response which leads to the formation of focal adhesions [33–36]. Focal
adhesions recognize mechanical forces generated either by an external source or by
the cell itself, and then translate them into a biological response (Fig. 2.2). Following
the binding of their extracellular portions to the ECM, the cytoplasmic tails of the
integrins recruit the protein talin, which functions as bridge between the site of ad-
hesion and the cytoskeleton since it binds actin fibers both directly and through the
protein vinculin. Anchorage of the actin filaments to the site of adhesion generates
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internal mechanical forces and triggers integrin clustering, a fundamental event in
the genesis of focal adhesions. Clustered integrins recruit more actin filaments to the
site of adhesion, thus leading to the formation of contractile structures composed of
actinmicrofilaments connected bymyosin IImolecules called stress fibers. This initial
integrin/cytoskeleton complex evolves into a mature focal adhesion after the recruit-
ment of various additional proteins including paxillin, zyxin, and the tyrosine kinase
FAK. The signaling cascades downstream of focal adhesions include the activation
Fig. 2.2: Integrin-mediated recognition of extracellular matrix components leads to the formation
of focal adhesion complexes able to connect the cytoskeleton with the adhesion site and moreover
triggers downstream signaling pathways.
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of the MAPK/ERK pathway, resulting in transcriptional regulation of cell cycle and
differentiation, and the phosphorylation of the small GTPases of theRho family,which
regulate cytoskeletal dynamics and cell motility [37].
2.1.3.3 Interaction of MSCs with micro and nanostructures
Biomaterials are the ideal tool for studying the effects of substrate stiffness and surface
topography on MSCs [38, 39]. Defined micro- and nanostructures have been shown to
have a prominent role in keepingMSCs in a quiescent multipotent state or in directing
their differentiation towards specific fates [40–43]. Fibrils, pillars, pits, grooves, and
ridges are the features which better resemble the topographical landscape found in
the stem cell niche; nonetheless the variety of cues which can be studied is much
broader. In fact, it should be considered that scale size and the symmetric disposition
of the structures contribute to increasing the combination of conceivable theoretical
patterns [44, 45]. In this scenario the only limit to the number of cues which we can
analyze is presented by our technological progress. In this regard, the ideal patterning
process should allow generation of high resolution structures in a fast, cost-efficient,
and reproducible fashion.
2.2 Nanostructuring of materials
2.2.1 Direct nanostructuring of surfaces with multibeam-interference
The most commonly used method for nanostructuring of surfaces is lithography. For
more than three decades lithography has been the key enabling technology to de-
crease the structure size in semiconductors manufacturing to fulfill Moore’s law [46]
and sub 100nm structuring by lithographic had its industrial breakthrough around
2005. The drawback of high resolution lithography is its high price, due to the many
complex process steps and high precision photo masks. Therefore a crucial aim in
ongoing research is not only the further reduction of structure size, but also cost re-
duction. Besides the reduction of the necessary steps involving lithography, in nano-
imprinting, for example, multibeam interference lithography (MBI-L) is a promising
approach as a flexible substitute for expansive photo masks. The periodic interfer-
ences pattern created by two ormore coherent laser beams is used to expose the photo
resist inMBI-L andparallel to further research thefirst commercial applications arebe-
ginning to emerge. MBI-L alsomakes fabrication of 3D structures possible. Multibeam
interference (MBI) is not, however, limited to the lowenergy illuminationnecessary for
the chemical modification of photoresists, it can also be used for direct photoablation
of many materials [47].
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The direct nanostructuring of surfaces with multibeam interference therefore has
several advantages. Structuring is carried out in a single step process and a whole
surface area is structured simultaneously. The size of the area depends mainly on
beamdiameter and ablation threshold of thematerial. Periodicity and geometry of the
structures generated can easily be adapted by changing alignment or polarization of
beams [48]. Depending on thewavelength of the laser source, the size of the generated
structures can range from the sub 100nm up to several μm. Many materials can also
be processed with MBI, especially with use of ultra-short pulse (USP) laser sources.
Its ability to structure surfaces cost-efficiently in a single step and its easy adaption
of the pattern generated make MBI a very promising tool for cheap nanostructuring
with periodic patterns, not only for research purposes, but also for industrial applica-
tions. Additionally, its inherent ability to structure nonplane surfaces is an interesting
feature compared to standard lithography [49].
2.2.1.1 Theoretical background
The capacity for structuring by multibeam interference is based on the intensity mod-
ulation caused by the interference of two or more intercepting coherent laser beams.
This intensity modulation is present in the whole volume where the beams intercept
and the total time independent intensity modulation I(r) inside this volume of the





√Ii(r)Ij(r) cos(θij) cos ((Ki − Kj)r + ϕi − ϕj) , (2.1)
where Ij is the intensity of beam j, θij is the angle between the unit vectors of beam i
and j in its polarization direction, Kj is the wave vector of beam j and the phase of
beam i. The first sumof equation (2.1) describes the total intensity of all beamswithout
interference, while the second sum defines themodulation around due to the interfer-
ence. For a two-beam interference setup the expression can be written as:
I2B(r) = I1 + I2 + 2√I1I2 cos(θ12) cos ((K1 − K2)r + ϕi − ϕj) , (2.2)
where ω is the beam radius. Further simplified for identical amplitude, polarization,
and initial phase of both beams with λ as wavelength of the laser and α the half
intersection angle of both beams, equation (2.2) can be simplified to:
I2B(x) = 2I1 (1 + cos(x2πλ sin α )) . (2.3)
The intensity pattern generated is in the shape of cosine in the direction of the x-axis,
while the pattern is constant in y-z plane. As visible in equation (2.3), the periodicity
of this modulation can be controlled by the wavelength λ and the intersection an-
gle α . This correlation is shown in Fig. 2.3 (a) and 2.3 (b). The idealmodulated intensity
reaches twice the intensity I0 in its maxima Imax, and zero intensity in its minima Imin.
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The depth ofmodulation compared to the idealmodulation depends on the coherence






It ranges from 1 for an ideal modulation and 0 for an unmodulated signal (compare
Fig. 2.3 (c) and 2.3 (d)). A measuring method for the interference contrast was devel-
oped and tested as part of this project [51]. High contrast is important for the opti-
mization of direct surface structuring by MBI, because its value is directly linked to
the quality of the ablation process. Reduced contrast means a decrease of Imax and
an increase of Imin, and therefore leads to a shift in intensity distribution from the
ablation areas to the areas where no material alteration is desired. As a result of this
shift, a reduced ablation depth is reached for a fixed total intensity and increasedheat-
ing, ablation, or even destruction of the whole pattern occurs by the higher intensity
of Imin. For these reasons, the maximal ablation depth, structure size, and periodicity
of the generated patterns is closely coupled to the interference contrast.
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Fig. 2.3: Characteristics of 2-beam interference: (a) periodicity of a 2-beam interference pattern
depending on the intercepting angle for 3 different wavelengths; (b) intensity modulation created
by the interference of two beams compared to unmodulated signal; (c) intensity modulation of a
Gaussian beam shape for an ideal contrast; (d) intensity modulation of a Gaussian beam shape
for a reduced contrast.
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2.2.1.2 Experimental setup & methods
The laser source is a diode pumped Nd:YAG laser (Q301-HD, JDSU) which operates
at a wavelength of 355 nm with a pulse duration of 38 ns and a coherence length of
5.4mm. The polarization of the laser beam is turned to a perpendicular polarization
by a half-wave plate in relation to the plane of the optical table. Afterwards the beam is
refined through a spatial room filter and split into two parts. Two different setups were
used as beam splitters: first a reflective 50 : 50 beam splitter and second a transmissive
diffractive grating. The diffractive grating has an efficiency of 78% in the 1/−1 order
used for the experiments. All other orders were blocked. Afterwards the partial beams
are directed bymirrors to superpose at the sample surface. The intersection angle can
be adjusted to control the periodicity of the applied pattern. The sample material is
polyimide foil (Upilex), 50 μm thick. The output of the laser is measured by an energy
detector (QE12LP-S-MP, Gentec) and a beam profiler (Spiricon, Ophir) at the intersec-
tion plane of the beams. A typical beam diameter is ∼ 900 μm with maximum pulse
energy of 1.2mJ. The samples are structured by a single pulse. The diameter of the
area ablated by one pulse is about 600 μm. Larger areas of structured surfaces for cell
seeding are stitched together in a close package. The geometry of the structures gen-
erated is measured by an atomic force microscope (Rados N8, Bruker) and a scanning
electron microscope (LEO, Zeiss).
2.2.1.3 Structuring results of multibeam interference
The structures generated by a two-beam interference for a single step process is a
1D linewith geometry as shown in Fig. 2.4. The periodicity of the line pattern can easily
be controlled by adjusting the intersection angle between 210 nm and several μm. The
main structure size respective of the width of line generated depends on the fluence of
the laser beam, the ablation threshold of thematerial, and the heat conductivity of the
material. The width of the line can be varied in the wide regime for fixed periodicity
of the interference pattern; see Fig. 2.4.
The interaction of the cells with the topography seems to be primarily at the ele-
vated part of the structure and therefore not at the ablated surface area. As visible in
the AFM scan in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, an additional bulging at the edges of the generated
grooves occurs. These bulges have a significant height and their size is only a fraction
of the periodicity of the pattern. Due to their position they act as an additional divider
between the elevated part of the surface and the ablated grooves.
A close package of the functional structure elements is necessary for to optimize
the effect of cell guiding by surface topography. Therefore, even if sub 100nm struc-
tures are reachable with a periodicity of 1000nm, the low density of the structures
is problematic and reduces the relative influence on the growth and differentiation
process of the stem cells. To increase the density it is necessary to decrease the peri-
odicity and therefore raise the package density of the functional structure elements. In
contrast,we observed thatwith a reduction of periodicity twokinds of problemsoccur,
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Fig. 2.4: AFM measurements of structured PI samples with different fluence. While the periodicity is
constant with 1 μm, the geometry of generated grooves varies depending on the fluence.
or at least their influence on the structuring result increases: stability of structures and
the homogeneity of the pattern. The stability of structures limits their maximal depth,
which also has an important influence on cell growth and the homogeneity of pattern
influences the structure deviations inside the pattern. Apart from this consideration
we reached a minimal periodicity of 220 nm for the line pattern which leads to ridge
width of less than 100nm and bulges around 50nm wide. An example for the struc-
turing results is shown in Fig. 2.5.
2.3 Impact of laser-ablated nanogrooves on cell biology
2.3.1 Cell guidance along nanogrooves
The impact of laser-generated nanogrooves in the range of several hundred nanome-
ters on neuronal cells has been shown in previous studies [52, 53]. Cellular extensions
of neuronal B35 cells preferentially orient themselves parallel (i.e. within angles of 0
to 30°) to nanogrooves prepared via interference patterning. Our findings indicate that
feature width is less crucial for alignment. Cells align along grooves which are 250 nm
wide as well as along grooves 500nm wide, but structure depth plays a crucial role.
A depth to width (aspect) ratio greater than 0.6 induces a significantly higher degree
of alignment compared to the shallower grooves.





Fig. 2.5: (a) AFM measurements of structured PI samples with a periodicity of 230 nm; (b) corre-
sponding height profile extracted from subfigure (a); (c), (d) REM measurements of structured PI
samples with a periodicity of 230 nm.
In recent studies we examined the influence of three different nano patterns on
orientation and length of cellular extensions. The nano patterns investigated were
grooves, dots, and a mixture of both features called “dotted grooves” (compare
Fig. 2.6) generated via interference patterning of polyimide (PI) and subsequent cast-
ing with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). PDMS casting was performed once to obtain
a negative structure of the PI master and a second cast yielded the positive structure
in PDMS. A loss in feature depth occurs due to the casting process. Casted groove
structures are approx. 60 to 50% of original feature depth of PI master (e.g. 382 nm in
PI and 244/194 nm in PDS cast one/two; cf. Fig. 2.7: AFM/SEM pictures). The samples
were incubated with B 35 neuronal cells (3000 cells per cm2) and cell extensions
were measured after two days of culture, followed by fixation with 4% formalin and
actin/DAPI staining. No alignment of cellular extensions could be detected on the
dotted samples (b) and (c) (Fig. 2.6). Due to the lower degree of regularity on these
samples, dendrites orient right or left around the dots leading to a randomdistribution
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2.6: AFM measurements of different nanopatterns: (a) grooves with 900 nm plateau and 200 nm
groove width; (b) dots with 200 nm diameter and 200 nm pitch; (c) dotted grooves with two lines of
dots per 900 nm plateau and 200 nm groove.
Fig. 2.7: AFM/SEM of nanogrooves. PI directly structured, PDMS-nL: cast one, negative structure of
PI and PDMS-pL: cast two, shallow positive structure.
of cell extensions. The following observations were made regarding cell numbers and
lengths of dendrites (Fig. 2.8):
– less cells on unstructured polymer surfaces than on glass positive reference
– longest cell extensions on glass positive reference (maximum length on glass
40–60 μm, maximum length on polymers 20–40 μm)






Fig. 2.8: Summary of cell numbers and length of cell extensions on nanogrooved and dotted poly-
mer surfaces.
– increased cell numbers on nano patterned polymer surfaces compared to the un-
structured polymer samples
– slightly decreased length of extensions on nanogrooved polymers (PI and positive
PDMS cast) compared to unstructured polymer surfaces
– similar length distribution of extensions on nanodotted polymer surfaces com-
pared to unstructured polymer samples, but increased length of extensions com-
pared to grooved samples
– no clear effect of nanodotted lines on cell numbers and length of extensions.
These findings indicate that there is an influence of nanopatterns in the range of some
hundred nanometers on cell numbers of neuronal cells as well as on orientation and
length of cellular extensions. Further investigations are conductedwithmore sensitive
cell types (MSCs).
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2.3.2 Effect of nanotopography on MSC behavior
MSCs isolated from the adipose tissue of healthy donors have been seeded on a
polyimide foil patterned with grooves with a structure size of ca 300nm obtained
using multibeam interference (Fig. 2.9 (a)). Polyimide is a biocompatible, inert plastic
polymer which has been used for neuronal and sub-retinal implants. This material is
also endowed with excellent mechanical properties such as low friction, high textile
strength, resistance to wear and high flexibility [54–56]. No protein coating was used
prior to the cell seeding in order to exclude the topographic influence of structures
different to the nanogrooves and to improve the reproducibility of the experiments.
Regarding cell adhesion there was no difference between the conventional tissue
culture plastic, the non-structured PI used as control, and the nanogrooved PI;
furthermore, this material also showed very low cytotoxicity since no relevant cell
detachment or apoptosis was detected on any of the substrates. Interestingly, surface
topography had a profound impact on cell shape: optical microscopy revealed that
MSCs on the nanopatterned PI aligned parallel to the direction of the grooves and had
an elongatedmorphology. Conversely, MSCs on the flat PI and on TCP displayed a ran-
dom arrangement and no signs of elongation (Fig. 2.9 (b)). MSCs on the nanogrooved
PI retained their alignment and elongated morphology even after having been suc-
cessfully differentiated into adipocytes using an induction medium supplemented
with specific chemicals and hormones (Fig. 2.9 (c)). Scanning electronic microscopy
images showed that cells developed nice filopodia and tightly interacted with the
periodic nanogrooves (Fig. 2.9 (d)).
2.4 Conclusion and outlook
Multibeam interference represents a novel technology for surface nanostructuring ap-
plications. Compared to other techniques, MBI can directly ablate a substrate to gen-
erate smaller structures over a larger area at lower cost. Interestingly, nanostructures
can have a deep impact on cellular biology and be integrated into biomedical devices.
Neuronal cells have been reported to elongate along nanogrooves but not on nanodots
or dotted nanogrooves. The results indicated that groove depth was more relevant
than groove width in stimulating cell elongation. Furthermore, when interacting with
primary MSCs, periodical nanogrooves supported their growth and allowed their dif-
ferentiation towards adipocytes in addition to eliciting cell elongation. In conclusion,
MBI represents a straightforward and flexible technique with a broad range of appli-
cations, particularly in life sciences, e.g. for the generation of smart biomaterials able
to control complex cellular functions through specific surface patterns.





Fig. 2.9: (a) Photography of the nanogrooved polyimide foil with the structures depicted in blue due
to the iridescence phenomenon (left), and SEM details of the nanogrooved areas (center and right).
(b) Adipose tissue derived mesenchymal stem cells align parallel to the nanogrooves while display-
ing a random alignment on the non-structured surfaces. (c) Upon differentiation into adipocytes.
MSCs retained their alignment. Fat droplets of the adipocytes are stained green with BODIPY while
the nuclei are stained blue with DAPI. (d) Scanning electronic microscopy pictures of MSCs on the
nanogrooved PI.
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3 Laser-generated bioactive hydrogels as
ion-release systems for burn wound therapy
Abstract:Here, we investigated the fabrication of bioactivemetal nanoparticle-loaded
hydrogels, their immobilization into non-woven electrospun microfibers and their
biocompatibility. For this purpose, zinc and iron nanoparticles were synthesized by
pulsed laser ablation of correspondingmetal targets in an aqueousmonomer solution.
This solution was simultaneously and consecutively polymerized yielding loaded
hydrogels. The laser ablation process was investigated concerning the influence of
different laser parameters on the ablation efficiency, including the determination of
the cavitation bubble dynamics. The in situ fabrication of stable nanoparticle polymer
composites, namely nanoparticle-loaded microgels, using the laser ablation method
was established. The microgels described were immobilized by electrospinning in
order to achieve surface modified microfibers. Electron microscopy and inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry were used to characterize the suitability of the
zinc nanoparticle-loaded microgels immobilized in microfibers for a zinc ion release
over a period of five days without release of the nanoparticles. The amounts of ions
and the release rates were regulated by variations of the composites used for the
electrospinning process. Parallely, in vitro indirect biocompatibility and bioresponse
tests showed no cytotoxicity not from the hydrogels nor from the microfibers. Cell
proliferation was increased for both systems separately and for their combination.
The ion releases of the iron and zinc nanoparticle-loaded microgels were too low to
induce any subsequent effect on cell culture.
3.1 Introduction
Severe burn injuries are wounds with a number of potential harmful consequences.
For the patient deep and/or large burns often result in painful and difficult wound
healing, unappealing scar formation and long-term sequelae. Due to the impairment
of skin function, protection against outside aggressors such as microbes, difficulties
maintaining homeostasis, acute infections or dehydration may occur. Therefore,
restoration of integument integrity is an important first measure in any acute burn
treatment.
Healing of awounddue to burns, abrasion, laceration or contusion always follows
threemainphaseswhichoverlap in time: inflammation, proliferation and remodeling.
The inflammation phase is the healing initiation. A clot is formed by combination of
vasoconstriction, aggregation of platelets, and thrombogenesis which enables main-
tenance of hemostasis. The recruitment of neutrophils and macrophages enable the
© 2015 V. Coger et al., published by De Gruyter.
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phagocytosis of infective particles, foreign substances cellular residue and extracel-
lular matrix (ECM) debris. Neutrophil activity was shown in vitro to be stimulated by
zinc ions at concentrations from6 to 50 μM [1]. Parallely,macrophages, involved in the
degradation of the damaged ECM, secrete proteases such as MMP-2, -9 or interstitial
collagenase, three enzymes known to have zinc dependent activity [2–4]. Parallel to
the end of the inflammatory phase, the proliferation phase starts during which ECM is
rebuilt to form granulation tissue. It impliesmajor collagen type III production, which
is known to rely on procollagen-lysine 5-dioxygenase, an iron dependent enzyme [5].
During this phase, reepithelialisation occurs. Keratinocytes proliferate, migrate, and
differentiate to cover the wound. Keratinocyte differentiation can be induced by local
application of zinc, as shownby Inoue et al [6]. Finally,maturation begins by remodel-
ing ECM from collagen type III into type I. Therefore once again zinc dependent MMPs
[3, 7–9] play a major role in ECM degradation, while iron dependent production of
collagen type I [5] occurs. Hence, the process of wound healing can greatly benefit
from the release of zinc and iron ions, particularly when the dose is adapted to the
corresponding wound healing phase.
Therefore several approaches have been taken to test the effects of metals like
iron and zinc in wound healing, mainly aiming at a modification of cell activity or
antimicrobial effects. It is known that topical or local application of metal particles
or ions induces cell stimulation and that combinations of different metals can have
synergetic effects [10]. But this raises the following problem concerning nanoparticle
interactions with the different dermal cell populations: Vania et al. showed that zinc
oxide nanoparticles do not penetrate further than the epidermis when applied topi-
cally onto healthy skin [11] although it had been proven that keratinocytes can uptake
nanoparticles by endocytosis [12]. Furthermore, their application to wounded dermis
is questionable due to their toxicity towards underlying cells deriving from different
pathways well summarized by Roy et al. [13]. Therefore our approach focusses on zinc
and iron for the development of an ion delivery systemwhere metal nanoparticles are
embedded into a hydrogel, itself immobilized ontomicrofibers. This allows safety, effi-
ciency and long-term reliability, which are important features for drug-release systems
in the treatment of large burns. We chose an ion release system based on nanoparti-
cle carriers, because due to their high surface to volume ratio they can release more
bioactive ions than micro-sized particles of the same mass [14]. Inspired by Hahn
et al., who reported 80 days of ion release from nanoparticle silicon composites [15],
nanoparticle-polymer composites couldbeapplicable as long-term treatment systems.
Nanocomposites may be produced by a variety of methods. A chemical prepara-
tion method requires chemical precursors, several process steps and post-processing
cleaning steps. Pulsed laser ablation in liquids (PLAL) [16] is a promising alternative.
In brief, nanoparticles are obtainedby ablating a solidmetal plate in the desired liquid
by a focused pulsed laser beam. When the liquid chosen is a polymer solution this
setup describes an easy and fast in situ preparation of nanoparticle-polymer compos-
ites [17]. Due to the absence of salts, additional surfactants or reagents, subsequent
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cleaning steps are not required. In contrast to chemical methods the laser ablation
of metal targets offers a great variety of materials, which means it is not necessary to
establish new synthesis routes for each metal, a simple exchange of the target plate is
sufficient to generate nanoparticles of each desired material.
WhenusingPLAL it has tobe taken into consideration that variousprocess param-
eters have an influence on the ablation process efficiency, e.g. the repetition rate, the
liquid layer above the target and the characteristics of the liquid itself [16, 18, 19]. These
interactions therefore have to be studied to understand the laser ablation process. The
preparation of nanoparticle polymer composites also has to be investigated before
microgel fixation onto electrospun microfibers is established.
Electrospinning is a technique aiming at the production of fibers with diameters
on the micrometer-scale or even lower. Electrospinning is therefore used for applica-
tions where surfaces play a major role, e.g. sensors [20–23], photocatalytic properties
[24–27], antibacterial properties [28–30],UV-protection [31] andhumidity sensing [32].
Electrospinning is applied by introducing a polymer solution or a polymer melt into
an electric field. Since only solution-spinning is relevant for this work, this approach
will be described briefly in the following paragraph. Usually, the polymer containing
reservoir will be charged, negatively or positively, while a target collector is connected
grounded, or vice versa. This will be done until the solution exhibits an electric force
sufficient to overcome the surface tension. Voltage acts as the driving forcewhile at the
same time, thanks to application of an additional feed pump, the solution is mechan-
ically driven out of a capillary, forming a droplet at the tip of the outlet. Electrically
charged polymer solutions are then ejected from the surface of droplets forming a
characteristic cone-shaped structure [33]. Ejected fibers are targeted onto a collector
which exhibits the opposite charge to the polymer solution. If only flat surfaces are
used, the fibers are randomly oriented on the surface forming non-wovens. In princi-
ple, it is possible to apply additional devices to achieve orientation of the fibers, e.g.
rotating drums, parallel ordered collectors and so on. For the preparation of wound
dressings non-oriented fibers – i.e. non-wovens – are satisfactory and simple to pre-
pare. Hence, the dressings discussed in this work, solely consist of non-wovens. In
the case of wound dressings it is important that open channels exist between wound
and environment in order to ensure a controlledwound atmosphere. This prevents ac-
cumulation of wound secretions and ensures the optimal humidity level required for
each wound healing phase. Otherwise, bacterial contamination, wound maceration
or drying out may have consequences such as wound closure delay or worse.
Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) has been proven to be well-suitable for electrospin-
ning processes and biomedical applications due to its biocompatibility and biode-
gradability [34–36]. The first property is a prerequisite for topical application as
a wound dressing that will be in direct contact with wounds. If it is possible that
low amounts of PCL are released and accumulate within the wound environment,
biodegradability ensures that residues will be removed by degradation over time and
the absence of long term toxic effects.
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In this project in situ preparation of nanoparticle-loadedmicrogels using laser ab-
lation technique will be presented. In this context several aspects of the laser ablation
process will be investigated. To ensure that no hydrogels remain in the healed skin,
we immobilized prepared nanoparticle-loaded hydrogels on electrospun fibers.
To ensure the biocompatibility of our system, we performed cell-based assays
for cell metabolism and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity with elution of either
microgels and zinc or iron containing microgels, as well as eluates of microfibers and
microgel covered microfibers onto L929 fibroblast cell line cultures.
3.2 Results and discussion
3.2.1 Microgels containing laser-generated nanoparticles
Within thisDFGpriority program1327wehave examined the fundamentals of the laser
ablationprocess andapplied the receivedknowledge to fabricate functional nanocom-
posites for biological applications which were tested for their activity and biocompat-
ibility in medically relevant setups.
First of all, the laser ablation process for the fabrication of laser-generated
nanoparticles should be understood. Therefore, several investigations had been
conducted in order to understand the fundamental processes occurring during the
laser irradiation of pure metal plates in a liquid environment and how certain process
parameters influence nanoparticle productivity.
As mentioned before, the laser ablation process is influenced by several parame-
ters. For example a variation of the pulse energy, the fluence and the wavelength was
found to alter nanoparticle productivity.
Previous experiments could show that with a picosecond laser system, the high-
est nanoparticle productivity could be reached using the fundamental wavelength
(1030nm, 250 μJ) (see Fig. 3.1). The fundamental wavelength reaches a higher pulse
energy and therefore a higher laser fluence, resulting in the higher nanoparticle pro-
ductivity compared to the second harmonic (515 nm, 125 μJ) [37].
The most important parameter which determines the laser ablation efficiency,
defined as ablation per pulse, is the focus position of the laser beam. It has to be
considered that while using ultra-short laser pulses in liquid environment non-linear
effects like self-focusing and filamentation lead to a shift of the optimal focus [38, 39].
To avoid time consuming experiments to find the focus for each experimental system,
a semi-empirical method which allows calculation of the focal position for each sys-
tem was established [16].
The ablation efficiency is also dependent on the temporal interpulse distance,
which is defined as the reciprocal value of the repetition rate. Wagener et al. could
show that up to 5 kHz the ablation efficiency remains constant, while an exponential
decrease is found at higher repetition rates [40]. The explanation for this phenomenon
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Fig. 3.1: Effect of wavelength and material on nanoparticle productivity; cumulative ablated mass
over processing time of silver (a), magnesium (b) and zinc (c) for ablation in THF using fundamental
(1030 nm; 250 μJ) and second harmonic (515 nm; 125 μJ) laser wavelengths. [37]
is founded on the dynamic behavior of the cavitation bubble. Each laser pulse induces
a cavitation bubble with a defined lifetime. At higher repetition rates the cavitation
bubble of the first pulse is still present when the next pulse is directed towards the
target. Consequently, the cavitation bubble induces a shielding effect for the following
pulse by scattering and absorption, resulting in a reduced ablation efficiency of the
following pulse. For lower repetition rates the bubble generated by the first pulse is
already collapsedwhen the next pulse hits the target surface. No interactions between
bubble and pulse take place [40].
Beside the temporal pulse distance, a crucial aspect to influence the ablation ef-
ficiency is the spatial pulse to pulse distance which can be adjusted by the repetition
rate and the scanning speed. An interpulse distance larger than 100 μm allows avoid-
ance of the shielding effect of the cavitation bubble leading to high ablation efficiency
[40]. However, it should be noted that with a further increase of the distance, the
efficiency decreases due to the reduced or totally missing heating effect of the target
by the previous laser pulse before, which normally support the ablation process [40].
Based on findings illustrated in the previous paragraph, it is obvious that the
cavitation bubble plays an important role in the nanoparticle generation process. Ac-
cordingly it was required to study the cavitation bubble dynamics and particularly
how it coincides with nanoparticle formation. Parallel to the work of De Giacomo
et al., who investigated the temporal evolution of the bubble [41], we did small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements to be able to look inside the cavitation bub-
ble and track the nanoparticle distribution. The first results from SAXS determined
a maximum bubble height of 1.15mm above the gold target which was ablated by
nanosecond laser pulses [42]. After 230 μs a second bubble, the rebound, could be
detected [42]. By evaluating the data, two different gold nanoparticle species could
be differentiated inside the cavitation bubble. With an average diameter of 8–10 nm
small primary particles could be found and also secondary particles with a diameter
of 45 nm are present inside the bubble [42]. The small ones are located in the whole
bubble volume, whereas secondary particles are accumulated in the middle [42]. This
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primarywork only analyze the cavitationbubble at themaximumbubble extension. In
order to get an idea of the nanoparticle formation process during the whole cavitation
bubble lifetime, further examinations had been done using SAXS. The cavitation bub-
ble lifetime could be determined to be 350 μs, while themaximumheight was reached
after 80 μs [43]. These studies could confirm the presence of two particle populations
with diameters of 8–10 nm and 40–60nm inside the bubble [43]. In addition, these
experiments could show that the nanoparticle distribution inside the bubble is time
dependent. When the bubble reaches its maximum height, primary particles are lo-
cated all over the bubble, whereas only a few agglomerates could be found. During
the first collapse, small particles seem to form agglomerates and both, small parti-
cles and agglomerates, accumulate near the target surface. The particles stay close to
the target surface during the bubble rebound, agglomerate and are released into the
surrounding liquid after the final collapse [43]. These experiments give spatial and
temporal information on the initial stages of nanoparticle generation process during
laser ablation in liquids.
After the investigation of the fundamentals of the laser ablation process the fab-
rication of nanoparticle-polymer composites of different metals will be discussed.
To fabricate desired nanoparticle-polymer composites an in situ conjugation ap-
proach was used. In first experiments zinc, silver and magnesium nanoparticles were
generated in thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF)
by picosecond laser ablation [37]. In case of zinc, mono-crystalline fully oxidized
nanoparticles with an average diameter of 6.5 nm surrounded by a polymer shell
were formed. The formation of ZnO was validated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) while
photoluminescence measurements revealed oxygen defects inside the crystal struc-
ture [44]. The conjugation of nanoparticles with polymers influences the dispersion
of the particles, which could be shown for systems consisting of silver or copper
nanoparticles [45]. By adjusting the polymer (TPU) concentration, the agglomer-
ation could be minimized resulting in a homogeneous composite with embedded
nanoparticles at average sizes of 5 nm [45]. The optimal stabilization concentration
of TPU for the observed system was determined to be 0.3wt% [45]. Furthermore,
these nanocomposites could be post processed by injection molding, while the ideal
dispersion of the nanoparticles in the polymer matrix was retained [45].
Another approach was to carry out the ablation process in a monomer solution
consisting of ε-Caprolactone (CL), polymerizing into of Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL),
and the solvent THF. PCL was chosen as a basic matrix material for nanocompos-
ites applicable in burn wound treatment. In first experiments, polymerization was
meant to be initiated by zinc oxide nanoparticles. However, it could be shown, that
at room temperature the polymerization was incomplete leading to the formation of
oligomers [46]. To accomplish full polymerization, the laser ablationprocesswas done
at elevated temperatures. At 140 °C full polymerization could be achieved while the
absence of any remaining oligomers was verified by Fourier Transform Infrared Spec-
troscopy (FTIR) [46].
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However, in order to synthesize nanocomposites for biological and medical
applications organic solvents should be avoided. Hence, water solublemonomers like
N-Vinylcaprolactam (VCL) and Acetoacetoxyethyl methacrylate (AAEM), crosslinked
by N,N󸀠-Methylenebis(acrylamide) (BIS), and 2,2-Azobis(2-methylpropyonamidine)
dihydrochloride (AMPA) as polymerization initiator were further examined as a
suitable matrix material for nanocomposites [47]. It could be verified that this system
is highly suitable for the fabrication of nanoparticle-loaded microgels, while laser
synthesis of nanoparticles occurred parallel to the microgel formation. It was shown
that the nanoparticles are located inside these gels [47]. As these composites were
fabricated via a purely water-based and hence potentially biocompatible synthesis
route they are ideally suited as ion-release systems in for medical applications. Hence
in vitro evaluations were performed in order to determine their biocompatibility.
3.2.2 Microgel biotesting
We performed indirect in vitro testing on NCTC clone 929 cell line with CytoTox-One™
for cytotoxicity and CellTiter-Blue® for cell proliferation (Fig. 3.2 (a), (b) and (f)). Sev-
eral concentrations of emptymicrogels andmicrogels containing ironor zincnanopar-
ticles were eluted. The solutions obtained remained microparticle free as we tested
them via absorption spectrophotometry and dynamic light scattering.
The indirect cytotoxicity tests (Fig. 3.2 (a)) performed with elutions of microgels
showed no differences between the control cultures and those exposed to three types
of microgels tested at varying concentrations. Therefore we concluded that the micro-
gel itself as well as those loaded with metal nanoparticles were non-toxic.
Concerning cell proliferation (Fig. 3.2 (b)), we were able to observe an im-
provement of the measured cell activity for microgels eluates at a concentration of
400 μg/ml, which was up to 1.3 times higher than in the control culture. We could
therefore define our microgel as non-cytotoxic, and it can be seen as a proliferation
enhancer for the tested L929 cell line. Concerning the loading ofmetals intomicrogels,
no significant differences were found between the empty microgel and the microgels
with embedded iron nanoparticles at the same concentration. On the other hand, a
statistical improvement was found at elution concentration of 400 μg/ml when zinc
nanoparticles are embedded in hydrogels. If we refer to the ion release potential, at a
microgel concentration of 400 μg/ml, zinc ion concentration is estimated to be 2 μg/ml
or 150 μM. No statistical differences in cell proliferation were found at this concentra-
tion of zinc salts (Fig. 3.2 (b)).
As we defined themicrogel’s content at 1% (w/w) and the release after 24 hours of
incubation in aqueous solution about 50% (data not shown), we concluded that we
had amaximummetal ion released concentration around 20 μg/ml (corresponding to
450 μM and 300 μM for iron and zinc respectively). Comparing these concentrations
with the literature, the LD50 of zinc on L929 fibroblasts is shown at concentration of






Fig. 3.2: Effect of different microgel eluate concentrations and contents on L929 cell line culture.
(a) cytotoxicity assay and (b) proliferation assay performed with elutions of the different microgels.
Microscopy observations were performed with elutions of iron chloride (c) and zinc chloride (d)
40 μg/ml and compared to control culture (e), before testing the proliferation under metal salt
elutions at equivalent concentrations released by the microgels. (c), (d) and (e) are representative
of three independent reproductions; scale bar represents 200 μm. Values are normalized on lysis
control for (a) and control culture (CTR) for (b) and (f); results are expressed as means of three
independent experiments ± standard error of the mean; Bonferroni analysis of variance, * p < 0.05.
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335 μM [48]. Additionally,Wataha et al. showed that culture conditions could affect the
appearing cytotoxicity [49]. In order to evaluate cytotoxicity of zinc and iron ions un-
der our chosen conditions,we also tested iron (in ferric form) and zinc as chloride salts
diluted in culture medium (Fig. 3.2 (c)–(f)). This confirmed iron to be non-cytotoxic
at the administered concentrations as previously described [50]. Surprisingly, zinc
showed no toxicity signs, like iron, even though the concentrations tested were up
to twenty times higher than those reported by Wataha et al.
3.2.3 Electrospun fibers for microgel immobilization
The first attempt at fiber-modification with laser generated nanoparticles was
achieved by a simple method in which particles were ablated within an organic
solution which contained dissolved polymer. The approach included nanoparticle
synthesis and mixing with polymer. Afterwards, the nanoparticles were stabilized
by evaporating the organic solvent and inclusion of the particles within the polymer
matrix. The composites were subsequently resolved in a THF-DMF mixture and pro-
cessedbymeans of electrospinning [46]. As a result, non-wovenswithhomogeneously
distributed nanoparticles were achieved. This method is simple but it only assures
homogeneously mixed fiber-particle composites. The location of the particles, i.e. as-
sembly on or within the fibers, cannot be controlled. As a consequence, incorporated
nanoparticles would only be available for the healing process once the fiber-matrix
degrades (a very time consuming process in the case of PCL). Conversely, a certain
amount of inorganic material would not be available immediately after contact with
the wound. It has to be assumed that the nanoparticles are statistically distributed
within all layers of the fibers, as well as on top of the surface. Moreover, there are no
additional forces except for Van-der-Waals interactions linking the nanoparticles on
the surfacehence thismethodwas only valuable for compositeswith limited relevance
for biomedical applications.
Figure 3.3 shows PCL-microfibers after electrospinning in the presence of vari-
ous nanoparticles from THF-DMF mixtures. THF was chosen as the solvent in which
laser ablation was performed due to its solubility and optical permeability. Since the
cavitation bubble causes high temperature and pressure gradients, pyrolysis of THF
was investigated. It was found that pyrolysis leads to ring opening of the cyclic ether
as observed by means of FTIR spectroscopy. Due to the high partial pressure of the
solvent and by-products, quantifying the pyrolysis was not possible. Qualitatively,
FTIR spectroscopy confirmed the destructive influence of laser light on THF [46]. THF
thereforehad tobe replacedbyanother solvent andwe switched to anaqueous system.
The next step of nanoparticle utilization on microfibers was to introduce a
carrier-system capable of providing two features: first as a surfactant, supporting
the dispersibility and colloidal stability of the nanoparticles in an aqueous medium
second as an adherence surface, anchoring the nanoparticles exclusively on the fiber
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Fig. 3.3: Electrospun PCL-fibers including metal nanoparticles of different metals: zinc (top left),
magnesium (top right), iron (bottom left) and tantalum (bottom right). [46]
surfaces in order to allowmetal ions to be released intowoundmediawith therapeutic
properties. As mentioned above, the fiber acts as a carrier for soft containers. These
containers were chosen to be hydrogels in colloidal state, so-called microgels. Like
their macro-scaled relatives, microgels react to external stimuli, e.g. temperature
change, change of pH and so on. In contrast, the reaction time is lower, ranging from
milliseconds up to few seconds [51, 52]. Due to surface charges, the colloids can persist
as a colloidal dispersion usually dispersed in water or alcohols. Most of the literature
therefore describes microgels as useful systems for the transport of therapeutical
agents through biological environments. In this work, microgels were utilized as
coating agents containing drugs, releasing them from the fiber surface. Hence, here
the microgels still fulfill their purposes as drug-delivery agents containing metal-
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nanoparticles, and as fiber coatings. After adhesion on the fiber surfaces, metal-ions
are released while nanoparticles are detained from diffusing into the wound at the
same time.
The standard systemestablished over the last decades is poly(N-iso-proylacrylate)
(PNIPAM). In this work, anothermicrogel systemwas used as a carrier system, namely
poly(vinyl-N-caprolactam) (PVCL). This system is commonly preferred for biomedical
applications due to the relatively low toxicity of its monomer (VCL), especially in
comparison with NIPAM [53]. The typical hydrogel-like properties are still available
and PVCL shows great water stability and the possibility of nanoparticle-inclusion.
PVCL-based microgels are usually prepared by co-polymerization in the presence of
other monomers. Co-polymerization of microgels offers a simple strategy of adding
additional properties by choosing an appropriate monomer, e.g. dicetonic, acids,
PEG, amines, etc. Besides the chemical-based functionality, choosing an additional
monomer will also influence particle composition.
This fact is linked to the very unique synthesis mechanism. Microgel preparation
is generally called “precipitation polymerization”. This term describes the formation
of a water-insoluble polymer in water which is formed fromwater-soluble monomers.
Shortly after initiation, larger fractions of polymers will precipitate due to the synthe-
sis conditions. Further chain growth occurs by consumption of monomers from the
aqueous phase and addition to the suspended polymer chains. The spatial composi-
tion of the microgel is driven by the behavior of the different polymers in water. The
more hydrophilic the character of the polymer, the more probable is the assembly in
the shell regions and vice versa [51, 52, 54].
The preparation of a novel wound dressing including microfibers which release
metal ions from their corresponding nanoparticles, requires the hosting microgels to
be able to adhere to the fiber surfaces. Moreover, the microgel components have to
be chosen to be biocompatible but still be capable of fulfilling the application-related
requirements. First experiments were done by converting typical microgel synthesis
approaches into the laser-chamber where microgel synthesis was accomplished si-
multaneously to the laser ablation process [47]. The first system used consisted of
PVCL-based microgel which was copolymerized with AAEM, a well-known system al-
ready successfully used for ZnO encapsulation [55, 56]. In situ preparation led to low
zinc masses while processing the microgels was suitable for fiber preparation.
Works of Pich and Winnik introduced a novel microgel system consisting of
three different polymers [57]: PVCL, PAAEM and additional PEG. It was shown that
increased PEG content leads to increased water-polymer interactions and hence loss
of the spherical morphology. SEM experiments showed that microgels with increased
PEG content showed a shape shift towards a more distorted shape. Furthermore,
microgels with higher PEG content lost their sensitivity to temperature, meaning the
hydrodynamic radii remained constant for temperatures below and above typical
VPTT of PVCL, 32 °C. Once more, the microgels were based on PVCL and included
PAAEM- and PEG-copolymers with a PEG content of up to 1.6mol%.
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Fig. 3.4: Electrospun fibers including PVCL microgels (top) and PVCL-AAEM microgels (bottom),
respectively. All microgels were gained during laser ablation of zinc nanoparticles. Insets show
microgels used for electrospinning process.
Aderivative had been developed for the laser ablation process consisting only of PVCL
and PEG, omitting AAEM. In contrast to the PVCL-PAAEM-PEG system mentioned be-
fore, this novel systemwas investigated for PEG contents up to 10mol%. Furthermore,
the overall concentration of the reaction approachwas reducedby a factor of 4 in order
to reduce the particle diameter. Diameter reduction was preferred due to lower turbid-
ity of themicrogel dispersion. Turbidity is not favoredwhen laser beamshave to transit
the suspension unhindered in order to hit the metal target. First tests revealed that
microgel formation under standard concentration led to quenched ablation process
due to the intense turbidity. After reducing the concentration, low turbidity enabled
preparation of sufficient amounts of inorganic material from metal foils.
The synthesis of sufficient PEG-containing microgels was accomplished by pre-
cipitation polymerization of VCL and methylmethacrylate (MMA)modified PEG of low
molecularmass (Mn 526 g/mol). The synthesis was performed at two different concen-
trations: 0.1mol/L and 0.25mol/L related to VCL. The first approach led to formation
of a turbid suspension while lower concentration led to the formation of transpar-
ent dispersions. Light-scattering of the dialyzed products revealed a ten-times lower
hydrodynamic diameter in the case of four-fold lower starting concentration. Even
though the diameters were increased by the wet-chemical approach in the absence of
particles, after the laser ablation process themetal nanoparticles were sufficiently en-
capsulated. This gives evidence that in situ polymerization of the PVCL-PEG at c(VCL)
of 0.25mol/L is still suitable for the encapsulation process. At the same time, forma-
tion of microgels which were not involved in the particle-encapsulation process did
not influence the ablation process by increasing turbidity.
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Fig. 3.5: Electrospun fibers including PVCL-PEG microgels. TEM images (bottom) prove the surface
modification of fibers with microgels encapsulating zinc nanoparticles gained by laser ablation.
Inset shows microgel-zinc composite used for fiber modification.
TEM characterization of the PVCL-PEG-zinc oxide systems before and after electro-
spinning proved the successful encapsulation and coating of microfibers (Fig. 3.5).
Subsequent release testswereperformedbyaddingnon-wovens intobufferedmedium
at pH 7.5 and 37 °C, the standard conditions for investigation of bioactive material.
Release tests were accomplished by means of cumulative release, i.e. total volume
exchange at given times, and characterization by ICP-MS. The tests clearly showed
that release takes place as expected, showing a fast increase within the first 24 hours,
a decreasing rate at around 48 hours and slow rates during the following three days.
After a total of five days release tests were aborted (Fig. 3.6).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.6: Zinc ion release plots achieved by cumulative release studies. First plot shows absolute
concentrations (a), second shows relative release rates (b).
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3.2.4 Microfiber biotesting
The microfibers were tested following the same biocompatibility protocols previously
used for the microgels. Here also, we could not see any differences in the LDH release
between the control culture and the different concentrations of microfiber’s eluate
(Fig. 3.7 (a)). Nevertheless, the proliferation assay performed showed a statistically
increased cell activity compared to the control culture at concentrations higher than
1mg/ml (Fig. 3.7 (b)). When 10% (w/w) microgel was added to the microfibers this
enhancementwas observed startingwith 400μg/ml, butwe couldnot find statistically
significanct differences between the proliferation values of the twomicrofiber groups.
The electrospinning process aiming to immobilize microgels reduced the beneficial
Fig. 3.7: Effect of different microfiber eluate concentrations and contents on L929 cell line cul-
ture. (a) cytotoxicity assay and (b) proliferation assay performed with elutions of the different
microfibers. Values are normalized on lysis control for (a) and control culture (CTR) for (b). Results
expressed as means of three independent experiments ± standard error of the mean; Bonferroni
analysis of variance, * p < 0.05.
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effect previously observed of the microgel on cell proliferation. The eluates of the
microfibers themselves enhance proliferation, however, although all particles were
removed by centrifugation and filtration.
3.3 Conclusion
We established a totally water-based synthesis routine for the fabrication of metal
nanoparticle loaded microgels. Therefore, we investigated the laser ablation process
andgainnew insights into theprocesses duringnanoparticle generation. By switching
the PVCL-basedmicrogels to the PEG-system, we circumvented the turbidity increase,
due to microgel polymerization, which otherwise could have handicapped the laser
ablation process. This routine allows production of a high variety of ion release
systems, and adjustment of the element released to any stage of wound healing. By
combining this laser ablated metal nanoparticle encapsulation with electrospinning
methods and variation of the compound amount used, we were able to adjust the
ion release. We were also able to define each compound as biocompatible and ions
released from these materials remained in the subtoxic concentration regime. In
addition microgels tend to enhance cell proliferation indirectly, an effect that could
be further increased when the hydrogels were loaded with zinc nanoparticles. This
also needs to be tested in vivo, after further in vitro complementary experiments, as
we cannot rule out systemic effects in the context of wound healing. In summary the
combination of laser ablated metal nanoparticles, in situ microgel encapsulation
and electrospinning immobilization may be well-suited for the establishment of
controlled, programmed and adaptive multiple ion release wound dressings.
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4 Nanoparticle-loaded bioactive hydrogels
Abstract: Laser-induced sub 100nm structures were prepared on silicon, thoroughly
characterized, and the process of their formation was elucidated. They were used
as substrates for a controlled deposition of calcium phosphate nanoparticles by
electrophoretic deposition. Calcium phosphate nanoparticles are used as carriers
for biomolecules such as nucleic acid for transfection or gene silencing in the context
of gene therapy. It is important to apply only a defined quantity of nanoparticles and
nucleic acids to a given cell culture or tissue. A defined number of nanoparticles
were deposited onto a ripple structured silicon surface by electrophoretic deposition
Alginate beads were then rolled on this surface allowing the nanoparticles to adsorb
onto the surface of the alginate bead. This resulted in alginate beads with a defined
quantity of particles and biomolecules on their surface. The effect of calcium phos-
phate nanoparticle-coated alginate beads on cells was studied by the hanging drop
method.
4.1 Introduction
There is great interest in the geneticmanipulation of living cells by the administration
of nucleic acids (DNA or RNA) in experimental medicine, e.g. for the integration of flu-
orescent reporter genes [1]. It can additionally enable the induction of pluripotency in
patient-derived cells using epigenetic reprogramming methods, opening up new pos-
sibilities for personalized medicine and disease-specific drug discovery. While these
artificially generated cells do not exist in the human body, comparable to embryonic
stem cells, human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC) have the ability to differen-
tiate into every cell type of the human body and to renew themselves by mitotic cell
division [2].
Due to the fact that nucleic acids alone are not able to enter a cell, suitable carriers
are needed. Currently, a retrovirus-mediated gene transduction is often used, but non-
viral systems are becoming increasingly important [3]. Nanoparticles can be used for
the transport of nucleic acids because they can easily be taken up by cells and no
further transport vectors are necessary [4]. In order to standardize this process, the
exposure of cells to a defined number of nanoparticles is necessary. Note that with dis-
persed nanoparticles, it is difficult to clearly define the dose of nanoparticles in direct
cell contact. As most cell types, including fibroblasts and hiPSCs, grow in adherent
culture, a homogeneous immobilization of nanoparticles on a surface is one possible
method of controlling nanoparticle exposure [5]. The cultivation of a defined num-
© 2015 K. Wallat et al., published by De Gruyter.
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ber of cells on specified growth areas homogeneously loaded with DNA-containing
nanoparticles can lead to a reproducible gene transfection [5].
Different inorganic nanoparticles have beenused for the transport of nucleic acids
into cells [6, 7]. In comparison to organic particles, inorganic particles are often easier
to synthesize, less toxic, not sensitive to microbial degradation and easier to store. In
this case, we used calcium phosphate nanoparticles as drug carriers [8, 9]. Calcium
phosphate is a biomineral found in mammalian bone and teeth, leading to high bio-
compatibility [10].We used the cationic polymer poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) to stabilize
the calciumphosphatenanoparticles. This led to apositive zetapotential and colloidal
stability. Note that the particles need to carry a surface charge for electrophoretic de-
position. Electrophoretic deposition was used to coat silicon, both smooth and ripple-
nanostructured [11, 12]. In general, the coating of implants is an interesting area in
medicine to increase their bioactivity [13]. These deposited nanoparticles were then
transferred to alginate beads by rolling the beads over the nanoparticle-coated sur-
face. In earlier work we have shown that laser-structured surfaces are ideally suited
for controlled deposition of calcium phosphate nanoparticles [12] and that cells show
distinct behavior towards such coated surfaces [11].
Alginate, a hydrogel derived frommarine brown algae, is a highly suitable matrix
for immobilization of nanoparticles. Alginate is often used for cell encapsulation and
is easy to modify according to specific cell characteristics and applications [14]. Ultra-
pure alginates can be used for cell-based assays, due to the low risk of contamination
(in the case of in vitro application), inflammation and immune response (in case of in
vivo application). Gel formation from fluid alginates to gelled alginate hydrogels takes
place by ionotropic crosslinkingwith alkaline-earthmetal cations (e.g. Ca2+, Ba2+) un-
der gentle conditions (neutral pH, room temperature). This allows the encapsulation
of cells into alginate without significantly damaging the cells [15]. Several methods
for dispensing [16] and modification have been published in the last decades ranging
between coatings [17], physical modifications [18], and covalent coupling of bioactive
molecules [19].
A method of studying the interaction of cells and dispersed particles is the hang-
ing drop cultivation method [20]. Here, cells are cultivated in a small drop (20–40 μL)
of culturemediumwhich is placed in the inner lid of a cell culture dish. Due to gravita-
tion, all cells in the droplet are forced to formone homogeneous aggregate in the lower
part of the droplet. In combination with alginate microcarriers loaded with nanopar-
ticles containing nucleic acids, this method is highly suitable for the transfection of
cells due to the enforced cell-surface contact within the drop. The defined and ho-
mogeneous spatial arrangement of nanoparticles with transcription factors for cell
reprogramming on the growth surface of cells will increase reproducibility and stan-
dardization.Using the advantages of automation, this cell culturemethodadditionally
permits almost complete control of the microenvironment as well as a significantly
increased reproducibility of the results by volumeminiaturization andparallelization.
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4.2 Material and methods
4.2.1 Laser-induced sub 100 nm structures
Periodic pattern formation on surfaces under laser irradiation in a certain fluency
range has long been known and is termed laser induced periodic surface structures
(LIPSS) [21, 22]. Depending on the illumination parameters and the material proper-
ties, a variety of topologies and scales can be realized. A basic classification of these
structures ismade by the spatial frequency of the pattern in relation to thewavelength
of the generating laser light: patterns with structural dimensions comparable to the
laserwavelength are called lowspatial frequencyLIPSS (LSFL) [23, 24], thosewith sub-
diffractive structural dimensions are accordingly called high spatial frequency LIPSS
(HSFL) [23, 25, 26].
By the application of appropriate irradiation andmaterial parameters, HSFLs can
have periodicities of around 100nmandbelow. This is of the order of typical diameters
of nanoparticles for biomedical and pharmaceutic use [27–29]. Hence it is promis-
ing to study the potential of HSFL-patterned surfaces for biomedical nanoparticle ar-
rangement and transfer. To this end, extended areas of HSFL patterns are needed in
contrast to the single focal spot structures widely produced for mechanistic elucida-
tion of the structure generation [27]. This was achieved by scanning the laser focus
along the substrate surface. In order to have better process control during pattern-
ing, low energy ultra-short pulses (nJ) were utilized at a high repetition rate (MHz) in
contrast to the usual high energy pulses at low repetition rate (Hz–kHz) used by am-
plified laser systems. A compact ultra-fast Ti:sapphire tunable laser system (80MHz,
Emax ≈ 40nJ/pulse, τ = 140 fs (FWHM), λ = 800nm) coupled to a laser workstation
specially designed and developed for accurate micro- and nanoprocessing was used
to generate these periodical ripples on large areas. The surface patterns were cre-
ated by pulse trains of some 150 000 pulses in a quasi-continuous fashion in contrast
to mostly single pulse evoked structures known from the literature [23, 26]. Since a
quasi-continuous evolution of HSFL in spatial contact to already formed HSFL (due
to scanning) may have very specific mechanisms of formation, this was the subject of
extensive studies [30–33]. The results of these studies nowhelp to understand, control
and predict periodicities and orientation of our large area HSFL upon irradiation and
material parameters.
In order to achieve a defined orientation and surface density, the calcium phos-
phate nanoparticleswere deposited onto reusable stamps, consisting of siliconwafers
patterned with HSFL. These high spatial frequency ripples were generated in air on
standard one-side-polished, boron-doped p-type 525 μm thick Si waferswith a crystal-
lographic orientation of 100. The low energy femtosecond laser pulses were focused
by a 20× focusing objective with a relatively high numerical aperture (NA) of 0.75 to
reach the fluency threshold of HSFL generation. The focus diameter was about 1.3 μm
at the surface of the sample. More details on the experimental setup can be found
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in [34]. A peculiarity of laterally extended, pulse train-generated HSFLs is the neces-
sity of removing expelled material via an adapted etching step. For silicon, this was
accomplished by treatment with aqueous ammonium fluoride solution.
4.2.2 Production of alginate beads and hydrogels
Alginate beads were produced using an air-jet droplet generator (Fig 4.1) as described
in [15], [35] and [14]. Liquid Na-alginate solution or Na-alginate/cell suspensions were
supplied in 1mL syringes. The solution was transported with constant feed through
a disposable nozzle (Fig. 4.1 (b) and (c)), producing homogeneous droplets using an
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Fig. 4.1: Alginate air-jet droplet generator. (a) Alginate bead generator for fully sterile bead pro-
duction. Na-alginate was supplied in a 1 mL syringe and pressed through the jet nozzle unit for
air-jet driven droplet formation. Alginate droplets were internally crosslinked by barium chloride
crystals and the crystal gun. Final crosslinking occurred after free fall of alginate droplets into the
crosslinking solution. (b) Detailed view on jet nozzle unit. (c) Schematic drawing of jet nozzle unit.
(d) Typical alginate beads produced from ultra-high viscous alginates (scale bar 250 μm).
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air flow of 1.5 Lmin−1. The geometry of the disposable nozzle was optimized for the
production of alginate beadswith adiameter of 500 μm. Thedroplet generator allowed
adjustment of the bead size by increasing air flow. After droplet break-off and during
freefall, alginate droplets were internally gelled by bombardment with BaCl2 crystals.
External gelling of alginate usually takes place with a 20mM BaCl2 iso-osmolar
solution, producing perfectly round alginate beads (Fig. 4.1 (d)). Alginate beads were
usually gelled for 15min at room temperature and intensively washed in iso-osmolar
NaCl solution to remove excess Ba2+ ions. Due to low mechanical stress and physio-
logical conditions of all media used, excellent cell viability was achieved [36].
4.2.3 Synthesis of calcium phosphate nanoparticles
4.2.3.1 Calcium phosphate nanoparticles, dispersed in ethanol
The calcium phosphate nanoparticles in ethanol were prepared by precipitation in
the presence of poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) [5]. Aqueous solutions of calcium-L-lactate
(c = 18mmol L−1) and di-ammonium hydrogen phosphate (c = 10.8mmol L−1) were
pumped into a beaker by a peristaltic pump. A PEI solution (c = 2 g L−1) was added
by a second peristaltic pump. The volume flow rate was adjusted to a ratio of 1 : 1 : 2
(Ca2+ : PO3−4 : PEI). Labelled PEI was used for the fluorescently labelled particles,
fluorescein or tetramethylrhodamine isothioacyanate (FITC or TRITC, respectively).
The calcium phosphate nanoparticles were isolated by centrifugation for 1 h at 1500 g,
washed with water and freeze-dried. After freeze-drying, the particles were redis-
persed in ethanol by ultrasonication to achieve a stable colloidal dispersion.
4.2.3.2 Calcium phosphate nanoparticles, dispersed in water
The water-dispersed calcium phosphate nanoparticles were prepared by precipita-
tion. Aqueous solutions of calcium-L-lactate (c = 6mmol L−1) and di-ammonium hy-
drogen phosphate (c = 3.6mmol L−1) were pumped together into a 5 cm tube with a
volume flow rate of 25mLmin−1. After nucleation in the tube, PEI (c = 2 g L−1) was
added with a flow rate of 12.5mLmin−1. After stabilization the particles were isolated
by centrifugation (20min, 1100 g) and redispersed in water by ultrasonication (50%
amplitude, 0.8 pulse). Different amounts of EGFP-DNA (50 μgmL−1, 25 μgmL−1 and
15 μgmL−1) were added to the positively charged calcium phosphate-PEI nanoparti-
cles [37]. A stable colloidal dispersion was obtained.
4.2.3.3 Calcium phosphate nanorods, dispersed in water
PEI-functionalized calcium phosphate nanorods were synthesized by adding a 6%
Ostim®-suspension to 6mL water and 3mL PEI-solution (c = 10 g L−1). Ostim® is a
commercially available bone substitution material and consists of water-dispersed
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nanoscopic hydroxyapatite, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 [38]. These calcium phosphate nano-
rods can be functionalized by nucleic acids and used for transfection and gene silenc-
ing [38]. The mixture was dispersed by ultrasonic treatment. The particles were then
isolated by centrifugation for 30min at 4700 g and redispersed in water by ultrason-
ication. A stable colloidal dispersion of calcium phosphate nanorods was obtained
with a concentration of 6mgmL−1 calcium phosphate. For electrophoretic deposition
the dispersion was diluted to 1mgmL−1 calcium phosphate.
All nanoparticles were characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS), zeta po-
tential measurements and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Dynamic light scat-
tering and zeta potential measurements were carried out with the Zetasizer Nano ZS
instrument from Malvern. The SEM images were recorded with an ESEM Quanta 400
FEG instrument from FEI.
4.2.4 Electrophoretic deposition
Electrophoretic deposition was carried out with ethanol and water as dispersion me-
dia. The medium is important for the choice of voltage and deposition time. The cal-
cium phosphate nanoparticles in ethanol were deposited at 50V DC. The deposition
time varied between 30 s and 2min. Thewater-dispersed calciumphosphate nanopar-
ticles andnanorodswere deposited at 2 VDC. Thedeposition timewas between 30min
and 5 h. Voltage is limited inwater to avoid the electrolysis ofwater. All electrophoretic
depositions were carried out at room temperature. Silicon, indium-doped tin oxide
(ITO) and silicon with ripple structures were used as substrates. All substrates were
dried in air after deposition. The apparatus for electrophoretic deposition is shown in
Fig. 4.2.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Characterization of laser-induced sub 100 nm structures
Investigations were performed to characterize the HSFL structures in terms of mor-
phology, periodicity, depth profile, aspect ratio and the influence of varying param-
eters such as energy per pulse, number of applied pulses (scan speed), wavelength,
polarization, NA of the focusing optics and incident angle of the laser beam. For these
purposes, the resulting irradiated surfacemorphologieswere examinedwith scanning
electronic microscopy (SEM). Fine cross-sectional cuts of structured fields recovered
with HSFL were performed by focused ion beam (FIB) milling to analyse the depth
profiles. An example of HSFL generated in Si is shown in Fig. 4.3. The periodicity of the
ripples wasmeasured in twoways: Classically by directly measuring the distances be-
tween two rims at several locations on the SEM image with the help of image analysis
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Fig. 4.3: (a) SEM image of HSFL generated in Si at 700 nm at an energy per pulse of 3 nJ and at a
scan speed of 1 mm s−1. (b) Details of the HSFL with direct measurements. (c) 2D-FT of image (b).
The double arrow represents the polarization of the laser irradiation.
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software as seen in the magnified image of Fig. 4.3 (b). The average periodicity based
on limited measurements was Λaverage ≈ 111 nm ± 10nm This method is relatively
accurate but limited to a very small area. The other method which is not limited to the
size of the area and directly gives the quantitative averaged result consists of taking
the discrete two-dimensional Fourier transformation (2D-FT) of the whole SEM image
of Fig. 4.3 (b), as shown in Fig. 4.3 (c). The quantitative periodicity obtained by 2D-FT
was Λ ≈ 119nm.
The FIB cross-section procedure includes firstly the deposition of a protective plat-
inum layer on the surface, and secondly the successive removal of the silicon layer in
the depth, using gallium ions with a continuously decreasing energy down to 30 keV
for ultimate fine removal andpolishing.Anexample of a cross-section (15×5 μm2) per-
formed on the silicon-surface covered with HSFL generated at 800nm, at an energy of
4.5 nJ/pulse and a scan speed of 1mms−1 is shown in Fig. 4.4. Comparatively homoge-
neous ripples in morphology, periodicity and depth with a repeatable sinusoidal-like
profile can be observed in Fig. 4.4 (b). The depth of the crater (∼ 135 nm) is close to the
distance between two rims (∼ 125 nm). This leads to an aspect ratio of about 1 : 1 which




Fig. 4.4: SEM images of the crosssectional profile of HSFL in Si. (a) FIB section overview. (b) High
magnification of HSFL profile. (c) Crosssectional profile overview of the HSFL.
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The influence of the various parameters listed above was systematically studied by
SEM and FIB. It was shown that HSFL initiation, formation, and arrangement in
silicon under ultra-short pulses with low energy at high repetition rates combine
the structural modification of the surface, initiated by heat accumulation of suc-
cessive pulses with second harmonic generation (SHG). The periodicity of HSFL is
wavelength-dependent and increases with a wavelength between 700nm and 950nm
[25, 26]. At a first approximation, the periodicity of the HSFL tends to follow the
equation Λ = λ /2nλ satisfactorily [39]. A revisited and refined model of the SHG
ripple spacing theory taking the modified femtosecond laser excited silicon refractive
index n∗λ as a function of the wavelength for Si into account was proposed. It matched
the experimental data very well [32, 39]. These results are summarized in Fig. 4.5.
Fig. 4.5: HSFL periodicity as a function of the wavelength. Comparison of experimental data and
theoretical models of HSFL spacing.
The orientation of the HSFL is dependent on the direction of polarization and per-
pendicular to this, but no influence of the direction of polarization was observed on
periodicity, profile and aspect ratio of the crosssections of HSFL [24, 30]. The period-
icity, morphology, depth and aspect ratio of the HSFL are quite independent from the
energy, the number of pulses applied, the focusing geometry and the incidence angle
of the laser beam [34, 40].
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4.3.2 Electrophoretic deposition of nanoparticles
Unstructured silicon wafers were coated with TRITC- or FITC-PEI-labelled fluoresc-
ing spherical cationic calcium phosphate nanoparticles. The nanoparticles were
redispersed in ethanol, and electrophoretic deposition was carried out at 50V DC
for 1min. After deposition, the surface showed a multilayer of spherical nanoparti-
cles (Fig. 4.6 (a)). These coated wafers were subsequently used to coat the alginate
beads. Anionic DNA-functionalized spherical nanoparticles in water were also used
for electrophoretic deposition. The surface showed a nanoparticle monolayer after
electrophoretic deposition at 2 V for 30min (Fig. 4.6 (b)). The electrically conducting
glass indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) was coated with cationic PEI-stabilized calcium
phosphate nanorods in water. After deposition for 5 h at 2 V, the surface showed a
nanorod multilayer with about 17 layers (Fig. 4.6 (c)).
The dose of nanoparticles both on the silicon substrate and on the alginate beads
is important to judge the biological effect. A length of 159 nm and a diameter of 35 nm
of the calcium phosphate nanorods were assumed for the calculation of the number
of nanorod layers on the substrate [37]. The volume was calculated assuming a cylin-
drical shape of the particles with 1.33 ⋅10−22 m3 per particle. Themass of one nanorod
was calculatedwith the density of hydroxyapatite (3160 kgm−3), giving 4.20⋅10−19 kg
per particle.
The amount of calcium was measured by elemental analysis (dissolution of the
calcium phosphate nanorod layer with nitric acid, followed by atomic absorption
spectroscopic determination of the calcium concentration in the acid). A mass of
0.0565mg calcium per cm2 was determined. This corresponds to a mass of 0.14mg
hydroxyapatite, assuming the stoichiometry of hydroxyapatite, Ca5(PO4)3OH. Conse-
quently, 3.33 ⋅ 1011 nanorods were deposited on 1 cm2 of the substrate.
The layer thickness of the calcium phosphate nanorods was 599 nm assuming
the spheres were closepacked (74 vol%) as approximation. It was assumed that the




A ⋅ 0.74 = 3.33 ⋅ 10
11 ⋅ 1.33 ⋅ 10−22 m−3







N: number of nanoparticles on the substrate
A: area of the substrate (10−4 m2)
δlayers: layer thickness assuming close-packed spheres
d: one nanorod thick
Nlayers: number of layers on the substrate
This gives 17 nanorod layers, with an estimated error of ± 20%.
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Fig. 4.6: SEM images of substrates coated with different calcium phosphate nanoparticles after
electrophoretic deposition (EPD). (a) PEI-labelled calcium phosphate nanoparticles in ethanol,
U = 50 V, t = 1 min. (b) DNA-functionalized calcium phosphate nanoparticles in water, U = 2 V,
t = 30 min. (c) PEI-functionalized calcium phosphate nanorods in water, U = 2 V, t = 300 min.
4.3.3 Combination of bead production and coating of dispersed calcium phosphate
nanoparticles
Nanoparticle-coated alginate beads can be realized in two different ways. On the one
hand, the gelled alginate beads can be coated with nanoparticles by incubation in
a nanoparticle dispersion. On the other hand, alginate bead production and coating
with nanoparticles can be combined during bead production as described above.
The nanoparticles for deposition were supplied in the crosslinking bath. The con-
tact of liquid alginate drops with the crosslinking bath containing nanoparticles af-
fected the accumulation of calciumphosphate nanoparticles on the bead surface and,
at the same time, gelation of alginate resulted in stable alginate beads. Bead prepa-
ration using different crosslinking baths containing 20mM BaCl2, 10mM BaCl2 and
0.15mgmL−1 calcium phosphate nanoparticles as well as a pure calcium phosphate
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nanoparticle dispersion with 0.1mg mL−1, 0.2mgmL−1 and 0.3mg mL−1 (mass refers
to calcium phosphate) showed that nanoparticle dispersions alone are not sufficient
for the production of stable alginate beads, underscoring the need for other proce-
dures.
PEI-TRITC-functionalized calcium phosphate nanoparticles were used for better
analysis of the loading procedure from dispersion. A pure nanoparticle dispersion
with 0.1mgmL−1 and 0.2mgmL−1 alginate tended to form large agglomerates on the
bead surface (Fig 4.7 (a) and (b)). At a concentration of 0.3mgmL−1, partial bead
formation, and large agglomerates of alginate beads and unshaped hydrogel were
observed (Fig 4.7 (c) and (d)). In contrast, a mixture of calcium phosphate nanopar-
ticle dispersion with BaCl2 crosslinking solution (final concentration 0.15mg mL
−1
calcium phosphate nanoparticles in 10mM BaCl2) resulted in stable alginate beads
(Fig. 4.7 (e)), comparable to beads produced with standard crosslinking solution
(Fig. 4.7 (f)). Calcium phosphate nanoparticle-loaded alginate beads can be distin-
guished by increased surface contrast and are also generally darker in comparison to
standard alginate beads.
The stability of standard and calcium phosphate nanoparticle-loaded alginate
beads was monitored over 4 days and analyzed with respect to their diameter. Stan-
dard alginate beads at day 0 and day 4 and calcium phosphate-loaded beads at day 0
showed comparable equivalent diameters of about 600 μm (Fig. 4.7 (g)). Alginate
beads loaded with calcium phosphate nanoparticles showed a slight decrease in
diameter of approximately 50 μm after storage for 4 days. Differences were significant
between standard alginate beads and calcium phosphate-loaded beads on day 0 as
well as between calcium phosphate-loaded alginate beads on day 0 and day 4. The
differences between standard and calcium phosphate-loaded beads can be explained
by additional particles in the crosslinking solution, influencing bead shape, whereas
differences of calcium phosphate-loaded beads on day 0 and day 4 are probably
caused by further crosslinking by calcium and thus shrinking of alginate beads
over time. Nevertheless, calcium phosphate nanoparticle-loaded alginate beads were
intact after 4 days and showed no signs of disintegration. The reproducible shape,
as well as the stability over several days, gave the basis for integrating these beads
into the cell-based hanging drop cultivation assay. Future studies must also focus on
long-term stability with additional mechanical stress to evaluate the applicability of
calcium phosphate nanoparticle-loaded alginate beads in stirred bioreactor systems.
4.3.4 Coating of alginate beads from solution
The alginate beads were coated with PEI-TRITC-functionalized calcium phosphate
nanoparticles. Nanoparticle dispersion was used after precipitation without purifi-
cation. 1.5mg alginate beads were added to 30mL nanoparticle dispersion and the
dispersion was stirred for 1 h. The beads were isolated from the dispersion by sedi-
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Fig. 4.7: Alginate beads which were modified with PEI-functionalized calcium phosphate nanopar-
ticles (labelled TRITC) from solution. (a)–(d) Alginate beads were modified with pure calcium
phosphate nanoparticle dispersion with concentrations of (a) 0.1 mg mL−1, (b) 0.2 mg mL−1,
(c) and (d) 0.3 mg mL−1. (e) Alginate beads with 0.15 mg mL−1 nanoparticles in 10 mM BaCl2. Stable
modified alginate beads could only be produced reproducibly with a mixture of calcium phosphate
and BaCl2. (f) Unmodified native alginate beads. (g) Dimensional properties of alginate beads
quantified by equivalent diameter after day 0 and day 4. Data are presented as mean ± standard
deviation (SD, n = 3), (*) indicates statistical significance ( p < 0.05, t-test). Scale bar: 500 μm.
mentation and subsequent washing with water. The coated alginate beads are shown
in Fig. 4.8 (a). The calcium phosphate nanoparticles (red) formed a homogeneous
coating on the beads. However, the alginate beads lost their round shape after coating.
This may be due to free calcium ions in the dispersion.
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Experiments were carried out with the purified nanoparticle dispersion to check
whether the calcium ions have an effect on bead shape. The experiments were per-
formed as described above. The beads were washed with water after 1 h of stirring.
Figure 4.8 (b) shows the coated beads. Notably, the beads did not lose their shape
during coating.
The calcium concentration of the beads was measured with elemental analysis
(atomic absorption spectroscopy of the calcium concentration; computation accord-
ing to the example given above). With these results, it was possible to estimate the
number of calcium phosphate nanoparticles from 1010 to 1011 on each alginate bead.
Fig. 4.8: Fluorescence microscopic images of alginate beads (a) with a coating of PEI-TRITC-
functionalized calcium phosphate nanoparticles with free Ca2+ in dispersion; (b) with a coating of
calcium phosphate nanoparticles without free Ca2+ in dispersion; (c), (d) with a coating of calcium
phosphate nanoparticles. (c) For this coating, the alginate beads were rolled over an electrophoret-
ically coated surface with PEI-TRITC-functionalized calcium phosphate nanoparticles. (d) For this
coating, the alginate beads were sequentially rolled over electrophoretically coated surfaces with
PEI-FITC- and PEI-TRITC-functionalized calcium phosphate nanoparticles.
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4.3.5 Coating from substrates
Unstructured silicon substrateswere coatedwith calciumphosphate nanoparticles by
electrophoretic deposition. Amultilayerwith fluorescent calciumphosphate nanopar-
ticles was used for the coating. The first coating was carried out with PEI-FITC-func-
tionalized alginate beads and PEI-TRITC-functionalized calcium phosphate nanopar-
ticles. PEI-TRITC-functionalized calcium phosphate nanoparticles were deposited on
a silicon surface with a layer thickness of about 400nm. The alginate beads were then
rolled over the surface. The coated alginate beads are shown in Fig. 4.8 (c). The surface
coatingwas clearly inhomogeneous andpatchy. Theparticleswere agglomerated (red)
on the surface and there were gaps with no particles. However, the particles adhered
to the bead surface very well.
The second coating procedure was carried out with two different colored fluores-
cent calcium phosphate nanoparticles. For this coating, two different silicon wafers
were coated, each with one kind of fluorescent nanoparticles (PEI-TRITC- or PEI-FITC-
functionalized calcium phosphate nanoparticles). The alginate beads were rolled
over the first surface and then over the second surface. The first layer on the alginate
beads consisted of PEI-TRITC-functionalized calcium phosphate nanoparticles (red).
Some free patches were then coated with PEI-FITC-functionalized calcium phosphate
nanoparticles (green). Figure 4.8 (d) shows alginate beads which were coated with
two kinds of fluorescent calcium phosphate nanoparticles in the way described.
4.3.6 Cell reactions to calcium phosphate nanoparticle-coated alginate membranes
Alginatemembranes coatedwith calciumphosphate nanoparticleswere used to study
the effects of the physicochemical surface properties and thus the changed cellular
behaviour. Native and calcium phosphate-coated alginate membranes and a tissue
culture-treated polystyrene surface were inoculated with L929 fibroblasts and moni-
tored over 24 hours in automated microscopes (Biostation IM, Nikon). As an indicator
of the changed surface properties of alginate introducedby coatingwith calciumphos-
phate nanoparticles, the attachment of fibroblasts was quantified after 24 h.
Visual inspection of the cells showed cells attached to standard tissue culture
polystyrene surface (TCPS; Fig. 4.9 (a)) and no fibroblasts attached to native alginate
hydrogel surfaces (Fig. 4.9 (b)). Cells on native alginate hydrogels tended to agglom-
erate due to the absence of integrin binding sites. In contrast, fibroblasts were able
to attach and spread on calcium phosphate nanoparticle-loaded alginate hydrogel
surfaces (Fig. 4.9 (c)). Compared to cells attached to rigid TCPS, cells on nanoparticle-
coated alginate hydrogel surfaces appeared to be less flat and spread due to different
substrate stiffness. Overall, 94% ± 2% cells were attached to the TCPS surface after
24 h, whereas 76% ± 21% cells were attached to calcium phosphate nanoparticle-
coated alginate hydrogels. Only 2% ± 2% of the cells were attached to native alginate
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hydrogel surfaces (Fig. 4.9 (d)). These data lead to the conclusion that calcium phos-
phate nanoparticles, stabilizedwith TRITC-PEI, trigger an integrin-mediated adhesion
of anchorage-dependent cells like fibroblasts. Positive surface charges introduced by
PEI as well as probably an increased roughness of the hydrogel surface by deposited
nanoparticles further enhanced the cytocompatibility for cells like fibroblasts. Future
studies should focus on the modification of nanoparticles with extracellular matrix
(ECM) proteins like collagen or laminin to engineer more specific cellular environ-
ments for multipotent or pluripotent stem cells.
Fig. 4.9: Reactions of L929 fibroblasts, cultured on different surfaces. (a) Fibroblasts attached to
rigid tissue culture-treated polystyrene surface. (b) Fibroblasts attached to native Ba-alginate
membranes forming multicellular agglomerates indicating low cell-matrix interactions. (c) Fibro-
blasts attached to a nanoparticle-coated Ba-alginate membrane. (d) Overall attachment rate of L929
fibroblasts on the surfaces shown in (a)–(c). The modification of native Ba-alginate significantly
increased the attachment rate, presented as average with SD ( n = 3 independent experiments).
The highest attachment rate was observed on the TCPS surface. The scale bars in (a), (b) and (c)
indicate 200 μm.
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4.3.7 Robotic coating of alginate beads with calcium phosphate nanoparticles
from substrates
The coating from nanostructured, two-dimensional templates requires an adjustable
robotic stage for moving and loading alginate beads at the same time. On the basis
of a commercially available xyz-table (Nano-Plotter, GeSiM mbH, Grosserkmanns-
dorf, Germany) and its passive tip holder, we mounted an aluminum endplate for
collection and moving of alginate beads to be coated (Fig. 4.10 (a)). Alginate beads
interacted with the aluminum endplate due to a thin layer of liquid around the beads
(Fig. 4.10 (b)). To load the alginate beads with calcium phosphate nanoparticles, the
endplate with adhered beads was contacted with the surface and moved in the x- and
y-directions in order to roll the beads over the deposited nanoparticles (Fig. 4.10 (c)).
A rectangular moving pattern was implemented where the head was moved for 3mm
in the x- and y-directions. The moving pattern was repeated four times. Unloaded
native alginate beads (Fig. 4.10 (d)) were coated with nanoparticles by this procedure.
Figure 4.10 (e) shows calcium phosphate nanoparticle-coated alginate beads after
the robotic loading procedure was performed, as indicated by the red fluorescence of
TRITC. Figure 4.10 (f) illustrates alginate beads being loaded with calcium phosphate
nanoparticles by intensity histograms of fluorescence channels before and after the
loading procedure. Small deformations observed on alginate beads after the loading
procedure had to be overcome, e.g. by spring-loaded surfaces. The successful transfer
of nanoparticles using this prototype gave the basis for further studies with the focus
on electrophoretically deposited nanoparticles on structured surfaces as shown in
Fig. 4.3 (a).
4.3.8 Hanging drop technology with calcium phosphate nanoparticle-coated
alginate beads
After alginate beads had been successfully loaded with nanoparticles as shown in
Fig. 4.7 and the first promising results with respect to the increased cytocompatibility
of alginate hydrogels (Fig. 4.9)were achieved, calciumphosphate nanoparticle-coated
alginate beadswereusedasmicrocarriers for humanmesenchymal stemcells (hMSCs)
in the hanging drop cultivation technique. hMSCs (PromoCell GmbH, Heidelberg,
Germany) were cultivated in hanging drop cultivation substrates in volumes of 40 μL.
A schematic drawing of the hanging drop principle is shown in Fig. 4.10 (g). Micro-
carriers and cells cultivated in hanging drops accumulated in the drop meniscus and
were allowed to interact by cell-cell or cell-matrix interactions. In our experiments,
microcarriers, native alginate beads, calciumphosphate nanoparticle-coated alginate
beads (both produced as described in Section 4.3) were cultivated with 4000 cells
per droplet (40 μL) in commercially available hanging drop plates (GravityPLUS™,
InSphero AG, Schlieren, Switzerland). Cells and microcarriers were harvested after
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Fig. 4.10: (a)–(f) Prototype for the coating of alginate beads with nanoparticles from surfaces.
(a) Holder for the coating of alginate beads from two-dimensional surfaces. (b) Tool with sticky
alginate beads before (inset) and after (large image) coating. (c) Two-dimensional coating template,
loaded with calcium phosphate nanoparticles, after the coating procedure. The coating area is
clearly identifiable (red arrows indicate moving direction of xy robot). (d) Native alginate beads
before the coating procedure: bright field image (inset) and fluorescence image (large image).
(e) Modified alginate beads after coating procedure: bright field image (inset) and fluorescence
image (large image). (f) Histograms of the red channel from fluorescence images in (d) and (e). The
increased intensity of the red channel shows the loading of alginate beads with calcium phosphate
nanoparticles (TRITC modified). Scale bars in (d) and (e): 200 μm. (g)–(i) Hanging drop technology.
(g) Schematic drawing of the hanging drop principle. Small volumes of medium with cells and
microcarrier are placed on compatible surfaces for droplet formation and cell cultivation. Cells and
microcarrier were located in the droplet’s meniscus. (h) hMSCs after cultivation in HD with native
alginate beads. (i) hMSCs after cultivation in HD with calcium phosphate nanoparticle modified
alginate beads. (h), (i): Image 1: bright field microscopic; Image 2: fluorescence image (triple band
filter). Scale bars: 500 μm.
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5 days, stained with fluorescein diacetate and ethidium bromide and analyzed by
bright field and fluorescence microscopy.
Human mesenchymal stem cells showed no cell-matrix interaction with native
alginate as expected. The cells interacted mainly with other cells and built agglom-
erates (Fig. 4.10 (h)). An increased cell-matrix interaction was observed on calcium
phosphate nanoparticle-coated alginate beads. Cells tended to adhere and spread or
to build smaller agglomerates on modified alginate beads (Fig. 4.10 (i)). These results
indicate that cells were able to interact with nanoparticles on the alginate surface,
providing the basis for future gene transfer and drug delivery studies.
4.4 Conclusions
Characterization of the laser-induced sub 100nm structures was performed by SEM
and FIB measurements. Here, the HSFL structures were investigated in terms of mor-
phology, periodicity, depth profile, aspect ratio and how various parameters such as
energy per pulse, number of applied pulses (scan speed), wavelength, polarization,
NA of the focusing optics and incident angle of the laser beam, influence them. The
results show that the periodicity of HSFL is wavelength-dependent and increaseswith
wavelengths between 700 and 950nm. The resulting structures were relatively homo-
geneous ripples with a crater depth of 135 nm. This is close to the distance between
two rims (∼ 125 nm) which gives an aspect ratio of about 1 : 1.
Silicon wafers with and without ripple structures were used for electrophoretic
deposition. Calcium phosphate nanoparticles redispersed in ethanol were deposited
and gave a particle multilayer. The electrophoretic deposition with biofunctionalized
calcium phosphate nanoparticles from water led to a monolayer. Calcium phosphate
nanorods were deposited from water, forming a multilayer with about 17 layers.
Different ways of loading alginate beads with calcium phosphate nanoparticles
were investigated. One of these was incubation in a nanoparticle dispersion. The
second was loading from the crosslinking bath. The nanoparticle dispersion alone
was not sufficient to produce stable alginate beads. Calcium phosphate nanoparticle-
coated alginate beads were distinguished by increased surface contrast and were
generally darker in comparison to standard alginate beads. The calcium phosphate-
coated alginate beads remained intact for at least 4 days and showed no signs
of disintegration. Coating with solution gave the best results with a calcium-free
dispersion. Nanoparticle coating on the alginate beads was very efficient, and the
beads did not lose their shape. The coating of the nanoparticles on the beads was
homogeneous in this case.
Coating with a nanoparticle-loaded substrate was also elaborated. The final
coating was applied with fluorescent PEI-functionalized calcium phosphate nanopar-
ticles. Fluorescence microscopy pictures showed an inhomogeneous coating. The
nanoparticles were agglomerated on the alginate surface. However, it was possible to
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coat the surface of the beads with different kinds of fluorescent calcium phosphate
nanoparticles.
The best method of coating alginate beads with calcium phosphate nanoparticles
from a substrate was using a robot. Electrophoretically coated structured surfaces
carrying nanoparticles were used as substrates.
After loading the alginate with calcium phosphate nanoparticles, the effects on
the surface properties and the subsequent cellular behaviorwere studied. Three differ-
ent samples were examined: native alginate, calcium phosphate-coated alginate and
tissue culture-treated polystyrene. The surfaces were colonized with L929 fibroblasts.
Thenanoparticle-coatedalginate surfaces triggered the integrin-mediatedadhesionof
anchorage-dependent cells like fibroblasts. Finally, calcium phosphate nanoparticle-
coated alginate beads were used as microcarriers for human mesenchymal stem cells
in the hanging drop cultivation technique. hMSCs showed no cell-matrix interaction
on native alginate, whereas the cell-matrix interaction was significantly increased on
calcium phosphate-loaded alginate beads.
Overall, the electrophoretic deposition of calcium phosphate nanoparticles on
laser-structured surfaces, followedby transfer to alginate beads is apromisingmethod
of preparing microcarriers to influence the behavior of cells.
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5 Two-photon polymerization of inorganic-organic
polymers for biomedical and microoptical
applications
Abstract: Two-photon polymerization (2PP) is an attractive technique for the fabri-
cation of arbitrary three-dimensional structures with feature sizes down to 100nm.
In this chapter, the potential of subwavelength structures for biomedical and micro-
optical applications is studied. We optimized the focusing of ultrashort laser pulses
and developed new materials. Specially adapted refractive-diffractive hybrid optics
were designed and constructed tomaintain the sub-micrometer resolution of the fabri-
cationprocess for the completeheight of large-scale structures.New inorganic-organic
polymers were synthesized and characterized with respect to their biocompatibility
and biodegradability. Additionally, molecular modeling of inorganic-organic poly-
mers was carried out to understand the structure and dynamics of monomers and
polymerization products on a molecular level. 2PP-fabricated structures for the
controlled growth of human endothelia in 2D and 3D cells are presented. Finally,
microlenses, diffractive optical elements, and a diaphragm array for multi-aperture
camera modules were fabricated and characterized with respect to their optical
performance.
5.1 Introduction
Two-photon polymerization is a lithography technology capable of producing arbi-
trary three-dimensional structures with feature sizes as small as 100nm [1, 2]. This
is achieved by focusing ultrashort laser pulses into a UV-light curable resin, which is
transparent for the applied laser wavelength. A polymerization reaction is initiated by
two-photon absorption exclusively within the focal region, where the intensities are
sufficiently high. By scanning the focus through the resin, arbitrary geometries can be
fabricated with a resolution exceeding the diffraction limit of the applied wavelength.
This unique property facilitates awide range of applications such as photonic crystals
[3–5],microoptical elements [6–8] and also biomedical devices, i.e. scaffolds for three-
dimensional cell growth [9–11].
Modern applications impose challenging requirements on geometries and ma-
terial properties of the structures fabricated. The desired structures should not only
have sub-micrometer feature sizes but also large overall sizes. The materials should
© 2015 F. Burmeister et al., published by De Gruyter.
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additionally be biocompatible and biodegradable for biomedical applications. There-
fore, investigating illumination and applied materials is crucial for the fabrication of
functionalized structures for biomedical and microoptical applications of 2PP.
In present state-of-the-art setups, the laser pulses are focused with oil immersion
microscope objectives into the polymer. These objectives suffer from structuring-
depth-dependent aberrations, due to the refractive index mismatch of polymer,
immersion oil, and coverslip. As a consequence correction of these aberrations
is required to maintain the intensity distribution (and consequently the resulting
structure sizes) for different structuring depths. Inorganic-organic hybrid polymers
such as ORMOCER®s¹ have proven to be suitable materials for 2PP. However, on a
molecular level the structure and polymerization reactions of these materials are not
yet understood. Improved knowledge might enable synthesis of novel materials with
smaller structure sizes.
In Section 5.2 the influence of aberrations on focal intensity distribution is
investigated and a specially designed hybrid objective is introduced. Synthesis and
properties of the applied inorganic-organic polymers, including the modeling of their
molecular structures arediscussed inSection 5.3. Finally, biomedical andmicrooptical
applications are described in Section 5.4.
5.2 Hybrid optics
In the structuring process of 2PP, the polymerization reaction is triggered by the inter-
action of the polymer with the ultrashort laser pulses inside the focal volume of the
optics. Thus, feature size and stability of the resulting structure is defined by the focal
intensity distribution of the focusing optics employed. Since severe problems arise
from the use of conventional microscope objectives, specially adapted focusing optics
were constructed which might offer a solution to these problems.
5.2.1 Conventional focusing with microscope objectives
In typical setups for 2PP, the laser pulses are focused by an oil immersion microscope
objective with a numerical aperture (NA) of around 1.4 to achieve a minimized focal
spot inside the polymer. These objectives are designed for a fixed setup determined
by (1) the refractive index of the immersion oil (nd = 1.527) and (2) the thickness
(d = 170 μm) and refractive index of the coverslip. Due to the large angles appearing
in the beam path, even small deviations from these design conditions will result in
1 ORMOCER®: registered by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Angewandten Forschung
in Deutschland e. V.
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additional aberrations thus significantly increasing the focal spot size. In the case of
2PP, the most critical factor concerning aberrations is the refractive index mismatch
between the polymer and the immersion oil. Additionally, standardmicroscope objec-
tives are designed to focus on the back of the coverslip. If the focus is moved deeper
into the volume of the polymer strong spherical aberrations will occur depending
on the refractive index mismatch and focusing depth. These aberrations lead to de-
creased intensity with increasing structuring depth, changing the resulting structure
sizes.
Several strategies have been proposed to compensate index-mismatch-induced
aberrations in recent years. Onemethod is to increase the applied laser power accord-
ing to the focusing depth in order to compensate for the drop of peak intensity caused
by the aberrations [12]. However, thismethod does not prevent focal spot enlargement
and is cumbersome to implement experimentally. A more sophisticated technique
uses a combination of a spatial light modulator (SLM) and an adaptive mirror [13].
This combination allows for the compensation of a large amount of aberrations, but
requires the integration of additional devices into the setup. Another approach is to
remove immersion oil and coverslip, and to dip the objective directly into the liquid
polymer [14, 15]. In this configuration, the optical path will not change when the focus
is scanned through the polymer and consequently the focal intensity distribution re-
mains constant. However, it is challenging to achieve a diffraction limited focal spot,
since the design conditions of the objective are not met. This can be achieved by using
objectives with an integrated correction ring for spherical aberrations and the choice
of a polymer with an appropriate refractive index.
Another major drawback of conventional microscope objectives is their limited
working distance which is usually around 100 μm and sets a fixed limit on the max-
imum structure height realizable. To overcome these drawbacks, specially adapted
optics for focusing ultrashort laser pulses into a polymer were designed and assem-
bled. These are corrected for refractive indexmismatched induced aberrations and are
not limited in the achievable structure height by the working distance.
5.2.2 Optical design
The layout of the optical design of the hybrid optics is shown in Fig. 5.1 (a) [16, 17]. The
optics are optimized to focus 300 fs pulses with a central wavelength λ = 515nm into
the ORMOCER® OC-I. The centerpiece is an aspherical lens with NA = 0.66 (Edmund
Optics, Stock No. #49-097). A half-ball lens is added as a solid immersion lens (ASIL)
to further increase the NAwithout generating additional aberrations [18, 19]. An ASIL
increases the NA of a lens by a factor of n2, with n being the refractive index of the
ASIL [20]. The upper limit for the total NA is given by n. When looking at the optical
layout (Fig. 5.1 (a)), the ASIL not only consists of the half-ball lens alone, but also the
immersion liquid and the coverslip. The polymer without photoinitiator is used as the
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immersion liquid. When the focus is moved deeper into the polymer, the thickness
of the immersion oil is reduced by exactly the same distance. Consequently, the total
thickness of the ASIL and the optical path remain constant. The final NA of asphere
and ASIL is 1.30.
So far however, the optical design has only been discussed regarding monochro-
matic light without considering chromatic aberration. The optics work well at the
central wavelength of the laser pulses (λ = 515nm) but show strong chromatic aber-
ration for wavelengths at the edge of the spectrum. An approach to correct chromatic
aberrationswith as few optical elements as possible relies on the concept of refractive-
diffractive hybrid optics. The basic idea is to exploit the reciprocal dependency on the
wavelength to correct the chromatic aberration of a refractive lens with the diffractive
power of a diffractive optical element (DOE) [21]. The phase function of the DOE was
optimized using the commercial optical design software OpticStudio [22]. The result-
ing phase profile quantized by 2π was manufactured by means of laser lithography
onto a 1.1mm thick glass substrate (Borofloat, Schott). Figure 5.1 (b) shows the opti-
cal path difference for the hybrid optics including the DOE. The final optics have a
diffraction-limited performance for the complete spectrum of laser pulses.






























Fig. 5.1: (a) Layout of the optical design of the hybrid optics. The DOE (diffractive optical element),
asphere and half-ball lens are mounted as a fixed unit. The optics focuses on the back of the cover-
slip, where the polymer is drop casted. From [17]. (b) Optical path difference for the focusing optics.
The DOE corrects the chromatic aberration for the complete spectrum of the laser pulses.
This first prototype was still limited by its working distance of 630 μm in achievable
structure heights. To eliminate this restriction, a second design was realized where
the coverslip was removed, as suggested by Bückmann et al. [14]. The hybrid optics
are dipped directly into the polymer which can now be drop casted onto an arbitrary
substrate.
Due to the aberration correction the hybrid objective enables structuring of sub-
micron feature sizes with constant process parameters over the entire working dis-
tance range.
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5.2.3 Experimental results
Prism-shaped structures with different heights were fabricated to demonstrate the
improvements of the hybrid optics for three-dimensional structuring, using hybrid
optics and an oil immersion microscope objective (Plan-Apochromat NA = 1.4, Zeiss
MicroImaging GmbH, Germany) for focusing. The process parameters (average power,
writing speed) were kept constant for all prisms. Scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM)
pictures of the resulting structures are shown in Fig. 5.2. When focusing with the
microscope objective, the prisms become more and more unstable with increasing
heights, due to the writing-depth-dependent aberration. When hybrid optics are
used for focusing, all prisms are stable and show sharp edges independent of their
height. However, to verify diffraction-limited focusing of the hybrid optics direct
measurement of either the point spread function or the wavefront of the optics is
required, which is currently experimentally implemented.
Fig. 5.2: Prism-shaped structures of different heights, fabricated with constant process parameters,
for focusing with (a)–(c) microscope objective and (d)–(f) hybrid optics. The heights are (from left to
right) 20 μm, 40 μm, and 60 μm, respectively. The surface qualities of the prism structures could be
improved by applying adapted process parameters, e.g. smaller hatch distances.
5.3 Inorganic-organic polymers
Inorganic-organic hybrid polymers such as ORMOCER®s are particularly suited for
photonic and biomedical applications [23]. Their chemical and physical properties
canbewidely tailored to the specific applicationby theuse of special alkoxysilanepre-
cursors and by control of the synthesis conditions [24]. The materials synergistically
combinematerial properties of inorganicmaterials suchas glasswith those of polymer
materials, typically resulting in thermally and chemically very stable materials which
can be processed like classical photoresists via lithography methods in 2D and 3D.
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Additionally, specific material compositions allow the control of the materials’ me-
chanical properties and surface functionalitieswhichmake themparticularly suitable
for cell growth investigations [25]. A completely newmaterial featuremakes it possible
to physiologically degrade the materials [26] which can be processed analog to the
classical ORMOCER® materials via one- or two-photon processes.
5.3.1 Synthesis and properties
A variety of ORMOCER®-materials were synthesized and specially adapted to the 2PP
process in order to broaden the processing window for individual material formu-
lations. The materials were chosen for optical and/or biomedical applications, and
allow the generation of structures from sub100nm [17] up to mm dimensions [23]
which is a prerequisite for certain optical and biomedical applications. The synthe-
sized ORMOCER®s differ strongly in their chemical composition, their reaction kinet-
ics, and their potential level of crosslinking behavior.
Table 5.1 summarizes some properties of the ORMOCER®s used for 3D 2PP litho-
graphy.
Tab. 5.1: Synthesized ORMOCER® materials for optical (OPT) and biomedical (BIO) applications.
Material –[SiO]n (%) Crosslinkable group Degradable
Application
OPT BIO
OC-I 25.5 methacrylate — ✓ ✓
OC-27sc 27.2 styryl — ✓ n. a.
OC-DIM01 21.8 methacrylate — ✓ n. a.
OC-IV 8.9 acrylate — ✓ ✓
OC-V 13.9 acrylate — ✓ ✓
OC-GM 8.8 methacrylate ✓ n. a. ✓
OC-SVI 6.5 methacrylate ✓ n. a. ✓
OC-SVII 7.5 methacrylate ✓ n. a. ✓
OC-SVIII 14.7 methacrylate ✓ n. a. ✓
Synthesis follows a general scheme of hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions,
often referred to as a sol-gel reaction [24]. However, for the present material synthe-
sis, gelation is often prevented by controlling the polycondensation reactions, thus
providing materials which can be used analog to conventional negative tone resist
materials [27, 28] with shelf lives of up to several years, depending on the material
modification. Optical properties can be widely varied, yielding inorganic-organic hy-
brid polymer materials with low or high refractive indexes [29, 30], or low absorption
losses at data and telecom wavelengths [27, 31]. In addition other material proper-
ties such as mechanical and thermal properties and surface functionalization can be
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modified [24, 32]. Particularly with respect to applications in biomedicine, controlled
variation of themechanical properties (see Tab. 5.2) or thematerials’ surface function-
alization is a prerequisite for cell adhesion.
As shown in Tab. 5.1, most of the materials are suitable for photonic and/or
biomedical applications. These materials are nonbiodegradable and extremely stable
regarding their thermal, chemical, or mechanical properties. Thematerials’ inorganic
content strongly varies, and is highest for the materials OC-I, OC-27sc, and OC-DIM01.
OC-I and OC-27sc were also chosen for molecular modeling [33] (see Section 5.3.2) due
to the fact that their still complicated chemical structure is the simplest of the synthe-
sized material formulations and that their properties were thoroughly characterized.
In addition, OC-I and OC-27sc are synthesized using identical synthesis conditions
except for the exchange of the alkoysilane precursor 3-methacryloxypropyltrimeth-
oxysilane for p-styryl trimethoxysilane, thus changing the organic functional group
for crosslinking.
OC-27sc in particular has yielded the smallest structure sizes via TPA patterning
[17], making it an ideal candidate for molecular modeling. This is probably due to the
styryl group which reacts slower than the methacrylate group in OC-I preventing a
strong spatial propagation of the polymerization reaction. Figure 5.3 depicts fabrica-
tion results of a voxel size study (a) andphotonic crystal structure (b) inOC-27sc reveal-
ing feature sizes of approx. 100 nm.Usingμ-Raman spectroscopy, itwasdemonstrated
that organic crosslinking in 2PP-fabricated structures can be as high as in UV-exposed
layers (depending on the particular 2PP parameters). A C=C bond conversion of up to
75% was found for OC-I [17].
In the past, some ORMOCER®s have been reported to be biocompatible despite
being typically nondegradable [23, 25, 34]. Since the latter feature is essential for
certain tissue engineering and long-term biomedical applications, a new class of
2PP convenient ORMOCER®s was developed which contains biodegradable parts
(see Tab. 5.1). Starting from a base material (OC-GM), the amount of organically
crosslinkable groups, the spacer length connecting the inorganic and organic parts,
the inorganic content, and the degree of polycondensation were modified in order
to control the materials’ mechanical properties. In Tab. 5.2, the tensile strengths and
Young’s moduli of the biodegradable hybrid polymer materials, henceforth referred
to as RENACER®², are compared to those of natural tissue. The data clearly show that
RENACER®s’ mechanical properties can be adjusted via their chemical composition
and structure to meet those of natural tissue.
In order to investigate the degradation rate, a procedure was established to de-
termine the mass loss of test samples prepared from the RENACER® modifications
OC-GM, OC-SVI and OC-SVIII. The mass loss was determined using disks of about
200mg which where incubated in different aqueous media at 37 °C. The medium was
2 RENACER®: registered by the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft für Angewandte Forschung e. V.
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Tab. 5.2: Mechanical data of RENACER® materials compared to natural tissue.
Synthesized materials Tensile strength (MPa) Young’s modulus (MPa)
OC-GM 4.3 ± 0.2 43.5 ± 2.6
OC-SVI 1.8 ± 0.2 18.9 ± 1.1
OC-SVII 30.3 ± 3.1 615 ± 116
OC-SVIII 12.5 ± 0.6 109 ± 11.1
Natural tissue
Bladder [35, 36] 0.27 ± 0.14 n. a.
Vessel [37] 1.4 to 11.1 n. a.
Aorta [35, 38] 1.72 ± 0.89 n. a.
Cartilage [39] ≈5 n. a.
Hard tissue [40] n. a. 10 to 1500
Soft tissue [40] n. a. 0.4 to 350
changed every week, and three disks were removed after one week, four weeks and
fourmonths, respectively. The diskswere dried to constantweight using silica gel, and
theirmass loss was determined. Figure 5.3 (c) shows themass loss of the basematerial
in various buffer solutions. As the hydrolytic cleavage of most degradable groups is
known to be pH-dependent [41, 42], buffers were chosen whose pH values differed
significantly ranging from pH 4.5 (acetate buffer) to 9.5 (carbonate buffer). According
to the literature physiological pH values also vary in a similar range, depending on
specific body regions [43]. Thus, the influence of catalytically active ions like H3O
+ or
OH− on the mass loss was investigated.
As demonstrated in Fig. 5.3 (c) the samples show a pH-dependentmass losswith a
maximum of 40% being observed for samples incubated in carbonate buffer (pH 9.5).
This high mass loss is attributed to the presence of hydroxide ions in the setup.
In order to investigate the crosslinking behavior which is a prerequisite for further
patterning by 2PP lithography, samples of the base material OC-GM formulated
with a suitable photoinitiator were prepared between two cover slips separated by
a 100 μm thick spacer to ensure a preferably similar film thickness. Samples were
light-irradiated in the range 380–520 nm, and subsequently analyzed by μ-Raman
spectroscopy (WITEC Alpha 300). Since 𝛾 irradiation was used to sterilize these
samples, spectra were taken from samples which had been irradiated, and also
samples which hadn’t. The results are displayed in Fig. 5.3 (d), where a close-up of
the μ-Raman spectra is shown displaying just the stretching vibrations from the C=C
bond at 1640 cm−1, and from the C=O bond at 1740 cm−1. Peak structure and shift of
the C=O peak is a byproduct of the C=C conversion due to a lack of conjugation in the
hybrid polymer compared to the former resin. These data indicate that the material
is highly crosslinked. The material has a low residual monomer content which is
required to achieve a high degree of biocompatibility. In addition, 𝛾 irradiation does
not significantly impact the material’s structure, thus allowing the sterilization of the
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(d)
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(c) (d)
Fig. 5.3: (a) 91 nm voxel fabricated in OC-27sc. (b) Photonic crystal structures with approx. 100 nm
line width fabricated in OC-27sc. (c) Mass loss of the base RENACER®material in different buffer
solutions in dependence of the immersion time. (d) μ-Raman spectra of the base material before
and after 𝛾 sterilization.
samples prior to cell culture applications, for example which is a superior feature
compared to the behavior of conventional ORMOCER®s which can only be sterilized
in ethanol (cf. Section 5.4.1).
5.3.2 Molecular modeling
Considering structure sizes below 100nm one of the most promising ORMOCER® ma-
terials is OC-27sc (see Tab. 5.1). Due to the large size of the molecules used in the
polymerization reaction, the high molar masses, and the amorphous nature, the pos-
sibilities for experimental gathering of structural information are highly limited. How-
ever, an enhanced understanding of the underlying molecular structures is essential
for a further reduction of possible structure sizes. Therefore, amodeling approachwas
applied, as described below.
Atomisticmodeling of ORMOCER® materials is only feasible with force fieldmeth-
ods for two main reasons: firstly, the resin consists of very large molecules; secondly,
a proper description of the amorphous structure of the material itself demands large
simulation cells containing more than one molecule. This results in simulation cells
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withup to a few thousandatoms,which canonly bedescribedwith force fieldmethods
employing acceptable CPU time.
In force fields, molecules are built up by hard spheres connected by springs, cor-
responding chemically to atoms and bonds between them. Typically, changes in bond
lengths and bonding angles can be treated with harmonic potentials or with a combi-
nation of quadratic, cubic and quartic terms for increased accuracy. Other multi-body
terms like torsions can be handled with different cosine-type functions. Cross-terms
are added for a better description of vibrational modes. These allow for interactions
between changes in bond lengths, bond angles and torsions. Intermolecular inter-
actions are incorporated in terms of van der Waals and Coulomb forces. Any further
influence of the electrons or the electronic structure is neglected. For this reason, only
the different stages of a material during its synthesis can be modeled, excluding the
reactions from one stage to another.
Experimental procedure
The chosen force field is crucial for the simulation, especially when complex systems
likeORMOCER®materials are considered. Theapplicability of theCOMPASS forcefield
employed (Accelrys, BioVia) [44, 45] has already been proven in previous studies [33].
However, further validation proceduresmay be necessary if the systemdiffers strongly
from those previously treated (see below).
In contrast to [33], the models of the fluid phases and the resin were constructed
using the “Amorphous Cell” module within Materials Studio, which uses a Monte
Carlo search for the position of individual, in vacuo energy minimized molecules in
the simulation cell under periodic boundary conditions (PBCs). For every model, 100
structures were generated and their energy was minimized. The structure with the
lowest potential energy was chosen for the molecular dynamics simulations.
Molecular dynamics simulations for density calculation were performed under
ambient conditions for 1 ns, the second half of the trajectory was used for analysis.
All parameters used in the modeling can be found in the supplementary material
(Section 5.6).
The synthesis of ORMOCER® materials is – as mentioned above – usually a two-
step procedure: First, precursor molecules undergo condensation reactions between
silanol groups forming siloxane bonds; the resulting product is called a resin, the
resulting siloxane oligomers are designated as monomers for the following polymer-
ization reaction. In the second step, the resin is polymerized via irradiation to the final
material, the polymer.Molecularmodelingmethodsmay give valuable insight into the
process at an atomistic level at each stage.
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Results: precursors
At first, the precursors were modeled as pure condensed phases, either as crys-
tals (diphenylsilanediol, DPD) or as liquids (p-styryltrimethoxysilane, pSTMS; see
Fig. 5.4). The density is expected to be overestimated at small cell sizes, since in
small cells only a few different orientations may be considered, leading to remaining
ordered arrangements in the model. On the other hand, models comprising large
cell sizes are computationally expensive. Therefore, it is necessary to find a suitable
cell size which allows to use the density as a benchmark parameter for all models. In
addition, thesemodelsmay show the general suitability of the employed force field for
density prediction and the use of molecular dynamics techniques for the compounds
of the material.
Fig. 5.4: Structures of the molecules modeled as pure phases; the precursors of the material
OC-27sc are shown in the top row.
For the precursors, models containing more than 1000 atoms lead to stable results for
the density (Fig. 5.5 (a)).While the experimental value canbe verified forDPD, the den-
sity of pSTMS is overestimated by about 1–2%. It was assumed that this effect might
be attributed to the functional groups of pSTMS. In order to clarify this assumption
the densities of three organic substances; trimethyl orthobenzoate (TMOB), benzene
and styrene, were calculated in the same way. TMOB, a molecule with a structure
comparable to pSTMS (the silicon atom is replaced by a carbon atom and the styryl
functionality is missing; Fig. 5.4) shows similar behavior. In contrast, the calculated
densities for benzene and styrene match the experimental ones (Fig. 5.5). However,
very large models are needed in the case of benzene. It can therefore be assumed that
the methoxy groups of pSTMS and TMOB cause higher densities for fluids showing
low viscosities.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.5: (a) Densities obtained from molecular dynamics simulations for the precursors DPD (filled
diamonds) and pSTMS (filled hexagons) versus the number of atoms in the simulation cell. Exper-
imental values are shown as lines. For DPD, the experimental value is reached for cell sizes larger
than 1000 atoms; for pSTMS, the predicted densities are overestimated by 1–2 % even for very large
simulation cells. Results for the test substance trimethyl orthobenzoate (triangle, pointing down)
obtained in a similar manner, show analog behavior to pSTMS, whereas for styrene (triangles,
pointing up) and benzene (triangles, pointing left) the density calculations gave reasonable results.
(b) For resin models with the same composition (designated by one symbol each), large deviations
of the calculated densities can be observed at small cell sizes. In most cases, enlargement of the
cells by the construction of supercells of the starting structure led to a more precise prediction of
the density (filled symbols).
Results: resins
A similar approach has already been published for another ORMOCER® system for
the resinmodels [33]: forty resin cells were constructed from four differentmonomers,
which were composed of four to fifteen precursor units each. Different types of
monomers, containing rings, branched rings as well as linear and branched chains
were considered. The deviations in density observed for the precursor models of
pSTMS will influence the density calculations of the resin models as well. However,
the effect is minimized since the number of methoxy groups is reduced in thesemixed
resins compared to the pure compound. The resinmodels typically contain only about
0.5–0.7 methoxy groups per silicon atom.
Differences in density between twodifferentmodelswith the samemonomer com-
position can be observed for a few resin models (less than 10%; Fig. 5.5 (b)). The
precision of the density prediction can be increased by building supercells, i.e. in-
creasing the cell size to a few thousand atoms to circumvent this effect. Nevertheless,
these models are too large to gain results in reasonable CPU time if performed for all
resin cells.
Most of the resin models resulted in densities which deviated from the experi-
mental value by less than 3%. There are no observable trends for special types of
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monomers yielding better results. For example, models containing only linear chains
exhibit similar deviations to models with branched chains or branched rings. This
stands in contrast to the results of modeling of ORMOCER®-I, where the considera-
tion of octaphenylcyclotetrasiloxane as a major condensation product led to a better
description of the properties of the resin [33]. An analog behavior cannot be observed
for OC-27sc, i.e. no preferred combination of the considered monomers was detected,
each of the resin models led to reasonable results.
Results: polymers
The polymermodels were obtained from all resinmodels bymanually inserting bonds
between two polymerizable groups and adding protons when needed until a conver-
sion degree close to the experimental value of approximately 35–40% was reached.
The deviation of the calculated densities from the experimental value is again mostly
below 3% and even below 2% for 80% of themodels. Typically, shrinkages of around
0.5–2.5% in volume can be observed (Fig. 5.6 (a)).
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.6: (a) Average densities from molecular dynamics calculations (0.5–1.0 ns) for polymerized
models of OC-27sc versus equally computed densities of the corresponding resins. The styrene
conversion was set near (triangles) or above (filled diamonds) the experimental value. The experi-
mental densities are shown as grey bars, while the dark grey dotted lines illustrate the shrinkage
during polymerization. Only two models with a high degree of conversion (i.e. the two diamonds
in the upper left corner) of the resin and polymer models came close to the experimental density
values. The estimated error for density prediction is calculated from the standard deviation and only
plotted for one data point. (b) Shrinkage versus conversion degree for the models presented in (a).
The experimental values are again shown as gray bars. The experimentally determined shrinkage
can only be achieved at higher conversion degrees, while the shrinkage is underestimated at the
expected conversion.
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The shrinkage is underestimated in all models. Using higher conversion degrees than
the experimentally determined ones can increase observed shrinkage (i.e. increase
the polymer density; Fig. 5.6 (b)). However, with regard to the standard deviation cal-
culated for density prediction, the results lead to a valuable conclusion: the models
which are close to the experimental polymer density and exhibit good representa-
tion of behavior during polymerization are composed of monomers with less than
ten precursor units and usually contain at least two branched monomers and rings.
Therefore, it can be expected that such combinations of monomers lead to a good
representation of the material OC-27sc.
Ageneral drawbackof thepolymermodel employed is the resultingpolymer struc-
ture, which is only built up by very small units. This can result in an underestimation
of polymer density and observed shrinkage. With more CPU time becoming available,
the resin models may be enlarged and a more suitable polymer model with longer
hydrocarbon backbones could be developed. On the other hand, the fact that a rea-
sonable description of the polymer structure (as judged by the generally fair to good
agreement of predicted experimental densities) is possible with small polymer build-
ing units suggests that the size of these units (mainly below 2nm) will not influence
the photochemical structuring process.
The studies published in [33] and in this section are the first serious approaches
to the computational treatment of such complicated materials as ORMOCER®s. The
complications arise from the generally amorphous state of the materials (as in all
polymers), from their two step generation (different to many polymers), and espe-
cially from their organic-inorganic nature. Future work will concentrate on other




Restoration of diseased or damaged tissue remains one of the great challenges in re-
generativemedicine. The growth of cells on 3D porous scaffolds for tissue engineering
(TE) is a promising approach for the generation of autologous tissue.
In addition, to understand the interactions between cells and their microenviron-
ment, new tools have to be created by combining surface chemistry, material sciences
and microfabrication techniques. Since many cellular responses are the result of in-
tracellular signaling events being triggered by the interaction of cell surface recep-
tors with particular components of their environment [46] diverse aspects of cellular
processes, such as proliferation, migration, differentiation or apoptosis cannot be an-
alyzed correctly using standard cell-based assays. An interaction with appropriate
surfaces is a general prerequisite for the survival of adherent cells in that it allows
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the formation of adhesive forces required for subsequent cell spreading. Aside from
the plain surface chemistry characterized by the types of interacting partners (like
extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins) their density, spatial distribution and conforma-
tion have also been reported to be important surface features [46–50]. Thus, it could
already be demonstrated that certain cellular responses depend on the mechanical
compliance of cell-adhering substrates as well as on their local distributions [51, 52].
The ability to control the spatial chemistry, geometrical patterning and stiffness of
the desired substratemight therefore provide important insights into the fundamental
aspects of cell-scaffold interactions [53, 54]. This might be translated into tissue engi-
neering approaches focusing on a precise control of cell adhesion, spreading, growth,
and differentiation provided by chemically and spatially designed surfaces created by
2PP lithography. In particular, sub-micron feature sizes at the surface of 3D scaffolds
are assumed to promote cell adhesion and growth.
The preparation of biological samples follows different routines, depending on
which type of cells will be seeded onto the structures. The cells used for these inves-
tigations were primary endothelial cells, i.e. human microvascular endothelial cells
(mvECs). These cells first have to be isolated from tissue samples as previously de-
scribed [55].
Cells were cultured at 37 °C, 5% CO2, and 95% relative humidity in standard cell
culture incubators. Cells were propagated up to a maximum of 4 passages or unless
they were transferred onto ORMOCER® structures. In order to evaluate the cell cul-
tivation on 2PP patterned samples, different geometries (circular structures, crossed
lines, parallel lines, etc.; see Fig. 5.7) with varying lattice sizes were fabricated in OC-I.
Cell viability was analyzed using the WST-1 (water soluble tetrazolium-1) reagent
(Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) according to the supplier’s instructions.
Due to metabolic activities, WST-1 is reduced by cellular hydrogenases forming a fro-
mazan which can be photometrically analyzed at 450nm. To visualize the cells in
microscopy, HE (Hematoxilin/Eosin) stainings were performed according to standard
protocols. The samples were mounted with DAPI-Fluoromount-G® in order to stain
their nuclei (SouthernBiotech, Burningham, AL, USA).
To initially determinewhether residual compounds derived fromORMOCER® pro-
duction processes might be cytotoxic, glass slides were covered with OC-I without
having been structured by 2PP. After incubation, a development step was carried out
analog to the development after 2PP patterning. As control samples, untreated glass
slides were used. The glass slides were transferred into 6-well-plates and incubated
with VascuLife® ECGMmv medium for 24 h at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in a water-saturated at-
mosphere in a CO2 incubator. After incubation, themediumwas removed andhmvECs
were seeded at a density of 2 x 105 cells per well. After the cells were grown to conflu-
ence, the slides were removed from the 6-well plates, gently washed with PBS, fixed
using a 4% para-formaldehyde solution, and afterwards stained with hematoxylin
and eosin (HE).
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Fig. 5.7: SEM images of structures on glass substrates fabricated for biomedical applications.
(a)–(c) Test patterns for cell cultivation experiments fabricated from OC-I. (d)–(e) Tubular structures
for cell cultivation with anchor points for promotion of cell adhesion (OC-V). (f) Test pattern to
demonstrate applicability of OC-SVII for 2PP patterning.
The cells grew as amonolayer to confluence on both surfaces, indicating that the sub-
strates used are not cytotoxic. However, cells detached partially from the untreated
glass slides during the fixation process, which was not observed in case of the OC-I
treated surfaces. Additionally, the cells grown onOC-I treated glass slides reveal slight
differences in their overall morphology in that they appear more spread compared to
those grownon the untreated controls (data not shown). Thismight indicate thatmore
and/or stronger adhesion contacts were formed between the hmvECs and OC-I coated
substrates, for example.
However, in cell biology interactions between adherent cells and their non-
cellular environment (e.g. the extracellular matrix) are typically facilitated by the
formation of so-called focal adhesions (FAs) which represent specific types of large
macromolecular assemblies through which both, mechanical force and regulatory
signals are transmitted to the cellular interior [56]. FAs resemble dynamic protein
complexes which are in in a state of constant flux in that they continuously associate
and dissociate from the substrate. These interactions are limited to a clearly defined
distance of 15 nm between the the plasma mebrane and the particular substrates,
however [57]. The first experiments shown earlier did not answer the question of
whether the observed adhesion is solely dependent on altered surface chemistry, a
spatial topological distribution of the substrate, or on both parameters.
In order to test topological effects on cell adhesion or cell morphology, a variety of
structures (linear, circular, or quadratic structures) fabricated by 2PP of OC-I on glass
slides (Fig. 5.8 (a)–(d)) were used as substrates for hmvECs. The structures were fabri-
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Fig. 5.8: Cultivation of hmvECs on 2PP patterned OC-I. (a)–(d) HE-stained cells grown on glass slides
decorated with different OC-I structures. (e) Microvascular endothelial cell (Upcyte® HDMECs,
Medicyte GmbH, Heidelberg) grown on OC-GM structures. Nuclei appear blue due to DAPI staining.
Immunohistological staining of β-tubulin (filaments) appears green.
cated using a high NA objective (Zeiss Plan-Apochromat NA = 1.4), a writing velocity
of v = 1mm/s and an average laser power of P = 4.25W (amplitude systems t-pulse:
wavelength λ = 515nm, repetition rate 𝜈 = 10.1MHz, pulse duration τ = 350 fs).
In order to visualize the overall morphology of the endothelial cells used, the
samples were fixed and stained with HE. In general, cells grown on linear patterns
show a more spindle-shaped morphology (see Fig. 5.8 (a) and (b)) compared to those
grown on circular (Fig. 5.8 (c)) or quadratic patterns (Fig. 5.8 (d)). Also, the distance
between 2PP-written ORMOCER® structures significantly influences cell growth and
morphology. In the case of linear structures, the majority of cells grew within the
structures if those were separated by 15 μm. Increasing the distances to 25 μm clearly
resulted in altered cell growth and cell morphology. Using these distances, the cells
seemed to grow – at least partially – on top of the structures. These phenotypological
differences were further analyzed by immunhistological stainings of actin filaments,
which are essential components of the cytoskeleton. These stainings clearly revealed
that the actin filamentswere oriented parallel to the linearOC-I structures only if those
were separated by 15 μm. In all other cases, the actin filaments were found to be in a
randomorientation (data not shown). Astonishingly, using quadratic or circular struc-
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tures the cells grew within the structures if separated by 25 μm, whearas they grew on
top of structures with 15 μm distances, the opposite behavior to linear structures.
Alongside biocompatibility, scaffolds used for TE approaches should also be
biodegradable. First 2PP patternings were therefore carried out using a RENACER® as
biodegradable material. 2PP-written cubes were created in SV-II, and the first results
are shown in Fig. 5.7 (f). The programmed cube dimensions are 10 × 10 × 7.5μm3
fabricated with a variation in process parameters such as the average laser power
(decreasing from top to bottom) and hatching distance (decreasing from left to right).
It can be seen that only a certain set of laser power and hatching distance yielded
well-shaped cubes. It turned out that a hatching distance of Δx = 0.1μm and laser
power of P = 1800μW are suitable for structuring SV-II material. As for any other
hybridmaterial synthesized so far (see Tab. 5.1), this material modification also shows
promising patterning results for further scaffold fabrication to be used for cell growth.
Primary endothelial cells (Upcyte®, Medicyte GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) were
grown on these as described above (see Fig. 5.8 (e)). The cells adhere well to the
substrate, and show a typical cellular morphology. Cell division can be observed by
immunostaining using DAPI and anti-Tubulin β antibodies.
In summary, the ORMOCER® structures obtained by 2PP fulfill all criteria of sub-
strates which can be used in standard 2D cell culture sytems as well as in innovative
3D tissue engineering approaches. First results, depicted in Fig. 5.7 (d) and (e), using
conventional microscope objectives demonstrate the general feasibility of small tubu-
lar structureswith varying diameters, randomly distributed pores, and tiny (≈ 100nm)
anchor points, which might promote cell adhesion (the results of these experiments
will be published elsewhere). Current work focuses on the application of the hybrid
objective (see Section 5.2) in order to produce large (> 1 cm in length and > 500 μm
in diameter) artificial vessels possessing sub-micrometer anchor points which can
subsequently be used as scaffolds for vascularization.
5.4.2 Microoptics
Microoptical applications can benefit from 2PP fabrication in multiple ways. Due to
the intrinsic ability to fabricate arbitrarily shaped surfaces, new designswith complex
topologies formicrooptical structures can be implemented. Furthermore, 2PP can trig-
ger refractive index modifications which enable the fabrication of three-dimensional
waveguides [58]. In order to obtain microoptical elements with good optical perfor-
mance, the roughness and waviness of the surfaces must be smaller than 100nm.
2PP fabrication of diffractive optical elements
The fabrication of diffractive optical elements (DOEs) for laser beam manipulation
is typically carried out using state-of-the-art lithography techniques such as electron
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beam lithography [59, 60]. As these methods are two-dimensional processes, the DOE
topographies realized are binary which affects the achievable diffraction efficiency.
The conventional 2D processes must be repeated several times in order to fabricate
multilevel DOEs, which significantly increases the price of fabrication and decreases
the yield [61]. Jia et al. proposed 2PP for DOE fabrication in 2007 [62]. However, their
strategy of fabrication is limited in throughput. Also the shape of the pixels, which
make up the entire DOE, is aberrant.
In this study a new strategy for DOE fabrication was developed: instead of scan-
ning the laser focus in 3D pixel by pixel, the entire DOE area is scanned with high
velocity scan stages. The “position synchronized output” (PSO) feature of the posi-
tioning system controller is used to trigger the laser rapidly and accurately whenever
the scanning path intersects with a DOE pixel. Thus, the feed rate can be increased
to around 10mm/s in contrast to commonly used techniques [7, 62]. The procedure
is repeated for each of the desired DOE height levels – typically 16. Figure 5.9 (a) de-
picts a 640 × 640 μm2 DOE fabricated from OC-V with very accurate reproduction of
lateral pixel geometries. Here, a total interval between the lowest and highest pixels of
1.29 μm, corresponding to a 2π phase shift at the designwavelength λ = 632.8nmwas
used. Topography characterization was carried out using laser scanning microscopy
(LSM). The results shown in the inset of Fig. 5.9 (a) reveal good agreement between
DOE design and the fabricated structure. As the entire height of the DOE is of the
order of a micron, it is obvious that sub 100nm height control is mandatory for the
fabrication of functional DOEs. This could be accomplished by the choice of illumi-
nation and hatching strategy as well as by an appropriate choice of laser parameters
and optical material. Despite the well-defined topography, the optical performance
still has to be optimized. When observing the resulting diffraction image on a screen
(Fig. 5.9 (b)), the Statue of Liberty can be identified as calculated by the design. How-
ever, the zeroth order is still dominant and pronounced speckles occur over the entire
image. For this reason, the influence of the structuring parameters on the resulting
pixel heights is to be investigated in more detail in the future. Furthermore, the effect
of the pixels’ edges on the diffracted intensity distribution will be taken into account.
Microlenses
The fabrication of microscopic beam steering or focusing elements applying 2PP
is well-known in the literature [7]. Applications as collimators on fiber tips and as
micro-Fresnel lenses have been demonstrated [59, 63]. Despite the impressive proof-
of-principle in these papers, it is important to increase the throughput and to validate
the performance of 2PP-fabricatedmicrooptical components for real-life applications.
In the following section, 2PP-fabricated microlenses which were created with a
new hatching strategy are demonstrated. In contrast to conventional 3D scanning of
the entire lens volume, only the shells of the microlenses are polymerized by 2PP
and the liquid core is solidified after the development process using conventional UV
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Fig. 5.9: 2PP-written microoptical elements in OC-V (SEM): (a) Diffractive optical element. The inset
depicts the height characterization of DOE pixels by means of LSM. (b) Diffracted Statue of Liberty
(532 nm light) with strong zeroth order. (c) Array of microlenses. The inset shows an AFM scan of an
individual microlens. (d) Slices of focal intensity distribution and lateral focal intensity ( z = 0).
illumination. In addition, the shell of the surface of the lens was hatched using an
annular scanning strategy. This allowed for the fabrication of very smooth surfaces
with low surface roughness. In order to achieve this goal, the beginning and end of
each hatching circle was distributed randomly on the lens surface. Tangential lines
for acceleration and deceleration were introduced to compensate for the mass inertia
of the positioning system. Figure 5.9 (c) depicts an SEM image of lenses fabricated
from OC-V using this strategy. Without additional measures, our fabrication strategy
reduces the duration for the fabrication of a single lens to between one and two min-
utes (depending on the lens radius). This is still subject to further improvements as
the axis feed rate was only set to 500 μm/s. As a result of this increase in throughput,
microlens arrays can be rapidly fabricated with high surface finishes.
The characterization of lens topography was carried out using atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) and LSM, and both methods deliver consistent results. A typical sur-
face scan is depicted in the inset of Fig. 5.9 (c). Both AFM and LSM topography charac-
terization reveal negligible deviations from the design geometry and very low surface
roughness.
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As in 2PP the photon dose (feed rate and pulse energy) determines the resulting
voxel size and as a result voxel size combined with hatching distance during struc-
ture formation impact surface topography. It is important to understand the impact
of these parameters on the surface roughness. It was possible to show for example,
that by using 1mW of average power, a hatching distance of 0.4 μm at a feed rate of
500 μm/s resulted in an rms-roughness of 29 nm on planar surfaces. In comparison,
the roughness resulting from 4mW, 0.1 μm at the same feed rate is below 4nm. How-
ever, the rms-roughness of the microlenses fabricated applying these parameters was
considerably higher with 67 nm. In addition to the roughness investigation, AFM/LSM
measurements also revealed that shrinkage after UV light polymerization is negligibly
small.
The focusingbehavior of the fabricatedmicrolenseswas investigatedusing amod-
ified confocalmicroscope. The lens is illuminated by a collimated and spatially homo-
geneous laser intensity distribution and the focused intensity is thenprobed in 3Dby a
high-NAmicroscope objective. Figure 5.9 (d) illustrates the characterization by means
of several slices of the focal intensity distribution and a fit through the lateral intensity
in the focal plane (z = 0). It could be demonstrated that focal distance, beam waist
(w0 = 0.63 μm), and the Rayleigh length corresponded well with theory.
Current work focuses on the implementation of custom-designed aspherical sur-
faces, particularly designed for aberration-free focusing. Moreover, the positioning
system can provide feed rates higher than the 500 μm/s finally employed. Decreasing
the fabrication time of a single microlens down to only some tens of seconds is con-
ceivable in the future. This advance in process acceleration has to be accompanied by
further material research as the ORMOCER®’s polymerization rate has to keep pace
with increasing scanning speeds.
Diaphragm array for multi-aperture cameras
A multi-aperture approach relying on microlens arrays is a promising candidate to
further miniaturize digital real-time vision systems [64–66]. In these multi-aperture
camera modules, individual optical channels capture different portions of the overall
field of view (FOV). A super resolution imaging approach in combination with the
segmentation of the FOV allows for a reduction of the focal length of the microlenses
and consequently leads to modules with shorter total track lengths. Furthermore, the
fabrication is based on wafer-level process technology allowing the parallel and cost
effective fabrication of several hundred modules at once.
Figure 5.10 (a) shows a schematic crosssection of the optical layout of a multi-
aperture camera module. An important issue of these modules is optical cross talk,
which appears when light is imaged from one microlens onto the sensor area of a
neighboring channel and causes so called “ghost images”. To prevent this cross talk
a special diaphragm array is necessary (Fig. 5.10 (a)). These diaphragm arrays con-
sist of 600 μm high tubes with a tapered profile, a diameter of 38 μm at the top and
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34 μm at the bottom (Fig. 5.10 (b)). Additionally, these tubes are undercut with an-
gles up to 30 degrees depending on their position over the sensor. These challenging
geometries are impossible to fabricate with conventional lithographic technologies.
However, two-photonpolymerization allows thedirect structuring of these tilted tubes
into the polymer. Because of the large height (600 μm) of these tubes, hybrid optics
(see Section 5.2) are applied to focus the laser pulses during the structuring process.
The feasible structure heights are not restricted by the working distance when using
the hybrid optics which, furthermore, are corrected for structuring-depth-dependent
aberrations. Figure 5.10 (c) shows a microscope image of the structured diaphragm






Fig. 5.10: (a) Schematic cross-section of the optical layout of a multi-aperture camera module.
Special diaphragm arrays (gray) are necessary to prevent optical cross talk. (b) Schematic of the
tubes with a tapered profile which depends on their position over the image sensor. (c) Fabricated
diaphragm array consisting of 135 channels. (d) Black epoxy resin replicated diaphragm array
mounted on the imaging sensor. (e) Segmented image of a test chart without the diaphragm array.
The central object reappears in ghost images in the outer channels. (f) Segmented image of a test
chart with the diaphragm array. No ghost images are visible in the outer channels.
The intermediate spaces of the fabricated diaphragm array were subsequently filled
with an epoxy resin, and then replicated into silicon. This silicon master structure
was used as a mold to replicate the diaphragm arrays with a black epoxy resin as
the final material. This process chain allows fast fabrication of the diaphragm arrays
suitable for mass production, since only the master structure of the mold is fabricated
using two-photon polymerization with its long writing times. Figure 5.10 (d) shows a
replicated diaphragm array mounted on the imaging sensor. The segmented image of
a test chart takenwith themulti-aperture cameramodulewithout the diaphragmarray
is depicted in Fig. 5.10 (e). The central object reappears as ghost images in the outer
channels. When the diaphragm array is integrated into the module, these ghost im-
ages are suppressed and the object only appears in the central channels (Fig. 5.10 (f)).
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5.5 Conclusion
In order to utilize 2PP for applications in microoptics and biomedicine, illumination
for the structuring process as well as the synthesis and properties of the applied ma-
terials were investigated. For the fabrication of structures combining smallest feature
sizeswith heights up to themm range, a specially adapted refractive-diffractive hybrid
objective was designed and assembled. This objective is corrected for structuring-
depth-dependent aberrations and is not restricted by aworking distance in achievable
structure heights. Due to the aberration correction of the objective the sub-micrometer
resolution of the structuring process can be maintained even for structures with
heights in the mm range.
ORMOCER®s were investigated with respect to their mechanical and optical
properties, their suitability for structuring with 2PP, and possible applications. With
ORMOCER® OC-27sc, smallest structure sizes below 100nmwere obtained. In order to
understand this complex material on a molecular level, molecular modeling simula-
tions were carried out for its precursors, the resin, and the polymerization products.
The results obtained are a first step towards prediction of material properties, thereby
facilitating the synthesis of novel functionalized materials.
The novel biodegradable material class RENACER® was developed especially for
biomedical applications. These polymers show good crosslinking behavior for pat-
terning with 2PP and themechanical properties of the solidified structures are similar
to those of natural tissue, making them an excellent material choice for tissue engi-
neering.
It was also shown for the first time that the ORMOCER® OC-I is biocompatible for
the growth of primary human endothelial cells. These cells are crucial for the artificial
creation of human blood vessels. A combination of suitable materials and 2PP struc-
turing techniques might provide scaffolds e.g. for artificial vessels with all required
pores and anchor points. Future work will focus on upscaling 3D structures towards
the mm range and applying the newly synthesized RENACER® material.
Fabrication time and accuracy of microoptical elements fabricated with 2PP were
improved with adapted structuring strategies demonstrated by a DOE with 16 levels
and a writing speed of 10mm/s. Microlenses with a surface roughness of 67 nm (RMS)
were fabricated by applying an angular scanning method. Furthermore the focusing
behavior of themicrolenses was characterized. A large-area diaphragm array was fab-
ricated to further improve the imaging quality of multi-aperture cameramodules. The
array consists of 135 diaphragmswith heights of 600 μmand suppresses ghost images,
which appear due to optical cross talk between neighboring channels.
In conclusion, combined with the use of existing and newly synthesized inor-
ganic-organic polymers the novel focusing concept enabled the fabrication of struc-
tures featuring demanding geometries and adapted properties for biomedical andmi-
crooptical applications, using 2PP.
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5.6 Supplementary material





– Materials Studio 7.0
– COMPASS
Energy summation:
– van der Waals interactions
– Coulomb interactions
– cut-off, 15.5 Å, cubic spline truncated
– Ewald summation, accuracy 10−5 kcal mol−1
Energy minimization: used for all structures
– minimizer – “smart” cascade, 5000 steps
Quenched dynamics: used for in vacuo structures and polymers
– Ensemble
– Temperature
– Time, time step
– minimized every
– NVT
– 800 ± 10 K (velocity-scaling)
– 100 ps, 1 fs
– 100 steps









– 298 K (Berendsen, decay c. = 0.1 ps)
– 0.1 MPa (Berendsen, decay c. = 0.1 ps)
– 1 ns, 1 fs (second 500 ps used for production)
– 100 steps
Hardware: 4 identical nodes
– Processors
– RAM
– 2 Xeon E5620 (Quad-Core, 2.4 GHz)
– 24 GB per node
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6 Optical antennae for near-field induced nonlinear
photochemical reactions of photolabile azo- and
amine groups
Abstract: We performed a series of nonlinear-optical, photochemically-induced ex-
periments using different copolymers which were UV-sensitized at around 400nm
through various chemical side groups (e.g. NVOC-protected amines). Our approach
focuses on inducing very localized photoreactions on an area much smaller than the
diffraction-limited optical spot, using nonlinear optical effects in the near-fields of
metallic nanoparticle (NP) antennae embedded in the polymer thin film. We thus
illuminated the copolymers with 100 fs pulses at a 790nm exciting wavelength in
order to trigger photoreactions through nonlinear optical effects at around 400nm.
Spin coating the copolymers onto both y-cut lithium niobate (LNO) sample surfaces
(which is an excellent SHG amplifier) and onto bare glass surfaces (no SHG) and
then comparing the as-induced nonlinear optical photoreactions showed a direct
two-photon absorption to be the dominant photoreaction mechanism, while SHG
radiation (as emitted by LNO) did not show any significant influence. High efficiency
of this process can be achieved by the near-field enhancement close to metallic NPs
present in the polymer thin film. First evidence is given here with protected amine
side groups when spin coating the copolymer over sharp gold edges as obtained from
triangular metallic NPs (i.e. so-called Fischer pattern); after laser exposure at 790 nm,
the photochemically deprotected amines were successfully photo-labeled and then
imaged by STORMmicroscopy.
6.1 Introduction
Photolithographic structuring has developed into one of the most important tools
of nanostructuring to date. The most prominent example is the nanostructuring of
silicon [1]. Combining photolithographic techniques with photochemistry allows
inclusion of the vast variety of chemical structuring and functionalization into the
repertoire of photolithography. Examples are the photoreactions of protected amine-
terpolymers under UV illumination [2, 3] for instance. In this case the illuminated and
deprotected parts of the amines are easily functionalized with fluorescence markers
or other molecules for further use or monitoring purposes.
An important milestone in the research into photochemistry at the nanometer
length scale is the use of metallic nanoparticles (NPs) which concentrate light in
their near-fields. One example is photoreactions of resist thin films in the near-field
© 2015 P. Reichenbach et al., published by De Gruyter.
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of metallic nanorods [4] or bow-tie antennae [5]. Such photoresist reactions in the
vicinity of the NP’s near-fields were also shown to be successful when triggered via
nonlinear optical absorption [6–8] rather than in the linear optical regime.
The goal of our work was thus to trigger photochemical reactions in polymer ma-
trices on the nanometer length scale [9–12]. Furthermore, as indicated by the exam-
ples above we also intended to induce such processes in the near-fields of metallic
nanoparticles. Our primary idea was to embed thesemetallic (e.g. gold) nanoparticles
into a photosensitive polymer and illuminate them with focused 100 fs pulses at an
infrared (IR) wavelength of about 790nm. The localized photoreaction would then
take place at around 395 nm, profiting from the NP’s plasmonic amplification.
We did not concentrate on photoresists as photosensitive material but rather de-
veloped copolymers mainly consisting of MMA and a comonomer add-on which car-
ries the photosensitive group such as the protected amine side groups already men-
tioned above [2, 3]. These polymer matrices are optically transparent at 790nm; thus
no photoreaction occurs over the whole diffraction-limited optical spot of the exciting
IR beam. Instead, the polymer is photosensitive in the range of 395 nm.
We intended to use the second harmonic radiation (SHG) from the nanoparticles
to induce the photoreaction at 395 nmprimarily, asmany investigations demonstrated
thatmetallic nanostructures with strong field enhancementmust also constitute good
SHG sources [13–17], and investigations in our group also comprisednanoparticle SHG
[9, 18].
However, the question had to be solved whether SHG or multiphoton absorption
processes are actually the dominant reactionmechanisms. Experiments with polymer
matrices on lithium niobate single crystals (sc-LNO) as a good SHG source showed the
dominance of a two-photon absorption. This two-photon absorption also profits from
high absorbance at the SHGwavelength of 395 nm, being equivalent to a single-photon
absorption at this wavelength.
Metallic nanoparticles can be joined with the polymer in many ways, mostly by
NP embedding (Fig. 6.1) or overcoating the NP array sitting on a substrate with a poly-
mer thin film. As nonlinear optical processes are much stronger in the near-fields of
glass substrate
photoreactive copolymer layer 
Au-particles
near field
Fig. 6.1: Sketch of the principal idea of our experiments: a photoreactive copolymer layer (dark
gray) is spin coated onto a glass substrate (light gray) carrying Au nanoparticles (NPs; white). Upon
pulsed laser irradiation at ∼ 790 nm, the NPs produce a considerable enhanced near-field (black
zones around NPs) where the photochemical reaction concentrates to a sub-100-nm spatial area.
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the particles than in the far fields, photochemical reactions triggered by these pro-
cesses can be confined to volumes in the sub-100-nm regime. The outcome of such a
photochemical reaction and its localization can in turn be monitored through several
different methods, depending solely on the type of chemicals used for the photolabile
group as will be described below.
6.2 Experimental design
Our experiments were conducted with the following setup.
The femtosecond laser beam (∼ 100 fs at 790nm at a repetition rate of 75MHz)
passes an upright standing 40× air objective and is focused onto the sample surface
positioned via a xyz piezo stage. For each writing process the focus is moved about
7 μm away from the sample surface in order to broaden the area of photoreaction and
include more nanoparticles. Typically, the sample consists of a cover glass carrying a
spin-coated photosensitive polymer matrix layer about 100nm thick which may also
include embedded metallic nanoparticles.
Using the piezo stage we are also able to photochemically “write” any arbitrary
pattern onto these films:While illuminating the sample surface with the focused laser
beam, the photosensitive polymer layer is scanned laterally through the focus, thus
resulting in lines of a few μm in lengthwhere the photoreaction has taken place. These
experiments were carried out on pure polymer substrates spin coated onto glass as











Fig. 6.2: Sketch of the experimental setup
used in these studies. The sample structure
(described in Fig. 6.1) is inserted upside down
into the setup with the polymer film facing
the objective. The femtosecond laser beam is
focused onto the sample surface and excites
the plasmonic NPs to produce a strong near-
field both at the fundamental and the second
harmonic (SHG) field (see arrows emitted from
the NP). The xyz piezo stage is used to adjust
the focus to the sample surface as well as to
initiate xy-sample structuring.
Three kinds of copolymers were used for our experiments:
(a) Copolymers with azobenzene side groups which photochemically react with a
trans-cis isomerization; this process may be tracked optically through a pro-
nounced change in absorbance [12].
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(b) Copolymers with azosulfonate side groups which decay with subsequent cross-
linking; the resulting local changes of elasticity are detectable with AFM [11, 19].
(c) Copolymers with protected amine side groups using NVOC. After photochemical
separation of theNVOCmolecules, different dyes such as fluorescentmarkersmay
be chemically attached to the deprotected amines, highlighting the reaction sites.











Fig. 6.3: Chemical structures of the copolymers used in this work Several different polymer side-
chains were synthesized to the backbone, i.e. (a) azobenzene derivatives (ABD), (b) azosulfonates
(AS), and (c) NVOC-protected amines (AEMA).
As stated in the introduction, we intended to trigger the photochemical reactions
by SHG radiation from the embedded nanoparticles. However, the question arose
whether or not the photoreaction may also be induced by direct two-photon absorp-
tion. To clarify the impact of these different reaction mechanisms on the localization
of the photoreaction, we modeled the particle near-fields at the fundamental and
second-harmonic frequency by evaluating the near-fields Eω (fundamental) and E2ω
(SHG) for a Hertzian dipole emitter. The calculated photoreaction density thus turns
out to be proportional to |Eω |4 and |E2ω |2 for the two-photon and SHG absorption
processes, respectively. Hence, photoreactions triggered by a two-photon absorption
process were found to be more effective and even to be much more localized than
SHG-induced photoreactions.
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To find out which of the two mechanisms in our experiments is dominant we
spin coated the polymer matrix both onto glass samples and onto a y-cut lithium
niobate (LNO) surface without using any nanoparticles. Moving the polymer matrix
in the xy plane through the femtosecond laser focus (100 fs, 790 nm) then allowed
the writing of several lines of a variable exposure by altering the laser power density.
We then tried to observe and monitor the as-induced photochemical reactions. While
lithium niobate is a strong second harmonic source (for light polarized along the ex-
traordinary optical axes), glass does not show any SHG radiation at all, thus allowing
a fair comparison of the two photoreactions.
In the subsequent experiments including embedded nanoparticles we used
metallic nanostructures known as Fischer patterns (Fig. 6.4) [20]. They constitute flat
hexagonally arranged, triangular gold islands. They are fabricated by evaporating
gold onto the (glass) substrate surface through a mask built up by a monolayer
of hexagonally dense-packed polystyrene beads with a diameter of about 600nm
[20–22]. Thebeads are then removedand the copolymer spin-coatedover the antennae
structures. The use of such Fischer patterns has three advantages: Firstly, Fischer
patterns are prepared easily; secondly, their low height allows for good polymer
spin-coating and spreading, while thirdly their tips and edges are very sharp hence










Fig. 6.4: Fischer patterns result in hexagonally arranged Au triangles grown by evaporating Au
through a mask of close-packed polystyrene beads (not shown). The dark area in this SEM im-
age represents the bare glass surface while the bright areas are the 20 nm high Au NPs. (a) SEM
overview, and (b) close up with the white circle denoting the optical focus of the objective as used
for excitation; note the two asperities at the triangular corners emitting the near-field at both the
fundamental and SHG wavelength.
6.3 Photochemical experiments using a copolymer carrying
azobenzene side groups
The first photosensitive polymer matrix is a PMMA-type copolymer containing an
azobenzene derivativewith anNO2 molecular group (Fig. 6.2 (a)) [11, 12]. Azobenzenes
are already widely used for writable data carriers [23] and in volume holography
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[24]. The photochemical reaction of the azobenzene derivative selected for our work
is a reversible trans-cis isomerization. This photoreaction leads to a change in ab-
sorbance of the substrate, which allows direct optical detection and monitoring.
The azobenzene derivative possesses two main advantages: Firstly, it absorbs in the
range of 400nm,while secondly the thermally induced back-reaction of the reversible
trans-cis isomerization is comparably slow and proceeds over several hours [12].
The copolymer contains 80%methylmethacrylate (MMA) and 20%chloromethyl-
styrene (CMS) and has been synthesized using the RAFT polymerization method
(reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer polymerization) [25–27] known to
show minimal side reactions. The azobenzene derivative was linked covalently to the
CMS parts of the copolymer [12]. The copolymer was dissolved in methylethylketone
(MEK) and then spin-coated onto the glass or lithiumniobate (LNO) sample surfaces to
form a dense and uniform layer 70 nm thick. The covalent binding of the azobenzene
derivative to the copolymer ensures there is no segregation of the azobenzene from
the MMA/CMS-copolymer.
The photochemical experiments on glass and LNO were carried out as outlined
below. The glass and LNO substrates carrying the 70nm thin polymer matrix layers
were inserted upside down into the measurement setup (Fig. 6.3) with the photosen-
sitive polymer film facing the objective directly. The optical focus was adjusted to sit
at the substrate sample surface. The LNO used was a y-cut crystal oriented in such a
way that the linearly polarized beam yielded amaximum SHG intensity when focused
onto the LNO surface. Using the piezo stage, 5 μm long lineswere thenwritten onto the
polymer films using different average laser powers tuned from 2 to 15mW. Here and in
all experiments to follow, a stepwise sample motion was employed with individual
steps measuring 167 nm in size (i.e. 5 μm divided by 300 steps) and dwelling times of
50ms per step.
After photochemicalwriting, the optical transmissionof these lineswasmeasured
in-situ using the focused light of a 405 nm diode laser for illumination and a fiber
coupling mounted above objective and sample. This in-situ measurement has the ad-
vantage that changes in the optical transmission can be monitored immediately and
even before any back-reaction sets in. The 405 nm light was reduced to a power of
a few μW before being focused through the same objective onto the sample surface,
thus not inducing any further sample reaction at all. The light transmitted through the
photosensitive layer was collected with an optical fiber fed into a fiber spectrometer
(Maya 2000 Pro from Ocean Optics). On scanning the exposed area with the written
lines through the blue laser focus we obtained images of these lines since the photore-
action considerably increased optical transmission (i.e. less absorption in the exposed
areas as shown in Fig. 6.5).
As an outcome, we found that increased transmission of the lines became visible
for “writing” laser power densities of 6mW or above, both on the glass and LNO sub-
strate. The absence of a significant difference between glass and LNO shows that the
SHG from the LNO substrate does not significantly contribute to the photoreaction, but
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Fig. 6.5: Optically recorded transmission scans of the 70 nm thick azobenzene-containing copoly-
mer spin coated onto (a) LNO and (b) glass substrates. Note the different lines (dashed frames)
and their varying transmission cross-sections resulting from exposure to the focused femtosecond
beam at different average power densities; notably, the higher the power, the lower the absorbance.
that the photoreaction is triggered by direct absorption of the IR light. Photochemical
writing with the infrared laser radiation in cw mode and at the same power density
did not result in detectable transmission changes – an indication that the photoreac-
tion is mainly triggered by a nonlinear optical effect, namely a two-photon absorption
process of the femtosecond light.¹
When we compared the photon density of blue light from a monochromator used
to trigger a photoreaction directly with the SHG photon density on lithiumniobate, we
found that the SHG photon density from the lithium niobate at 6mW incident power
is about three orders of magnitude lower than for the blue light from the monochro-
mator. As SHG from nanoparticles is typically not stronger than from the y-cut LNO
surface, we can expect that nanoparticle SHG also does not contribute significantly to
photoreactions. Of course, SHG light is more concentrated in the particle near-fields,
however, the same is the case for the near-fields at the fundamental frequency.
1 At this point the question arises whether or not the reaction might be thermally induced as well,
by simple laser heating of the substrate. As cw irradiation did not trigger photoreactions, we carried
out some model calculations investigating the difference in the time development of the sample tem-
perature when hit either by pulsed or cw illumination. These calculations showed that the maximum
temperature did not differ at all in both cases, which excludes sample heating as the source of the
reported photoreactions.
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6.4 Photochemical experiment with azosulfonate-carrying
copolymers
Optical detection of the photoreactions in the azobenzene-containing copolymer has
a diffraction-limited resolution, so we did not carry out experiments including gold
nanostructures. However, the next copolymer used was designed to change its elas-
ticity due to the photoreaction, and such a change can be detected with AFM at a
resolution of around 50nm. The copolymer consisted of 75% MMA and 25% HEMA
(hydroxyethylmethacrylate) and was polymerized with the RAFT method. On the hy-
droxyl groups of the HEMA an azosulfonate group (Fig. 6.2 (b)) was bound covalently
in a polymer-analog reaction [12]. Again, this azosulfonate derivative was selected
for its optimal absorption at 395 nm. However, the absorption of that derivative still
strongly decays between 380 and 400nmand is about one order ofmagnitude smaller
than azobenzene. The chosen azosulfonate does not isomerize reversibly but isomer-
ization leads to a decay into SO3Na radicals and phenyl radical residuals under nitro-
gen evolution [28, 29]. A crosslinking reaction between the residual phenyl radicals
and the polymer chains causes increased elasticity of the polymer matrix in the reac-
tion volume, an effect which can also be used for photoresins [29]. On scanning the
as-exposed area with AFM, this change of elasticity can be readily detected via phase
contrast imaging. The preparation of these layers is again done by spin-coating, but
this copolymer is dissolved in dimethylformamide.
This proof-of-principle was carried out by illuminating the polymer substrate
through a TEM grid (Fig. 6.6 (a)) using a white-light beam (UV extended spectrum)
followed by AFM scans over the polymer surface. The AFM scan (Fig. 6.6 (b)) shows
no topographic pattern which corresponds to the TEM grid, but the phase image
(Fig. 6.6 (c)) clearly shows a phase contrast pattern in accordance with exposure
through the TEM grid. The phase contrast is of the order of 1°. Experiments including
Fischer patterns should thus clearly show this phase change in the surroundings
(i.e. in the near-field range) of the gold triangles.
However, before doing sowe again compare the behavior of a pure polymermatrix
layer on glass and on LNO. As absorbance drops strongly below 400nm, the exciting
wavelength was shifted to 780nm to achieve a two-photonwavelength of 390 nm. The
polymer substrates (70 nm thick) were irradiated for different laser powers and then
scannedwithAFM. In contrast to the azobenzene-carrying copolymer, average powers
of 20mW and higher had to be applied to yield lines that could be detected by AFM
at all. However, these lines were not only detectable via phase contrast, but were also
always accompanied by the formation of topographic swales with comparably huge
depths measuring tens of nm in height. Similar to the azobenzenes, no differences
were obtainedbetweenglass andLNOsurface (indicating again thedominance of two-
photon absorption), while these effects were absent for cw illumination. However, on
comparing these results with the reaction of a pure PMMA layer, we found the same
results even for these layers. At the high powers above 20mW, not only azosulfonate









Fig. 6.6: (a) SEM image of the TEM grid structure used. (b) AFM topographic image of the
azosulfonate-carrying copolymer exposed through the TEM grid using a UV-extended white light
source. (c) AFM phase image of the same area showing enhanced stiffness at exposed areas (white).




Fig. 6.7: AFM topography (a) and phase (b) scans of the azosulfonate-containing copolymer spin
coated over Fischer patterns. These scans were taken well inside a line that had previously been
written by pulsed illumination with an average power of 0.2 mW. We clearly differentiate these
Fischer patterns in (a), marked by dashed lines, together with a fine-pitched quasi-regular arrange-
ment of polymer debris blisters, the latter stemming from the initial exposure and insufficient
dissolving of the copolymer.
decay sets in but also quite different reactions of the PMMA itself will be triggered
through multiphoton absorption. This makes it difficult to detect the specific photo-
chemical reaction of the azosulfonates unambiguously solely by AFM phase contrast.
Furthermore, the azosulfonate-carrying polymer was also spin-coated over the
glass substrates carrying 10 nm high Fischer patterns. The topography of these tri-
angles was also visible on the upper side of the 70 nm thick copolymer layer, a well-
known effect in polymer layer overstructuring. With these embedded nanostructures
the polymer already bursts at 5mW illumination and shows topographic deformations
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already for 0.2mW. At this small power density, small blisters appeared around the
nanotriangles. However, they appeared not only along the boundaries of the triangles,
but were distributed over the whole viewing field (Fig. 6.7). Due to these topograph-
ical features, phase contrasts in the order of about 20° appeared which superpose
possible phase contrasts in the order of 1° which could stem from crosslinking. In
this case, clear detection of photochemical induced decay and crosslinking is also not
possible.
6.5 Photochemical experiment with copolymers carrying
protected amines
After these experiments using photolabile copolymers we now concentrate on copoly-
merswith protected amine side groups. Protected amine groups have a large variety of
applications in synthesis [30] and in surface patterning [2, 3, 31, 32]. Photochemistry
allows for selective deprotection of the amines and subsequent binding of many dif-
ferent kinds of molecules or particles. For our purposes, we synthesized a copolymer
P(MMA-co-Nvoc-AEMA) with RAFT consisting of 2/3 MMA and 1/3 aminoethylmeth-
acrylate (AEMA). The AEMA is protected by nitroveratryloxycarbonyl (NVOC) groups
(Fig. 6.2 (c)). The photoreaction causes removal of the NVOC groups; the deprotected
amines are then accessible to bind to different kinds of molecules, such as fluores-
cence markers to label the reaction volume as shown here for fluorescein (Fig. 6.8).
Monitoring with sub-wavelength resolution is then possible using specialized super-
resolution fluorescence microscopy techniques such as stochastic optical reconstruc-
tion microscopy (STORM) [33, 34], stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy
[35, 36] or photoactivated localizationmicroscopy (PALM) [37, 38]; notably these tech-
niques were honored with the 2014 Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
The block copolymer was dissolved in MEK and spin-coated over glass and LNO
surfaces resulting in dense polymer layers with a now reduced thickness of 30 nm. Af-
terwriting lines at different powerdensities, all sampleswere immersed into a solution
containing fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) molecules in order to fluorescently label
the deprotected amine groups (Fig. 6.8). The written lines became visible in fluores-
cence images for power densities around 1–2mW (Fig. 6.9 (a)). Similar to the above-
reported experiments, no difference was found for this copolymer when using glass
and LNO substrates, and no photoreaction took place under cw illumination. Again,
two-photon absorption turns out to be the dominant reaction mechanism here. Be-
sides the lines, a homogeneous background of non-specifically bound fluorophores,
which could not washed away, appeared over the whole area.
The same experiment carried out with 10 nm high Fischer patterns on the glass
substrate is shown in (Fig. 6.9 (b)). In comparison to the pure glass surface, the pho-
toreaction takes place already for a power threshold around 0.5mW (as opposed to the
1–2mW before) indicating that the particle near-fields increased the photoreaction.
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Fig. 6.8: Sketch of the chemical method of deprotecting the NVOC functionalized amines and sub-
sequently binding the fluorescein (FITC) molecules. Note that the same route can also be applied
successfully with a variety of other markers.
However, the confocal fluorescence microscope used for monitoring so far is not able
to provide any sub-wavelength resolution. For that reason we investigated the same
kind of samples by STORM [33, 34], a method which allows imaging of the bound
fluorescence markers with a resolution well below the 100nm threshold. The more
stable fluorescence marker Alexa 647 was used for the STORM measurements. After
photochemicalwriting, the sampleswere immersed for 2 h in a solution containing the
marker in methanol. Note that the methanol causes a slight swelling of the polymer
matrix so that the marker molecules may also penetrate the whole polymer matrix
and non-specifically bind to the reaction volumes in the neighborhood of the gold
triangles inside the matrix, not only to their surface. This penetration is facilitated
by the reduced layer thickness of 30 nm. As the Fischer patterns are buried under the
polymer matrix, their near-fields and the resulting photoreaction volumes are mainly





Fig. 6.9: Confocal fluorescence images of lines photochemically written into the 70 nm thick copoly-
mer layer with protected amine side groups (a) on pure glass and (b) on glass carrying a 10 nm thick
Au Fischer pattern. The deprotected amines were labeled with FITC (Fig. 6.8) after photochemical
writing in order to render the free amine side groups visible by confocal fluorescence microscopy.
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Fig. 6.10: STORM images of Alexa 647 fluorescence markers attached to amine side groups fol-
lowing the same recipe illustrated in Fig. 6.8 for FITC attachment. Amines were deprotected
photochemically by writing lines at different power densities into the 30 nm thick copolymer layer
sitting on glass with a 10 nm high Fischer pattern. (a) Evaluated STORM image exhibiting a finer
structure, indicating the influence of the periodic Fischer patterns on the photoreaction In contrast,
(b) shows a single fluorescence image from the raw data. The written lines are marked by dashed
boxes. Again, the Fischer patterns considerably enhance the photochemical processes.
located in the interior of the polymer matrix, well below its surface. After incubation
with markers, the samples were immersed in pure methanol for 1h in order to wash
off any non-bound residuals.
The STORM image (Fig. 6.10 (a)) and a corresponding single fluorescence image
(Fig. 6.10 (b)) shows a photoreaction at powers of the order of 1mW in the shape
of stripes of increased fluorophore density. Periodic substructures of these stripes
with a periodicity below 1 μm correspond to periodic Fischer pattern structures. They
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clearly indicate the influence of the nanoparticles’ near-field distribution on the local
photoreactions. Further experiments trying to increase the quality and resolution
of these images are in progress. In this image, the lines are also accompanied by
non-specifically bound fluorophores around the written lines.
6.6 Conclusions
We triggered nonlinear optically induced photoreactions in several MMA-based co-
polymers using three different photolabile groups.We focused onprovingphotochem-
ical reactions in the near-field of metallic nanoparticles embedded in the polymer
matrix. Basic tests were carried out in order to demonstrate whether or not such
photoreactions may be selectively triggered through second harmonic generation
(SHG) from nanoparticles as opposed to multiphoton absorption processes. Our
experiments showed that direct two-photon absorption is the dominant photoreaction
mechanism in all cases.
Nevertheless, good localization and enhancement of the photoreaction in the
near-fields ofmetallic nanoparticles can always be expected. However, for the azoben-
zenes and azosulfonates, no localized photoreactions were found, as the azobenzene
reaction only changes absorbance, and the elasticity change due to azosulfonate
decay is superposed to topographic changes due to side reactions in the polymer thin
film. The only promising way of proving such near-field enhanced reactions turned
out to be the deprotection of NVOC-protected amines which in turn allowed labeling
of the reaction volume for high-resolving fluorescence microscopy. In principle, the
advantage of this deprotection reaction is the wide variety of molecules (or even
nanostructures) which exist and are ready to bind site-specifically to the depro-
tected amines for further applications. This type of photoactive unit has now been
implemented into the membrane of polymersomes, a class of artificial vesicles. Pho-
tochemical experiments using near-field effects with integrated gold nanoparticles at
those polymersomes are in progress. A site-specificmodification of the polymersomes
induced by a biologically harmless irradiation is envisioned.
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7 Optical trap assisted sub diffraction limited laser
structuring
Abstract: The ability to structure surfaces on a submicron scale is becoming increas-
ingly important for a broad range of technical and biological applications. Such struc-
tures can be produced via irradiatingmicron sized transparent particles placed over a
substrate of interest with ultrafast laser pulses. To enhance the structuring flexibility
of this method particles can be optically trapped and spatiallymanipulated relative to
the structured surface in order to achieve arbitrary patterns. In this contribution the
authors describe the principle of optical trap assisted nanostructuring and present
simulated and experimental results demonstrating the potential and limitations of
this innovative nanoscale optical material processing technology.
7.1 Introduction
Optical and especially laser based fabrication methods are commonly used to pro-
duce structures with characteristic dimensions on a micron and submicron spatial
scale. Submicron structuring is oftenperformedusingphotolithographicmethods and
although extremely capable (currently achieving spatial feature sizes of 22 nm and
targeting 14 nm in the near future [1]) they have wellknown drawbacks of complex-
ity and high cost. Alternatively, nonphotolithographic direct write laser processing
[2, 3] can be relatively straightforward, inexpensive, and flexible but the achievable
minimum structural feature size of suchmethods remains to be investigated. As a first
approximation the feature size of a direct write technique is assumed to be limited by
optical diffraction and determined by the size of the focused laser beam (Fig. 7.1 (a)).





where λ is the laser wavelength, f is the focal length of the focusing lens, and rbeam
is 1/e2 radius of the incident beam. The equation inexplicitly assumes that the in-
cident laser beam diameter is small compared to the size of the focusing optics and
the diffraction effects from the lens edges are negligible. This is typically not the case
when a short focal length microscope objective is used for focusing since its entrance
pupil is commonly overfilled by the incident laser beam to utilize the full lens aperture
(although overfilling leads to a significant portion of laser beam energy being wasted
it, however, permits achievement of smaller focal spots). Overfilling is achieved via
spatial magnification of the incident laser beam to a size larger than the lens entrance
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aperture and use of the central beam area only effectively reducing the beam intensity
variation across the pupil. Hence the incident laser beam can be approximated by a
plane wave and the focal radius is calculated using (7.2) which gives a distance from





where NA is the numerical aperture of the lens (it should be kept in mind that equa-
tions (7.1) and (7.2) define beam radii at different intensity levels and cannot be com-
pared directly). Although equation (7.2) effectively states that a laser beam cannot
be focused to a size smaller than half of its wavelength (in air NA < 1), there are
a number of methods of circumventing its effect on the achievable minimum struc-
tural feature size in the case of laser material processing applications allowing fab-
rication of structures with characteristic dimensions below the stated value. Some of
these approaches are based on the specifics of light-matter interaction processes and
take advantage of various material effects to achieve feature sizes below the diffrac-
tion limit. The nonlinear (power) dependence of the multiphoton absorption process
on electric field intensity allows subfocal confinement of the laser-matter interaction
zone. This is exploited for example in the two-photon polymerization technique [5–7]
or glass structuring with ultrafast lasers [8]. The threshold-like behavior of ultrafast
laser ablation permits removal of material from an area smaller than the laser beam
focal spot via careful adjustment of the peak fluence (Fig. 7.1 (b)) [9, 10]. Fabrication
of nanostructures has also been attained using near-field techniques incorporating
inhomogeneous evanescentwaves present at the boundaries to achieve subdiffraction
resolution. Here small apertures [11], tips [12], and particles [13] have been used to fo-
cus laser beams onto substrates positioned in close proximity to the focusing element
(Fig. 7.1 (c)). A combination of near-field and threshold basedmethods can lead to even
smaller structural feature sizes (Fig. 7.1 (d)).
Focusing a laser beam with microscopic dielectric spheres has been extensively
investigated both theoretically and experimentally successfully demonstrating its
nanostructuring capabilities [14–17]. The approach appears to be particularly efficient
for large surface area nanopatterning via deposition of a monolayer of microspheres
which acts as an array of microlenses and irradiating them with a large area laser
beam [18]. Although such coatings also known as contacting particle lens arrays
(CPLA) are of interest for a number of applications [19, 20] variability of the achievable
patterns is quite low due to the self-organizing behavior of the colloidal particles
which tend to settle into highly periodic hexagonlike shapes. In order to address the
issue of CPLA structuring inflexibilitywhile preserving its ability to producenanoscale
structures a sequential patterning method which attempts to combine near-field
focusing with optical trapping has been investigated by a number of research groups
[21, 22]. Here, a micron size transparent dielectric bead is confined using established
principles of optical tweezing and spatially manipulated in 2D or 3D space using
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Fig. 7.1: Feature size reduction in laser based structuring: (a) restriction of feature size by diffraction
in the far-field; (b) reduction of feature size by utilization of threshold effects; (c) reduction of fea-
ture size by utilization of near-field effects; and (d) further reduction of feature size via combination
of near-field and threshold effects. Adopted with permission from [42].
either high precision positioning equipment or adaptive optics integrated into the
trapping laser beampath. By displacing the beadwith respect to the surface of interest
and simultaneously irradiating it with an additional structuring laser beam, almost
arbitrary surface patterns can be produced with feature sizes below the diffraction
limit. In this work the authors present their findings in the field of optical trap assisted
laser nanopatterning (OTAN) obtained within the scope of the DFG priority program
SPP1327. In the following sections we will present numerical modeling of laser beam
focusing with an optically trapped microsphere, experimental investigations of the
beadassisted structuring processes, and demonstrate several applications.
7.2 Optical trapping
The key point of the approach investigated is application of optical trapping for pre-
cise spatial manipulation of the structuring bead(s). In general, the technique of opti-
cal trapping (also known as optical tweezing) is a well-established method which al-
lows noncontactmanipulation ofmicron or submicron sized objects of various origins
[23–25]. Optical tweezers are commonly built around a relatively low power continu-
ous wave laser emitting a high quality light beam. The beam is tightly focused with a
high numerical aperture microscope objective (typically NA > 1) forming a potential
well deep enough to spatially confine a small particle (typically under 10 microns in
diameter) [26]. Lens numerical aperture can exceed a value of 1 for immersion objec-
tives sinceNA = n sin θ , where n is the index of refraction of the lensworkingmedium.
Optical trapping is typically performed in a liquid medium with water being the most
common ambient environment. For the relatively large dielectric beads (d ≥ λ ) used
in this research the trapping mechanism can be understood based on the geometrical
optics considerations. In the ray optics model, the trapping force originates from the
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light refraction as the laser beam enters and exits the dielectric bead. Except for the
on axis ray, the light ray propagation direction changes due to refraction. Since light
(or rather photons) has momentum, the deviation in the light direction leads to its
momentum change while the bead experiences an equal but opposite momentum
change according to the law of conservation. If the sphere is displaced from the center
of a symmetrical laser beam focus it will experience a net force turning it back. This
net force is due to the light intensity variation across the bead: more intense beams
impart a larger momentum change towards the focus than less intense beams which
impart a smaller momentum change away from the focus. As a result, if the bead is
located on the laser beam axis the lateral forces cancel out due to the symmetry while
the scattering force in the longitudinal direction is compensated by the axial gradient
force leading to a stable trapping of the particle slightly downstream of the beam
waist. While a Gaussian optical trap (formed with a tightly focused Gaussian laser
beam) restricts particle movement in all spatial directions other beam types which
effectively do not possess an intensity gradient along the longitudinal axis, such as
Bessel beams for example, can achieve particle confinement only in the lateral plane
[27]. Both 3D and 2D tweezing have been used in OTAN applications [21, 28] but here
we concentrate on the former approach only since it permits more defined positioning
of the structuring bead although it is also more susceptible to surface irregularities
such as tilt and roughness. Depending on the medium used to suspend the focusing
bead either oil or water immersion objectives with NA > 1 can be used to form the
optical trap. If the medium is aqueous then a water immersion lens would form a
trap with almost constant stiffness across various depths [22]. On the other hand if
the index of refraction of the ambient medium is high, as for the liquid photopolymer
NOA84 (Norland Products) nNOA84 ≈ 1.46 used for the twophoton polymerization
studies described later in the chapter, then switching to an oil immersion lens will
be beneficial due to a closer match (noil ≈ 1.51 and nNOA84) of the refractive indices. It
should be mentioned that the immersion and trapping media are separated by a thin
glass slide and do not mix. For this reason both lens types have been used depending
on the process being investigated If a non-aqueous medium is used attention should
be paid to its viscosity since the drag forces can exceed the trapping force effectively
preventing the bead from being manipulated. High viscosity, for example, restricts
the number of photopolymers which can be used in combination with the OTAN tech-
nique. Additionally, beads of materials with a relatively low index of refraction, such
as silica (nSiO2 ≈ 1.45) may not be trapped if nmedium is noticeably higher than nwater
due to drastically reduced refraction at the bead surface requiring use of a material
with a higher n such as polystyrene (nPS ≈ 1.58). Simultaneous trapping of several
particles is possible, for example,withholographic optical tweezers [29] or by splitting
the trapping beam intomultiple arms, allowing parallelization of the OTAN technique
[30–32].
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7.3 Microsphere focusing in liquid media – numerical simulations
7.3.1 General considerations
In order to understand the capabilities and limitations of the OTAN technique it is
important to investigate focusing properties of the microbead used for structuring.
Compared to the extensively studied case of dielectric microspheres dispersed on dry
surfaces there are several important differences for the technique presented which
must be considered. The first andmost obvious is that themicroparticle is surrounded
by an optical medium with a much larger index of refraction than air (nair = 1),
strongly affecting the bead’s focusing properties.
The second difference is rather technical but should still be carefully analyzed. In
the optical tweezers setup the final optical element is a high NAmicroscope objective
which tightly focuses the trapping laser beam. Due to the short working distance of
such lenses (less thana fewmm) the structuring laser beamhas tobe launched into the
experimental sample through the samemicroscope objective resulting in its (structur-
ing beam) strong focusing. Although sharing this optical element does not necessarily
ensure exact overlap of the bead position and the structuring beam focus, it may be
incorrect to treat the (structuring) laser beam as a plane or quasi plane wave as is
commonly done. Additionally, a lateral displacement of the pre-focused structuring
beam may result in a strong asymmetrical distortion of the bead focus. An appar-
ent alternative solution of using counterpropagating laser beams (for trapping and
structuring respectively) will likely result in focusing the structuring beam inside the
trapping objective lens and its damage effectively making this approach impractical.
The third difference to be considered is that optical trapping permits a nonzero
gap between themicrosphere and the substrate to be structuredmeaning that the lon-
gitudinal intensity profile of the particle focus should be taken into consideration too.
In order to investigate these differences and the effects of process parameters
a numerical simulation model has been developed using the optical module of the
COMSOL Multiphysics software. The model calculates a stationary solution of the
3D wave propagation equation (7.3) while ignoring the temporal behavior of the
structuring laser pulse. This simplification is justified since the spatial length of even
the shortest pulse used in this work (∼ 100 fs or 30 μm) is significantly longer than the
typical bead size.
∇ × μr(∇ × E⃗) − k20 (εr − jσωε0) E⃗ = 0 (7.3)
Here, E is the electric field, k is the free space wave number, ω is the wave frequency,
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity εr and μr are the relative permittivity and permeability
respectively, and σ is the electrical conductivity. In the model the relative permittivity
εr is expressed as εr(ω ) = n̂
2(ω ), with the frequency dependent refractive index taken
from published sources [33–37]. For polystyrene and water the refractive indices are
taken to be complex, for fused silica glass the index is assumed to be real due to
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low absorption for the wavelengths of interest, and for photo polymer NOA84 only
the real part of the refractive index is used due to a lack of information about its
absorption at 800nm wavelength. The electrical conductivity σ for each material is
taken from the database supplied with COMSOL. In the model the electromagnetic
wave is assumed to be linearly polarized in the x-z plane with the negative z axis
being thedirectionof propagation. Boundary conditionshavebeendefinedas “perfect
electric conductor” for y-z planes and“perfectmagnetic conductor” for x-z planes. The
top and bottom boundaries have been described as “scattering boundary conditions”
with the incident electric field being defined as a plane wave or a Gaussian beam
respectively. Incident electric field geometrical symmetry in the x-z and y-z planes is
assumed to reduce computational efforts (Fig. 7.2). The process parameters which can
be varied in the model are the wavelength of the incident laser beam, bead size and
material (refractive index), ambient trapping medium (refractive index), and curva-
ture of the incident laser beam front. The wavelength set investigated was 1064nm,
800nm, 532 nm, 400nm, 355 nm, and 266 nm to match wavelengths of the most com-
mon ultrafast lasers. The sizes of the silica (SiO2) and polystyrene (PS) spheres varied
between 0.5 μm and 5 μm in diameter – these bead sizes are readily available. Two
trapping media have been considered: water and liquid photopolymer NOA84 (both
were used in the experimental part of the program). The structured substrate if men-
tioned, is always assumed to be a common optical glass such as BK-7 to mimic the
experimental arrangements described later. In air the bead and the substrate always
contact each otherwhile in the liquidmedia the simulations are effectively done in two
steps – first, the presence of the substrate is ignored and the longitudinal position of
the field enhancement peak is determined. Second, the substrate surface is aligned
with the plane defined in the previous step and the intensity distribution is recal-
culated (Fig. 7.2). This two-step approach is adopted to consider the influence of the
substrate on bead focusing. Figure 7.2 shows exemplary focal intensity distributions
formed by silica and polystyrene spherical beads of 2 μm in diameter in air (a), wa-
ter (b), and photopolymer NOA84 (c). The incident electric field is a linearly polarized
planewavewith an amplitude ofEx = 1V/mand awavelength of 800nm. In this chap-
ter we define the intensity as the z-component of the Poynting vector Sz = [E⃗ H⃗]z, since
it has been found to be responsible for structure formation in pulsed laser nanofabri-
cation [38]. In the case of the PS bead immersed in photopolymer NAO84 (Fig. 7.2 (c))
the presence of the substrate is not considered since this setup is of primary interest
for 3D additive applicationswhere the particle-substrate separation is likely to be non-
constant.
For the dry environment (air) peak intensity enhancement occurs almost imme-
diately underneath the bead permitting the use of contacting particles for surface
structuring. The focal spots in the substrate surface plane are slightly asymmetrical
for both bead types (SiO2 and PS) with the orthogonal full width at half maximum
(FWHM) diameters given in Tab. 7.1. For comparison the size of a diffraction limited
focal spot is also redefined at 50% intensity drop in the principal maximum of the







Fig. 7.2: Intensity distributions I = Sz formed by
PS and silica spherical beads of 2 μm diameter in
air (a), water (b), and photopolymer NAO84 (c).
The incident electric field is a linearly polarized
plane wave with an amplitude of Ex = 1 V/m
and a wavelength of 800 nm. All spatial scales
are in microns. Note that the spatial scales are
not the same for all pictures. The substrate top
surface is indicated by the black lines parallel to
the base. For the PS bead submerged in NAO84
photopolymer the simulations are done without
the substrate being present. The legend unit
is W/m2.
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or FWHMfA ≥ 420nm/NA at 800nm wavelength. Based on the simulation results it
can be seen that in a dry environment (NA < 1) both bead types focus the incident
wave below the diffraction limit promoting contact particle based nanopatterning.
Also the results shown in Tab. 7.1 indicate that presence of the substrate should be
taken into consideration since it leads to a slight but observable variation of the focal
spot size compared to the situationwhen the particle is levitated in air. A likely reason
for such an enlargement is the reduction of the bead focusing power at the contacting
area since the index of refraction of the particle is quite close to that of the substrate.
The factor of laser intensity enhancement Sz substrate/Sz0 is relatively high for both bead
types ensuring that for a broad range of incident intensities only the surface under the
particle will be affected.
When the beads are submerged in water (Fig. 7.2 (b)) their focusing power is re-
duced due to a smaller refractive index difference nbead − nmedium, which becomes
apparent in the simulations with the results being less univocal. In the case of the
silica bead focusing with the particle becomes equivalent to using a relatively modest
0.75NA objective, while the PS bead focus still remains smaller than the diffraction
limit in air (Tab. 7.1). In this case the threshold effect should be carefully utilized to
achieve the desired goal of sub 100nm minimum feature size. Actually the manifold
reduced intensity enhancement factor may favor this approach since a smaller area
within the bead focus will exceed the ablation threshold – although care should be
taken to avoid structuring with the unfocused beam. Additionally beads made out
of optically denser material such as sapphire (nsapphire ∼ 1.76) can make the focus
tighter with simulations predicting the FWHM diameter to be approximately 340nm
for a 2 μm bead and 800nm incident beam. Also the longitudinal extent of the focus
formed by the sapphire bead is reduced to about 1 μm with the peak intensity formed
approximately 150 nm beyond the bead surface. Those focal parameters can make
sapphire beads efficient for applications such as biological cell membrane perforation
which can be achieved via controllably placing particles with the optical tweezers and
irradiating with a structuring laser.
Another important difference compared to the case of dry processing is the exis-
tence of a sizable gap between the focusing bead and the substrate (Fig. 7.2 (b)); its
formation is consistent with elongation of the bead focal length in water. On the one
hand the gap prevents the bead from being damaged or removed after a single pulse
irradiation as commonly occurs for the contacting particles permitting reuse of the
same microsphere during the structuring process. But on the other hand, the same
gap adds an extra degree of complexity namely longitudinal bead position which has
to be dealt with. The simulations also show that the influence of the substrate on the
beam focusing (when a gap is present) is quite marginal compared to the dry envi-
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ronment implying that the experimental procedure can remain the same for different
substrate types. Interestingly, the existence of the bead–focus gap allows not only
surface patterning but also intramaterial structuring to be performed if the particle is
positioned directly on the substrate surface. The proper choice of laser fluence permit-
ted experimental performance of subsurface structuring while preserving the surface
integrity, although pulse energies which were too high resulted in both intramaterial
modification and surface damage. The latter is likely to occur due to rapid expansion
and contraction of glass in the bead focus volume subsequently leading tomechanical
microfragmentation.
In the case of the liquid photopolymer NOA84 only PS beads can be used for
focusing as silica particles are not capable of light gathering in this environment
(nSiO2 < nNOA84). Here, the PS bead acts as a ball lens with extreme spherical aber-
rations forming a relatively large focal spot (Fig. 7.2 (c)) although the affected zone
will be much smaller due to the quadratic intensity dependence of the light-polymer
interaction process. Although the bead does not form a very tight focus in the polymer
its use may still be preferable to a conventional objective if the lens immersion
environment is not optimized for this type of medium.
Tab. 7.1: Simulation results for 2 micron bead focusing of 800 nm wavelength plane wave.




360 330 38 0
PS bead levitated
in air
330 390 47 0
SiO2 bead on glass
substrate in air
400 340 33 0
PS bead on glass
substrate in air
380 320 45 0
SiO2 bead in water
with glass substrate
590 580 7.3 900
PS bead in water
with glass substrate
420 420 18 500
PS bead in polymer
NOA84




330 340 28 150
(bead–Sz peak separation )
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7.3.2 Variation of structuring wavelength and bead size
The other two process parameters which will strongly influence the structuring pro-
cess are laserwavelength andbead size (the interactionprocess itself is not considered
in the model) [12] Although they can both assume only discrete values they vary in
relatively broad ranges allowing their use in process optimization/control. Figure 7.3
shows the variation of the focal spot FWHM diameter (a) and the enhancement fac-
tor (b) beneath a bead submerged in water as a function of its size for both SiO2 and
PS particle types at the laser wavelength of 800nm. The diameters are measured in
the planes of highest enhancement.
Fig. 7.3: Focus FWHM diameter (a) and enhancement factor (b) beneath a microsphere particle sub-
merged in water vs. particle size (wavelength λ = 800 nm). The focal diameters are determined in
the planes of highest enhancement. The connecting lines are a visual aid only.
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As expected, the use of PS particles appears preferable since they always form a
smaller focus compared to fused silica. A larger PS bead collects more light to a tighter
spot resulting in a higher enhancement factor, but interestingly, it also makes the use
of threshold effect more challenging so the size of 2 microns appears to be a good
compromise from practical considerations. Figure 7.4 shows the dependence of the
focal FWHM diameter on the irradiating laser wavelength. As expected the focal spot
gets bigger as the wavelength increases but the focus enlargement is actually more
dramatic as linear λ dependence due to the dispersion effect and the corresponding
reduction of the refractive indices difference (nbead − nmedium) at longer wavelengths
This can be clearly seen as the focal spot size effectively doubles when thewavelength
changes from 800 to 1064 nm. Use of short (in the UV region) wavelengths becomes
preferable to achieve the targeted feature size of 100nm and below.
Fig. 7.4: Focus FWHM diameter vs. laser wavelength (particle size d = 1 μm), the ambient medium is
water. The connecting lines are a visual aid only.
7.3.3 Bead irradiation with a non-plane wave
In general, the structuring laser beam shall not be treated as an infinite plane wave
if its focus is located in the proximity of the particle but this scenario can happen
since both trapping and structuring beams are focused with the same objective lens
(see “Experimental procedure” for more details). To qualitatively illustrate the effect
of non-plane wave bead focusing Fig. 7.5 shows an extreme case when the structuring
laser beam focal plane is situated on top of a polystyrene bead (of 2 micron diameter)
submerged in water. The laser beam focal spot is taken to be 1.5 micron in diameter
(1/e2), which is a realistic estimation for the experimental setup described later in
the chapter. Since the structuring beam focus is smaller than the particle itself the
bead effective NA is decreased leading to weakening of its focusing power and poten-
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Fig. 7.5: Focusing of a Gaussian beam
with 1/e2 diameter of 1.5 μm by a 2 μm
PS bead in water. The beam focal plane
overlaps the top of the bead.
tially defeating the purpose of using the microbead for sub-diffraction focusing. In
the example given, the focal FWHM diameters are 540nm and 580nm for the x and
y direction respectively with the maximum enhancement factor being below 3.
To avoid this scenario the particle should remain irradiated with a fairly uniform
laser beam which can be attained by displacing the structuring beam focus down-
stream. In practice such decoupling of the trapping and structuring beam focal planes
is achieved by adjusting the divergence of those beams although the resulting sep-
aration may remain fairly small in absolute terms of the order of tens of microns.
Nevertheless it is significantly longer than the corresponding Rayleigh range of the
structuring beam which is ∼ 5 μm, ensuring relatively uniform irradiation of the bead
and complete use of its aperture. The structuring beam must be focused beyond the
bead; otherwise the particle collimates the beam rather than focuses it. Care should
be taken here, however, to avoid surface/volume patterning with the structuring laser
beam focus instead of the bead’s.
7.4 Experimental procedure
The experimental investigation of the OTAN capabilities was performed using the ap-
paratus described below. While the hardware setup remained pretty much the same
for almost all experiments different test samples and process parameters were ap-
plied. A typical sample consists of a glass coverslip and an uncoated or polyimide
coated soda lime glass slide (to be structured) which seal a volume of aqueous or
photopolymer solution of microspheres of constant size and type (a test sample is
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schematically shown in Fig. 7.6). Different samples must be used if a variation of par-
tial size or material is desired. The sealed volume is approximately 5mm × 5mm ×
90 μm with typical bead concentration of 1.7 ⋅ 105 particles/ml. This concentration is
high enough to ensure the presence of several particles in the field of view of the pro-
cess monitoring imaging system and sufficiently low to avoid the trapping of multiple
beads in the tweezing laser beam focus at the same time The schematic of the OTAN
setup is depicted in Fig. 7.6 and can be effectively split into three subsystems. The first
subsystem (green) is the trapping arm which consists of either a frequency doubled
cw Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 532 nm focused through a water immersion
objective with NA of 1.2 (used for aqueous bead solutions) or a 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser
focusedbya 1.25NAoil immersionobjective (used for experimentswith thephotopoly-
mer). The structuring arm (purple) can employ either an 800nm/400nm laser beam
from a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser (100 fs pulse duration) or a 532 nm beam from a
10 ps high repetition rate Nd:YVO4 laser. Magnifying telescopes are introduced in both
subsystems to control size and divergence of the beamswith the latter being necessary
to introduce proper separation of the trapping and structuring beam foci. The third
subsystem (light orange) is used for imaging of the trapped bead andmonitoring of its
displacement. The resolution of this subsystem is not sufficient for detailed real time
examination of the structures produced; that has to be done later using optical and
electron microscopes. For structuring the test sample mounted on a high precision
3D linear translation stage is displaced with respect to the stationary trapping and
structuring beams.
Fig. 7.6: Experimental setup of OTAN. Green path – optical trapping subsystem incorporating either
532 nm or 1064 nm cw laser; purple path – structuring arm which can employ either 800 nm 100 fs,
400 nm 100 fs, or 532 nm 10 ps laser pulses; light orange path – imaging subsystem used for struc-
turing process visualization A typical test sample is schematically shown in the insert.
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As discussed earlier in order to perform surface structuring using the OTAN approach
the bead must be properly spaced with the sample surface and a correct gap must be
maintained during the patterning process. Although the bead longitudinal position
can be optimized by performing surface structuring at different particle-substrate sep-
arations, effectively using the trial and error approach amore accuratemethod of axial
beam positioning is based on correlating the size of the imaged diffraction pattern
of a reference particle with its longitudinal position. As the particle is moved in the
axial direction, its diffraction pattern changes and the apparent diameter increases
the further it is displaced away from the object plane of the imaging system (Fig. 7.7).
Since the change in diameter varies linearly with the distance, this effect can be used
to determine the particle position assuming proper calibration coefficients have been
established: Gap = Linear Function(Bead Image Size). Such coefficients can be deter-
mined based on quantization of a sequence of bead images taken at different particle
displacements away from the imaging plane. Quantization is done usingmultistep im-
age processing analysis which includes denoising, intensity gradient determination,
and wavelet thresholding with the sizes of the resulting particle binary images being
easily extractable [39]. In practice such surface positioning is done not with a bead
that will be used for structuring later on (its position and appearance remain constant
in the imaging setup) but with a particle attached to the surface of interest. Such a
bead(s) appears to always be present in every sample.
Fig. 7.7: Different axial particle position relative
to the object plane leads to different diffraction
patterns Adopted with permission from [39].
7.5 Nanostructuring results
7.5.1 Surface nanopatterning
The initial surface nanopatterning was performed on polyimide coated glass sub-
strates using an SiO2 particle of 2 μm diameter irradiated with 532 nm wavelength
10 ps laser pulses (Fig. 7.8). The pulse fluence (F = 8mJ/cm2), feed rate (5 μm/s), and
pulse repetition rate (500Hz) were adjusted to stably produce welldefined structures.
In general the laser pulse rate represents a tradeoff between structuring speed and
process stability. At high pulse frequencies the structuring bead cannot resettle at
the equilibrium position after being displaced by the ablation process thus the pulse
frequency is typically kept below 2 kHz to ensure process stability.
The image presented clearly demonstrates the feasibility of surface nanostructur-
ing using optical microbeads trapped with Gaussian tweezers although the achieved
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Fig. 7.8: SEM microphotograph of nano-
structures on polyimide (EPO-Tek P1011).
Process parameters: 2 μm SiO2 microsphere
irradiated with λ = 532 nm, τ = 10 ps,
pulse frequency f = 500 Hz and fluence
F = 8 mJ/cm2 laser beam. Image adopted
with permission from [28].
characteristic dimensions of the pattern appear to be relatively large – approximately
500nm line width and 150 nm depth wise. Simulations performed for a matching
microsphere irradiated with a 532 nm plane wave predict the bead focal size to be
460nm FWHM pointing out that surface structuring was performed by the entire
focus without using the thresholding effect. Use of 400nm 100 fs laser pulses and 1
micron beads made it possible to achieve narrower structures (approximately 200nm
wide). It should be pointed out that further reduction of the line width can be limited
not only by the size of the bead focus and laser fluence (threshold effect), but also by
jitter of the structuring particle around its equilibrium position. Since any nonpoint
line-like structure is produced by overlapping multiple shots its characteristic width
will be broadened on the level of the average bead position deviation from its mean
value: Line Broadening ∼ 2σBead Deviation. Such deviations depend on the properties of
the optical trap and have been shown to vary between 30 and 100nm under typical
experimental conditions making line broadening an important limiting factor for
structuring processes [39]. This variation can be reduced by the use of stiffer traps
(care should be taken not to damage the bead with the trapping beam) and lowering
thepulse repetition frequency (unfortunately the latterwill also reduce the structuring
speed) but ultimately it will still be limited by pointing stability of the trapping laser
and Brownianmotion (the latter is on the level of 5 nm). In this case single shot point-
like surface structuring can provide more accurate information on the potentially
achievable minimum feature size. In these experiments PS particles irradiated with
800nm laser pulses of different energies were used to make dot-like structures on
different test substrates (soda lime glass, fused silica glass, and polyimide coated
glass) with the results being presented in Fig. 7.9. The laser pulse energy appears to be
the most important “tuning knob” for the structure size utilizing the threshold effect.
The smallest feature size achieved remains fairly similar for different particle sizes
and substrate materials and appears to be of the order of 200nm. Further feature size
reduction is achievable by shortening the structuring wavelength to 400nm. This has
enabled production of point pattern on polyimide coated substrate with a diameter of
80 nm [40].
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Fig. 7.9: Variation of dot-like structure size on polyimide coating (a), soda lime glass (b), fused silica
glass (c) for different laser pulse energies. The laser wavelength is 800 nm and the pulse duration
100 fs. The focusing polystyrene particle sizes are 1.7 μm and 3.5 μm in diameter except for the
fused silica substrate; here only 3.5 μm beads have been used.
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7.5.2 Multiphoton polymerization
Besides surface and subsurface patterning applications the OTAN technique can be
used to create structures via multiphoton material processing. Multiphoton polymer-
ization is based on simultaneous absorption of two or more photons with the total
energy sufficient to initiate a photo-polymerization reaction. Since the probability of
simultaneous absorption of several photons is a nonlinear function of light intensity
polymerization occurs only within the laser beam focus. NOA84 liquid photopoly-
mer is effectively transparent for 800nm wavelength since its absorption starts be-
low λ = 450nm but light intensity can be sufficiently enhanced in the bead focus
(Fig. 7.2 (c)) to cause the nonlinear effect. PS particles can be successfully trapped
and displaced in NOA84 polymer using the setup described above. When the trapped
bead is irradiated with ultrafast laser pulses (100 fs) at fluence levels 5–20mJ/cm2
then tracks of polymerized voxels (volumetric pixel) are created on a glass substrate
surface. The size of the structures generated is strongly influenced by the process
parameters primarily the incident laser fluence with the smallest achieved size being
83 ± 11nm in diameter (Fig. 7.10) [41].
Fig. 7.10: Line of voxel generated by irradiating a 3.5 μm polystyrene microbead in NOA84 pho-
topolymer. Average voxel diameter is 83 ± 11 nm. Image adopted with permission from [41].
7.6 Conclusion
The research conducted has demonstrated the feasibility of using optical trap assisted
nanopatterning for surface and subsurface laser structuring. The achievable patterns
have flexible geometries with the minimum structural feature size being determined
by a number of process parameters. In order to achieve the targeted feature size of
100nm careful combination of short laser wavelengths with threshold-like ultrafast
laser ablationmust be utilized simultaneously since the bead focus on its ownappears
to be larger than the targeted value. Although fabrication of sub 100nm dot-like struc-
tures has been successfully demonstrated the minimal feature size of more complex
line-like structures tends to be noticeably larger, at around 200nm. This increase in
feature size can be attributed to the jitter of the structuring bead around the equilib-
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rium position due to Brownian motion and the pointing stability of the trapping laser
in combination with shot-to-shot energy variation of the structuring laser pulses.
Accurate use of the thresholding effect is a complex task since not only the pulse
energy but also the beam focal positionmust bemaintainedwith a very high degree of
accuracy to ensure the same laser intensity during the structuring process. The OTAN
technique canprovide anadvantage for intensity threshold basedprocessing since the
position of the bead focuswith respect to the particle remains constant while the posi-
tioning of the sphere itself can be a simpler task owing to its ease of visualization and
tracking.Another exemplary applicationof theOTAN technique canbe for two-photon
polymerization since the bead focus should remain constant at different immersion
depths compared to conventional microscope objectives which are not designed for
such an ambient medium (photopolymer).
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8 STED lithography and protein nanoanchors
Abstract: Two-photon lithography (or, more general, multiphoton lithography) is apt
to produce three-dimensional structures with feature sizes below the diffraction limit
set out by Abbe. This is due to chemical nonlinearities which are intrinsic to polymer-
ization. However, if one wants to write two nanometric structures close together yet
prevent those structures frommerging, two-photon lithography basically turns out to
be bound to the diffraction limit unless some specific tricks are applied, such as the
use of “forgetting starters”which require, however, particularly slowscanning speeds.
An appealingmeans ofworking around this problem is provided by STED lithography,
where STimulated Emission is used to Deplete (STED) the polymerization starters in
the outer rim of the point spread function, very similar to the way in which it is used
in STED microscopy. After reviewing STED microscopy and introducing STED litho-
graphy and its current state-of-the-art in terms of minimal structure size (54 nm) and
resolution (120 nm), and after touching on photo-optical switching techniques alter-
native to STED, the following application for biological andphysiological researchwill
be outlined. Using STED lithography, it is possible towrite nanoanchors for antibodies
which carry only one antibody per nanoanchor. This allows proteins to be displayed
on a substrate surface in any arbitrary pattern and with utmost control over the sur-
face density. A discussion of some current problems and possible further directions of
research will conclude this chapter.
8.1 Introduction
In 1931, Maria Göppert-Mayer proposed that two photons could be simultaneously
absorbed in order to excite amolecule from its ground state to the first excited state [1].
However, it took almost 60 years until this effect was utilized by Denk, Strickler, and
Webb in fluorescence microscopy in order to achieve axial resolution without confo-
calization being necessary [2]. The latter feature comes from the fact that the optical
transfer function provides a finite value for the axial k-vector in cases of two-photon
absorption, unlike the situation in one photon fluorescence microscopy [3]. Shortly
after the publication of their landmark paper on two-photon microscopy, Strickler
and Webb showed that two-photon excitation of a photopolymer allows high density
data storage [4]. In 1997, Maruo et al. from the Kawata group adapted the method for
three-dimensional, two-photon-inducedpolymerization lithography (2PPL) [5].Mean-
while, 2PPL facilitates writing features with lateral sizes of 90 [6], 80 [7, 8], and 65 nm
[9] when pulsed lasers are used for two-photon excitation with wavelengths of 1030,
800, and 520 nm, respectively. Due to a chemical nonlinearity [10], these feature sizes
are already below the diffraction limit given by Abbe [11]. We will discuss this below
© 2015 T. A. Klar, published by De Gruyter.
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in more detail. Further, a line width of 50 nm has been achieved by post deposition
shrinking [12]. Importantly, the dimensions of isolated structures must not be con-
fused with resolution. The latter is defined by the minimal spacing of two adjacent
yet separated structures and is currently in the range of 200nm (lateral resolution)
for 2PPL [13]. This is obviously much larger than the resolution typically achieved in
e-beam or ion beam lithography or with far-UV mask-based lithography. Both tech-
niques approach a resolution of 20 nm. However, they show two decisive drawbacks:
First, both use high energetic particles or photons which can be tolerated by robust
solids such as semiconductor wafers, but are detrimental for biological tissue or soft
plastic electronics. Second, they are intrinsically bound to structuring of surfaces,
while 2PPL comprises an intrinsic three-dimensional capability. Hence, opportunities
for decreasing feature size to, say, 20 nm and increasing resolution to the sub 100nm
range arehighly sought after in 2PPLusing lowenergetic visible photons and featuring
intrinsic 3D capability.
In 1994, Hell and Wichmann [14] came up with an idea to break the restrictions
set to resolution in optical microscopy by Abbe’s diffraction limit [11]. They proposed
that the resolution in fluorescence microscopy will not be bound to diffraction if one
switches off the fluorescence in the outer rimof a diffraction-limited point spread func-
tion (PSF) of the excitation beam quick enough so that the fluorophores cannot emit a
photon. Depletion after excitation but before emission is actually possible because the
average fluorescence lifetime of a typical fluorophore is in the range of 1 nanosecond,
which leaves plenty of time to bring the molecule from the excited state down to the
ground state [14]. One possibility (but by far not the only one) to inhibit spontaneous
emission is depletion of the excited state via stimulated emission. After initial experi-
mental corroboration of the idea, which showed a resolution in all three directions in
the range of 100nm [15, 16], an effective PSF with a lateral width of 8 nm was realized
using far field fluorescence STED microscopy [17], a value which was unimaginable
20 years ago. In consequence, Stefan Hell received the Nobel Prize for Chemistry for
his achievements in the year 2014. The original method of de-exciting the molecules
in the outer rim of the excitation focus, stimulated emission depletion (STED), gave
the name to a whole field of sub-Abbe resolution microscopy. Many applications have
been shown within the last decade, most of them in the field of nanoscopic physi-
ology and cell biology [18–28], but some applications in materials science were also
reported [29–31].
Similar to the further development of two-photon microscopy [2] into 2PPL [4, 5],
it was already postulated in the first experimental reports of STED microscopy that
a confined effective excitation volume can also be applied to spatially control photo-
chemical reactions on thenanometer scale [15, 16]. STEDandSTED-inspired 2PPLhave
been reported experimentally recently [13, 32–37].
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8.2 STED microscopy
Before turning to STED lithography, one should briefly recall what is required to build
a STED microscope. In the traditional STED configuration (Fig. 8.1 (a)) [16], an excita-
tion laser is required in theUV-Vis range,whichmatches the excitation spectrumof the
fluorophores. Commonly, a pulsed laser in the nano- to femtosecond regime is applied
in order to guarantee a temporally defined excitation, although STEDmicroscopywith
continuous wave (CW) excitation and CW STED have been reported [38], though with
some compromise in resolution. A typical choice for a pulsed excitation laser is the
tunable output of anoptical parametric oscillator (OPO)withbuilt-in secondharmonic
generation, or simply a suitable picosecond semiconductor laser [39, 40]. Tradition-
ally, the STED beam stems from a Ti:Sa femtosecond laser. In this case, the STED pulse
needs to be stretched to some tens of picoseconds at least in order to achieve effective
depletion of the excited singlet state via STED, because a femtosecond pulse would
only lead to a 50/50 equal distribution between the effective emission level and a
higher vibronic level of the ground state due to reabsorption [41]. Alternatives to Ti:Sa
lasers for the STED beam are Raman lasers [42], fiber lasers [40], or even pulsed laser
diodes [43]. CW lasers have been used as STED lasers, as well, with some compromise
in resolution [38]. Nevertheless, full resolution can be regained by temporal gating of
the detection of fluorescence if at least the excitation is pulsed [44, 45].
The excitation pulse must be expanded in a telescope and the transversal mode
profile is cleaned (if necessary) by a pinhole in order to illuminate the rear aperture
with a plane wave. This is mandatory to achieve the smallest possible diffraction lim-
ited excitation-PSF. Themode of the STED laser is cleaned by a pinhole and expanded
as well. In order to produce a high-quality donut shaped STED-PSF in the focus, a
phase pattern needs to be imprinted on the wave front of the STED beam, which is
then Fourier-transformed by the objective lens into a hole-shaped STED-PSF in the
focus. When only a lateral improvement of the resolution is desired (specifically if
all fluorophores of interest are in one plane only, such as in total internal reflection
(TIRF) STEDmicroscopy [46]), the 2π spiral phasemask is superior [19].When a three-
dimensional improvement is desired, an annular phase mask is the choice, as shown
in Fig. 8.1 (a) [16]. Instead of these static phase masks where the phase is imprinted
onto the wave front of the STED beam via varying optical path length, dynamic phase
control using spatial phasemodulators has recently beenapplied in someSTEDsetups
[18, 47, 48]. This dynamic phase control bears the advantage that aberrations can be
corrected which could otherwise deteriorate the central zero of intensity of the STED-
PSF. However, dynamic phase control systems are more complicated to handle and
more expensive than static phase masks.
Figure 8.1 (b) shows, as a historic example, the first ever published effective PSF of
a three-dimensional STEDmicroscope [16]. A 48nmbead, dopedwith the dye LDS 751,
was imaged, whereby each forward and backward scanning line was sorted into two
different images. While the STED beam was switched off during one scan direction
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Fig. 8.1: (a) First ever realization of a 3D STED microscope. A normal shaped green PSF excites the
fluorophores, while a hole shaped red PSF depletes the fluorophores in the outer rim. The hole
shaped STED PSF is realized by an annularly shaped λ /2 plate in the STED beam path. (b) A dye
doped bead imaged in confocal (left) and in STED-confocal mode (right). In 2000, effective STED PSF
measured approximately 100 nm in all 3 directions. Meanwhile, sub 10 nm PSFs are realized in STED
microscopy. Taken from [16]. Copyright 2000, National Academy of Sciences, USA.
(hence detecting a “classical” confocal image), it was switched on in the other scan di-
rection. Thisway, both images shown inFig. 8.1 (b)were taken, line by line, at the same
time, excluding bleaching. In those days (around the year 2000), STED microscopy
showed an effective PSF of 100nm in all three directions, which was clearly below
the Abbe limit. Due to systematic improvements, modern STED microscopy has now
reached sub 10nm effective PSFs and resolution [17].
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8.3 STED lithography
Figure 8.2 (a) shows a typical setup for STED-2PPL lithography. Femtosecond laser
pulses of 780nm are used for multiphoton excitation of the photostarters, and STED
is performed via a continuous wave (CW) 532 nm laser. Similar to a STED microscope,
both beams are expanded by a telescope and pinholes in the foci of the telescopes
are used to clean the transversal modes. A phase plate is used to produce the donut
shaped STED beam. If only amere lateral improvement of feature sizes and resolution
is desired, a 2π phase spiral is used as a phase plate (PP) and a λ /4 wave plate is
applied to match the helicity of the polarization to the orientation of the phase spiral.
In order to start with the utmost resolution already without STED, a high-end alpha-
Plan Apochromat, 100×, NA = 1.46 oil immersion lens is applied. Stage scanning is
performedvia a capacitively coupled three axespiezo stagewhich ismountedon topof
a mechanical three axes micrometer driven stage. An avalanche photo diode (APD) is
used tomonitor the (weak) back-reflected beams transmitting the two dichroicmirrors
before the objective lens in order to adjust and properly overlap the two beams.
A 40/60 mixture of the acrylates pentaerythritol tetraacrylate (PETTA) and penta-
erythritol triacrylate (PETA), including 300–400ppm monomethyl ether hydroqui-
none, was used as a photoresist [37]. 0.25wt% of 7-Diethylamino-3-thenoylcoumarin
(DETC) was added as a photosensitive starter of radical polymerization. It has recently
been shown that at least one more photon seems to be required to start radical
polymerization when DETC is used as a starter, although two 780nm photons are
needed to excite fluorescenceofDETC [49]. Despite this fact of an effectivemultiphoton
excitation of DETC, the more common term “2PPL” will be used instead of “MPPL” as
an acronym for multiphoton polymerization. Whatever the excitation mechanism
might be, DETC can be readily depleted by 532 nm photons from a CW laser via STED
[50]. The wavelength of the depleting STED laser is in the red wing of the fluorescence
emission spectrum of DETC as shown in Fig. 8.2 (b). Figure 8.2 (c) and (d) show the
lateral point spread functions of themultiphoton excitation beamand the STEDbeam,
respectively, imaged by back reflection from a gold nanoparticle. Figure 8.2 (e) shows
a line written by 2PPL only (without STED). Due to an intrinsic chemical nonlinearity
[10], this line already shows a linewidth of 87 nm, below thediffraction limit. Applying
theSTEDbeam inaddition, the linewidth shrinks to 54 nm, as shown in theSEM image
of Fig. 8.2 (f).
As we will discuss in more detail in Section 8.5, the feature size (in this case: line
width)must not be confusedwith resolution. As shown in Fig. 8.2 (e), it is easily possi-
ble towrite individual lineswith sub-Abbe linewidthsusing 2PPL, however, to the best
of our knowledge, a true resolution below the Abbe diffraction limit is not expected
using 2PPL unless a photoresist is “completely forgetting” as outlined by Fischer and
Wegener [51]. In order to determine the lateral resolution of STED-2PPL, double lines
with a nominal distance of δ were written on a glass substrate. The AFM images of
such double lines are shown in Fig. 8.3 [37]. One clearly sees that double lines with
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Fig. 8.2: (a) Setup for STED-lithography. Two-photon excitation at 780 nm and depletion at 532 nm.
PH: pinholes for mode purification; PP: 2π spiral phase plate to create a donut beam; objective
lens: 100×, NA = 1.46; APD: avalanche photodiode. (b) Spectra of the photoinitiator DETC in PETA.
(c) Measured excitation PSF and (d) depletion PSF, lateral (x-, y-) cross-sections in the focal plane
(measured via back-reflection from a gold nanoparticle, diameter 50 nm). (e), (f) SEM images of
solitary polymerized lines written with (e) ordinary 2PPL, and (f) STED-2PPL. Taken from [37] with
permission. Copyright 2013 The Optical Society of America.
Fig. 8.3: AFM images of double lines, written at nominal distances δ of 100, 120, 160, and 200 nm.
Adjacent lines with 120 nm line distance are clearly resolved. Reprinted with permission from [37].
Copyright 2013 The Optical Society of America.
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distances down to δ = 120nm can be written and appear as double lines with clear
spacing in between, while the double lines with a nominal distance of δ = 100nm
have merged into one thick line. It was therefore concluded in 2013 that the lateral
resolution of STED lithography was 120 nm [37]. This is clearly below the diffraction
limit considering the writing wavelength of 780nm and the depleting wavelength of
532 nm, however, one should think about further improvements. Nevertheless, there
is justified hope that resolution in STED lithography will further improve, in the same
way that resolution in STED microscopy has improved from the 100nm range in its
earliest experimental reports [15, 16] down to below 10nm [17].
Fig. 8.4: (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image showing two vertical poles and a horizontal
bar on top written with 2PPL to provide a frame for STED-2PPL written horizontal rungs using differ-
ent STED-intensities. (b) Close-up of the rung written with 4.24 mW excitation and 6.27 mW STED
power, showing a thickness of 53 nm. Inset: calculated ordinary shaped two-photon excitation PSF
(780 nm) and hole shaped STED PSF (532 nm). From [52]; The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.
Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All rights reserved.
In order to achieve a three-dimensionally improved structure size with STED, an an-
nular phase mask needs to be applied. This creates a “bottle” shaped STED PSF, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 8.4 [52]. Again, a 40/60 mixture of PETTA and PETA, in-
cluding 300–400ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone was used as a photoresist,
and 0.25% of DETC was added as a photosensitive starter. Figure 8.4 (a) shows two
vertical poles and one horizontal bar on top written with 2PPL to provide a frame for
STED-2PPL structures. Between the two poles, it was intended to write five thin rungs
applying STED-intensities of 0 to 8.4mW in steps of 2.1mW. The diameters of the rungs
continuously decrease with increasing STED power from bottom to top for the first
four rungs. The fifth rung did not appear, possibly because the STED power became
too large and/or because the zero in the center of the hole-shaped STED-PSF became
distorted when the focus was scanned deeper into the resist. Figure 8.4 (b) shows a
close-up of the fourth rung, which displays a thickness of only 53 nm. Assuming a
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circular cross-section of the rung, it can be concluded that the axial feature size is also
in the range of 53 nm. This is clearly below the diffraction limit, when using 780nm
for two-photon excitation and 532 nm for STED.
8.4 STED related lithography
Figure 8.5 compares several methods of improving resolution in 2PPL via optical
switching. The upper panel shows the “true” STED method, where an intense STED
beam is spectrally tuned to the red side of the fluorescence emission line in order
to quench the excited molecules of the photostarter back down to the ground state
before they undergo intersystem crossing (ISC). Hence, the population of the triplet
system is avoided and the triggering of the polymerization consequently hindered
as this triggering is supposed to be initiated by molecules in the triplet state (in the
case of radical polymerization). The middle panel of Fig. 8.5 shows an alternative:
one could actually allow for ISC if the radical polymerization is hindered by a further
excitation within the triplet system, the so-called up-conversion quenching [53]. This
is effectively the case if the polymerization starter ITX is used [50, 54], or if the starter
DETC is quenched by yellow or red light [54] (instead of 532 nm which predominantly
causes STED in the case of DETC [50]). Nevertheless, the exact mechanism is not
yet fully understood. For instance, it could as well be the case that an excited state
absorption within the singlet system takes place and a higher lying singlet state Sn
is not effective for polymerization. It is, however, probable that this kind of excited
state absorption is responsible for the early observation of sub-Abbe sized features
using malachite green carbinol base as photostarter [33, 55]. In this case, volume
elements (voxels) axially confined down to 40nm have been reported, but without
lateral improvement of the feature size and resolution was not quantified. As the
triplet states are rather long-lived [55], it has been speculated that this technique is
less suitable for fast patterning using a donut shaped depletion PSF [51].
The lower panel in Fig. 8.5 shows another idea of how to improve structure size
and resolution in 2PPL lithography. In this technique, the photostarter is not manipu-
lated by a second laser beam. Instead, a second type of photoactivatable molecule is
mixed into the resist which, once photo-excited by another wavelength than that used
for the starter, may either de-excite the starter molecules directly or stop chain growth
of the polymer in the outer rim of the starter-PSF. In a radical polymerization resist,
a photoactivatable radical scavenger would be suitable. Two groups claim to have
experimentally achieved sub-Abbe feature size and resolution based on this start/stop
technique [32, 35, 56]. However, these publications have recently been deeply ques-
tioned [57] by some of the authors who were also in the original claims. They raised
deep doubts on the effectiveness of photo-excited stoppers which ideally should only
bepresent in thedonut shaped ring around the excitation focus but notwithin thehole
of the STED PSF. The authors of [57], however, argued that the stoppers, activated in
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Fig. 8.5: Photo switching techniques in 2PPL. Upper panel: “True STED”. A STED beam deactivates
the S1 level, thus preventing intersystem crossing (ISC) and hence population of the triplet state,
from which radical polymerization is started. Middle: ISC is allowed, but a second (red) laser beam
excites the fluorophore into some higher triplet state from which nonradiative de-excitation is
favored. Bottom: One- or two-photon excitation excites a photostarter. A second type of molecule
which inhibits polymerization once excited by another wavelength is also present in the resist.
the donut, diffuse into the hole of the STED PSF very quickly, in fact in a shorter time
than it is supposed to take for the polymer to solidify. Nevertheless, very recent work
shows that the voxels solidify within less than a millisecond [58]. This, in turn, ques-
tions the basic assumption of a slow (1 second) time scale for solidification assumed
by the authors who scrutinized the start/stop technique. More research is definitely
needed in order to find out why, indeed, sub-Abbe feature sizes and resolutions could
be reported in [32, 35, 56].
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Tab. 8.1: Overview of STED and STED-inspired 2PPL results for structure size and resolution. Note
that the results for “starter & stopper” are currently under discussion [57, 58].
Technique Group Structure Size Resolution
true STED Wegener1 170 nm axial 175 nm lateral
375 nm axial





Fourkas3 40 nm axial —
Wegener4 65 nm lateral —
polymer.
starter & stopper
Scott5 110 nm lateral —







1 Opt. Mat. Express, 1, 614 (2011) 5 Science 324, 913 (2009)
2 Opt. Exp. 21, 10831 (2013) 6 Nature Comm. 4, 2061 (2013)
3 Science 324, 910 (2009) 7 Opt. Exp. 19, 19486 (2011)
4 Adv. Mat. 22, 3578 (2010) 8 Phys. Scr., T162, 014049 (2014)
An overview of the values of feature sizes and resolutions so far achieved is given in
Tab. 8.1. The start/stop technique using two-photon absorption to excite the starter
and one-photon absorption to excite the stopper seems to be superior; however, as
mentioned above, these results need to be taken with care.
8.5 Resolution in microscopy and lithography
Let us briefly review the terms “localization” and “resolution” inmicroscopy and com-
pare them to “feature size” and “resolution” in two-photon lithography. See Fig. 8.6
for some illustrations to help distinguish these terms. Suppose the observer has prior
knowledge that only one observable entity (such as a single fluorophore) is located
within the PSF. It can then be located with infinite precision, provided the total num-
ber NPhot of detected photons is infinite, because the localization accuracy of a PSF is
proportional to 1/√NPhot (Fig. 8.6, upper row left). This fact is used in stochastically
blinkingmicroscopy techniques suchasPALM,STORM,dSTORM,and the like [59–64].
In contrast to localization, resolution deals with the question of whether two objects
with identical physical properties (same emission wavelength, same or random po-
larization etc.) can be distinguished. Two typical situations are frequently addressed,
the Rayleigh criterion[65], with a pronouncedminimum in the intensity distribution of
the image (Fig. 8.6 upper row right), or the Sparrow criterion[66], where theminimum
is just about to appear (Fig. 8.6 upper row middle).
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Fig. 8.6: Localization, feature size and resolution in microscopy and lithography. Upper row: if
just one entity (e.g. a single dye molecule) is imaged, it can in principle be localized exactly. If
two entities are separated according to the Sparrow limit, they can just not be resolved any more.
In the Rayleigh limit, a clear dip is visible in the image. Middle row: in 2PPL, a certain threshold of
polymerization (say, 80 %) needs to be overcome in order to crosslink the resist to such an extent
that it withstands washing. Only where illumination exceeds this threshold will a feature appear
showing a half width smaller than the FWHM of the PSF. In the Sparrow limit, only a thick line will
polymerize. In the Rayleigh limit, two lines will appear with an unpolymerized region in between.
Resolution in 2PPL will hence be similar to that of two-photon microscopy. Bottom row: STED-2PPL
starts with a substantially narrower effective PSF, leading to narrower feature size. The full power of
STED-2PPL is achieved in resolution where, in the Rayleigh limit, sub-Abbe resolution is possible.
In the case of two-photon lithography (2PPL), the size of a solitary feature plays a
similar role to that of the localization accuracy in microscopy; compare the left col-
umn in Fig. 8.6, upper andmiddle panels. “Solitary” means that the next neighboring
features are well separated by several wavelengths at least. An infinitely small feature
size could in principle be attained if the threshold of polymerization (gray horizontal
line) is close to the peak of the PSF [10, 67]. The polymerization threshold is defined as
the illumination intensity which causes just enough polymerization (say 80%), such
that the written structure withstands the development (washing) steps. Indeed, this
resembles a strong chemical type of nonlinearity because of the binary distinction
between areas polymerized sufficiently to withstand washing and the minor exposed
areaswhichdonotwithstandwashing. Strictly speaking, this is a “yes or no” function,
the most nonlinear function possible and clearly, this is apt to provide sub-Abbe fea-
ture sizes. In reality, however, an infinitely thin feature size is hard to reach, because
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this would require pushing the polymerization threshold to the upmost tip of the PSF,
or in turn lowering the illumination intensity such that it just exceeds the polymer-
ization threshold. In practice, a solitary line written in such conditions would not be
continuous if the threshold was pushed too close to the limit of the PSF [51]. This can
be easily understoodbecauseboth the topof thePSFand thepolymerization threshold
fluctuate. The intensity of the PSF fluctuates because, for instance, the excitation laser
fluctuates or because there are differently absorbing species between the objective
lens and the focus while scanning. The polymerization threshold fluctuates as well
because it depends, for instance, on the local density of polymerization starters,which
in practice will show spatial inhomogeneity. For these reasons, feature sizes below
100nm are difficult to achieve using 2PPL.
But let’s now turn to the term “resolution” in 2PPL: in the case of the Sparrow
criterion (Fig. 8.6, middle row, central panel), the polymerized structures are broader
compared to the solitary lines (assuming an “non-forgetting” resist [51]). When amin-
imum develops in the sum of both PSFs by further separating them, e.g. up to the
Rayleigh limit (Fig. 8.6, middle row, right), it becomes possible for the polymerization
threshold to lie in between the two maxima and the central minimum of the summed
illumination intensity. Both polymerized features (grey shaded areas) are now fully
separated due to the binary nonlinearity of polymerization while the optical image in
microscopy would not show a zero of intensity in the center (Fig. 8.6 upper row).
The lower row of Fig. 8.6 depicts the situation of STED–assisted 2PPL. In com-
parison to ordinary 2PPL, STED-2PPL shows a substantially narrowed effective PSF.
Obviously, the sharpened effective PSF leads to an improvement of the minimal fea-
ture size (Fig. 8.6, lowest row, left), as compared to the feature size achievable by
2PPL. The reason is that due to the sharper effective PSF in the case of STED-2PPL,
the requirement to push the polymerization threshold to the upmost tip of the PSF is
relaxed.Mathematically speaking, the bending or the secondderivative of the effective
PSF of STED-2PPL is larger. Finally, STED-2PPL allows for true sub-Abbe resolution of
two neighboring features as depicted in the lower right panel of Fig. 8.6.
8.6 Nanoanchors for single antibody display
We have used STED-2PPL in order to write arrays for proteins as a first application
in biological and physiological research. This is a first step towards templates for pro-
teinswhich couldmimic thenative surroundings and stimulate specific cell responses.
Such templates may help study cellular dynamics and interactions, though ex vivo, in
an environment similar to the natural habitat [68–70]. For instance, micropatterned
substrates have been used to investigate cell proliferation, differentiation, andmigra-
tion [68, 71–74]. Nanoconfined, specific ligand display serves as an important tool
for such studies [75–77]. Templates or scaffolds have been written for proteins us-
ing different techniques. Nanoparticle self-assembly [69, 70, 78], dip-pen nanolitho-
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graphy [79–81], nanoimprint lithography [82], or electron beam lithography [83, 84]
were used to construct two-dimensional nanostructures, which serve as binding sites
for proteins. Although all these techniques have their advantages, they also have dis-
tinct limitations, for example high cost (e-beam) or restrictions in structure geometry,
specifically in self-assembled structures where only periodic patterns are possible,
and all of them are hardly extendable into the third dimension. In contrast, 2PPL
allows free-form patterning of docking sites for proteins even in 3D. And of course,
STED is apt to reduce structure size and enhance resolution also in the case of protein
scaffolds as outlined below.
In a pilot study we used a (80/20) mix of the two acrylate monomers SR499
(Sartomer, Colombes Cedex, France) and PETA, including 300–400ppm mono-
methyl ether hydroquinone, and again added 0.25wt% of DETC as a photosensitive
starter [85]. Two-photon excitation powers of 4.85mWand depletion powers of 25mW
(entering the objective lens) were applied to write the smallest features.
Figure 8.7 summarizes the results [85].Wewrote periodic arrays of 32×32 patches
with a spacing of 5 μm between the patches, some written with low resolution using
conventional 2PP lithography and some written with high resolution using STED-2PP
lithography. The protein-adherent acrylate patches were written on glass slides which
were passivated with PEG-silan prior to writing. This ensured that the substrate was
inert against protein adhesionwhile the acrylate patches (due to the content of SR499)
adhered proteins. Figure 8.7 (a) shows, from left to right, an SEM image of one such
array, a fluorescence image of another array in the green channel of a fluorescence
microscope, and an image taken with the red channel after incubation of the patches
with anti-CD59 antibodies (αCD59), stained with Atto655. The patches are visible in
the green channel because the photostarter DETC is a coumarin dye molecule and
hence the patches show auto-fluorescence. However, the patches are invisible in the
red channel prior to incubationwith the stained antibodies. Hence, auto-fluorescence
can be used to find the arrays in the fluorescence microscope quickly, while the red
channel can be used to monitor protein loading.
The sketch on the left of Fig. 8.7 (b) shows two situations whereby the larger
patches, written with ordinary 2PPL carry several αCD59, while the patches written
by STED-2PPL are supposed to carry only one αCD59 each. The fluorescence strength
per patch, averaged over one array and normalized to the fluorescence strength of
single αCD59 antibodies, shows quick saturation after only a few incubation steps
(right graph in Fig. 8.7 (b)). In the case of the 2PPL written patches, an average of
8.28 ± 1.22 antibodies per 2PP fabricated patch is found (blue line). In contrast, the
STED-2PPL patches carry on average only 1.16±0.11 antibodies (red line) [85]. Hence,
the STED-2PPL patches were termed nanoanchors.
As a further proof that therewas only one antibody per nanoanchor inmost cases,
we performed dSTORM measurements [86]. Figure 8.7 (c) shows two nanoanchors,
one of which displays only one fluorescing spot (with 26 nm localization diameter),
while the other nanoanchor shows two such spots. On approx. 80% of the dots we
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Fig. 8.7: (a) Rectangular array of STED-2PPL fabricated nanoanchors, spaced 5 μm apart. Left:
SEM image; middle: auto-fluorescence of the DETC polymerization starter in the green channel
of a fluorescence microscope; right: Atto655 fluorescence of the labeled IgG antibodies attached
to the nanoanchors, imaged by the red channel of a fluorescence microscope. (b) Left: sketch
of many IgGs on 2PPL-written islands and single IgGs on STED-2PPL-written nanoanchors. Right:
Fluorescence signal per island, normalized to the fluorescence strength of a single IgG as a function
of incubation steps. 2PPL-written islands carry 8 to 9 IgG, while STED-2PPL written nanoanchors
carry only 1.2 IgGs on average. (c) Zoomed out are two typical dSTORM images of nanoanchors.
In about 20 % of all cases, two fluorescence spots are detected, in about 80 % of all cases, only a
single localized spot is detected. (d) On/off blinking of a spot containing only one IgG. Parts (b)–(d)
reprinted and adapted with permission from [85]. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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observed single fluorescent spots. Still, as the localization accuracy was 26 nm, sev-
eral fluorophores could be hidden inside this spot. However, on-off blinking exper-
iments showed unambiguously that only single fluorophores were present in most
cases (Fig. 8.7 (d)). We further know [85], that more than 90% of the antibodies are
loaded with fluorophores, so we can safely conclude that about 80% of the nano-
anchors are loaded with only one antibody. Additional evidence was achieved by ap-
plying a probability density fit algorithm [87, 88] estimating the average number of
fluorescing species per patch. Details can be found in Wiesbauer et al. [85].
8.7 Conclusion/Further directions
Since its proposition 20 years ago, STED nanoscopy has become a routine technique
in bio-imaging. A multitude of physiological questions has been addressed using
STED microscopy, specifically in the fields of neurophysiology and the physiology
of membrane-based proteins, and the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was co-awarded for
these achievements in 2014. One can safely say that the diffraction limit implied by
Abbe lost its significance in fluorescence microscopy and a resolution below 10nm
has been achieved using visible light. The transformation of STEDmicroscopy toward
STED lithography has been illustrated in this chapter. Similar to STED-microscopy,
STED is not the only way to deplete photostarters of polymerization. In the family
of STED-related microscopy, stimulated emission, ground state depletion, optical
activation of fluorescence-quenchers, and photochromic switching are techniques
which can be utilized to force dye molecules into an off-state. In STED inspired
lithography, stimulated emission, up-conversion from excited states or, potentially,
optically activatable polymerization-stoppers can be applied. STED nanoscopy has
meanwhile reached sub 10nm resolution. Until now, the resolution in STED- and
STED-inspired-lithography is an order of magnitude worse, though clearly below the
diffraction limit. However, it should be recognized that STEDmicroscopy took 10 years
to come down from 100nm resolution in the early experimental reports to sub 10nm
resolution. STED lithography and its relatives are only 4 years old and should still
be considered in its infancy. Above, one field of applications, producing nanoscale
patterns for protein adhesion down to the single protein level [85], has been outlined.
Other applications, shown by the Wegener group, are in the field of photonic de-
vices: photonic crystals with stop bands in the visible range [13, 89, 90], including
polarization sensitive devices [91], and a carpet cloak [36, 92]. Further, the Min Gu
group reported ultra-high density data storage [93, 94].
Some challenges need to be tackled in the future. In order to push resolution
further down in STED and STED related lithography, materials need to be discov-
ered which allow for nanoscale structuring on the one hand but are stiff enough to
withstand the washing process on the other. Most importantly, photoresists must
not shrink during the washing or drying process. Only negative tone resists have
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been used in STED- and STED-inspired lithography so far. A positive tone resist will
certainly open new fields of applications. Further, STED lithography has merely been
restricted to radical polymerization. Finding alternative classes of polymerization and
alternative polymerization starters is top on the agenda for further development of
STED lithography.
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